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E
Trikaal
Trikaal Tribaar Namostu Acharya Shri.
I do not know how to say and what to say but whatever is being written
here by me is purely due to AASHIRWAAD [BLESSINGS] of my GURU
[TEACHER AND PREACHER] now Param Pujya Adhyatm
Adhyatm Yogi Charya
Shiromani Acharya
Acharya Shri 108 VISHUDDHA SAGAR JI MAHARAAJ.
MAHARAAJ.
I have tried to e-publish this GRANTH with a view to publish with FULL
AHINSA [NON[NON-VOILENCE] VINAY [DUE RESPECT] AND SADSAD-AACHARAN
[GOODGOOD-CONDUCT]. My view to publish this also was because of love affection
showered by you readers for the past few publications.
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Ach Poojya paad swamiji alias Acharya Deva Nandi Maharaj’s feet

were worshipe
worshiped by celestial beings (gods) – a fact mentioned in an
inscription No. 40 of Shravan Belgola. Acharya has also mentioned.
Ishtopadesha reflects all that and saints as well as laymen all enjoy
and are benefitted there by. The language of this work is very simple, lucid
and easily understandable.
I don’t have words and am speechless to say in front of my Guru Acharya
Shri 108 Vishuddhasagarji Maharaj. Whenever Acharya Shri Speaks, The Goddess
[KANTH].. I know that
of Knowledge, Saraswati Devi speaks through his throat [KANTH]
all work of mine is being completed because of Blessings of Acharya Shri.
This great Granth is completed today for e-publication on the auspicious
day of Shrut Panchami, Jyeshth Shukla Panchami, Veer Nirwaan Samvat 2538,
and on Saturday, 26th May 2012. Further I feel great and happy to say that to-day
is also Annual Day of our Temple, Mulnayak Shri 1008 Chandraprabh
Bhagwaan, my Ishtdev.
Unknowingly if any mistake is done by me, I request all learned readers of
this Granth, please do forgive me and please correct the same and inform me so
that it can be corrected.
Koti koti Namostu Acharya Shri and Samast Sanghast Muniraaj.
Namostu Shasan Jaywant ho…………………… .

P. K. Jain
Jain
NAMOSTU SHASAN SANGH
602/1, LORD SHIVA PARADISE,
BIRLA COLLEGE ROAD,
KALYAN, MUMBAI.
09324358035,
09892279205,
07208500417.
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PREFACE
The name of the author of Ishtopadesha Acharya Dev nandi alias. Acharya
Shri Poojya paada has been included in the Pattawali of Nandi Sangh Balatkaaragana
at serial number ten. He has been mentioned to have flourished in between Shaka
era 258-308 (336-386 AD). There are other evidences as well which corroborate
the Pattawali of Nandi Sangha and declare him to have been a highly prominent
Acharya belonging to 4th century A.D. Inspite of all this, the historians have
expressed various views in this regard. For example, Pdt. Kailash Chandra Ji
Shastri is of the view that he flourished in 5th century A.D. According to Shri
Nathoo Ram Premi Swami Poojya Paad was an Acharya of 6th century A.D. There
are Persons who assert that Acharya Poojya paad was a contemporary of king
Durvineet son of Awneet of 6th century of Vikram Era. There have been some
differences of opinion amongst scholars also because there has been a number of
acharyas bearing the name of Acharya Poojya paada. It is also to be remembered in
this regard that certain scholars have opined that Shri Poojya paad was a
contemporary of Paadini, who flourished in 5th century B.C. His gana was Balatkar
and Gaccha Saraswati. Although, Acharya Poojya Paad has not mentioned his
name anywhere in any of his works, yet the facts given in the afore mentioned
Pattawali are definitely true by other direct and indirect evidences. Acharya Swami
Poojya paada in his work ‘Shri Jainendra Vyakarana’ has mentioned the names of
his predecessors namely Param Poojya Acharya Shri Bhootabali, Acharya Shri
Samantra Bhadra, Acharya Shri Siddha Sen, Acharya Shri Shri Dutta, Acharya Shri
Yasobhadra and Acharya Shri Prabha Chandra. This clearly shows his historic
importance in the lineage of ancient acharyas of Jainas.
According to Poojya Paad Charite by Shri Chandrayaya – a work in
Kannada language – The names of Shri Poojya paad father and mother of were Shri
Maadhav Bhatta and Smt. Shri Devi respectively. He was born in a village named
‘Kalangal’ in Karnataka in a respectable Brahmin family. He preferred to be
initiated as a Digamber saint at an early age because he saw a serpent swallowing a
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restless tortoise. This incident was enough to intensify the feeling of renunciation in
him to such an extent that changed the course of his entirety life. The author of this
book narrates certain marvels / miracles which are generally associated with the life
of Acharya Poojya Paad. According to him Acharya Poojya paada used to go and
visit ‘Videh Region’ by applying some balm on his feet. He also visited a number of
holy places being seated in a celestial vehicle. It is also said that he regained his lost
eye sight with the help of his prayer of Lord Shanti Naath popularly known as
‘Shantyashtaka’. The feet of Acharya Deva Nandi were worshiped by celestial
beings (gods) – a fact mentioned in an inscription No. 40 of Shravan Belgola. He
was also designated as Shri Jinendra Buddhi, because of his wonderful command
over various branches of knowledge. Inscription No. 105, 40 and 108 of Shravana
Belgola also corroborate his greatness.
His works :
Acharya Poojya Paad is accredited with the composition of the following
works–
1. Jainendra Vyakarana
2. Jainendra Nyasa
3. Shabdaawataara
4. Chhanda Shastra
5. Vaidya Saara
6. Jainaabhisheka
7. Saar Samgraha
8. Sarwartha Siddhi
9. Ishtopadesha
10. Samaadhi Tantra
11. Dash Bhakti
12. Shantyashtaka
13. Siddhi priya Stotra
Of these works named Jainendra Nyasa, Shabdaawataara, Chhanda
Shastra, Vaidya Saara, Jainaabhishek, Saara Samgraha are not available at
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present. The names of Jainendra Nyasa and Sabdaawataara by Acharya Shri Poojya
Paad have been mentioned in an inscription of ‘Tallake’. His work Vaihya Saara
as a matter of fact is not available though the work bearing the same title has been
published from Aara (Bihar). The words ‘Poojya Paadena Bhaashitah / Nirmitah’
(i.e. told or written by Shri Poojya paada) written in the work denote it to have been
written by Acharya Shri Poojya Paad. This publication does not appear to be that of
Shri Poojya paad because its style and language etc. are not like those of Shri Poojya
paada.
Acharya Poojya Paad was a versatile genius and he had great command over
various branches of Jainology. He was a great grammarian and his work ‘Jainendra
Vyakarana’ does testify it. The author of ‘Mukti Bodh’ has been enlisted and
included ‘Jainendra Vyakaran’ most important eight works on grammars of Sanskrit.
There are two versions of this work available at present – one containing 3000
formulae and another containing 3700 formulae.
Sarwartha Siddhi is the name given to five Anuttar Vimanas situated over
and above 16 heavens. The souls which reach there due to the fruitioning of their
auspicious karmas as a rule are reborn as human beings wherefrom they attain
salvation and become bodiless pure and perfect souls (Siddhas). The Sarvartha
Siddhi of Acharya Poojya Paad is a commentary of Tattwartha Sootra by Acharya
Uma Swami and is the most authoritative work on Jainology. The name of this
commentary is Tattwarth Vritti and the commentator has called it Sarwartha Siddhi
because who so ever studies it and translate it into action as a rule attains salvation.
Inspite of being a commentary on Tattwartha Sootra, it has got much of originality
as well. It is so because there are many subjects which are not included in Tattwartha
Sootra but which have been dealt with in Sarwartha Siddhi.
Samaadhi Tantra has got 105 verses. This work in a very lucid and
effective manner deals with the realization of the true nature of soul. This work is
very popular.
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Dash Bhakti of Acharya Poojya paada is as a rule recited and used by all
Digambar saints on important occasions such as STHAPANA and NISTHAPAN.
Prabha Chandra in his work named ‘Kriya Kalaapa’ has confirmed it to have been
written by Acharya Shri Poojya paada.
In Siddhi Priya Stotra Acharya Shri has eulogized/adored the 24
Tirthankaras in 26 verses.
Ishtopadesha : Ishtopadesh by Acharya Swami Shri Poojya Paad is an
spiritual work containing 51 verses. Having in view its importance, a Sanskrit
commentary was prepared by Pdt. Asha Dhar Ji. In recent time it has been translated
in number of languages Indian as well as foreign. It has been translated in English
by BAR-AT-LAW and Vidya Varidhi Late Mr. Champat Rai Ji and Jai Bhagwan
Jain BA LLB. It has been translated in Hindi by Shri Dhanya Kumar Jain, in
Guajarati by Shri Rawa Ji Bhai Desai and in Marathi by some unknown poet.
As Param Poojya Acharya Shri Poojya paada was the master of Sanskrit
language and poetry and as his soul had touched great heights because of his faultless
hard and difficult austerities, Ishtopadesha reflects all that and saints as well as
laymen all enjoy and are benefitted there by. The language of this work is very
simple, lucid and easily understandable.
Poojya Muni Shri Vishuddha Sagar Ji has been the great admirer of this
work and he studied it thoroughly under the guidance of his preceptor Poojya
Acharya Shri Virag Sagar Ji Maharaj.
Poojya Muni Shri Vishuddha Sagar Ji is an author of a number of other
books such as Shuddhatma Tarangani etc. and he devotes most of his time to the
studies of scriptures and other sacred books. The commentary of Ishtopadesh
prepared by him in Hindi, is no doubt, a master piece and enlightens the readers with
mysteries of Jainology or the science of soul in clear and unambiguous words and
inspires them to understand and uphold the path of liberation.
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This is the first detailed commentary in Hindi of Ishtopadesh and hence
it is original in many respects, in making scholars easily understand the intricacies of
a great work by a very great and learned Acharya. It will certainly cover a long way
and solve the intricacies of a great work of a very great and learned Acharya.
We are really externally grateful to the illustrious young and promising saint
Poojya Muni Shri Vishuddha Sagar Ji, who has consented his Hindi commentary of
Ishtopadesha to be translated into English.
We are also grateful to Param Poojya Acharya Viraga Sagar Ji for having
permitted Muni Shri Visuddha Sagar Ji to do the same. We also express our heartfelt
gratitude to the compiler and publisher of Ishtopadesh (Hindi) i.e. Param Shruta
Prabhawaka Mandal Agaas as well as to other authors from whom we have borrowed
much while writing this preface.
We do not claim to be competent enough to prepare this English version of
the Hindi commentary of Ishtopadesha by Poojya Muni Shri Vishuddha Sagar Ji.
There might have crept mistakes/errors in this great work for which we sincerely
apologize and request our readers to suggest necessary corrections thereof.
-Thanks-

1. DASHRATH JAIN
Advocate and Ex. Minister
Govt. of Madhya Pradesh

2. PROF. P.C. JAIN
(Deptt. of Geography)
Govt. Maharaja College, Chhatarpur (M.P.)
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BY

ACHARYA 108 SHRI POOJYA
PAADASWAMIJI

I pay my obeisance to shri Siddha Parmatma (bodyless pure and perfect
soul) who is most excellent in all the three worlds, seated on the top of Universe, self
delighted, equanimous, unblemished, everlasting and unblotted.
May the lotus feet of Lord Vardhaman (Shri Mahavir Swami)
consecrate/sanctify my inner most - due to whose pleasure order of Namostu is
getting victorious, whose order is associated with the word ‘Syat’ (In relation to) and
who has proclaimed polysm after subsiding/over powering false - One sidedness.
I pay my constant obeisance to Acharya Kunda Kunda Deva who is
omniscient in this age of Kali and immersed in the science of spiritualism – and
Acharya Shri Samanta bhadra Swami who is comparable with Tirthankar in among
the great Authors of present era.
I bow down my head to the lotus feet of Acharya Shri Poojya paada Swami
- author of great work Ishtopadesha which reveals (the mysteries of) the son of
Goddess soul, which is eternally blissful and is characterized by consciousness - and
most humbly pray that myself be as good a servant/worshipper of scriptural
knowledge and the follower of right conduct as Acharya Poojya paada Swami has
been.
Besides this, I hereby pay obeisance to my initiator “Acharya Shri Virag
Sagar Ji” - Who is worshipper of true scriptures, who is always engaged in the
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practices necessary for self-realization, who is very kind to me, and who constantly
assist me in the attainment of the bliss of emancipation. It is because of the grace of
Acharya Shri Virag Sagar Ji that I have come to know and understand the path of the
devotion to Mother Jinwani (Goddess Saraswati).
I am here by attempting to write this commentary of Ishtopadesh being
fully devoted to Goddess Jinawani with my meager knowledge in order to purify my
functional consciousness for safeguarding against inauspicious functional
consciousness and for the attainment of fine equanimity. I again venerate and
worship five Supreme Beings and pray that this commentary may prove to be the
light of the sun for removing the darkness of delusion and fusion filled in the minds
and hearts of mundane souls.
I pay my obeisance to all the Ganadharas of all the twenty four Tirthankaras
starting from Shri Brishabh Sen and ending at Shri Indrabhuti Gautam May my inner
most/bosom be Sanctified / Consecrated by the three Omniscient Lords named Shri
Gautam Swami, Shri Sudharmacharya and Shri Jamboo Swami connected with the
rule of the last Tirthankar (Pontiff). Besides, may the last ‘Shrut Kewali’, Shri
Bhadra Bahu Swami destroy the impoliteness (ABHADRATA) / ungentleness of my
heart and make me fully gentle (Samant Bhadra).

Shloka 1

`ñ` ñd`§ ñd^mdm{áa^mdo H¥$ËñZ H$_©
H$_©U: Ÿ&
Vñ_¡ g§kmZ ê$nm`, Z_mo@ñVw na_mË_Zo Ÿ&&1Ÿ&&
I pay an obeisance to that pure and perfect soul, the image of right
Meaning –
knowledge it has automatically attained its natural self with the
elimination/destruction of all karmas.

Commentary – Oh ! Soul ! you have not known your own nature. You are not aware
of your own affluence/riches. The omnipotent pure and perfect soul lives/dwells with
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in you. You have not been able to realize your nature due to beginning less
ignorance. Nature of soul is indestructible, it is only covered. Does the cover of
clouds destroy/eliminate the Sun? No, the Sun has been just covered by clouds. The
Sun starts shining, the moment the cover of clouds is removed by the force of winds.
Our Sun of soul has been covered by the clouds of karmas since beginning less times.
The clouds of karmas shall be separated/dissociated with the Sun of soul, the moment
the winds of knowledge, renunciation and good conduct start blowing. Then there
shall be no need of anyone else. There is no necessity of any other substance/object
in order to illuminate the God of pure and perfect soul. That God shall shine because
of the prowess of the strength/capabilities of its own. The mundane soul that of
which is being / existing under the dominance of dependence of others-is
ignorant/unaware of self-knowledge.
How can one be self-begotten in the absence of the knowledge of self ? The
worshipping of five Supreme Being is indispensable at the primary level. Such
worshipping may be the cause of the attainment of pure and perfect soul, but it does
not constitute nature of self. In this Sloka Acharya Poojya paad Swami has bowed
down and paid his obeisance to that soul which has attained it’s purity and perfection
(natural self) on its own accord. It is not at all possible to attain ones natural self /
pure and perfect soul without the destruction or elimination of karmas. Ignorant
persons treat impure souls to be pure souls. ‘O’, brother remember and pay attention
to the phrase “Anadi Sambandhe Cha”. The mundane soul has been described to be
pure having in view the capacity or capability thereof - from pure substantial/real
stand point - it has not been so described in view of the present mode/form thereof.
Capacity/content and mode/form are two different things. One cannot be substituted
or replaced by other. How can there be liberation or salvation without the destruction
of bondage ? You should first accept bondage ; there after observe/translate the
valour of destruction of bondage in practice, as has been done by your virtuous
predecessors. Then and then alone shall you be able to attain the manifestation of
your nature self. Karmic bondage bind soul. Karmic bondage of the soul results from
the volitions of attachment aversion etc. of soul. There is no karmic bondage in the
absence of such volitions. There can be no such volitions in if there is no karma. The
two are related with each other by way of instrumentality and instrument .
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Another adjective of pure soul is ‘Sanjnam Rupaya’. That is why Acharya
Poojya paad paid has obeisance to pure and perfect soul - knowledge incorporatewho knows all the objects of the universe whether they be minutest, situated at long
distances or situated internally. In this Sloka Acharyashri has paid his obeisance to
pure and perfect soul and composed this benedictory prayer in view of the
dominance of the attribute of knowledge of soul. Attributes/merits alone are
venerated. They alone are worshipped. Persons, who are not meritorious, are not the
object of worship. That alone is venerable, worshipable, respectable / worth bowing,
who has got the above mentioned attributes or merits. As these attributes are found in
either bodyless pure and perfect souls (Siddhas) or pure and perfect souls with bodies
(Arihantas) alone, they alone are worshipable. And Acharyas (heads of order of
saints), Uppadhyayas (preceptors) and sadhus (saints) are engaged in worthy/required
practices of - pertaining to the valour necessary for the attainment of status of
Arihant or that of Siddhas- they also deserve to be bowed down, venerated and
worshiped.
The pupil after listening to the phrase ‘Swayam Swabhava Prapti’ made the
query, “how does soul attain its nature consisting the manifestations of eight
attributes righteousness etc. ? As there is no illustration capable to prove attainment
of self by self. How can the statement mentioned above be proved” ?
Acharya Poojya Pad Swami replying to such query says –
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- Shloka 2 –

`mo½`monmXmZ `moJoZ, ÑfX: ñdU©Vm _Vm Ÿ&
X«ì`m{Xñdm{Xg§nÎmm, dmË_Zmo@ß`mË_Vm _Vm Ÿ&&2Ÿ&&
Meaning – The mundane soul becomes pure and perfect soul, embodiment of pure
consciousness by getting favourable substances, favourable place and other necessary
favourable circumstances and their relationship/combination with suitable substances
in the same way in which the ore of gold becomes pure gold.
Commentary – In this Sloka Acharya Shri has explained/narrated the capability of
substance. There can be no origination of any activity/work in the absence of
requisite capability or capabilities. Such capabilities have been termed to be the
substance in scriptures (Upadan). No work is possible without the capability of
substance (Upadan). Every substance changes/transforms in accordance with its
capability. The ore of gold get transformed into pure gold in accordance with the
favourable/suitable substance, place, time and volitions. No work is possible to be
performed unless the suitable time attainment approaches ; whatsoever efforts one
makes. Persons, who assert that work is performed is performed in the way he wants,
does really bind unnecessary karmas and become aggrieved on account of his futile
egoism ? Are you in a position to destroy the freedom/independence of substance ?
Bhagwan KundKund Dev says in ‘Samay Saar’ –

AÊU X{dEU AÊU Xmo{d`ñg Umo H$saXo JwUwßnmXmo Ÿ&
Våhm Xw gìdm Cßn‚m§Vo ghmdoU Ÿ&&372Ÿ&&
It means that one substance cannot produce the attributes of other substance
or substances. That is why the principle underlined is ; Every substance is
produced/transformed by itself.
One should not think - as it would be wrong to think - that the soul becomes
attached with attachment and aversion on account of other substances ; because there
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is no possibility of the attributes of one substance producing or transforming themselves into the attributes of other substances. All substances are capable to generate
by nature. Here is an illustration to prove it.
Is pot made of soil or that of the nature of potsman ? Answer is : Pot is
made of soil not that of the nature of potsman. The soil does not touch the nature of
potsman. It gets generated/transformed of its own nature. In the like manner all
substances get generated/transformed into the mode/form of their own natural
attributes.
I really wonder, how ignorant souls devoid of the knowledge of self,
disregardful of the system of universe, have become either instrumentalist or
substantialist due to their one-sidedness ? In my opinion, those who are one sided
and who are holding only one end, are devoid of scriptural knowledge. Undoubtedly
it is a fact that at times there is the predominance of substance (Upaadaan), whereas
at other times there is the dominance of instrumentality. But none of the two can be
deleted or left. In order to understand the element of soul or matter, we follow the
method based on dominant and subsidiary factors/attributes. Anyhow, any object can
be generated/transformed in to other object with the help of both - substance as well
as instrument.
If someone asserts that it is an instrument which alone is effective ; the
substance will be inconformity with instrument; this is not true. Take the case of a
barren woman, who comes in contact with a man but who does not give birth to a
child in spite of that. It is so because of the incapability of the substance concern (i.e.
due to the incapability of woman in question). Now a days we notice that some
persons with meagre knowledge are adopting arbitrariness giving undue weightage to
instrument ; they are abandoning restraint and conduct. Take for example a person
who maintains that he has eaten the sweet dish (modak) because it was served to him.
The person who was served the sweet dish, produced in me the liking for it. That he
enjoyed the particular object of sensual enjoyment because that objects so inspired
him to do so. He would not have so enjoyed them in case, they were not available to
him. ‘O’ brother, did the object of sensual enjoyment ask you to enjoy them ? That
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object is material, (unconscious being) ; you are a conscious being. Why do you
control your mind ? You get satisfied by merely finding faults with instruments or
instrumental causes. Remember - no one could have attained passionlessness in case
instruments were so powerful. Hence it is quite clear that instrumental causes
become futile in case the substance is pure. External causes or instruments do
influence only, where there is something wrong with substance or real. You cannot
cook rice or obtain cooked rice in case there is no rice, although other objects or
instruments for cooking rice such as cooking utensils, water, fire etc. are all
available. Substance is a must. Be it noted that the instruments of non-restraint
cannot be destroyed or got rid of . What is required is to control or restrain the real or
the substance. Restraint can be observed/adopted then and then alone. But one should
take care and get rid of such material objects of the instruments which do influence
the real/substance. One should not knowingly put his finger in the burning fire.
Only substance is not useful : the other side consists of the standpoint of
substance (real stand point). There is no contradiction in stating something giving
due importance to the real/substance. One can describe only one thing at one time,
although it is not possible to describe something from real/substantial standpoint as
well as from practical/modal stand point at one and same time, yet the other
standpoint also cannot be ignored/disregarded. The instruments are as useful and
necessary as the reals/substances. The capacity or capability is in the substance/real.
But this capacity or capability gets manifested/expressed with the help of
instruments. It is common knowledge that the soul has got the capacity/capability to
become bodyless pure and perfect soul (Siddha), but the soul becomes bodyless pure
and perfect soul only when requisite suitable instruments are available to it. Be it
known that salvation cannot be attained or a mundane soul cannot become bodyless
pure and perfect soul until and unless it does not get the best / the most favourable
time, substance, place, volition, osseous structure etc. It is needless to say that a
healthy woman capable to give birth to a child cannot do so until and unless she
comes in contact with a male counterpart. He who want to attain something without
the required instruments is equal to a person who is trying to get milk out of the
horns of a cow. In order to achieve some object, one has to take help of so many
instruments or objects. No work is done with only one instrument/object. For
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example the rice will be cooked only when a number of instruments such as fire,
water, utensils, cook etc. are collected and used methodically. It is not the capacity of
rice to become cooked rice, which makes it in to cooked rice. There are a number of
instruments, which are required to convert rice in to cooked rice. Instruments are said
to be those objects/factors, which influence the real / substance. Instruments /
material factors, which do not exert any influence on the real/substance do not come
in the category of instruments. Instruments are of two kinds active and passive. The
example of active instrument is the preaching of a saint to his disciple; whereas the
example of passive instrument is the shade of a tree to a pedestrians. The tree does
not force the pedestrian to sit under its shade. He may and may not do so.
Instruments can also be divided in to another (manner). They are either
internal or external. Internal instrument means and includes the capacity of the
substance/real. External instrument means and includes other objects and the
dependence of the real on them. No work can be done without both these
instruments. Hence any work can be done or object achieved/accomplished with the
help of favourable substance, time, place and volition. The mundane soul capable to
attain salvation does attain salvation and become pure just the ore of gold becomes
pure gold.

Doubt – At this stage the pupil puts another query and politely asks “ ‘O’ master, if
the soul attains salvation with the help of favourable substance, place, time and
volition etc. It will make the observance / adoption of vows carefulness etc. futile or
worthless. What is the use of torturing the body by means of austerities and vows”?
Reply – ‘O’, my pupil, your doubt is baseless. Vows, austerities etc. are worth
practicing because they are the causes of the inflow of auspicious karmas and partial
destruction of accumulated inauspicious karmas. The mundane soul cannot get rid of
karmas without adopting/observing vows and practices relating to restraints etc. The
observance of vowfulness causes the inflow of virtuous karmas. Such virtuous
karmas yield material pleasures of heaven etc. and later on it also attains the bliss of
salvation conventionally.
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This has been properly expressed in the following Sloka -

- Sloka 3 –

da§ d«V¡: nX§ X¡d§, Zmd«V¡d©V ZmaH§$ Ÿ&
N>m`m VnñW`mo^}X:, à{Vnmc`Vmo©hmZ Ÿ&&3Ÿ&&
It is preferable to attain the celestial grade of life by means of
Meaning observing vows (or being vowful) rather than attaining the hellish grade of life by
means of giving up/abandoning vows (or being vowless); Just as it is preferable to sit
in/under the shade of a tree, rather than sitting in/under the Sunshine. This simile
properly explains/discusses the difference between the vowful and the vowless.

Commentary – It is not possible for the unrestrained to attain the pure nature of self.
How can there be the experience of passionlessness / nonattachment through the
experience of passions/attachments. ‘O’, brother, can you put two swords in one
sheath? The summer season and a winter season do not come simultaneously. In the
same way the man submersed in the experience of sensual pleasures, cannot have the
experience of pure soul. And one cannot attain the status of bodyless pure and perfect
soul in the absence of the experience of pure soul (natural self). Spiritual works
affirm that the experience of nonattachment is concomitant with right conduct
(conduct leading to non-attachment). Right conduct/conduct leading to
passionlessness / non attachment goes along with self-absorption conduct. Real /
right conduct is possible to attain only by means of complete-restraints.
Practical conduct consist of abandonment of the in-auspicious and adopting
the auspicious things. Acharya Shri Nemi Chandra Siddhant Dev in his authoritative
work ‘Dravya Sangrah’ has defined it to be consisting of vowfulness, carefulness
and preservations/disciplines.

AgwhmXmo {d{U{dÎmr gwhon{d{Îm ` OmU Mm[aÎm§ Ÿ&
doX-g{_{X-Jw{Îm éd§, ddhmaU`m Xw{OU^{U`§ Ÿ&&45Ÿ&&
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In the state of vowlessness there is the conduct leading to righteous
behavior, whereas in case of the partially vowful state there is partially vowful
conduct. It is also called partial restraint and restraint - no restraint. Partially vowful
conduct/partial restraint happens to be in the fifth state of virtue. The fully vowful
saint observes fully vowful conduct. It starts from the sixth state of virtue. Up to the
sixth state of virtues, there is attached recognition. Nonattached recognition begins
from the 7th state of virtues.
The saint existing in the sixth state of virtue is called the saint observing
practical conduct. Real conduct consists of indeterminate meditation. This state starts
from 7th state of virtue. Practical conduct is the cause and medium of real conduct
and the real conduct is the work. There can be no origin of work without cause. Real
conduct is the main cause of salvation when practical is the cause of real. Adopting
of practical restraint is a must in order to attain real restraint. And subjective restraint
follows objective restraint. Subjective restraint and reflection are different from each
other. Really it is strange to note that generally subjective restraint and reflection
have been understood/treated to be the same. Such persons understand objective
restraint being initiated (into sainthood). ‘O’ brother ! try to understand scriptures.
Reflection to adopt restraint takes place in the state of vowlessness. Can a vowless
person have subjective restraint ? No,
Objective restraint means and includes being initiated as a saint and faultless
adoption and observance of basic as well as supplementary vows. Whereas subjective
restraint means and includes subsidence of twelve passions resulting therefrom.
The real follower of the path and salvation is that and that alone who
observes both the restraints. Objective restraint - in the absence of subjective restraint
- is the cause of the bondage of virtues or auspicious karmas but it is not the cause of
the attainment of salvation. The cause of salvation is no else than subjective restraint
and indeterminate real conduct. The cause, which causes real/actual work is the
cause; The rest causes are only means; this is just what has been asserted in ‘Nyaya
Deepika’ of Muni shri Dharm Bhoosan.
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gmYH$ {deofñ`m{Ve` dV: H$aUËdmV² Ÿ&
VXwŠV§ O¡ZoÝÐo - gmYH$V_§ H$aU_² Ÿ&&1/2/114/1Ÿ&&
In other words miraculous saint is an important instrument. According to
Jainendra Vyakaran the saint characterized by important miracles and karma are
synonymous.

Doubt – What is meant by ‘Atishaya’ (Miracle) ?
Answer –

AÌm{Ve`mo Zm_ {Z`_oZ H$m`m}ËnmXH$Ëd_²

Here at miraculous instrument means to signify the means, which yield as a
rule the work concerned.
Hence it is quite evident that real conduct alone is the direct cause of
salvation. Practical conduct is the cause of real conduct. As cause formally contains
the effect, hence practical gems trio is also the cause of salvation.
The state of the functional consciousness is the order of state of virtues :

AÌ àm^¥V emñÌo VmÝ`od JwUñWmZm{Z g§jonoU ew^mew^ ewÕmon`moJê$noU
H${WVm{Z Ÿ& H$W{_{V MoV² - {_Ï`mËd gmgmXZ{_lJwUñWmZÌ`o VmaVå`oZ²
Aew^Zon`moJ…, VXZÝVa_g§`V gå`½Ñ{îQ> Xoe{daV à_Îmg§`V JwUñWmZÌ`o VmaVå`oZ²
ew^mon`moJ: VXZ§Va_à_Îmm{X jrUH$fm`mÝV JwUñWmZ fQ²>Ho$ VmaVå`oZ ewÕmon`moJ:,
VXZ§Va g§`moJ`mo{J{OZ-JwUñWmZ Û`o ewÕmon`moJ \$c{_{VŸ&&
(àdMZgma JmWm 9, n¥.10 तापयविृ त Q>rH$m)Ÿ&&
In Pravachan Saar etc. we find short description of the states of virtues from
the point of view of auspicious, inauspicious and pure functional consciousness. We
are here at giving the details as to how and in what manner three types of functional
consciousness happens to be in relation to fourteen state of virtues. In the first three
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state of virtue namely that of false hood, saasadon and mixed the state of functional
consciousness is inauspicious, though it goes on decreasing. In the next three states
of virtues namely vowless right faith, partial vowfulness and careless restraint, there
exists auspicious functional consciousness in or gradually increasing manner.
Thereafter in the next six states of virtues i.e. from the state of careful restraint up to
that of the destruction of passions, there happens to be pure functional consciousness
in an gradually increasing manner. The last two states of virtues namely those of
omniscient with activity and omniscient with inactivity (अयोग केवल), we notice the
consequence or the fruit of pure functional consciousness.

The purport of writer - Acharya Shri is preaching to the soul’s aspirants of
salvation to the effect that the path of the salvation - really - consist pure functional
consciousness and the means of eternal bliss. The eternal bliss gets
manifested/expressed because of the capability of soul. But the aspirants of salvation
should not give up the observances of auspicious functional consciousness unless and
until salvation is not attained ; they should continue to adopt vowfulness, good
conduct and restraint till then. The vows, rules and austerities observed from
substantial/real stand point, are the causes of stoppage and shading off of karmas, in
case they are not observed from substantial/real stand point, they yield/cause either
virtues or vices. It is preferable to adopt/observe auspicious religious practices to get
rid of inauspicious meditation instead of going to hell by committing sins and adding
to inauspicious Karmas. Although it is better to go to heaven by committing/virtues
deeds ; But this should not be the target/object of an aspirant of salvation, For
example take two pedestrians. One of them sits under the shade of a tree and is
waiting for someone. The other one is waiting and sitting under the scorching heat of
the sun. The former is happy where as the later is unhappy. Just the same is the
differences between the fruits of a vowful and a vowless person. The difference is as
great as that which exists in between heaven and hell. The man sitting and waiting
under the shade of a tree is superior as it is safe from the scorching heat of the sun.
The same condition is that of the volitions of a mundane soul. The
inauspicious volitions can be favourably compared with the scorching heat of the sun
of sense subjects and passions. And the auspicious volitions, worship of five supreme
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being, attached restraint and vowfulness, are comparable with the shade of the tree.
The nonattached pure functional consciousness is equal to a beautiful grand palace
studded with jewels. It is quite apparent that the happiness which is experienced by
living in a beautiful grand palace is not and cannot be acquired by resting under the
shade of a tree or by staying under the scorching heat of the sun. Undoubtedly the
shade of the tree is better and preferable to the heat of the sun, though it is not the
best/most excellent.
‘O’, Wise man! Since how long have you been bearing the scorching heat of
sense Subjects, passions and lust. You have been time and again distressed/aggrieved
by the flames of faults/guilts. Do you experienced peace under the heat of sense
pleasures and passions arising out of worldliness ? Lo the sun stroke of wants is
burning you. Inspite of that you are not being wakeful. The Lord is trying to make
you understand- ‘O’ friend just listen to me. Do not be unnecessarily sick by
remaining under scorching heat of the sun; the palace/destination is far far away.
Come under the shade of the tree of vowfulness and restraint, thereby you shall get
rid of scorching heat of the sun. Fix your mind on the palace/destination when the
weather becomes cold, leave the shade of the tree of auspicious functional
consciousness and enter in to the palace of pure functional consciousness. But be it
noted that one cannot get entry into the palace of pure functional consciousness in the
state of vowlessness.
This fact has been ably mentioned in the commentary of Samaysaar by
Acharya Shri Jay Sen Ji named Tatparya Vrutti.

`Wm H$mo@{n J«må`OZ: gH$X© § Zra§ {nd{V, ZmJ[aH$: nwZ: {ddoH$sOZ: H$VH$\$c§
{Z{jß` {Z_©cmoXH§$ {nd{V VWm ñdg§doXZ^oX^mdZmeyÝ`OZmo {_Ï`mËd amJm{X {d^md
n[aUm_ g{hV_mË_mZ_Zw^d{V, gX²ÑpîQ>OZ: nwZa^oXaËZÌ` cjU{Z{d©H$ën g_m{Y~coZ
H$VH$ \$cñWmZr`§ {ZíM`Z`_m{lË` ewÕmË_mZ_Zw^dVrË`W©: Ÿ&&3Ÿ&&
There are certain rustic persons who drink polluted water, where as there are
others (wise persons) who take care to cleans water from Alum before taking it ;
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similarly there are persons- devoid of self experience and knowledge to distinguish
between the self and non self who experience self-polluted with attachment and
similar other unnatural foreign volitions; on the contrary righteous persons
experience pure self with the help of indeterminate union with self-characterized by
indivisible gems trio.
The purport being only unpolluted water is worth drinking ; But so long as
water, purified by Alum is not available, till then the polluted water of the tank can
be used; other-wise one may lose his life or succumb to death for want of water. Any
how the intention or the objective should be that of drinking pure water.
In short pure functional consciousness is superior; But so long as it is not
available/attained, till then auspicious functional consciousness need be resorted to ;
otherwise the soul will fall down in inauspicious functional consciousness and be the
victim of lower grade of life. One should exert himself and be valorous after
knowing the nature of soul from various stand points.

Doubt – Does a man become vowful, after abandoning/giving up certain material ?

{duo§ {da{Vim[aÎm _mohmone_² j` j`mone_² {Z{_Îmm¡ne{_H$m{X
Mm[aÎmm{d^m©dmV² {da_U§ {da{V: Ÿ&&1Ÿ&&

Answer

–

Vowful/Vrati is that who is detached (Virahmana).
The term ‘virati’ (renunciation) is the result/consequence of manifestation of
subsidence, destruction and destruction cum subsidence in conduct deluding karma.
वत
ृ म सिध ............ भाग

^d{V Ÿ(राजवातक)

Vow is defined to be a unjoint/disjoint rule (Abhi Sandhi Krat Niyam). Abhi
Sandhi means renunciation of sins knowingly. “This has got to be done only in this
way, not otherwise” connote Abhisandhi. Any rule observed willfully is called a
vow.
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A{^g§{YH¥$Vm {da{V - {d©f`mÚmo½`mX²d«V§ ^d{V Ÿ&& 86Ÿ&& (aËZH$a§S$lmdH$mMma)
The soul capable of salvation, which aspires salvation should renounce the
volitions of non-restraint which are the root cause/seeds of sins / vices should
adopt/develop the thought actions of restraint. This is the only way of attaining selfgood.

Doubt - The thoughtful pupil at this stage again makes a query. ‘In case the above
mentioned analysis is accepted, devotion to/absorption in self-consciousness shall
become improper. Then the transcendental bliss of salvation arising out of
attachment/devotion for self shall go far far away because it necessitates/requires the
presence of suitable substance, place, time and volition etc. And such soul aspirant of
salvation shall get sensual pleasures of celestial grade etc. in the mids as a result of
his vowfulness. Than the question arises what is the good of devotion to self (selfabsorption) knowing it common men aspirants of self start giving more importance to
vowfulness instead of doing so to self-absorption ?’
Answer – Vowfulness is not worthless ; it is also wrong to state devotion to self
(self-absorption) to be improper.
This has been well supported in the following Sloka –
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Shloka 4

`Ì ^md: {ed§ XÎmo, Úm¡: {H$`X²Xyad{V©Zr Ÿ&
`mo Z`Ë`mew Jì`yqV, H«$moemÕ} qH$ g grX{V Ÿ&& 4 Ÿ&&
The thought action/volition/experience of soul which helps in the
Meaning attainment of salvation to aspirants capable of attaining salvation is not at all far from
heaven, in fact it is quite near it.

Comments – The mundane soul receives that grade of life for which it desire/thinks
of. First of all it is very essential to investigate/examine the thought actions or
volitions in a constant manner. It is really strange that the soul gets inauspicious
grade of life in spite of observing vows and adopting objective restraint. Has he
fallen down to this inauspicious grade of life due to the effects of restraint ? No !
Restraint always causes auspicious / better grade of life. Then why in the above
example person adopting restraint did fall down to inauspicious grade of life ? The
grade of life of the restrained is never inauspicious. The mundane soul apparently
restrained - adopts only the ling (form) and keeps his mind and heart full of passions
and falsehood gets inauspicious grade of life. If thought actions / volitions are
inauspicious, the mundane soul gets inauspicious grade of life; and if thought actions
of mundane soul are auspicious he gets auspicious, grade of life; and if the thought
actions / volitions of mundane soul are pure, he will attain salvation and become a
Siddha.
Doubt – Is the adoption of gems trio also the cause of mundane existence. He who
adopts gems trio, must attain salvation. Acharya Uma swami has defined gems trio to
be the path of salvation. But there have been cases / example where persons adopting
gems trio have gone to heaven. Why it is so ?
Answer – ‘O’ Brother, The path of gems trio is the cause of salvation alone ; not
that of the modes of heaven, hellish etc. But the auspicious thought action/volition
associated with the observances/practices of gems trio cause the auspicious inflow of
karmas and that inflow carries the soul concerned to heaven etc. Acharya Shri Amrit
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aËZÌ`{_h hoVw{Z©dm©Uñ`¡d ^d{V ZmÝ`ñ` Ÿ&
Amòd{V `Îmw nwÊ`§ ew^mon`moJmo@`_namY: (nwéfmW©{gÕ`wnm`) &&220Ÿ&&
In this universe the path of gems trio is the cause of salvation ; not that of
any other grade of life. Whatever inflow of auspicious karmas is caused there by, it is
caused by auspicious functional consciousness. Auspicious functional consciousness
is not only the cause of mundane existence; but it is also the cause of salvation in
accordance with the tradition. Be it noted that, that auspicious karmic bondage alone
yields salvation, which is devoid of future karmic bondage and is righteous. Virtuous
activities/observances or the religious practices of a wrong believer yields only the
pleasure of mundane existence; because it is devoid of self-good (Parmarth).
The performances devoid of self-good do not become the means of shading
off of karmas ; irrespective of all the austerities, restraints, vows and rules of
conduct. It does not bear fruit without subjective restraint. It is said –

`ñ_mV² {H«$`m: n«{V\$cpÝV Z ^mdeyÝ`m: Ÿ& H$ë`mU _§{Xa ñVmoÌ Ÿ&& 38Ÿ&&
The religious practice devoid of proper subjectivity is not substantially
fruitful.
Bhagwan Shari KundKund Dev in Samya Prabhat maintains -

na_Æ>påh Xw A{R>Xmo-Omo Hw$U{X Vd§ dX§ M YmaoB© Ÿ&
V§ gìd§ ~mc Vd§ ~mc dX§ qd{V gìdÊhÿ Ÿ&&152Ÿ&&
The omniscient lord denotes the austerities and vows of one - who does not
dwell in his soul/self which is knowledge incorporate - to be the austerities and vows
of the ignorant.

dX{O`_m{U Ya§Vm grcm{U Vhm Vd§ M Hw$ìd§Vm Ÿ&
na_Ç> ~m{ham Oo {Uì`mU§ Vo U qdX§{V Ÿ(g_`gma) && 153Ÿ&&
Aspirants who adopt vows, rules and regulations, conduct and austerities but
who are unconcern with knowledge incorporate soul (i.e. who does not believe in the
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nature of self), can never attain salvation / liberation. Acharya Shri has said so not
because he wants to make aspirants of salvation to do away with/abandon vows,
restraint and good conduct. Acharya Shri does not want make the ignorant persons to
give up vows, austerities etc. and thereby become careless, because in that case they
would go to the inauspicious grade of life. What he wants to stress is; one should not
completely devote himself to material practices alone, he should also have in his
mind the nature of a self along with them.
Sainthood consists of in reducing the intensity of passions-Intense passions
make the saint fall down from the volitions of natural self. It is the cause of conduct
deluding karmic bondage. The saint should always fix his eyes on the sources of
passions in order to attain the real nature of self. He should take care to avoid
indulging in intense passions i.e. in deepening the intensity of passions. Volitions
alone enable one to attain salvation or carry one to hell. This principle should always
be kept in mind by saints. Acharya Poojya Pad Swami in one of his famous slokas
point out ‘Yatra Bhawah Shivam Dutte’ means can the volitions causing one attain
salvation – not cause one to attain celestial mode/heavenly pleasures ? This statement
gives
more
weightage/importance
to
volitions/subjectivity-not
to
substances/objectivity. The truth is : sainthood develops/grows in the atmosphere of
less intense passions, right faith, right knowledge and right conduct abides in
equanimity not in its absence.
Acharya Yogendra Dev has said in his sacred book “Parmatma prakash” –

X§gUw UmUw Mm[aÎmw, Vgw Omo g_-^mC H$aoB Ÿ&
B` ah± E¸w$ {d ApËW U{d {OÊUdé EC ^UoB© Ÿ&& 40 A. 2Ÿ&&
Means that saint alone attains right faith, right knowledge and right conduct
who is equanimous. None of three jewels remains with the saints, not equanimous.
Acharya Shri again says –
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`Xm kmZr Ord Cnemå`{V VXm g§`Vmo ^d{V
H$m_ H«$moYm{X H$fm` g§JV: nwZag§`Vmo ^dVr{V {ZpíMZmo{V Ÿ&
Om§dB nm{UC Cdg_B Vm_B g§OXw hmoB Ÿ&
hmoB H$gm`h± d{g J`C Ord Ag§OXw gmoB Ÿ&&41Ÿ&& ( na_mË_àH$me,A. 2)
Means that the wise person is restraint when he is pacified or calm and
quiet. The same mundane soul becomes unrestraint due to the force of passions such
as anger etc.
He again says –

AH$gm`§ Vw M[aV§ H$gm` dgJXmo Ag§OXmo hmo{X Ÿ&
Cdg_B Opåh H$mco, Vå_mUo g§OXmo hmo{X Ÿ&& (na_mË_ àH$me, Q>rH$m 41/2)
Means that conduct infectr means and includes want of passions. That is
why the souls over-powered by passions become unrestraint and he becomes restraint
only when it exercises control and over powers passions.
Subjectively restrained person is the real restrained person. He is the true
follower of the path of salvation. Physical restraint devoid of subjective restraint is
the cause of inflow of virtuous Karmas. But it is not the direct cause of salvation,
mere objective/physical restraint is not the indirect/traditional cause of salvation. The
cause of salvation is subjective restraint coupled with physical restraint, subjective
restraint does not take place in the absence of physical/objective restraint. Can a
restrained soul go to lower grade of life ? No, the restrained soul as a rule attains
higher grade of life.

Doubt – if it is so, why has it been asserted “Muni Brat Dhar, Anant Bar Graiwaiyak
Upjayo.”
Answer – This line does not signify that saints adopting ‘Psychical Libido’ have
attained celestial grade of life many a time. ‘O’ Brother saints subjectively restraint
do not wander in mundane existence for more than 32 times life spans. If the saints
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passes away by way of Pandit maran i.e. ritual death by gradual fasting, he is not
liable to wander in mundane existence for more than three life spans. This is the
pronouncement of scriptures. Therefore how can the saint subjectively restrained
wander in mundane existence and reach the Graivaiyakas for endless/infinite times.
Just as a man whose hand is burnt with hot ghee says ‘My hand has been
burnt by ghee.’ “At this another says no. How can you say that ghee has burnt your
hand ? When ghee is an object which removes the burning sensation. Moreover your
statement is also correct because the ghee was hot.” Anyhow from substantial / real
stand point the hand has been burnt by the heat associated with ghee. Had ghee not
been associated with the heat of fire, the hand could not have burnt. The same way a
saint never degrade or goes to inauspicious grade of life. But it has got to be
remembered that if a saint in spite of his nakedness does not observe practical
restraint, is engaged in external fanfaronade and spends his time and energy in
worldly affairs instead of right conduct ; Do go to inauspicious grade of life for want
of subjective restraint.
Bhagwan Kund Kunda Deo in his work Bhavapahuda asserts –

H$mc _U§V§ Ordmo Oå_Zam_aU nr{S>Amo XwŠI§Ÿ&
{OU qcJoU {d nÎmmo na§nam^md a{hEU Ÿ&& 34Ÿ &&
Although this soul has adopted ‘Jin Ling’ (the form of jaina) in infinite
times, has undergone hard and difficult austerities upholding naked posture. Yet he
has done so being devoid of traditional psyche/subjectivity. Here traditions signifies
the current/flow of Acharya (heads of saintly order). The word tradition includes the
preaching or discourses of Acharyas and their writing as well. He who has adopted
Jin Ling without reposing complete faith or firmly believing in that tradition, that is
why he has undergone the miseries of mundane existence by wandering there in for
unending time. ‘O’ what would have been the misfortunes of those, who have not
adopted Jin Ling ? When those adopting it, have suffered so much ? The fact of the
matter is : ornament corresponds to the metal, which they are made of. If the metal is
iron, ornament made there of shall them will also be iron like and if the metal is gold
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ornament will be golden. Similarly the soul shall attain the grade of life in
accordance with his volitions/thought actions. The purport is : pure volitions/psyche
is indispensable so as to be free from the vicious circle of birth and death. It is said in
Tatwanushashan –

Jwê$nXoe_mgmÚ Ü`m`_mZ: g_m{hV¡: Ÿ&
AZ§V e{ŠVamË_m@`§ _w{ŠV§ ^w{ŠV M `ÀN>{V Ÿ&&95Ÿ&&
Ü`mVmo@ho{ËgÕ ê$noU Ma_mL>½ñ` _wŠV`o Ÿ&
VX²Ü`mZmonmÎm nwÊ`ñ` g Edm@Ý`Xñ` ^wŠV`o Ÿ&&57Ÿ&&
The soul, lord of infinite prowess/strength attains salvation or celestial
pleasures due to the discourses/preaching of preceptor and peaceful concentration of
mind. The soul meditative of Arihantas and Siddhas (pure and perfect souls with
body and those without body) make those with ultimate bodies (Charam Shariri)
salvated ; and the same meditation causes persons with no ultimate bodies who are
still to re-incarnate, yields celestial pleasures.
In this Sloka this principle has been illustrated in this manner – the person
carrying a certain load is capable to normally carry it in normalway up to the distance
two kosas – will that person be sorry to carry it only up to the distance of half of kosa
? No, the question is : Can sentiments/volitions/thought actions which yield salvation
(transcendental bliss in-corporate) ; Can they not give/yield celestial pleasures ? The
answer is : Yes, they can. Hence the way of attainment of salvation lies in purity of
volitions.
After having made clear that self-devotion may also cause celestial pleasures,
the pupil again asks ‘O’ Lord what pleasures are enjoyed by celestial beings.
Acharya shri replies –
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ISBN NO.

Shloka 5

öfrH$O_ZmVL²>H§$ XrK©H$mcmoncm{cV_² Ÿ&
ZmHo$ ZmH$m¡H$gm§ gm¡»`§ ZmHo$ ZmH$m¡H$gm{_d Ÿ&&5Ÿ&&
The
celestial
beings,
which
dwell
in
heavens
Meaning experience/undergo/enjoy all those pleasures which are available to them. The
happiness which they derive is incomparable, unparalleled, sensual/material ; free
from fear and horror and they are long-lived.

Purport – Heavens are full of pleasures and pleasures alone. The celestial beings
enjoy all sorts of sensual pleasures which are found in the world. The sensual
pleasures available to human beings are transitory/momentary. In the small life
spans human beings have got to undergo many kinds of sufferings including those
caused by ailments, family affairs, economic, social and political etc. The case of
celestial beings is somewhat different from it because celestial beings do not undergo
the sufferings of old age and diseases etc. They enjoy utmost sense pleasures due to
the past earned auspicious karmas.
Doubt – What are celestial beings and of how many kinds they are ?
Answer –

XodJ{V Zm_ H$_m}X`r gË`ä`ÝVao h¡Vm¡ ~mø {d^y{V {deof¡:
Ûrnm{Ð g_wÐm{X àXoeofw `Woï>§ Xrì`pÝV H«$sS>ÝVr{V Xodm: Ÿ&
(gdm©W©{g{Õ &&MVwW© AÜ`m`Ÿ&&)
On the fruitioning of celestial grade name karma the souls, who indulge in
various kinds of sports in Islands, oceans etc. in accordance with their wills being
profusely glorified are called ‘Devas’/celestial beings.
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{Xìd§{V OXmo {UÀM§ JwUo{h AÆ>oqh {Xìd ^mdoqh Ÿ&
^mg§V {XìdH$m`m Våhm, Vo dpÊU`m Xodm Ÿ&&150Ÿ&& Jmo. Or.
Scriptures define celestial beings to be such souls, who are always happy on
account of the volitions/thought actions arising in celestial grade of life, who always
travel/move without any impediment/obstacle as a result of their eight attainment e.g.
minifying/macrofying etc. and whose physical beauty, attraction, youth etc. are
constantly shine/manifest.
Celestial beings are of four kinds – mansion dwellers, peripatetic, stellers
and Empyreans (वैभावक). Empyreans, stellers, peripatetic and mansion dwellers are
of twelve, five, eight and ten kinds respectively. Of them those who are adorned with
uncommon minifying and other attainments are designated as Indras. Next stand
‘Saamanikas’ who are equal to Indras in regard of accommodation, age, prowess,
family members, enjoyments and re-enjoyments etc. excepting dominance and
affluence. These celestial beings are comparable to father and preceptor.
‘Trayantrishas’ are like ministers and priests. They are thirty three in number.
‘Parishadas’ signify the friends and format in the assembly. ‘Atma Kakchhas’ are the
body guards and the ‘Lokpalas’ are the guards and servants (Arthachar). ‘Anykas’
are said to be the soldiers and are of seven kinds e.g. Padati. ‘Prakyrnakas’ are like
the citizens of town and villages. ‘Aabhiyogyas’ signify those who are like slaves,
who perform the work such as carrying the load etc. ‘Kilwishakas’ are called those
who live on the border.
The celestial beings belonging up to heaven ‘Eeshan’ enjoy physical sense
pleasures in respect of ‘Pravichar’. ‘Pravichar’ denotes sex pleasures. Celestial
beings of heavens Mahendra and Sanat Kumar attain utmost love pleasure by just
merely the touch of or contact with celestial damsels. The case of celestial damsels
is also the same the celestial being of heaven-Brahma, Brahmottar, Lantav and
Kapistha-get utmost pleasures just by merely looking to ornaments, form, dress,
beauty of celestial damsels concern. Celestial beings of Shukra, Mahashukra, Shatar
and Sahastrar get fully satisfied by listening sweet and melodious music, tender
smiles, fine remarks and the sound of ornaments etc. The celestial beings of heavens
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Aanat, Pranat, Aaran and Achyut get fully satisfied by just remembering/thinking of
their celestial damsels in mind. As a matter of fact Pravichar (Lust) is the
cure/removal of the sufferings/feelings. The real happiness can only be had by
eliminating Pravichar/Lust. Rest of the celestial beings of ranks higher than those of
the above mentioned are free from lust. Celestial women are found up to the 16
heaven only. They are conspicuous by their absence in rest of above heavens. One
celestial being has got at least 32 damsels. The status of celestial beings goes on
increasing or becoming higher and higher because of increase in location, influence,
pleasures, glamour, thought, colours, purity, sense subjects and limits of Clair
voyance knowledge etc. as we go on upward. The celestial beings of higher ranks go
on diminishing as regards grade, body, possessions and pride. The celestial beings
continue to ceaselessly enjoy sensual pleasures/worldly pleasures for a large number
of sagars. Hence celestial pleasures are celestial not otherwise. It is the
fruit/consequence of virtuous karmas. So all the living beings should perform
virtuous deeds and be avoid committing vices/sins.

Doubt – Having listened to the above reply, the pupil again becomes curious and
further enquired. The celestial grade of life gives much more happiness and sense
pleasures to their habitants than those available to human beings. Therefore why
should I pray and beg for the bliss of salvation ?
Answer – Acharya, replying to this question and having in view those who believe
worldly pleasures to be real pleasures, says- Enjoyments of worldly pleasures is
equal to a disease/ailments.

Shloka 6

dmgZm _mÌ_od¡VV², gwI§ Xw:I§ M Xo{hZm_² Ÿ&
VWm h²`wÛoO`ÝV`oVo, ^moJm amoJm Bdmn{X Ÿ&&6Ÿ&&
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The pleasures and pains of mundane souls are just imaginary. All the
Meaning sense subjects e.g. beloving damsels etc. cause restlessness to living beings at times
of emergency like diseases do.

Purport – The mundane soul because of the ignorance of the nature of soul waists
his time and energy in various other thoughts/desires. Have the desires of anyone
been ever fulfilled/satisfied ? The chain of hopes and desires is the cause of the chain
of birth and rebirth. In reality the imagination of pleasures and pains existing in the
heart of living beings is just a mental phenomenon. The mundane soul things himself
to be pleased or displeased because of instincts. As a matter of fact pleasures and
pains are not existents. The mundane soul feels/experiences pleasures due to the
association with non selves/other objects ; and considers pains to be because of his
dissociation with other objects. Such thoughts represent ignorance. ‘O’ Soul, you
have deemed enjoyments to be the pleasures due to the effect of falsehood/ignorance.
You have been seeking satisfaction/pleasures in them. But it is futile/worthless to
seek pleasure when it does not exists.
Sense pleasure are is in fact pain ; it is dependent not independent. How can
there be pleasures in dependence ? Pleasures are always independent. The state of
dependence gives pain, every moment like a follower. Sense pleasures will never be
permanent/everlasting. Sense pleasures are not universal /all timed. They are just
momentary ; self-pleasures are all timed. The fools alone are forgetful of selfdependent / external bliss of self. ‘O’ evil souls keeping yourself away from bliss of
self, just think a while, raise your status. External pleasures/material pleasures are
causes of karmic bondage ; give up/renounce such pleasures and keep yourself away
from them. ‘O’ Friends ! these so called pleasures are not real pleasures. They are
real pains. Treat them like the fruits of ‘kimpak’. Just as fruit of ‘kimpak’ looks
pretty and is sweet in taste. Though it causes the death of those who eat it. Treat
these enjoyments, to be like horse dung, which is oily/smooth in looking but which is
full of foul smell and filthy. In the same manner these material glories or experiences
of pleasures dependent on material objects are apparently beautiful (attractive) to
look at but the fruit/consequence thereof is nothing but pain. ‘O’ Soul ! just look to
yourself discretionally with compassion. Just think since how long have you been
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destroying the independence of your soul being engaged in these pleasures ? Had you
not been so entangled there in, you would have been diadem on the summit of the
universe. You have so far never been conscious of the nature of bodiless pure and
perfect soul. You have so far been considering/treating interrelations of world and
sense pleasures to be the real pleasures. This has resulted in the long-long
wanderings of yours in mundane existence.
Acharya Shri has explained that these enjoyments are equal to diseases.
Because they cause miseries at first and death at last like the later. ‘O’ Friend, the
foul knows that enjoyments cause the diseases of karmic bondages and the vicious
circle of life and death goes on being bigger. But in spite of such knowledge the soul
goes on involving himself in the network of mundane existence due to the intensity
of passions i.e. attachments etc. He behaves like this quite knowingly that scriptures,
religion and the teacher all decry/condemn sense subjects. This constitutes the
beginning less desire. The traditional and chain of instincts is quite strange. What is
meant by ‘Vaasana’ ? Vaasana means that which prohibits/ prevents the soul from
dwelling in soul. Give up/renounce the thoughts of enjoyments seen, listened and
experienced in past. ‘O’ Soul these enjoyments are the cause of sorrow in this life as
well as the lives beyond. In case you aspire for the attainment of salvation and
becoming bodiless pure and perfect soul which is the ultimate real, consciousness,
then get yourself rid of the disease of sense enjoyments. It is not possible to enjoy the
transcendental bliss of soul without the abandonment of sense subjects.
Renounce/abandon the faults of lust etc. – causes of inauspicious volitions – And
turn yourself/start marching on path of salvation. As it is the only cause of real peace
and happiness, the paths/ways other than this lead to the pit of mundane existence.
The refuse / shelter / support of the path of salvation alone is helpful to an aspirant of
salvation, all other than that is worthless/futile to him.

Doubt – The pupil on hearing this, again enquires full of curiosity; ‘O’ Bhagwan, if
pleasures and pains are just mere desires/imaginary, who do they not appear to be so
to people in general.
Answer – Acharya Bhagwan answers –
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Shloka – 7

_mohoZ g§d¥V§ kmZ§, ñd^md§ b^Vo Z {h Ÿ&
_ËV: nwmZ² nXmWm©Zm§, `Xm _XZH$moÐd¡ … Ÿ&&7Ÿ&&
The knowledge, enveloped / covered by delusion – does not (and
Meaning cannot) know real nature of soul ; in the same way in which a senseless man loses his
sense due to taking/eating kodo (a type of rice). Such a man does not (and cannot)
know the true nature of elements or objects.

Purport – Black clouds represents the deluding karma which envelops/covers the
Sun of soul. It is preventing/obstructing/over shadowing the manifestations of the
uncommon/divine omniscience/perfect knowledge. It prevents the manifestation of
discretion – knowledge distinguishing self with non self and good from bad. The
deluded soul considers non selves to be self. This indiscreet knowledge is the first
step of ignorance. Hence give up the sense of the external volition. The soul shall
come to be the internal soul, as and when the sense of mine-ness for material objects
vanishes. ‘O’ Soul will the unconscious objects ever be conscious beings ? Is your
nature like that of the nature of unconscious material objects ? Have such volitions of
mine-ness ever accompanied with any conscious being – what so ever ? If the answer
is no, than why do you nourish useless sense of mineness unnecessarily ? This sense
of mine-ness and thine-ness has made men mad. The state of mind of a deluded
person is like that of a drunken person, who does not differentiate between his
mother and wife. Material objects never tell themselves to be belonging to any
self/soul ; in spite of that the ignorant person tells them to be his own and feels
pleased or displeased at times of getting or leaving them. One’s own belonging
(object) is always the source of happiness to him. How can such objects belong to the
deluded soul – the object or objects whom the deluded soul is thinking to be his own
? Why and how does the wealth consisting of non selves be the cause of happiness
whose acquisition maintenance/preservation and destruction is
painful ?
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The fire of delusion is highly combustible. The fire burns with the help of
fuel but the fire of delusion burns the mundane soul by the presence as well as the
absence of non selves.
When one acquires some material object, he starts taking care of its
preservation and growth there of ; whereas when he loses it, he starts worrying
himself for its recovery for again gaining it.
All the miseries and sufferings of worldly persons are caused by delusion
the great. The attack of karmas such as knowledge obstructive karma etc. takes place
because of the displeasure of delusion the great. Delusion is the worst enemy of the
nature of soul. Acharya Shri ‘Badybh Singh Suri’ Vaadibhasinhasuri says in his book
‘Kshatra chooda mani’

_wh`pÝV Xo{hZmo _hmoÝ_moh Zr`oZ H$_©Um Ÿ&
{Z{_©Vm{Ì{_©Vmeof H$_©Um Y_© d¡[aUm Ÿ&& 79Ÿ&&
All the living beings are becoming prey to or being victimised by the enemy
of deluding karma, that is the progenitor of knowledge – obstructive and other
karmas and the destroyer of nature of soul becoming forgetful of the nature of selfdue to the sense of mine-ness in non-selves.
Oh, how strange it is, to know that all substance is changing itself in to four
attributes of self, they never get transformed into other substances. No
object/substance is good or bad, beautiful or ugly. All such thoughts are the
imaginations of deluded persons. According to Neetikaavya –

BX{_îQ>{ZîQ>§ doË`mË_ÝgL²>H$ën`Ý_wYm Ÿ&
{H$ÝZwmowh` go ~mh`o, ñd ñdmÝV§ ñddYrHw$ê$n Ÿ&& 21Ÿ&&
‘O’ Soul, no object is bad in the universe. All objects do exist in their own
nature. It is your extremely unsteady mind which treats desirable objects to be good
and undesirable objects to be bad and is attached and non-attached accordingly.
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There are two types of deluded karmas :
(1) Darohxamohaueya (perception deluding)
(2) Chaaritramoka neeya (conduct deluding karma)
The soul is unable to attain righteousness due to the fruitioning of
perception deluding karma. Perception deluding karma is the destroyer of the
attribute of faith. Conduct deluding karma is that, at times of whose fruitioning the
thoughts or volitions of restraint do not sprout and which destroys the attribute of
conduct.
The bondage of the both these karmas is the result/effect of one’s own
mistake/error. Therefore it is quiet improper to find faults with others. Had the
thought actions/volitions of mental efforts been kept separated, there would not have
been any karmic bondage.
Unless
and
until
one’s
volitions/thought
actions
become
pure/uncontaminated, karmic bondages shall not become loose or untied. Hence it is
very necessary for saints as well as lay men to exercise control over passions. In the
absence of such restraint, it is not possible to escape from karmic bondage.
Both types of deluding karmas are the progenitors of the miseries/sufferings
of both the worlds (the present as well as the future). That is why it is very necessary
to be far away from the thought actions/volitions which cause the inflow of deluding
karma.
Causes of the inflow
(Darohanawnoshaneeya karwa)

of

perception

deluding

karma

:

At first we should try to understand as to who is the creator or enjoyer of
karmas ? Soul or karma ? From practical and impure real stand point, it is the soul
not the matter which creates and enjoys objective and subjective karmas respectively.
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The soul creates the causes karmic bondage by means of matter. If anyone maintains
that karmic bondage is done/created by karma, mode or matter, then he should also
prove that in the life span in which karmic bondage took place also sees the end/or
fruitioning of that karma. Karmic bondage, according to him should not be carried in
the next life span. Any how it is quite evident that karmic bondage in one incarnation
may or may not fruition in the same life span. This proves that it is the soul which
causes karmic bondage and reaps the fruits thereof at the time of its fruitioning. The
ignorant soul loses its discretion at times of the inflow of karma. He forgets the
nature of soul due to the influence of delusion. He causes fresh karmic bondages and
under goes the miseries thereof at times of their fruitioning. ‘O’ wise man, do not
commit such sin/vice which may make you weep in future. Acharya Uma Swami
narrating the causes of the influx of perception deluding karma says –

""Ho$d{c-lwV-gL²>K-Y_©-Xodm-dU©dmXmo Xe©Z-_mohñ` Ÿ&'' VÎdmW© gyÌ Ÿ&13/6
Criticism of the omniscient lord, scriptures, saintly order, religion and Gods
causes the influx of perception deluding karmas.

""AÝV: H$cwfXmofmX² gX²^yV _cmoØmdZ_dU©dmX: Z JwUdËgw _hËgw
ñd_{V H$cwfXmofmV² AgX²^yV _cmoØmdZ_dU©dmX B{V dÊ`©Vo Ÿ&
Ho$dcr, lwV, g§K, Y_© XodmZm_dU©dmX:
Ho$dcr lwV g§K Y_© Xodm@dU©dmX: Ÿ&&''
VÎdmW© dm{V©H$ 1/63
‘Awarnabad’/criticism means and includes the reflection of wrong faults as
a result of the blemish of the inner most. It also includes the reflection of not existent
faults/weaknesses in the meritorious and important person because of the filth of
mind and heart. The following are some examples of criticism.
1.

If someone maintains that the omniscient lord takes food morsels, he

wrongly criticizes the omniscient.
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2. Criticisms to the effect that sacred books/scriptures support the eating of flesh,
honey, fish etc. or drinking wine or providing the facilities of sexual satisfaction
to lustful persons or taking food after sun set are few examples of the Awarnabad
of scriptures.
3. Condemnation of the Saints, Aryikas (nuns) etc. to the effect that there is no true
saints at present or the shramanas are impure, due to not taking bath, are necked and
shameless etc. constitutes the Awarnabad of saintly order.
4. To assert that the religion preached by Shri Jinendra Deo has no merit ; those
who follow it are reborn as Asuras etc. is the Awarnabad of religion.
5. To assert that Gods enjoy meat eating, wine drinking and lustfulness are wrong
believers etc. constitute the Awarnabad of gods/celestial beings.
By falsely criticizing as mentioned above, the soul becomes prey to the
intense perception deluding karma. Such karmic bondage does exists as long as 70
koda kodi sagars. ‘O’ friend, be afraid of this horrible duration of mundane existence,
do not unnecessarily elongate / enhance your mundane existence, shave your soul
from its downfall with the help of the preaching of Jina. In case you are desirous of
breaking the continuity of the chain of karmic bondage, then give up the practice of
condemning the path of non-attachment ; criticize, find faults with your own self.

Causes of the influx of conduct deluding karmas –

""H$fm`moX`mÎmrd« n[aUm_íMm[aÌ-_mohñ` Ÿ&'' ŸVÎdmW© gyÌ Ÿ&&14/6Ÿ&&
The intensified volitions resulting from the expression of passions are the
causes of the influx of conduct of the influx of conduct deluding karma. The soul
loses its discretion due to the intensity of passion. In that state the soul becomes
devoid of the discretion in between worth doing and not worth not doing/doable and
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not doable, useful and useless and self and non self. ‘O’ soul just think as to what
short of karmas did you get bound with and what unworthy transections you did due
to the intensity of passions. You have been the subject of the effects/consequences of
those wrongs and been the object of re-incarnation in inauspicious grade of life.
Conduct deluding karma is defined to be that karma which deludes the
conduct of soul. The volitions or the thought actions resulting from the occurrence of
intensified passions are the causes of the influx of conduct deluding karmas. The
conduct deluding karmas are of two kinds –
(1) Passion feeling karma
(2) Neo Passion feeling karma
The causes of passion feeling karmas – are condemnation of vowful saints
who are beneficial to the whole world, to fell one from right conduct, partial restraint
and full restraint, create confusion in the minds of souls who have renounced meat
eating, wine drinking etc., finding faults with right conduct of person concern, to
adopt the pains giving vows and forms and dress, to indulge in activities
creating/giving rise to passion and objective and subjective passions.
The causes of the influx of Neo passion feeling karmas –
Nine Neo passions are laughter, like, dislike, sorrow, fear, aversion (hate),
male inclination, female inclination and impotent inclination.
The causes of influx of the karmas of Neo passion laughter’ are : laughing
loudly, cut jocks with those who follow religion in appropriately. Laughing to look at
the poor and distressed persons, laughing lustfully, being much talkative and being
generally/naturally laughing etc.
The causes of influx of the karma of Neo passions ‘like’ are : indulging in
uncommon sporting, to attract the heart of another, being pleased with the volitions
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causing pain to others, being discouraged as regards the city or country and liking
non selves etc.
The causes of influx of the karma of Neo passion ‘dislike’ are : to destroy
others, likes, generation of dislike in home, being in company of the sinful and
encouraging unskilled activities etc.
The causes of influx of karma Neo passion ‘sorrows’ are to be sorrowful, to
be sorrowful for indulgence in love, creating distress to others, to praise persons full
of grief and sorrow etc.
The causes of influx of karma ‘fear’ are to keep oneself fearful, to make
others fearful, to harass others unkindly etc.
The cause of influx of karma Neo passion ‘aversion’ (hate) are ; to hate or
dislike person engaged in activity/performances of persons religious, four varnas,
special class and clans etc. and to the tendency of defaming others etc.
The causes of influx of karma ‘female inclination’ are ; feelings of intense
anger, excessive pride, excessive jealously, false utterance, deceit, entanglement,
intensified attachment, respect for adultery, interestedness in woman other than one’s
wife, affection and deep interest in the utterances of woman and contact with woman.
The causes of influx of karma ‘mail inclination’ are ; mild anger,
disinclination towards wickedness, absence of pride/vanity, sense of greedless ness,
little attachment and contact with woman, satisfaction with wife, subsidence of
excessive envy, being disregardful for bathing, using fragrant, garlands and clothings
etc.
The causes of influx of karma ‘impotent inclination’ are the activities and
volitions such as – volitions of excessive anger, excessive pride, excessive deceit and
excessive greed, piercing the private organs, to thinking of thoughts of lustful
sportings with men and women both, attempting for corrupting vowful person
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observing good and moral conduct, attack on women other than wife, involvement in
misconduct due to intensified attachments etc.
Little knowledge of nonattached person may be the causes of attainment of
salvation ; whereas deep knowledge of scripture of the attached person may not
cause the attachment of salvation. Hence the aspirants of salvation should give up
delusion that is destructive of self-knowledge. The condition of deluded person is
like that of a drunken person. The prudence/sense of discrimination of the deluded
person vanishes/disappears in the same way in which the prudence of a drunken
person vanishes. Acharya Shri in the 7th Sloka has explained that aspirant shall attain
his natural self only when the cover of delusion is removed.
The ignorant person considers his body to belong to him not understanding
the nature of body. This statement confirms in the following Sloka –
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Shloka 8

dnwJ¥©h§ YZ§ Xmam:, nwÌm {_Ìm{U eÌd: Ÿ&
gd©WmÝ`ñd^mdm{Z, _yT>: ñdm{ZànÚVo Ÿ&&8Ÿ&&
Meaning The body, house, wealth, woman, son, friend, enemy etc. have got
different nature and are all different from /other than soul. Yet the ignorant being
entangled in the snare/net of deluding karmas – knows/considers them like his own
self/soul.

Purport – The introvert soul (Antaraakupa) fixes his mind on the attainment of pure
soul thinking himself to be different from the external soul (Bahiratmaa) and he
considers objects such as home, wealth etc. to be quite different from his natural self.
The introvert soul – in spite of telling home, wealth etc. to be his own from practical
standpoint – consider all of them to be different/others – not his own from real
standpoint. Body is said to be the soul from the point of view of karmic bondage; but
the nature of body is different from the nature of soul from real stand point. Body is
made of matter, it is material in nature; on the contrary the soul is conscious. Matter
has got characteristics of touch, taste, smell and colour etc.; whereas the soul has got
the characteristics of knowledge, perception, etc. It is not possible to mix with or
change into the nature of matter in to that of soul; just it is impossible for the nature
of water to be hot and the nature of fire to be cold. Both are absolutely different from
each other. Inspite of all this, the ignorant soul considers/treats the body which is
quite / foreign – to be his own.
It is common knowledge that oceanic water becomes solidified salt in
summer and again becomes water in rainy season due to rain. Here the question
arises: shall the soul also become body which is the aggregate of matter in any
season or at any time ? The answer is no, never.
Sense of substance (soul) in the mode/body constitutes external soul.
Acharya KundKund explaining the nature of soul, says in ‘Samaya prabhrut’ the
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sentiments/volitions of colorfulness, attachment etc. and similar other volitions or
mental efforts (वभाव भाव) do not constitute the real state of nature of soul. The
element of soul from real stand point is consciousness incorporate, carved
out/engraved by the hammer and chisel of wisdom and prudence and is devoid
shape/configuration. It is said –

Aag_ê$d_J§Y§, AìdÎm§ MoXUm JwU_g§Ô Ÿ&
OmU Aqc½JhU§, Ord_w{U {XÔ g§T>mU§ Ÿ&& समय सार 49Ÿ&&
‘O’ Soul, know soul to be touch less, tasteless, smell less, not knowable by
senses and devoid of the attributes of matter. The body obtained as a result of
fruitioning of karmas, will also be left. The soul alone is integral/indivisible and
everlasting. Consider it alone to be your own. It is desirable to give up the sense of
mine-ness of body. Acharya Samant Bhadra swami says –

AOL²>§J_ OL>J_Zo` `ÝÌ§ `Wm VWm Ord Y¥V§ eara_² Ÿ&
dr^Ëgw ny{V j{` VmnH§$ M ñZohmo d¥WmÌo{V {hV§Ÿ Ëd_m»`: && d¥hËñd`§^y ñVmoÌ Ÿ&&3&&
Just as an engine driven by a mobile (dynamic) person is immobile,
similarly the body held up by the soul is immobile and static. Beside it, it is full of
foul and detestable smell, destructible and painful. Hence it is futile to the
affectionate towards body. ‘O’ Lord Suparshwanath Swami, it is you. Who have said
so.
Body is something, which man likes most, and love and hate for wife, sons,
home, wealth, friend and enemy are body based and their its object is to please the
body. As described in the above Sloka, just as a machine containing the body objects
e.g. elephant, horse etc. is inactive/motionless because of its being material. Though
it moves because of the activity of the driver ; in the same way this body is
inactive/motionless because of its being material. Though it moves, is active and is
involved in towards sense subjects because of the soul dwelling therein.
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‘O’ Soul, you are the aggregate/ heap of knowledge or the dynamic
substance of consciousness. The body you are dwelling in – is quite different from
you and is an unconscious substance. At no time – never – can you get transformed
in to body and vice versa ? Hence why should you love and be affectionate for
something which is quite different from and other than you. In addition to it the body
is stinky, full of foul smell because of excreta and urine; it is destructible and as it is
liable to be torn and dissolve, it is the cause of generating pain and suffering, as it
supplements/assists in the satisfaction of hopes and desires. Therefore it is absolutely
worthless to be affectionate for such detestable foreign matter called body and to
consider it to be one’s own. ‘O’ Lord Suparswanath, this is what you have said. It is
because of the above that the internal soul decides that the interrelations of the body
and soul is that of two objects of different nature. This relationship is
invariable/concomitant. The relation with wife, wealth, sons, homes etc. is just
accidental, not natural. The ignorant person considers them to belong to him. On the
contrary the wise and prudent person considers them to be otherwise or different
natured; he considers soul alone to be the only beneficial and worth having.
Acharya Poojyapad Swami has asserted body to be different natured from
soul. In ‘Anyatwanu Prekchha’ the author says ‘I am different in characteristics in
spite of being undivided from karmic bondage’. Body is sensory, where as I am extra
sensory/Para sensory. Body is unconscious, where as I am conscious (knowing).
Body is transitory, I am eternal. Body has beginning and end; whereas I am
beginning less and endless. In course of transmigration in mundane existence, my
innumerable bodies have so for being destroyed. I am different from–other than all
those bodies and when I am different from–other than my own body, why should
anyone be surprised to if I deem myself to be positively/certainly different from all
other external objects. If we explain and satisfy our minds by explaining in the above
mentioned manner, we become free from/get rid of love for body. It gives rise
to/generates the feelings of renunciation due to the manifestation of knowledge of
elements.
Acharya Kundkund deo in his work ‘Moolaachaar’ has also finely dealt
with the distinction of soul from body.
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AÊU§ B_§ garam{XJ§ {n O§ hmo‚m dm{ha§ Xìd§ Ÿ&
UmU§ X§gU_mXm{Îm Ed§ qMVo{h AÊU§V§ Ÿ&&704Ÿ&&
The body etc. is different/others and again, all external substances are also
different/others (from soul). The soul is the embodiment of perception and
knowledge. Do in this way concentrate upon otherness/separation.
For the development/enhancement of knowledge and renunciation, as well
as for being steady in right conduct, it is very indispensable/necessary for one to be
unattached with body. Just as the great saints Pandawas did attain material pleasures
as well as eternal bliss (bliss of salvation) by way of renouncing attachment with
body and meditating upon their natural selves similarly all aspirants of salvation
should renounce attachment with body etc. and be immersed in their natural selves
with the help of knowledge and renunciation. This is the quintessence of metaphysics.
All other volitions or thought actions dependent upon others are differentnatured. The ignorant person i.e. person devoid of the knowledge of distinction
between self and non self considers and treats his body, home, sons, friends and even
his enemies to be his own. This is his blunder. He cannot enjoy self-bliss without
rectifying it. He who considers them to be different from and other than self and
translate in to action, alone knows pure and perfect soul consciousness full of
transcendental bliss.
The nature of objects such as body etc. which a deluded person considers to
be his own and beneficial has been described in the following Sloka.

Shloka – 9

{X½Xoeoä`: IJm EË`, g§dgpÝV ZJo-ZJo Ÿ&
ñd ñd H$m`©demÚmpÝV, Xoeo {Xjw àJo-àJo Ÿ&&9&&>
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Meaning - Lo, various kinds of birds come from various countries, from various
directions and pass night on the branches of the tree and they leave the tree and fly
towards their destination in various countries situated in various directions after
sunshine in order to fulfill their needs.

Purport – Acharyashri Poojyapad in this Sloka narrates the transitory and selfish
interrelation of mundane souls. The mundane soul becomes so much attached with
modal interrelations that he thinks his life worthless / meaningless without them. So
long as he is associated with / accompanied by them, till them he gives all credit or
discredit to them for anything occurrence of concerning him. In other words he treats
others to be doing good or bad to him and vice versa. He becomes sorrowful thinking
as to how family, society, country, nation and world shall exist or continue without
him ? O, Friend, did these institutions exists, when you has not adopted the present
mode of life? Similarly will all these institutions cease to exists or disappear in future
due to your absence ? Just think, remember as to how many persons have come and
gone in this world before you? Does the world exist or not without them? Has there
been any change or obstruction in the order or system of nature because of it.
Have you not witnessed the passing away so many persons? O, Brother,
there is no even a single place in this great universe where no one died and there is
no mundane soul, who have not met death on the completion of his age karma.
Whoever is born positively dies. It is said in Geeta.

OmVñ` {h Y«wdmo _¥Ë`y Y«wd§ OÝ_ _¥Vñ` M Ÿ&
Vñ_mXn[ahm`}@W} Z Ëd§ emo{MVwh©{g Ÿ&& 2 Ÿ&&
He, who is born, definitely dies and whoever dies is definitely
reborn/reincarnated. Hence it is futile/worthless to be sorry for this indispensable
event.
Every mundane soul leaves its present mode at the end of his life span. In
other words, he attains another mode after exhausting or crossing his age limit. Birth
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and rebirth occurs/happens only from stand point of modes/forms alone. The soul
neither born nor dies in substance from substantial/real stand point. Acharya Shri
Kartikeya Swami says in this reference –

O§ qH${M {d CßnÊU§ Vñg {dUmgmo hdoB {U`_oU Ÿ&
n[aUm_ -gédoU {d U ` qH${M {d gmg`§ ApËW ŸH$m{V©H$o `mZwàojm Ÿ&&4/3Ÿ&&
What so ever and who so ever is born, do definitely die. Nothing is
stable/everlasting from the stand point of modes; whether it be natural mode or
unnatural one. In the Sloka concern the word ‘Api’ has been used. It points out
specifically that the soul or object is partially or somehow everlasting from the stand
point of substance and inherent attributes and it is partially transitory in view of its
modes. No object is either fully everlasting/stable or transitory/unstable. The author,
in the first part of Gatha, has described/told those objects which are born or get
generated and whom we ourselves see being born or dead and even the common man
considers whom to be transitory. But in the second half of Gatha the author has
described all objects to be transitory. It clearly indicates that the objects are just an
aggregate of substance, attributes and modes. There is no objects separate from
attributes and modes, if any object is analyzed and scrutinized by means of intellect
and instruments, nothing else then attributes and modes shall be found in it or if all
the attributes and modes are removed/separated form an object, the result would be a
big zero/vacuum. Anyhow, it should not be interpreted to the effect that attributes
and modes are two different and separate entities. One should always keep it in mind
that attributes and modes have got no independent existence of their own. The object
is an integrated/ invisible whole. But it appears to be divided to intellect. It is so
because there is otherness in it but there is no separateness, other space pointed ness
in it. In the ‘Panchastikaya’ Acharya kundkund dev has described the characteristics
of substance of three kinds –

AW ÌoYm Ðì`cjU_wŠV_²
Xìd§ g„I{U`§ CßnmX§d`-YwdÝV g§OwÎm§ Ÿ&
JwU nÁOm g`§ dm O§ V§ ^ÊU§{V gìdÊhÿ Ÿ&&10Ÿ&&
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The substance has been defined to be that which is characterised by
existence is associated with (has got) generation, exhaustion and continuance; and
which is the abode/resort of attributes and modes. All the three above mentioned
characteristics are invariable and intermixed with each other.

Ì`mUm§ cjUmZm§ nañnam{dZm^m{dËdm{X{V Ÿ& (O`goZmMm`© H¥$V Q>rH$m JmWm n¥. 44)
There is no difference in substance and mode. It is only the ignorant person
who considers the two to be distinct from each other. The two are not completely
different from each other; they are rather different in relation to recognigence,
purpose etc.

n‚m` - {dOwX§ Xìd§ Xìd - {dOwÎmm ` n‚m`m UpËW Ÿ&
XmoÊh§ AUÊU - ^yX§ ^mÎd§ g_Um nê$qd{V && n§MmpñVH$m`Ÿ12&&
In Panchastikaaya it is stated …………………………. .
There is no substance without modes and no mode without substance. Saints
rave described the two to be indivisible.

Xw½Y, X{Y, ZdZrV, K¥Vm{X {d`wV JmoagdËn`m©` {d`wV§ Ðì`§ ZmpñVŸ&
Jmoag {d`wŠV Xw½Y X{Y ZdZrV K¥Vm{XdX² Ðì`{d`wŠVm: n`m©`m Z g§{V Ÿ&
VVmo Ðì`ñW n`m©`mUm§ MmXoedemËH$W§{MX² ^oQ>o@ß`oH$m[aVËd {Z`VËdmX
Ý`moÝ`mOhX² d¥ÎmrZm§ dñVwËdoZm^oX B{V Ÿ&& n§MmpñVH$m` समय या या टका गाथा ||2Ÿ&&
Just as the cow milk is not devoid of curd, ghee, butter etc.; similarly there
is no substance devoid of modes and vice versa. Just as the substance and mode are
somewhat different in respect of characteristics yet the two remain one and are not
separated because their existence is fixed and stable; hence they are invisible
objectively.
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In short substance, attributes and modes are joint, they appear to be different
in view of end and means’ recognigence, characteristics and purpose, and objective
and objective, and merit and meritorious. Any how all are one and same in view of
existence. Hence there is indifference in them.
Modes are temporary/transitory whereas substance is perpetual/everlasting.
The attached mundane soul considers substance to exist in modes and assumes
pleasure and pains accordingly. He thinks the destruction of his (body) mode to be
his own destruction and the generation of mode to be his own generation. It is
incorporated in the nature of substance to originate and destroy modes. The old
modes end and the new ones originate. The substance is changeable. It is model
folly to be pleased or displeased due to them (modes). The soul which is the victim
of mode folly is mundane soul, external soul and devoid of self-knowledge. In
Prawachansar Acharya Shri Kundkund deo affirms – ‘Pajjaya Moodha Hi Par
Samaya’. The mundane souls are those ignorant soul who do not distinguish
between substance and mode. Swami Kartikeya in ‘Kartikeyanuprekshaa’ dealing
with the transitoryness/parishability of mundane existence and the unsheadiness of
relations of the near and dear says –

n§Wo n{h` OUmU§ Oh, g§OmoAmo hdoB IU{_Îm§ Ÿ&
~§Yw-OUmU§ M Vhm, g§OmoAmo AÕþAmo hmoB© Ÿ&& 8 Ÿ&&
The association with family members is as temporary/unstable as that of a
traveler with his cotravellers. As a house dissolves/gets destroyed just as a kaccha
earthen house gets destroyed due to pouring of rains. In the same way death arrives
on the exhaustion of age karma or one meets untimely death because of the approach
of instrumental causes thereof. The existing mode destroys. It is not at all meaningful
or in any way useful to be attached with the unsteady/transitory and perishable world.
The only useful element is the soul immortal, the wife and prudent persons should fix
his eyes/concentrate on that and that alone. Acharya Poojya Pad in this Sloka has
elaborately and lucidly dealt with the transitoryness of mundane existence. Here in
this Sloka directions and sub directions have been compared with modes, birds with
mundane souls and trees with cities and houses. The mundane soul dwells throughout
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his life span on the branches of family and townsmen roaming about in innumerable
modes. He adopts numerous new modes of life in accordance with his auspicious and
inauspicious karmas newly bound as well as passed accumulated. Hence O, Soul be
detached with mundaneness and adopt the sense of indifference. The
volitions/thought actions of mineness and thineness cause karmic bondage. Non
attachment yields salvation. The aspirants of salvation must avoid/keep himself away
from the volitions causing bondage’ he should try / attempt for freedom from karmic
bondage.
Acharya Poojyapaad in his next Sloka explain the volition/thought action
against enemies to be wrong/harmful (damaging). Acharya illustrate it; and
advices his readers to keep themselves away from them.
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Shloka - 10

{damYH$: H$W§ hÝÌo, OZm` n[aHw$ß`{V Ÿ&
Ì`L²>Jwc§ nmV`Z² nX²>ä`m§ ñd`§ XÊS>oZ nmË`VoŸ &&10&&
Meaning Why does a person – who was made to suffer agonies and was killed
by someone in past, get angry or be enraged with him? It is understandable oh, he
who causes ‘Triangul’/spade fall down by kicking it, shall himself be made to fall
down by the handle/stick thereof.

Purport – This Sloka very clearly explains the panacea of Jain Philosophy i.e. The
doctrine of karmas and it also tells us as to how can we preserve or maintain our
equanimity.
O, Soul, do not unnecessarily be sorry / distressed if you believe in/repose
faith in the preaching of Tirthankaras and Arihantas. Learn to live life peacefully and
happily. Do repose faith in the utterances of Shri Jinendradeo. The omniscient lord
has given us this aphorism: be careful of your faults/wrongs and karmas; do not find
faults with others, whatever good and bed you face; is not done by others (is not the
consequence of other’s doings). Non self may be instrumental but take note of it that
the creator of that instrumentality, is none else than your own karmas of past.
Had the fruitioning of karma not being a fact/truth, the sons of one and the
same mother would not have assumed different shapes and nature. It is common
knowledge that one son of a mother leads a happy and prosperous life whereas
another one always remains sorrowful. The soul itself is the creator and the enjoyer
of karmas.
If someone else is the creator of karmas for a person, than the enjoyer of the
fruits of those karmas will also be that someone else. But it is not true. The person
who has committed or omitted any deed (karma) will be responsible for the
effects/consequence thereof. A hungry man in order to fill his belly and satisfy
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hunger has got to himself take food. Food taken by another, does not fill the belly
and satisfy hunger of an individual. The taste of any eatable is enjoyed only by him
who eats it. In the same way the transmigration of a mundane soul in various grades
of life – auspicious and inauspicious – is the effect or the consequence of the
fruitioning of karmas of soul. The same is said by Acharyashri Amit Giri Soori –

ñd`§ H¥$V§ H$_© `XmË_Zmnwam, \$c§ VXr`§ c^Vo ew^mew^§ Ÿ&
naoU XÎm§ `{X cä`Vo ñ\w$Q>§, ñd`§ H¥$V§ H$_© {ZaW©H$§ VXm Ÿ&& ÛmqÌe{VH$m - 30Ÿ&&
The karmas auspicious as well as inauspicious – bound with soul in past do
result in the fruitioning of auspicious and inauspicious fruits at appropriate times. In
case a mundane soul is able to be pleased or displeased by the activities of others;
one’s own activities/ karmas will become useless.
The mundane soul – in course of enjoying the fruits of his various karmas –
feels/experiences various kinds of volitions / thought actions. And it again binds
karmas in accordance with them and again enjoys/reaps the fruits thereof. He goes
on being bound with fresh karmas again and again. This is how the beginning less
chain of karmas continues.

Doubt – If the chain of karmic bondage goes on spreading unimpeded/unobstructed,
how and when will that chain be broken?
Answer – First of all, it is essential to understand as to what are the causes of the
influx in and bondage with soul of karmas. Reasons or causes responsible for the
influx and bondage of karmas with soul; need be stopped and undone in order to stop
the influx and bondage of karmas with soul. Apart from this no other causes will be
effective. Hence let us understand what is meant by influx of karmas and bondage of
karmas.

""H$m` dmL²>Z: H$_©`moJ:'' Ÿ&& ""g Amòd:'' Ÿ&& VÎdmW© gyÌ A. 6Ÿ&&
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The vibration of mind, speech and body are called yogas. ‘Sah Aashravah
that yoga causes influx of karmas’.

VËàUm{cH$`m H$_m©òdUmXmòdm{^YmZ§ g{ccdm{h ÛmadV² Ÿ&&4Ÿ&&
`Wm ga: g{ccm~m[h Ûma§ VXm òdU H$maUËdmV² Amòd BË`m»`m`Vo, VXm `moJ
àUm{cH$`m -AmË_Z: H$_© AmòdVr{V`moJm Amòd B{V ì`nXoe_h©{V Ÿ&&
VÎdmW© dm{V©H$ Ÿ&&
The source of water flowing in to a tank through its inlets are called the
inflow, similarly sources of karmas in soul through the vibrations of mind, speech
and body are called the inflow of karmas. Hence these vibrations constitute the influx
of karmas.
Vibrations of mind, speech and body consequence upon the involvement of
any mundane soul in five sins namely violence etc. causes inauspicious yogas and
renunciation of vibration of mind, speech and body in its involvement in five sins
cause auspicious yogas. Auspicious yogas cause inflow of virtuous karmas.
The inauspicious yogas cause sinful inflow of karmas. The soul cannot be
capable to abandon/renounce the volition causing the inflow of karmas, unless and
until he understands the difference between volitions of inflow of karma and the
volition of self / soul. It is necessary to know the element of inflow of karmas.
Bondage of karmas follows the inflow of karmas. So one should safeguard himself
from the inflow of karmas. The influx of karmas has neither been so far pleasant nor
will they be so in future. It is really strange that the soul well understands all this; yet
it becomes the object of influx of inauspicious karmas in an usual manner. But when
that karmic influx and bondage gives fruits, he starts weeping and wailing. If the
mundane soul thinks of the consequences of the fruitioning of karmas in the
beginning, he may avoid causing the inflow of such karmas, which yield the inflow
of inauspicious karmas. The volitions causing the inflow of karmas are never good
although the inflow of auspicious karmas have been said to be worth doing; because
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they yield auspicious grade of life but it is so said just to introduce the theory of
karma to a beginner. Later on, when the theory of karmic bondage is elucidated and
explained in detail, than we have to admit and advocate that from real stand point
both kinds of inflow of karmas– auspicious as well as inauspicious are the causes of
elongating and strengthening the existence of mundane soul.

Doubt – At this stage someone may enquire “Why have you said influx of
auspicious/virtuous karmas to be the cause of mundane existence?”
Answer – ‘O’ Brother, it is not, who say so, these are the dictates of
scriptures/cannons. Although influx of virtuous karmas has also been described to be
the cause of salvation traditionally; yet it has got to be noticed that the influx of
virtuous karmas of all mundane souls is not the cause of salvation. The virtues
devoid of future longing of a righteous soul are the cause of salvation traditionally;
whereas the virtues of a wrong believer are the cause of mundane existence without
fail. When we discuss this doctrine in relation to bondage, then the influx of virtuous
karmas shall take place only in the absence of unworthy influx of inauspicious/sinful
karmas. The influx of sinful karmas is the cause of reincarnation in hellish and other
lower grades of life. Hence it has been said to be completely worthless. The influx of
virtuous karmas causes incarnation in heavens and yields fine material pleasures.
Hence it has been said to be better and preferable in view of in attainment of worldly
pleasures. But be it noted that heaven is also parts of the world/mundane existence.
From the real point of view both come under the category of mundane existence.
Causes which make the mundane soul wander in mundane existence irrespective of
the fact that they are heavens or hells – cannot therefore be said to be beneficial or
the cause of salvation.
This does not mean that one should give up the virtuous activities. The soul
should continue to perform virtuous activities so long as it does not enter in to the
state of pure functional consciousness, in consequence of the invariable
nonattached/perfect conduct. Till then one should avoid sense subject’s passions and
sinful karmas, which cause inauspicious grade of life.
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Whenever and wherever, inflow of karmas occurs, then and there bondage
of karmas will also occur. Influx of karmas and bondage of karmas both causes
mundane existence.
Acharya Bhagwan Kund Kund Dev in his sacred book ‘Samay Saar’ – dealing
with the influx of karmas says – when does the inflow of karmas not cause karmic
bondage.

UmXyU AmgdmU§, Agw{MÎm§ M {ddar` ^md§ M Ÿ&
XwŠIñg H$maU§ {Îm `, VXmo{U`qÎm Hw$U{X Ordmo Ÿ&&77Ÿ&&
Self-experience of the filth of the thought actions of influx of karmas and
the adversity there of cause sufferings due to such experiencing, the mundane soul
avoids them.
Just as the moss/aquatic plants makes the water appear filthy because of its
own filth, similarly the influx of karmas are being themselves blemished make the
soul concerned blemished. The nature of soul is knowledge/consciousness. The soul
is the knower of excellent pure consciousness from real standpoint, hence it is
extremely sacred and clean. The nature of influx karmas is different from the nature
of soul. In other words they are knowable because of being unconscious material.
Matter is unconscious and knows neither itself nor others. It is known by others. The
soul is always an aggregate of pure science, the soul therefore is the knower. It is one
with knowledge and different from influx of karmas.
The soul knows itself as well as non selves. Influx of karmas is the cause of
suffering and they make souls restless. The pure soul is naturally always free from
restlessness; therefore the soul is neither a cause nor an effect. Hence it is not the
cause of sufferings also. When the abstemious saint views the difference between the
soul and influx of karmas by three adjectives thereof, than he becomes free from the
influx of karmas due to passions such as anger etc. Unless and until the soul becomes
free as mentioned above, it does not attain the knowledge of true distinction between
self and non self. This is the statement from real standpoint. It is quite essential to
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understand it. The volitions/thought actions of attachment aversion etc. are material
from real standpoint. Hence the influx of karmas has also been said to be material.

{_Ï`mXe©Zm{da{Vn«mX-H$fm`-`moJm ~§Y-hoVd: Ÿ&& VÎdmW© gyÌ 1/8Ÿ&&
Causes of karmic bondage are falsehood, vowlessness, carelessness,
passions and yoga (vibration of mind, speech and body).
Faith on wrong elements and faithlessness for right elements constitute
falsehood. It is of two kinds : 1. Natural/Automatic and 2. that because of religious
discourses. Natural wrong perception means the faithlessness of mundane souls in
seven elements due to the fruitioning of wrong perception karmas in the absence of
religious discourses. Wrong perception in the absence of religious discourses is of
four kinds –
1. Functionalist ($%यावाद)
2. No functionalist
3. Ignorance
4. Modesty
or of five kinds –
1. One sided
2. Adverse
3. Doubtful/suspicious
4. Modest
5. Ignorant false perceptions
(1) One sided wrong perception signifies one-sided statements in relation to
attributes etc. such as it is this alone, it is such alone for example – the
substance/object is everlasting.
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(2) The example of adverse/wrong perception are considering saints with clothes to
be called unknotted, considering the omniscient lord to be taking food morsels and
considering women to be capable of salvation and salvated.
(3) The suspicious wrong perception consists of nourishing doubts such as “do right
faith, right knowledge and right conduct constitute path of salvation” ?
(4) Vainaiyik wrong perception denotes the equality of all religions and all types of
gods and treats all of them alike.
(5) Ignorant wrong perception means and includes absence of the investigation or
scrutiny in what is good and what is not good or the beneficial and harmful.

A{g{XgX§ {H$[a`mU§ A{¸$[a`mU§ M Amhþ MwcgrXr Ÿ&
gÎmQ²>R>AÊUmUrU§ doUB`mU§ Vw ~Îmrg§ Ÿ&&Jmo. H$. 876Ÿ&&
Functionalists are of 180 kinds, Nonfunctionalists are of 84, Ignorants are of
67 kinds and Vainaiyikas are of 32 kinds. In this way there are 363 kinds of wrong
perceptions. Vowlessness is of 12 kinds – not to protect or save all the living beings
of – from one sensed to five sensed with mind – and not to exercise control over five
senses and mind.
Kasheaya passions are 25 in number – 16 Passions and 9 Neo passions
Noekashaaya
Yogas are 13 in number – Manoyoga 4 Mental, 4 yogas of vackaxayoga
Speech and 5 yogas kaayayoga of Body
Anyhow but saints equipped with the attainment of assimilation existing in
VI
state of virtue named that of careless restraint may also have yoga of
assimilative body and yoga of mixed assimilative body. In this way the total number
of yoga is 15.
th
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Disrespect in proper observances/practices of saints constitutes carelessness.
It is of 15 kinds : 4 False Stories, 4 Passions, 5 Senses, Sleep and Affection.
Vikatha , Kasharya, Exdrya, Nidraa, Sneha.

{dH$hm Vhm H$gm`m B§{X`{UÔm Vhod nU`mo` Ÿ&
MXw MXw nU_oJoJ§ hm|{V n_mXm Xw nÊUagm Ÿ&& Jmo.Or. 34Ÿ&&
Acharya Shri Umaswami ashes what is bondage ?

gH$fm`Ëdm‚mrd: H$_©Umo `mo½`mZ² nwX²JcmZmXÎmo g ~§Y: Ÿ&& VÎdmW© gyÌ, A. 8, gy. 2 Ÿ&&
The mundane soul being passionate accepts/receives the material space
points of karmas. This constitute karmic bondage.

gh H$fm`oU dV©V B{V gH$fm`:Ÿ& gH$fm`ñ`^md: gH$fmËd_² Ÿ& Vñ_mËgH$fm`Ëdm{X{V Ÿ&
nwZh}Vw {ZX}e: OR>am½Ý`me`mZwê$nmhmaJ«hUdÎmrd«ÝX_Ü`_H$fm`me`mZwê$npñWË`Zw^d{deof
à{VnÎ`W©² Ÿ&&
gdm©W© {g{Õ, A. 8 Ÿ&&
As the mundane soul exists in association with passions, therefore it is said
to be passionate. The effect of being passionate is passionateness. Just as one takes
food in accordance with the intensity of fire of stomach, similarly the durational and
intense karmic bondage happens according to the degree of intensity, mediumness
and mildness of passions.
Karmic bondage indicates amalgamation of the space point of karmas like
those of water and milk.

AmË_H$_©UmoaÝ`mo@Ý`àXoemZwàdoemË_H$mo ~§Y: Ÿ&& gdm©W© {g{Õ Ÿ&&
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Bondage denotes the inter mingling or inter mixing of the space point soul
and those of karmas. Scriptures proclaim it to be of four kinds.

àH¥${VpñWË`Zw^d-àXoemñV{ÛY`: Ÿ&& VÎdmW© gyÌ 3/8Ÿ&&
1. Natural 2. Durational 3. Intensity 4. Space points Sthitih Anubhaaga /
pradesh.
Natural bondage and Space point bondage are caused by yogas (vibration of
mind, speech and body) and Durational bondage and Intensity bondage are caused by
passions.

n`{S> grc ghmAmo Ord§JmU§ AUmB g§~Y
§ mo Ÿ&
H$U`modco _c§ dm VmUpËWÎm§ g`§ {gÕ§ Ÿ&& Jmo. H$_©.2Ÿ&&
The nature is denoted to be that absolute (unrelated) phenomena of any
substance just as the nature of fire is to move forward, that of air to move oblong,
and that of water to move downward. Here we are concern only with the nature of
soul and nature of karma.
The volitions of attachment etc. are unnatural volitions of soul and the
generation of attachment etc. is the nature of karma. This statement is faulty due to
logical see saw fault. In order to remove that fault the relationship of soul and karma
has been termed to be beginning less. In this way we clear the doubt as to how does
material karma get bound with informal soul.

Doubt – In what way do we prove the existence of soul and karma?
Ans - This is self-evident, the soul is known by the suffix ‘I’ : It is common
knowledge that certain person are poor and others are rich. This proves the existence
of karma.
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Just as the nature of margosa (नीम) is bitter and the nature of sugar is sweet;
similarly the nature of knowledge obscuring karma is not to let one have the
determination of knowledge.
What is the nature of perception obscuring karma? Not to let one view the
determination (of any object), causing or making one feel/experience pleasure or pain
constitute the nature of pleasure feeling karma and pain feeling karma. The nature of
perception deluding karma is not to let one have faith in elements. The nature of
conduct deluding karma consists of the notions of non-restraint. The nature of age
karma consists of making one reincarnate. The nature of name karma is to
designate/name the soul to be hellish, celestial etc. to correlate one with high or low
status is the nature of family karma. The nature of obstruction karma is to obstruct or
cause obstacles in charitable transections etc. In short the functions of each and every
karma constitute the nature of that karma. This is natural karmic bondage. The
staticity/stability (ि)थत) connotes the infallibility from one’s own nature. Just as
infallibility from the nature of sweetness of the milk of cow, goat and buffalo etc. is
constitutes the staticity, similarly the stability/staticity of knowledge obscuring karma
consists of the tendency of not allowing one to have determinate knowledge of any
object.
The special taste of fruit juice of karma concerned is called experience. Just
as the milk of cow, goat and buffalo each have got a particular degree of sweetness –
more or less – similarly the molecules of each and every karmas have a
particular/special inherent capability, which is called ‘Anubhag/intensity’.
Knowing about the existence of any object is space point. In other words
determining by way of knowing the atoms changed in to karmas is known as space
point karmic bondage. Acharya Umaswami has said the system of law to be
signifying the kinds. These four kinds of karmic bondage as mentioned above
natural, space point etc. – are four kinds of bondage. Of them the two natural and
space point karmic bondage are caused by yogas and durational and intensity
bondage are caused by passions. According to ‘Sarwartha Siddhi’ various kinds of
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karmic bondage take place in accordance with the traction capacity or incapacity of
yogas and passions concerns Shri Bhattakeracharya write in Moolaachaar –

OmoJm n`{S>nXogm {R>{XAUw^mJ§ H$gm`Xmo Hw$U{X Ÿ&
An[aUXw{ÀN>ÊUogw ` ~§Y{Å>{XH$maU§ UpËW Ÿ&& 244 Ÿ&&
This soul gets bound with natural and space point karmic bondage due to
yogas; and gets bound with durational karmic bondage and intensity karmic bondage
due to passions. When passions cease to transform and are destroyed, than the cause
of durational karmic bondage cease to exist.
By knowing the system/order of karmic bondage as mentioned above, one
should exercise proper control over his sentiments/volitions. As the sentiments, so
the formation of karmas. No oneself is the creator or destroyer of the karmas of self.
The soul is itself the creator and destroyer of it karmas. It is a matter of firm belief
that no over lord or super power is the creator, the creator is the soul and soul alone.
When the soul is involved in passions, it becomes passionate. When the soul is
vowful (conduct) and is engaged in religious practices, it becomes vowful and
religious. According to Pravachansaar –

""n[aU_{X OoU§ Xìd§ V¸$mc§ Vå``{Îm nÊUÎm§ Ÿ&
Våhm Yå_ n[aUXmo AmXm Yå_mo _wUoXìdmo '' Ÿ&& 8Ÿ&&
The soul becomes one/absorbed in the volition or state, from which state or
volition does it pass through. Therefore the soul passing through or dwelling in the
volitions/state of piety; that soul should be treated/deemed to be pious/religious. ‘O’
Soul, know the processes of bondage of karma and inflow of karmas; fix your
attention/concentrate on the volition or tendency of creation of soul. Neither does the
self-create any non self, nor is self-created by any non self (other). Pleasure and pains
of any one is the fruitioning of the karmas of one’s auspicious and nonauspicious
karmas realizing this, you do concentration on this Sloka of Acharya Poojyapaad.
Why do you get painful or sorrowful when you very well know that the doctrine of
karmas yield pleasure and pain according to its own law. Hence do not blame others
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for the calamities and harassments happening due to fruitioning of karmas. The soul
is liable to lose its purity in ease it indulges in blaming others; sense of creation
originates and the soul starts thinking the fruits of its own karmas. Who have been
caused by others, non selves, thereafter he intends to destroy/eliminate those non
selves. In consequence the thoughts or volitions, which should have been directed
towards self-introspection/self-meditation get directed towards the volition of
harming/damaging/taking revenge of others. It means that the inflow of karmas is
increasing instead of decreasing/diminishing. The volition of salvation has ceased to
exist. ‘O’ simple person, the thoughts of the destroying/eliminating the enemies do
not cause the destruction/elimination thereof. Instead karmic foes becomes stronger
and more stronger there by. You are reaping the fruits of past karmas at present; you
shall have to reap the fruits of your present karmas in future.
Therefore the wise person should tolerate the present fruitioning of his
karmas in a calm and peaceful manner. He who is harming or causing damage to you
or who is unnecessarily blaming you, at present may be true in respect of present
mode; but do you know about the karmas committed by you in past ? If the answer is
in negative, why and how can you say yourself to be innocent and guilty to others,
did Sita criticize or condemn any one in her present mode ? No, But did Sita not
criticise/condemn anyone in her past mode or modes? ‘O’ Wiseman, Sita was
innocent in relation to her present mode, but Sita in her past mode had ridiculed to
unknotted saints. It was because of that guilt, that Sita had to suffer the pangs of
public condemnation. According to the doctrine of Jain religion, wise and prudent
person are not afraid of the present hardships/crisis. But in case an ignorant persons
try to prove themselves to be innocent/faultless by blaming others for the present
hardships etc. thereof.
He gets himself involved in a number of conspiracies and thereby gets
bound with new/fresh karmas. In this way he is strengthening as well as lengthening
the chain of karmic bondage by his own commissions and omissions. You are
yourself being bound with pain feeling karma and causing others do the same by
giving expression to you miseries to others and by involving them in it. No valour of
any one is effective, when the fruitioning of karmas is intense. Just think: will your
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endeavors be at all useful / gainful against the enemies in case the fruitioning of their
virtuous karmas is comparatively much more or more intense? On the contrary will
the enimity of your enemies be at all effective or cause any damage to you in case the
fruitioning of your virtuous karmas is much more or more intense ?
What and how many efforts did Pratinarayanas make as against Balbhadra
Ram and Narain Krishna? Could those enemies cause any damage or harm even in
the least to both the above personages? The devise wheel of the great Bharat also
return after taking rounds of his brother Bahubali, as a result of the fruitioning of
virtuous karmas of Bahubali. Hence give up/renounce pleasure and grief; aspire for
salvation. Yourself good lies in it alone.
Suppose any ignorant person due to the influence of anger and the like
passions told you to be guilty in spite of the fact that you were innocent or did inflict
some physical or mental torchers, could he say or do so, had he been wise and
prudent ? To behave like an ignorant person indicates one’s own ignorance. Why do
you unnecessarily labour by way of opposing him ? The sum and substance of the
contents of this Sloka is: Do not be angry/enraged on those who harm, damage,
injure you in any manner. He shall be duly punished by his own karmas. Do not
waste your time in indulging in passions. Oh, Do not you know that the person who
thrusts Triyangul on ground, gets his waist/girdle bent from before and he who puts
his foot on it, his head is beaten by the handle thereof. In the same manner those who
tease and harm others are themselves teased and harm by their own karmas. Hence
do not do fruitless labour/futile labour.
At this stage the people questions : Do persons who are attached with
desirable animate beings such as wife, sons etc. and in inanimate objects such as
home etc. – and averted by undesirable enemies, weapons and thorns etc. – living in
the universe cause damage/harm to themselves? Is it not because of this that
attachment and aversion have been declared to be not – doable/not birth doing.
Replying it Acharya Shri states –
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Shloka 11

amJÛof Û`rXrK© ZoÌmH$f©U H$_©Um Ÿ&
AkmZmËgw
AkmZmËgw{Ma§ Ord:, g§gmamãYm¡ ^«Ë`gm¡ Ÿ&&11Ÿ&&
Meaning The mundane soul roams about for long–long times in mundane
ocean due to ignorance and by churning that ocean with the help of two ropes of
attachment and aversion (and the churning stick).

Purport – The mundane soul binds instant effective bond (Samay prabaddha) due to
slavery/serfdom of beginning less ignorance by indulging in the sentiments / feelings
/ thought actions of attachment and aversion. This instant effective bond
(Samayaprabaddha) is equal to the infinite part of the mass of Siddha and that of
mass of soul incapable of salvation (Abhavya Rasi). It binds instant effective bond in
accordance with the increasing and decreasing atoms of vibrations of mind, speech
and body/yogas. He in this way roams about for long–long periods in mundane
ocean. It has been treating non selves to be his self-due to the absence of selfknowledge and by not acquiring the desire for salvation and thereby remaining in
mundane ocean assuming various modes in four grades of life. He did not take notice
of the element of soul at all. He did not understand his nature and the structure of
universe.
It is as different to search the jewels of soul in the ocean of mundane
existence as it is difficult to search a jewel lying in the bottom of a great ocean. First
of all it is very necessary to know as regards the what about and how about of world.
The mundane soul will not get rid of the causes of transmigration in mundane
existence so long as it does not realize the true and precise state of world. It is not
possible to get rid of transmigration without avoiding/escaping from instrumental
causes concerned.
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"g§gaU§ g§gma: n[adV©Z§, VƒVw{d©Y§ Ðì`n[adV©Z§ joÌn[adV©Z,§ H$mcn[adV©Z,§
^mdn[adV©Z§, ^dn[adV©Z§ MmÌ¡d Ðï>ì`_Ý`Ì n§M{dYñ`monXoem{X{V Ÿ&& (_ycmMma Q>rH$m
706 JmWm)Ÿ&&
The mundane existence/worldly life is subject to changeability, it is of four
kinds – substantial changes, timely changes, regional changes and volitional changes.
Modal changes should be also deemed to be included in them because in certain
sacred books world has been described to be liable five kinds of changes.
Any how Acharya Shri Battakeri in his famous work Moolachaar changes
have been described to be four kinds only. Acharyashri Battakeri has described four
kinds of changes of moolachaar.

Xìdo IoÎmo H$mco ^mdo ` MXwpìdhmo ` g§gmamo Ÿ&
MXwJ{X J_U{U~Õmo ~hþß``maoqh UmXìdmo Ÿ&&706Ÿ&&
The world has got four constituents namely substance, region or place, time
and volitions. It is adjoined with a transmigration in four grades.
Acharya Shri Kund Kund Deo has described the world to have five
constituents–

"n§M{dho g§gmao OmB Oam _aU-amoJ ^` nCao Ÿ&
{OU_½J_noÀN>§Vmo Ordmo n[a^_{X {MaH$mc§ Ÿ&& dmagmUwdoŠIm - 24Ÿ&&
The mundane soul roams about in the world for long–long period. It does so
because it does not believe in the path of Jin. It undergoes great sufferings arising
from birth, old age, death, disease and fear in this world subjected to five kinds of
changes those of substance, place, time, volitions and modes. Oh, take note of the
importance of passions, the mundane soul is not at all changing its attitude in spite of
being well versed in spiritual knowledge. It does not all get inclined towards the
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volitions of renunciation from mundane existence, body and sense enjoyments. What
is the cause? Most probably the soul concern has completed there of the bondage of
inauspicious age karmas. As a rule the soul, which is bound with inauspicious age
karmas may attain righteousness but it cannot attain sense of restraint. Only the soul,
which are bound with celestial age karma or/and unbound with age karmas may
attain restraint.
Acharya Shri Nemichand Siddhant Chakravarti in his work Gommatasaar
says –

"MÎmm[a {d IoÎmmB§ AmCJ~§YoU hmo{X gå_Îm§ Ÿ&
AUwdX_hìdXmB§ U chB XodmCJ§ _moÎmw§ Ÿ&&' Ÿ&&653Ÿ&&
Attainment of righteousness is possible to soul in spite of that having been
bound with age karmas of four grades of life. But partial vowfulness as well as full
vowfulness cannot be attained by souls with karmic bondage of all the four age
karmas excepting that of celestial grade.
Swami Kartikeya in his work Kartikeyanuprekchha dealing with the
structure of world says.

"E¸§$ M`{X eara§ AÊU§ {JÊho{X UdUd§ Ordmo Ÿ&
nwUw nwUw AÊU§ AÊU§ {JÊh{X _w§Mo{X ~hþ-dma§' Ÿ&& 32Ÿ&&
"Ed§ O§ g§gaU§ UmUm Xohogw hmo{X Ordñ` Ÿ&
gmo g§gmamo ^ÊU{X {_ÀN>H$gmEqh OwÎmñg' Ÿ&& 33Ÿ&&
The mundane soul leaves one body and enters in to (accepts) another fresh
body. Later on, he leaves that body as well and accepts another fresh body. In this
way he accepts and leaves very many bodies. The moment of mundane soul adjoined
with falsehood and passions in a number of bodies as mentioned above constitute
one’s mundane existence/world. There is no joy even for a moment – in the world
consisting of four grades of life. Any how the ignorant and deluded soul considers
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true pleasures to be consisting of apparent pleasures (which are pains defecto). The
mundane soul is repeatedly diving in the ocean of mundane existence in this way.

Question – Tell me the causes because of which the mundane soul is forced to dive
in the ocean of mundane existence.
Answer – The ignorant mundane soul remained unknown from non-attached god,
unknotted saints, fine sacred books and pieties of non-violence etc. due to the
fruitioning of karma of falsehood and remained far-far away from his real natural
self-incorporating inherent volitions. He did neither knew his true nature nor made
any proper attempts to do so; on the contrary he indulge in innumerable sinful
karmas by paying respects to false religion and false pilgrim centers.
Acharya Shri Vakragriva has also stated –

"{_ÀN>moX`oU Ordmo qUX§Vmo OmoÊh ^m{gX§ Yå_§ Ÿ&
Hw$Yå_ Hw$qcJ Hw${VËW§ _ÊU§Vmo ^_{X g§gmao Ÿ&&32 dmagmUwnoŠImŸ&&
The mundane soul condemns/finds faults with the religion preached by shri
Jinendra Deo due to the fruitioning of falsehood karmas; and follows false religion,
false saints and false holy places. That is why he wanders in the ocean of mundane
existence. He wanders in the ocean of mundane existence also because he kills living
beings by way of eating flesh and drinking wine and commits great sins by indulging
in adultery and stealing other’s wealth. How strange it appears that the ignorant soul
blinded by the darkness of delusion knowingly commits sins pertaining to sensual
pleasures day in and day out. Had he endeavored like this to attain salvation, he
would have attained it within moments.
In this universe, there are four grades of life namely that of human beings,
sub human beings, hellish beings and celestial beings. The mundane soul continues
to be born and die in these grades of life in accordance with the fruitioning of his
auspicious and inauspicious karmas. From real stand point, there is not happiness or
joy what so ever in all these four grades of life. As a matter of fact it is the mundane
soul alone who has to live in these four grades. Had there been real pleasures in
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mundane existence, why should it have been called world? In that case it would have
equaled itself salvation. A person who advocates for the attainment of real/complete
happiness by remaining in the world as mundane soul; can be favorably compared
with the person, who advocate for getting oil by means of expelling sand or for
getting ghee by churning water. Is it at-all possible? If the answer is in negative; than
even imagination of real happiness while remaining in world is an impossibility.
Suffering mundane soul is born in hell due to the fruitioning inauspicious
sinful karmas. There at he suffers/undergoes five kinds of miseries.

"AgwamoXr[a` -XwŠI§ gmara§ _mUg§ Vhm {d{dh§ Ÿ&
{IÎmw^d§ M {Vìd§ AÊUmoÊU-H$`§ M n§M{dh§ŸŸ H$m{VHo$`mZwàojm &&35Ÿ&&
Sufferings inflicted/caused by Asurkumaras, physical sufferings, psychic
sufferings, sufferings caused by region/place and many kinds of sufferings caused
mutually. Celestial beings named Asurkumaras cause infighting in hellish beings.
The body of hellish beings is highly detestable. The hellish beings always think of
inauspicious matters, inauspicious activities. They cannot do auspicious activities
even if they wish to do so. It is the consequence of the effects of the land (earth) and
the grade of life. The earth of hells is extremely sharp and alkaline. It’s very touch
causes extreme pain. It can be compared with the pain caused by biting by thousands
of scorpions. The hellish beings always quarrel with each other just as dogs do. They
do not experience peace and happiness/pleasure even for a moment. The mundane
soul gets such inauspicious grade of life due to intense passions, innumerable
passions and multitude worldly activities.

"VÎmmoUrg[aXU§ Om`{X{V[aEgw dhþ-{d`ßnogw Ÿ&
VËW{dnmd{X XwŠI§ Jì^o{d`N>o`UmXr`§ ŸH$m. A. Ÿ&&40&&
The mundane soul having come out of hell is reborn in the modes of sub
human beings. In that capacity it suffers great pains of piercing etc. in the womb.
One sub human devours/swallows another sub human being. Even the mother
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eats/swallows its own off springs. The wicked persons hang the animals invertedly
and cut their and cut their throats. No one appears to be the saviour thereof.
Oh, The state of mundane existence is like this. The stronger inflict pains
the weaker ones. At times the stronger becomes weaker. The stronger and the weaker
cause distress in amongst themselves. The larger fish swallows the smaller fish. The
animals are subjected to great sufferings of hunger and thirst. The master gives food
and water at times; and it does not do so as well. There are occasions when animals
die of hunger and thirst. In this way do mundane souls of this mode undergo great
sufferings as a result of the deceitful conduct done by them in past.

"Ed§ ìdhþßn`ma§ XwŠI§ {dgho{X {V[a` - OmoUrgw' Ÿ&
VÎmmo Urg[aXyU§ c{ÔAnwÊUmo Uamohmo{X Ÿ&& H$m.A. Ÿ&& 44 &&
The mundane soul, thus suffers great pains in the form of sub human beings.
The mundane soul comes out of the sub human grade of life and assumes the mode
of timely completioned. Within a number of parts of woman’s body numerous
spontaneously born A-Sex minute living beings are born. Such living beings are also
born in the urine and excreta of man. Such mundane souls are spontaneously born
and their bodies exist at the most within a period of 48 minutes and they die prior to
the completion of their bodies. In case the mundane souls take birth in womb, the
limbs and organs thereof remain contracted for long. Such souls also undergo great
sufferings at the time of coming out of mothers’ wombs. Sometimes parents of
newborn babe die in his infancy. At times the fear of enemies causes distress.
Sometimes crocked/wicked issues are born and at other times the loss of beloved
cause pains. More than this one’s own body becomes unfit for any work. The
behavior of karmas is strong.

"gÎmy {d hmo{X {_Îmmo, {_Îmmo {d ` Om`Xo Vhm gÎmy Ÿ&
H$å_-{ddmJ-dgmXmo Egmo g§gma-g^mdmo Ÿ&& H$m.A. &&57Ÿ&&
Friends become foes and vice versa. All this is in the very nature of
mundane existence. The wise and prudent person get disinterested in view of such
circumstances. Hence it is indispensable/most essential to fix the target of the
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attainment of the nature of self. All four grades of life consist of defiled modes.
There is not even an iota of happiness in them. The path of non-attachment alone
does yield bliss or joy.
Mundane existence means and includes transmigration of soul from one
mode/grade to another. It means change.
All those living beings/souls, who are liable to change are mundane souls.
There are five kinds of changes. They are substance, place, time, volition and grade.
These are five changes. Change relating to substance are of two kinds (1) changes in
substance due to fruitioning of karmas (2) changes of substance due to fruitioning of
neokarmas.
One soul at a time accepted the molecules of matter of three bodies and six
completionings. Thereafter those molecules by way of oily and dry, touch, taste,
smell and color remain for some time in the intensify, mild and medium volitions –
in the form in which they were accepted; in the second and other times they became
anfractuous/worthless. Later on the soul accepted the unaccepted molecules infinite
number of times and gave them up/abandoned; it accepted and left the molecules
concern infinite times. The soul did also accept and abandon the mixed molecules
infinite times. Whenever the karmic molecules bound at first with that soul assumed
neo karmic volitions in the same manner, than all those combined cause one neo
karmic substantial change.
The molecules, which are accepted in the beginning, are called Grahit or
Accepted. And those not accepted in the beginning are called unaccepted. Both
combined make mixed.
Whatever karmic atoms, a soul accepted in the form of eight kinds of
karmas are shaded off in the second Samaya within an Aawali. The process which
has been mentioned as regards the neo karma substantial charge is repeated in the
process of the formation of karmic substantial change when the same karmic
particles are adjoined with the karmic volition in same order.
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"gìdo {d nmo½Jcm Icw EJo ^wÎmw{ÁP`mhþOrdoU Ÿ&
Ag`§ AU§V IwÎmmo nw½Jcn[a`Å> g§gmao Ÿ&& dm. AUw 25 ŸŸ&&
The soul has enjoyed all the material atoms (objects) sometimes or other. In
the this way the mundane soul has wandered in this mundane existence characterized
by material changes infinite times.

g§gaU§ g§gma: n[adV©Z {_Ë`W©: g Efm_pñV Vo g§gm[aU: Ÿ& VËn[adV©Z§ n#m{dY_² Ðì`n[adV©Z§, joÌn[adV©Z§, H$mc n[adV©Z§, ^dn[adV©Z§, ^mdn[adV©Z§ Mo{V ! VÌ Ðì`
n[adV©Z§ {Û{dY_²- ZmoH$_©Ðì`n[adV©Z H$_©Ðì`n[adV©Z§ Mo{V Ÿ& VÌ ZmoH$_© Ðì` n[adV©Z§
Zm_ Ì`mUm§ earamUm§ fÊUm§n`m©árZm§ M `mo½`m`o nwX²Jcm EHo$Z OrdoZ EH$pñ_Ýg_`o J¥hrV:
pñZ½Y éj dU© JÝYm{X{^ñVrd«ÝX_Ü`_ ^mdoZ M `WmdpñWVm {ÛVr`m[Xfw g_`ofw {ZOuUm
AJ¥hrVm ZZÝVdmamZVrË` {_lH$m§íMmZÝVdmamZVrË`, _Ü`oJ«hrVm§íMmZÝV dmamZVrË` V Ed
VoZod àH$maoU Vñ`¡d Ordñ` ZmoH$_© ^md_mnÚÝVo `mŠVmdËg_w{XV§ ZmoH$_©Ðì`n[adV©Z_² Ÿ&
H$_© Ðì` n[adV©Z_wÀ`Vo -EH$pñ_Ýg_`o EHo$Z OrdoZmï>{dYH$_©^mdoZ `o J¥hrVm: nwX²Jcm:
g_`m{YH$m _md{cH$m _VrË` {ÛVr`m{Xfw g_`ofw {ZOuUm: nydm}ŠVoZ¡d H«$_oU V Ed VoZ¡d
àH$maoU Vñ` Ordñ` H$_© ^md_mnÚÝVo `mŠVmdËH$_©Ðì`n[adV©Z_² Ÿ&& gdm©W©{g{ÕŸ
&&10/2Ÿ&&
~§Y{X _w§M{X Ordmo n{S>g_`§ H$å_nw½Jcm{d{dhm Ÿ&
UmoH$å_-nw½Jcm {d ` {_ÀNÎm-H$fm`-g§OwÎmmo Ÿ&& ŸH$m.A. &&67Ÿ&&
In other words the mundane soul associated with falsehood and passions
accepts and abandons material karmic atoms and material neokarmic atoms of many
kinds every moment.

Ord: g§gmar àmUr n#m{_Ï`mËd n#mqde{V H$fm`demV² à{Vg_`§, g_`§ g_`§ à{V, H$_©
nwX²JcmZ²
kmZmdaUm{X
gáH$_©`mo½`mZ²
H$_©dJ©Um`mVnwX²JcñH$ÝYmZ²
pñZ½YéjdU©JÝYm{X{^: Vrd«ÝX_Ü`_^mdZo `WmdpñWVmZ² `mo½`mZ² AZoH$ àH$mamZ², A{n
M, ZmoH$_©nwX²JcmZ², earaÌ`å` fQ²>n`m©{á`mo½`nwX²JcmZ² ~ÜZm{V`moJdemV² ~ÝY Z`{V,
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_w#m{V ñdpñW {VH$mc pñWËdm OrU©`{V Ÿ& CŠV§ M - gd}{n nwX²Jcm: IËdoH$o ZmVmopÁPVmíd
OrdoZ Ÿ& øgH¥$ÕmZÝV H¥$Ëd: nwX²Jc n[adV©Zg§gmao Ÿ&&
Ÿ&& H$m{V©Ho$`mZwàojm, Q>rH$m - 67 Ÿ&&
There are five causes of karmic bondage – falsehood, vowlessness,
carelessness, passions and vibration of mind, speech and body/yoga. Of them
falsehood and passions are dominant, because they are the kinds of deluded karma.
Of all the karmas deluding karma is the main and most powerful. In absence of this
karma all the other karmas become powerless/ineffective and transmigration of soul
in mundane existence virtually stops in the presence of all karmas excepting the
deluded karma. This is why Acharya Shri has given so much importance to falsehood
and passions. Falsehood is of five kinds whereas passions are of 25 kinds. The
mundane soul dominated by falsehood and passions, do accept material molecules of
seven karmas named knowledge obscuring karma etc. every moment. The universe is
full of karmic aggregatal groupings. The mundane soul concern accepts only such
karmic aggregatal grouping which are be fitting him. Age karma is not always bound
with soul. Hence the mundane soul accepts and abandons karmic aggregatal grouping
relating to seven karmas alone. In some given period a mundane soul accepted
karmic aggregatal grouping relating to 7 karmas and abandoned them after their
induction period after fruitioning. There after he accepted and abandoned the
accepted, mixed and unaccepted karmic aggregatal groupings for infinite times.
When those very karmic aggregatal groupings having the same volitions of touch,
taste, smell and form again get converted in to karma due to same volitions; it is
called karmic substantial changes thereof.
In the same way mundane soul in a given period accepts and abandones neo
karmas material aggregates be fitting six completionings of three bodies. When those
very neo material aggregates having the same taste and form etc. are accepted again
as neo karmas, in the same order, it is called neokarmic substantial change.

Karmic substantial change and neo karmic substantial change
constitute substantial change or substantial mundane existence.
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It is said that this mundane soul has accepted and abandoned all material
aggregates infinite times by existence in the world characterized by material change.
Accepted material aggregates mean and include such material aggregates, which
have been accepted by mundane soul and whereas unaccepted material aggregates
are those, which have not been so for accepted. Both combined is called mixed. The
order in which they are accepted has been mentioned above.

Areal Change – One timely completioned microorganism, whose body rests on the
minimum space point of sky die after living during the smallest life span – having
been born by way of including eight mid regions of universe in the midst/center of
his body. In the same mundane soul is born in the same form twice, thrice, forth, and
as many times as the number of space points of sky found in a Ghanangul.
Furthermore, he made the whole of universe his birth place by adding one space
point of sky every time. All this combined constitute one regional change.
In the whole of universe, there is no place what so ever, where this mundane
soul has not been born. In this way the mundane soul has transmigrated/wandered so
many times in this spatial universe.

joÌ n[adV©Z_wÀ`Vo : gyú_ {ZJmoX Ordmo@n`m©áH$: gd© OKÝ` àXoe earamo cmoH$ñ`mï>
_Ü` àXoemÝñdeara _Ü`o H¥$ËdmoËnÞ: jwÐ ^d J«hU§ {O[dËdm_¥V: Ÿ& g Ed nwZñVo Z¡dmdJmho
V{ÛéËnÞñVWm{ÌñVWm MVw[aË`od§ `mdX² YZm§Jwcñ`mg§»`o` ^mJ à{_VmH$me
àXoemñVmdËH¥$ËdñVÌod O{ZË`m nwZaoH¡$H$ àXoem{YH$ ^mdoZ gdm}cmoH$ AmË_Zmo OÝ_joÌ
^md_wnZrVmo ^d{V `mdÎmmdËjoÌ n[adV©Z_² & CŠV M ""gìdpåh cmo`I§Îmo H$_gmo
VÊUpËWOÊU CßnÊU§ Ÿ& AmoJmhUoU ~hþgmo n[a^{_Xmo IoÎmg§gmao Ÿ&&26Ÿ&&'' (~m.A.)
gmo H$mo {d UpËW Xogmo cmo`m`mgñg {Uadgogñg Ÿ&
OËW U gìdmo Ordmo OmXmo _[aXmo ` ~hþdma§ Ÿ&&68Ÿ&&
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There is no space point in the whole universal space, where all mundane
souls have not been born or died.

""cmoH$mH$meñ` lo{U Zw YZ _mÌñ` (343) {Zadeofñ` g_J«ñ` g H$mo@{n Xoe: àXoemo
ZmpñV Z {dÚVo Ÿ& g H$: Ÿ& `Ì gdm} Ord: g_ñV g§gmar Ord: ~hþdma_² AZoH$dma§ `Wm
^d{V VWm, Z OmV: Z CËnÞ:, Z _¥VíM Z _aU§ àmá: Ÿ& joÌ n[adV©Z§ ÛoYm ñdna ^oXmV² Ÿ&
VÌ ñdjoÌ n[adV©Z§ H$píMV² gyú_{ZJmoXOrd: gyú_OKÝ`{ZJmoXmdJmhoZ CËnÞ: ñdpñWqV
Or{dËdm _¥V: níMmV² àXoemoÎmamdJmhZoZ àXoemoÎma H«$_oU _hm_Ëñ`mdJmhn`©ÝV§
AdJmhZm{Z H$amo{V Ÿ& n[ajoÌ n[adV©Z§ Vw gyú_ {ZJmoXmo@n`m©áH$: gd© OKÝ`mdJmhZearamo
cmoH$_Ü``mîQ>àXoemZ² ñdeara _Ü`mñQ>àXoemZ H¥$ËdmoËnÞ: jwÐ^dH$mc§ 1/18 Or{dËdm
_¥V: Ÿ& g Ed nwZñVoZ¡dmdJmhZ {ÛéËnÝZñVWm {ÌñVWm MVw[aË`oX§ `mdX² YZmL>Jwcñ`m
g§»`o` ^mJ dma§ VÌ¡dmoËnÞ: nwZ: EH¡$H$ àXoem{YH$ ^mdoZ gd© cmoH§$
{ÌMËdm[a¨eX{YH${ÌeV² 343 a‚mwà_mU§ ñdOÝ_joÌ ^md§ Z`{V B{V najoÌ n[adV©Z§ (g.
{g. AÜ`m`-2) CŠV§ M - 41
gìdpåh cmo`IoÎmo H$_gmo VîUpËW OÊU CßnÊU§ Ÿ&
Amo½JmhUoU ~hþgmo qh@Vmo n[a_{_Xmo IoÎmg§gmao Ÿ&&26Ÿ&&
This universe has got the size of cubic volume of Jagat Shrainy. One Jagat
Shrainy consists of seven Rajus. Its cubic volume is 343 Raju. In all these 343 Raju
area. In all mundane souls have incarnated and died many-many times. This is called
spatial change. Regional/spatial change is of two kinds –
1. Swa kshetray parivartana Regional change of self
2. Parakshetra parivartana Regional change of nonself
Any minute microorganisms continues to add one point at a time to its lowest
form and goes on reincarnating till it assumes the form of Maha Matsya. This is
called regional change of self. In other words assuming forms from lowest to highest
by the same mundane soul constitute regional change of life.
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One timely completioned microorganisms, whose body rest on the
minimum space points of sky having been born by way of including eight mid
regions of universe in the midst of his body. The same mundane soul is born in the
same form twice, thrice and as many times as the number of space points of sky
found in a Ghanangul. He met his death after living for a small period consisting of
18 part of a breath. Later on he committed to add one space point of universe in
every reincarnation and thus made the whole universal space to be its birth place.
This constitutes regional change of non self.
There is no space point in the whole of universe where it had not
reincarnated in various forms of various sizes.
Kaalaprarivartana Time change – A certain mundane soul is born in the first
time point of ‘Utsarpani Kaal’ and died after the completion of his age. The same
mundane soul again reincarnated in the second time point of Utsarpani Kaal and die
after completing his age. Again the same mundane soul gets reincarnated in the third
time point of Utsarpani kaal and died. In this way the mundane soul passed Utsarpani
Kaal as well as ‘Awasarpani Kaal’. The above statement deals with the continuation
or Constance of birth. The continuity or Constance of death should also be
understood likewise. All these changes combined constitute one time change. It has
been already said this mundane soul has been born and died many times in all the
samayas of Utsarpani and Awasarpani Kaal – wandering in the universe of time.
(Kaal Samsaar).

H$mc n[adV©Z _wÀ`Vo : CËg{n©Ê`m: àW_ g_`o OmV: H$píM‚mrd: ñdm`wf: n[ag_mßVm¡
_¥V: Ÿ& g Ed nwZ{Õ©Vr`m`m CËg{n©Ê`m {ÛVr` g_`o OmV: ñdm`wf: j`mÝ_¥V: Ÿ& g Ed
nwZñV¥Vr`m`m CËg{n©Ê`mñV¥Vr`g_`o OmV: Ÿ& Ed_ZoZ H«$_oUmoËg{n©Ur n[ag_mám Ÿ&
VWmdg{n©Ur M Ÿ& Ed§ OÝ_Z¡aÝV`©wŠV_² Ÿ& _aUñ`m[n Z¡aÝV`© VW¡d J«mø_² Ÿ& EVmdËH$mc
n[adV©Z_² Ÿ&
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Cñgpßn{U Adgpßn{U g_`md{c `mgw{Uadgogmgw Ÿ&
OmXmo _wXmo ` ~hþgmo n[a_{JXmo H$mc g§gmao Ÿ&&dm.A.Ÿ27Ÿ&&
CdgpßnUr AdgpßnUr àW_§ g_`m{XMa_² g_`§Vmo Ordmo H$_oUm Oå_{X _a{X `
gìdogw H$mcogw Ÿ&&59Ÿ&&
This mundane soul is born and dies since the first samaya (Time point) and
continues to do so in all the samayas (Time points) of Utasarpani and Awasarpani
Kaal.
One mundane soul is born in the first time point of Utsarpani Kaal and dies
after completing his life span. It again is born in the second time point of Utsarpani
Kaal and dies after completing his life span. It again is born in the third time point of
Utsarpani Kaal and dies after completing his life span. The same order should be
taken to be that in the Kaal of Awasarpani Kaal.
In this way the mundane soul concerned took birth and died in all the time
points of 20 crores of crores Saagar of Utsarpani and Awasarpani ages this
constitutes time change.
This mundane soul in course of his wanderings in Kaal Sansar gets
reincarnated and dies in all the time points of Utsarpani and Awasarpani Kaal.

^d-n[adV©Z_wÀ`Vo : ZaH$JVm¡ gd© OKÝ`_m`wX©e df© ghòm{U Ÿ& VoZm`wfm VÌmoËnÞ: nwZ:
n[a^«å` Vo Z¡dm`wfm OmV: Ÿ& Ed§ Xedf© ghòmUm§ `mdÝV: g_`mñVmdËH¥$ËdñVÌ¡d OmVmo
_¥V: Ÿ& nwZaoH$¡ H$ g_`m{YH$ ^mdoZ Ì`qóeËgmJamon_m{U n[ag_m{nVm{Z Ÿ& VV: àÀ`wË`
{V`©½JVmdÝV_w©hÿVm©`w: g_wËnÝZ: Ÿ& nydm}ŠVoZ¡d H«$_oU Ìr{U në`mon_m{Z VoZ n[ag_m{nVm{ZŸ&
Ed§ _Zwî` JVm¡ M Ÿ& XodJVm¡ M ZmaH$dV² Ÿ& A`§ Vw {deof: - EH$ qÌeËgmJamon_m{U
n[ag_m{nVm{Z `mdÎmmdX² ^dn[adV©Z_²Ÿ & CŠV§ M - {Ua`m{COhÊUm{X gw Omd XwI{d„`m
Xwhmodo‚mm Ÿ& {_ÀN>Îmg§{gaoU Xw ~hþgmo {d ^d {Æ>Xr _o{_Xmo Ÿ&&dm. A. 26Ÿ&&
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Bhavaparivartana change of mode – The minimum age of hellish being is 10
thousand years. One mundane soul is born there in for that period (age). He again is
reborn in that very state for the same period (age). In this way it is reborn and dies
for as many time points as the time points of 10 thousand years. It lived for the
period of 33 Sagaras – the maximum age of hell by respectively adding one time
space point in every reincarnation. Thereafter it is born in the sub human grade of life
as a sub human being having his age only that of Antarmuhoorta writer (48
minutes). In this order it completed the time lag of three ‘Palyopam’. The same
mundane soul thereafter becomes a human being and lives for periods of
Antarmuhoorta (48 minutes) up to three Palyopomas in gradual manner. Thereafter
the same mundane soul comes to be a celestial being; where in he lived for as many
years as he did in the form of a hellish being. There is a difference to be noted in
celestial grade of life. The difference is : the maximum age of a celestial being is 31
Saagaropam. All these changes in all the four grades of life undergone by a
mundane soul constitute one Bhava change (change of grades). It has been rightly
said that the mundane soul has been wandering in all the four grades of life up to
Graivaiyak – for minimum life spans up to maximum life spans of all grade concern
due to its contact with falsehood.

UoaB`m{XJXrU§ Ada-{Æ>{XXmoda-{Æ>Xr‚mmd Ÿ&
gìd-{Æ>{Xgw {d Oå_{X Ordmo Jodo‚m-n‚m§V§ Ÿ&&70Ÿ&&
The mundane soul gets incarnated in all the four grades of life and lives up
to Graivaiyak for minimum age spans up to maximum age spans of respective grade.

Ord: g§gm`m©Ë_m ZaH$m{XJVrZm§ MVg¥Um_² AdapñW{VV: OKÝ` pñW{V_maä`
CËH¥$ï>pñW{Vn`ªV_² Ÿ& VWm {h ZaH$-JVm¡ OKÝ`m`wX©eghòdfm©{U VoZm`wfm VÌmoËnÞ: nwZ:
g§gmao ^«mÝËdm VoZ¡dm`wfm VÌmoËnÞ: Ÿ& Ed§ Xedf©-ghòg_`dma§VÌMmoËnÞmo _¥VíM Ÿ& nwZ:
EH¡$H$ g_`m{YŠ`oZ Ì`{óeËgmJamon_m{U n[ag_mß`ÝVo Ÿ& níMm{Îm`©½JVm¡
AÝV_w©hÿVm©`wfmoËnÝZ: àm½dV² VËg_`dma_² CËnÝZ: g_`m{YŠ`oZ {Ìnë`mon_m{Z VoZ¡d OrdoZ
n[ag_mß`ÝVo Ÿ& Ed§ _Zwî`JVmd{n Ÿ& ZaH$J{VdV² XodJVmd{n Ÿ& VÌm`§ {deof: Ÿ& CËH$f©V:
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EH$qÌeËgmJamon_m{U n[ag_mß`ÝVo Ÿ& Ed§ ^«mÝËdJË` nydm}ŠVOKÝ`pñW{VH$mo ZmaH$mo Om`Vo
Ÿ& VXodËgd©² g_w{XV§ ^d n[adV©Z_² Ÿ&
CŠV§ M - {Ua`mCAm OhÊUm{Xgw OmdXwCd[a„`m Xw Jod‚mm Ÿ& {_ÀÔÎmg§{gXoU Xw
~hþgmo {d ^d{Æ>Xr ^{_Xmo Ÿ&& dm. A.-28 Ÿ&&
The minimum age of a hellish being is 10 thousand years. One mundane
soul is born there in for that period (age). He again is reborn in that very state for the
same period (age). In this way it is reborn and dies in first hell for as many time
points as the time points of 10 thousand years. Thereafter he again reincarnated there
in having the age limit of 10 thousand years plus one samay (time point). Again he
reincarnated having the age limit of 10 thousand years plus two samayas (Time
points). In this way he goes on living in hell with the age limits of 10 thousand years
plus three samayas, four Samayas etc., until he gets the maximum age limit of 33
Sagaras. Thereafter he is reborn in sub human grade of life with the age limit of an
Antarmuhoorta (48 minute) and later on he continues to live the lives of sub human
being as many times as there are samayas in one antarmuhoorta. Then he goes on
living the life of a sub human being with the age limits of antarmuhoorta plus one
samaya, antarmuhoorta plus two samayas and so on and so forth until he happens to
live the life of a sub human being with the maximum age limit of three Palyas.
Thereafter he enters in to human grade of life where in he starts living the life of a
human being with the age limit of a Antarmuhoorta. There also he continues to be
reborn time and again with the age limits of Antarmuhoorta plus one samaya,
Antarmuhoorta plus two samayas and so on so forth. He continues in this way to live
in human grade of life until he lives the life of a human being with the maximum age
limit of three Palyas. Thereafter the same mundane soul comes to be a celestial
being, where in he lived for as many years as he did in the form of a hellish being.
There is a difference to be noted in celestial grade of life. The difference is : the
maximum age of a celestial being is 31 Sagaropam. All these changes in all the four
grades of life, undergone by a mundane soul constitute one bhava change. It has been
well said that the mundane soul goes to all grades of life – from hellish grade upto
that of Graivaiyakas in celestial grade-adopts all modes of life again and again
subjugated by falsehood.
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Next we deal with changes relating to volitions/thought actions. A mundane
soul, five sensed, cognigent, completioned and wrong believer happens to get the
minimum knowledge obscuring karmic energies of the duration of Antah Koda-Kodi
(within crore of crore).
Worthy to that state it has got passions mental efforts (अ*यवसाय) and
places fallen from six places (पर )थान पतत) equal to innumerable universe. And
there are innumerable intensities mental efforts and places on account of minimum
passion, mental efforts and places. That mundane soul has got the minimum place of
yoga because of the adoption of minimum duration, minimum passions – mental
efforts and places and minimum intensity places and mental efforts. Thereafter above
mentioned durability, passions-mental efforts- places and intensity-mental efforts and
places remain the same but the place of yogas changes. Which is subjected to
innumerable – parts – increase. The same should be applied on 3rd, 4th and other yoga
places. All these yoga places are four places fallen. And their number is equal to the
innumerable part of Jagat Shrainy. Later on the mundane soul adopting the same
durability and passion – mental efforts – places gets the second intensity – mental
efforts – places. The yoga places thereof should be deemed to be like those of
previous ones. The purport being all the three above mentioned phenomena are
steadied. But the number of places of yogas is equal to innumerable part of Jagat
Shrainy the mundane soul undergoes. In the 3rd, 4th, and other places of intensity and
mental efforts and so on and so forth to the accurance of the places of intensities and
mental efforts equal to innumerable universe. The idea is that though the durability,
places of passions and material efforts remain the same but places of intensity and
mental efforts do change and go on changing until they become equal to innumerable
universes. The places of yoga becomes innumerable Jagat Shrainy for each places of
intensity and mental efforts. Thereafter the mundane soul with the same durability
gets second place of passion and mental efforts. The places of yogas and the places
of intensity and mental efforts should be understood like previous one. In other
words there are places of intensity and mental efforts equal to innumerable universes
in relation to every places of passion and mental efforts, and there are places of yogas
equal to innumerable part of Jagat Shrainy in relation to every one places of intensity
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as well as that of mental efforts. Hence the increase in the 3rd, 4th and further places
of passion and mental efforts takes place until the mundane soul has got places of
passions and mental efforts equal to innumerable universes.
The number of places of passions etc. having minimum durability plus one
samaya, is also the same as those places of passions etc. of minimum duration. This
process continues in the same manner until it reaches the maximum durability of 30
Koda Kodi Sagar of its volitions. In this way one should also consider the places of
passions etc. of every alternative durability. There are six places of increase : infinite
part increase, innumerable part increase, numerable attributes increase, innumerable
attributes increase, infinite attribute increase and numerable part increase. Similarly
decrease is also of six kinds. By deleting infinite part increase and infinite attribute
increase, we get only four kinds of increase. The order of changes of all basic
karmas/primary nature and the supplementary karmas thereof should also be
understood like wise. All these changes combined constitute one ‘Bhava
Change’/change of volition. It is because of falsehood that the mundane soul having
gone through all the places of natural bondage, celestial bondage, durability bondage
and intensity bondage has wandered in the universe of volitions/thought actions.

^md n[adV©Z _wÀ`Vo - nÝMo{ÝÐ`: g§kr n`m©áH$mo {_Ï`mÑpîQ>: H$píM‚mrd:g gd©gOKÝ`m§
ñd`mo½`m§ kmZmdaU àH¥$Vo: pñW{V_ÝV: H$moQ>r H$moQ>r g§[kH$m_mnÚVo Ÿ& Vñ` H$fm`mÜ`dgm`
ñWmZmÝ` g§»`o` cmoH$ à{_Vm{Z fQ²>ñWmZn{VVm{Z VpËñW{V `mo½`m{Z ^dpÝV Ÿ& VÌ
gd©OKÝ`H$fm`mÜ`dgm`ñWmZ{Z{_Îmm Ý`Zw^mJmÜ`dgm`ñWmZmÝ`g§»`o` cmoH$n«{_Vm{Z
^dpÝV Ÿ& Ed§ gd©OKÝ`m§ pñWqV gd©OKÝ`§ M H$fm`mÜ`dgm`ñWmZ§ gd©OKÝ`_odmZw^mJ~§Y
ñWmZ_mñH$ÝXVaVÚmo½`§ gd©OKÝ`§ `moJñWmZ§ ^d{V & Vofm_od pñW{VH$fm`mZw^mJñWmZmZm§
{ÛVr`_g§»`o`^mJd¥{Õ `wŠV§ `moJñWmZ§ ^d{V Ÿ& Ed§ M V¥Vr`m{Xfw MVw:ñWmZ n{VVm{Z
loÊ`g§»`o`^mJà{_Vm{Z `moJ ñWmZm{Z ^dpÝV Ÿ& VWm Vm_od pñW{V§ VXod H$fm`mÜ`dgm`
ñWmZ§ M à{VnÚ_mZñ` {ÛVr`_Zw^dmÜ`dgm` ñWmZ§ ^d{V Ÿ& Vñ` M `moJñWmZm{Z
nyd©dÛo{XVì`m{Z Ÿ& Ed§ V¥Vr`m{Xîd{n AZw^dmÜ`dgm` ñWmZofw Am
Ag§»`o`cmoH$n[ag_máo:Ÿ & Ed§ Vm_od pñW{V _mnÚ_mZñ` {ÛVr`§ H$fm`mÜ`dgm`ñWmZ§
^d{V Ÿ& Vñ`mß`Zw^dmÜ`dgm`ñWmZm{Z`moJñWmZm{Z M nyd©dÛo{XVì`m{Z Ÿ& Ed§
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V¥Vr`m{Xîd{n H$fm`mÜ`dgm` ñWmZofw Am Ag§»`o` cmoH$ n[ag_máo d¥{Õ H«$_mo do{XVì`: Ÿ&
Cº$m`m OKÝ`m`m: {ñWVo: g_`m{YH$m`m: H$fm`m{X ñWmZm{Z nyd©dV² Ÿ& Ed§ g_`m{YH$
H«$_oU Am CËH¥$îQ>pñWVoqóeËgmJamon_ H$moQ>rH$moQ>r>n[a{_Vm`m: H$fm`m{XñWmZm{Z
do{XVì`m{Z Ÿ& AZ§V^mJd¥{Õ:, Ag§»`o`^mJd¥{Õ:, g§»`o`^mJd¥{Õ:, Ag§»`o`JwUd¥{Õ:,
AZ§VJw d¥{Õ: g§»`o` JwUd¥{Õ: B_m{Z fQ²> d¥{Õ ñWmZm{Z Ÿ& hm{Za{n VW¡d Ÿ&
AZ§V^mJd¥X²>Ü`Z§VJwUd¥{Õa{hVm{ZMËdm[añWmZm{Z Ÿ& Ed§ gd}fm§ H$_©Um§ _ycàH¥${VZm_wÎma
àH¥$VrZm§ M n[adV©Z H«$_mo do{XVì`: Ÿ& VXoVËgdª g_w{XV§ ^md n[adV©Z_² Ÿ&
CŠV§ M gìdmo n`{S>{Æ>{XAmo AUw^mJnXog ~§Y R>mUm{U Ÿ&
Ordmo {_ÀN>Îmdgm n ^{OXmo nwU ^md g§gmao Ÿ&&dm. A. 29Ÿ&&
n[aU_{X gpÊU-Ordmo {d{dh-H$fm`o{h§ {R>{X{U{_Îmoqh Ÿ&
AUw^mJ-{U{_Îmo{h ` dÑ§Vmo ^md-g§gmao Ÿ&&71Ÿ&&
The five sensed mundane soul with minds due to durational bondage and
intensity bondage of all kinds (minimum to maximum) roams about in the universe
of volitions by way of passions and yoga places of infinite parts of Shrainy.

^md g§gma: ^md n[adV©Z_² Ÿ& g§[k Ord: {_Ï`mÑpîQ>: nÝM|{Ð` n`m©áH$: àmUr ñd`mo½`gd
OKÝ`m§kmZmdaUàH¥${V _ÝV:- H$moQ>mH$mo{Qà{_Vm§ ~ÝYm{V Ÿ& Vñ`Ordñ`
H$fm`mÜ`dgm`ñWmZmÝ`g§»`o`cmoH$_mÌm{UOKÝ`pñW{V`mo½`m{Z Ÿ& VÌ gd© OKÝ`
H$fm`mÜ`dgm` ñWmZ§ gd© OKÝ`mZw^mJ~§YmÜ`dgm`ñWmZ§ M àmáñ` VÚmo½` gd© OKÝ`§
`moJñWmZ§ ^d{V Ÿ& Vofm_od pñW{VH$fm`mÜ`dgm`m ñWmZmZm§ {ÛVr`_g§»`o`^mJ`wŠV§
`moJñWmZ_² Ÿ& Ed_² g§»`mV^mJd¥{Õ g§»`mV - ^mJd¥{Õg§»`mVJwUd¥{Õ-Ag§»`mV JwU
d¥Õ`m»`m MVw: ñWmZ§ d¥{Õ n{VVm{Z loÊ` g§»`o` ^mJ à{_Vm{Z `moJ - ñWmZm{Z ^dpÝV Ÿ&
VWm Vm_od pñWqV VXod H$fm`mÜ`dgm` ñWmZ ^mñH$ÝXVo Ÿ& {ÛVr`_Zw^mJ ~ÝYmÜ`dgm`
ñWmZ§ ^d{V Ÿ& Vñ`m[n `moJñWmZm{Z nydm}ŠVÝ`od kmVì`m[Z Ÿ& Ed§ V¥Vr`m{X
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îda`Zw^mJmÜ`dgm` ñWmZoîd g§»`mV cmoH$ n[ag_m{á n`©ÝVofw àË`oH$§ `moJñWmZm{Z
ZoVì`m{Z Ÿ& Ed§ Vm_od pñWqV ~ÝYVmo {ÛVr`§ H$fm`mÜ`dgm` ñWmZ§ ^d{V Ÿ& Vñ`mß`Zw^mJ
~ÝYmÜ`dgm` ñWmZm{Z `moJ ñWmZm{Z M àm½dV² kmVì`m{Z Ÿ& Ed§ V¥Vr`m{XH$fm`mÜ`dgm`
ñWmZoîdg§»`mV cmoH$ _mÌ n[ag_m[á n`©ÝVo ñdmd¥{Îm H«$_mo kmVì`: Ÿ& VV:
g_`m{YH$pñWVoa{npñW{V~§YmÜ`dgm` ñWmZm{Zàm½dXg§»`o`cmoH$ _mÌm{U ^d{ÝV Ÿ& Ed§
g_`m{YH$ H«$_oUmoËH¥$ï> pñW{Vn`©ÝV§ qÌeËgmJamon_ H$moQ>m H$moQ>r n«{_V pñWVoa{n pñW{V
~§YmÜ`dgm` ñWmZmÝ`Zw^mJ ~§YmÜ`dgm` ñWmZm{Z `moJ ñWmZm{Z M kmVì`m{Z & Ed§ _yc
àH¥${VZm_² CÎma àH¥${VZm§ M n[adV©Z H«$_mo kmVì`: Ÿ& VXoVËgdª g_w{XV§ ^mdn[adV©Z§ ^d{V
Ÿ& n[aU_{V n[aUm_mZ² àmßZmo{V ^md g§gma: Ÿ& H$sÑj: gZ² Ÿ& ~Y© mZ: gZ² ŸH¡$: Ÿ&
{d{dYH$fm`¡: Ag§»`mV² cmoH$_mÌ H$fm`mÜ`dgm`¡: Ÿ& H$sÑj¡: Ÿ& pñW{V{Z{_V¡: H$_©Um§
OKÝ`m ÚwËH¥$ï> pñW{V~§Y H$maU¡: Ÿ& nwZ: H$sÑj¡: Ÿ& AZw^mJ {Z{_Îm¡: AZw^mJ: \$cXmZ
n[aU{V: Vñ` {Z{_Îm¡: H$maU: M eãXmV² loÊ` g§»`o` ^mJ `moJ ñWmZ¡: Ÿ& B{V ^md g§gma:
Ÿ&
The change in volitions occur due to four instrumental causes named yoga
places, intensity bondage, mental efforts places, passion mental efforts places and
durability places. Yoga places mean and include vibrations of soul due to natural
karmic bondage and spatial karmic bondage of all degrees. Intensity bondage-mental
efforts places mean and include places of passions of all degree due to intensity
karmic bondage. Places of passions or durability bondage – mental efforts places
mean and include places of passions of all degrees due to durational bondage.
Durational places mean and include the kinds of durations of karmas getting bound.
Intensity bondage – mental efforts places are equal to innumerable universes in the
innumerable parts of the Shrainy of yoga places. Passions – mental efforts places are
also equal to innumerable universes. Any mundane soul who is a wrong believer,
five sensed being with mind and completioned binds the minimum durational
bondage of the duration within crores of crores (One Antah Koda Kodi) of
knowledge obscuring karma. That mundane soul has minimum passion places,
minimum intensity places and minimum yoga places worthy to that state. Thereafter
the same mundane soul with the same duration places, same passions places and
intensity places gets another yoga place. The same mundane soul having the same
durational places and passion places acquires second intensity place after it
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completes wandering in all yoga places. Its yoga places should be deemed to be the
same as mentioned above. The mundane soul in this way completes its yoga places
relating to every intensity place. When the same mundane soul completing its all
intensity places, it comes to the second passion place. The yoga places up to the
intensity places of this passion place should be known to be the same as mentioned
above. When the said mundane soul completes all passion places, it gets bound with
the durational bondage of one Antah Koda Kodi Sagar plus one Samay (Time point)
of the same karma. Its passions places, intensity places and yoga places should be
deemed to be as mentioned above. The order of every durational bondage – passion
places, intensity places and yoga places – from minimum of 10 thousand years to
maximum of 80 Koda Kodi Sagaras (crores of crores Sagaras) – adding one Samay
(Time Point) every time be understood like wise. The same order be understood as
regards all basic and supplementary karmic energies. It means that the above
mentioned all passion places, intensity places and yoga places be combined with
every one of the basic and supplementary karmic energies from minimum to
maximum duration as mentioned above.
In this way undergoing all the states of relating to all karmas constitutes one
change of volitions (Bhava change) by a mundane soul. The time taken in completing
all such changes, that time is said to be the period (duration) of that change of
volitions.
The mundane soul has been wandering in mundane existence – the cause of
great sufferings characterized by five changes since beginning less time due to the
influence of ignorance. The soul remains ignorant of its nature due to the blemishes
attachment and eversions, he remained completely ignorant of element of soul by
deeming non selves as self and it remained somewhat satisfied in various modes of
life misunderstanding pains to be pleasures. As a matter of fact he never acquired
happens there at. He continued to give fresh life to its process of transmigration
getting himself entangled in various false pleasures/unreal pleasures by committing
innumerable sins.
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The mundane souls at times preferred attachment; whereas at others it
prefers aversions. He totally forgot that both are twins of the enemy karma. And both
are causes of karmic bondage. That is why soul aspirants of salvation must avoid
both. All the wrongs in world are committed due to attachments and aversion.
Wherever there is attachment there is aversion as well. It is said –

`Ì amJ: nX§ YÎmo, ÛofñVÌo{V {ZíM`: Ÿ&
à^mdoVm¡ g_mcå~`, {dH«$_Ë`{YH§$ _Z: Ÿ&& - इटोपदेश

ट का

Wherever attachment enters, there is aversion also enters. Both these factors
make one’s mind unsteady. All the wrongs/faults are keenly related with attachment
and aversion.
Just as there are two ropes in order to enable the churning rod move and the
churning rod revolves in the middle, similarly the soul moves due to the ropes of
attachment and aversion in the whirlpool of mundane existence. Attachment and
aversion are the main causes of transmigration of soul. The wise and prudent person
should constantly review his volitions of attachment and aversions. He should
therefore give up attachment and aversions in every form considering them to be the
cause of wandering in mundane existence.
At this stage the pupil again asks, “Let us take it for granted” that the soul
attains eternal bliss by salvation but what is the harm if the soul attains happiness by
existing in world? It is common knowledge that all mundane souls are also desirous
of happiness. In case the soul attains happiness / bliss in mundane existence, what is
the wrong with mundane existence for which saints make Herculean endeavours to
destroy it? Acharya replying to this query says –
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Shloka 12

{dnX²odnXmdV}, n{XHo$ dm{VdmøVo Ÿ&
`m dÎmmdØdÝË`Ý`m: àMwam: {dnX: nwa: Ÿ&& 12 Ÿ&&
Meaning Just as a number of troubles arise / shoots up just after a man over
comes/get rid of one particular trouble. Similarly when a number of earthen pot full
of water comes up on the water wheel, while the water wheel moves on and, when
the one upper most pot full of water is emptied.

Commentary – This universe is the treasure of miseries. The mundane soul wants to
live a happy life. But he aspires likewise because he does not know the elements.
Had there been bliss or happiness in the satisfactions consequent upon sense
enjoyments why great personages such as the Jinendra Deo, Tirthankaras,
Chakrabarties etc. would have renounced the might of the empires ? Were they
incapable of maintaining and enlarging their empires ? Had they become unable to
enjoy sense pleasures? No, Brother they had very well realized that the empire and
the society are the causes of the bondage of great inauspicious/vicious karmas and
the abodes of inequalities. There is neither true place nor happiness in them. They are
the progenitors of various desires, which destroy/disturbs peace of soul. There is no
peace or bliss in world. Efforts to acquire peace or bliss in world is like the efforts of
one, who is expelling sand in order to acquire oil there from. Great personages also
came across many great calamities, but they underwent them joyfully. In those
difficult circumstances also they did not show any cowardice. Pleasures and pains are
the results of mode, not that of one’s natural self. It is caused by the fruitioning of
one’s auspicious and nonauspicious karmas. Pt. Daulatram in his famous work
‘ChhahaDhala’ says –

nwÊ`-nmn-\$c-_mqh, haf {~cImo _V ^mB© Ÿ&
`h nwX²Jc-naOm`, Cn{O {~Zg¡ {Wa ZmB© &&8Ÿ&&
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It is not proper to be happy or unhappy while undergoing the fruit of virtues
and vices. This is the momentary mode of matter. It is just momentary and not
perpetual or everlasting.
The bliss of soul is eternal and everlasting. Attempt to attain it. The eternal
bliss is neither destroyed nor generated.
The right believing soul capable of attaining salvation knowing well the
science distinction of self with non-self-neither becomes puffed up in case of
physical and material enjoyments nor does it get sorrowful in times of sufferings
concern. He just reflects upon the state of mundane existence and the nature of
modes. It is not at all wondrous to have pleasure – pain, gain – loss, disease – health,
birth – death, friends – foes, association – dissociation etc. This is quiet natural in
world. If the mundane soul is not required to face them, why and how should he be
known a worldly being? Acharya Kund Kund has said –

g§OmoJ {dßnOmoJ§ cmhmcmh§ gwh§ d XwŠI§ M Ÿ&
g§gmao ^yXmU§ hmo{X hþ _mU§ Vhmd_mU§ M Ÿ&& ~m.A.36Ÿ&&
The mundane soul is attacked by miseries from all sides when it is intense
inauspicious karmas fruition. Enemies are born in one’s home. The mundane soul
does not get peace or happiness even for a moment, the mundane soul is forced to
face calamites one after the other. There are quite a good number of examples of
great personage in scriptures where from it becomes quite clear that calamities do not
also tease/trouble great personages whether he be most excellent person Balbhadra
Shri Ram, or his wife Sita or Shripal. Oh, These great persons were not at all
mentally disturber although their lives had been full of calamities. The wise and
prudent persons make calamities worthless / infructuous with the help of their
wisdom. They do not complain and narrate their sorrows or suffering to others as
they are highly patient. Nor are they burn in the fire of grief. They undergo all the
sufferings there of treating them to be the fruits of their past karmas equanimouly.
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Acharya Shri Kartikeyaswami says that the soul aspiring for salvation
becomes juvilant even at a time of fruitioning of karmas and think that he is replying
the old debt. Many great saints (Maha Munies) underwent four kinds of great
harassments. Acharya Shri Sukumal, Sukoushal, Gajkumar, Vardutta and
Akampanacharya along with their 700 follower saints – all wielding the posture of
the nonattached and worshipers of nonattachment underwent all crises and
harassments unflinchingly. None of them ever desired/wished to take revenge from
those concerned in any manner.
They thought –

""[aU-_mo`U§ d _ÊUB Omo Cdg½J§ nargh§ {Vìd§ Ÿ&
nmd-\$c§ _o EX§ _`m {d O§ g§{MX§ nwìd§ Ÿ&& dm. à. 110ŸŸ&&
The saint – who thinks that all his sufferings are the consequences of the
sins committed in his previous lives and who deems/considers intense hardships and
harassment to be the method of the repayment of his old debts. – succeeds in shading
off of his karmas profusely prudent Persons remain delightful at times of crises or
calamities. There is no other way out. Maharaj Yailacharya writes in Kuralkavya
–

""hgZ ^d nwamo^mJr {dnÎmrZm§ g_mJ_o Ÿ&
{dnXm§ {h O`o hmg: ghm`: àdcmoV: Ÿ&&''
You must face/meet the crises smilingly because there is no batter
friend/helpmate than smiles for successfully facing the crises.
Calamities are like the earthen pots of a water wheel. Just as an earthen pot
of those fixed on the belt of water wheel gets empty and is followed by the other pot
full of water. Similarly in mundane existence one calamity followed by another. That
is why soul aspirants for salvation should preferably remain equanimous, having in
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view the like nature of mundane existence. Consideration of /search for alternative is
futile. One should behave in a manner in which he should avoid being bound with
fresh karmas. And the soul may get rid of all karmas.
The people at this stage again questions that all mundane soul do not face
calamities. There are persons, who are rich and prosperous. Replying to it Acharya
Shri says –

Shloka 13

XwaÁ`}Zmgwaú`oU ZídaoU YZm{XZm Ÿ&
ñdñW_Ý`mo OZ: H$mo@{n, Ádadm{Zd g{n©fm Ÿ&&
Ÿ&& 13 Ÿ&&
Meaning - A worldly wise man enjoys/feels gratified with acquisition of wealth etc.
all that and which is acquired by hard work, is very different to be safe guarded and
is perishable; in the same manner in which a man suffering from fever thinks himself
to be free from sickness (healthy) by taking ghee or applying ghee on his body.

Commentary – The innocent mundane souls subjective by ignorance – consider
themselves to be satisfied or happy by acquiring wealth etc. Such persons become
puffed up by so acquiring it; be proud of it and be forgetful of discretion (by being
indiscreet), as a result of which they start finding faults with common men. ‘O’ The
intoxication of wine ends with in a fixed period but the intoxication of pride knows
no bounds.
If we consider from the view point of a house holder the acquisition of
wealth is helpful to a certain extent as it assists in fulfilling the wants of the family,
as well as in the requirements of religious practices and service to guests etc. Yet this
does not make money all powerful. Had money/wealth been so important in life,
saints marching on the path of salvation would also have taken note/cape of wealth.
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There is no importance of wealth for true saints. Saints and persons who
give importance to wealth should be treated as fallen from the path of salvation.
Souls aspiring for salvation should not possess any animate beings, inanimate
objects, mixed ones and wealth/property; they can possess or have the religion of the
gems trio and the attributes of Jina’s alone.
The ignorant beings consider non selves to be the property of self; while it is
absolutely different from it, when one’s own body does not constitute the one’s own
natural self, how can all other material objects belong to self ? The answer is in
emphatic – No.
Acharya Kund Kund Swami says in Samay Saar “the ignorant external soul
deems non selves to be self for all times; whereas wise internal soul knowing the
reality, changes his outlook as regards non selves for objects other than self.

Ah_oX§ EX_h§ Ah_oXñgod hmo{_ __ EX§ Ÿ&
AÊU§ O§ naXìd§ g{ƒÎmm{MÎm{_ñg§ dm Ÿ&&25Ÿ&&
Am{g __ nwìd_oX§ Ah_oX§ Mm{d nwìdH$mc{÷ Ÿ&
hmo{h{X nwUmo{d _ÁP§, Ah_oX§ Mm{d hmoñgm{_ Ÿ&&26Ÿ&&
Ed§ Vw Ag§^yX§ AmX{d`ßn§ H$ao{X g§yT>mo Ÿ&
^yXËW>> OmU§Vmo U, H$ao{X Xw V§ Ag§y‹T>mo Ÿ&&27Ÿ&&
The soul has got associative alternative as regards the animate beings
(womens, sons etc.) inanimate objects (crown, earrings etc.) and mixed ones (ladies
with ornaments etc.) – which are different/separate from himself to this effects:
myself and this object are one and same, this object and myself are one and same,
they are mine, I belong to them, they were mine in past. I was theirs in past. They
will be mine in future and I shall be theirs in future. Such ignorant soul is the victim
of volition of delusion. On the contrary the undeluded soul experiences the real
nature of self and keeps himself at a great distance from all their thoughts.
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Ah_oX§ EX_h§-Ah§ BX§, naÐì`§ BX_² Ah§ ^dm{_Ÿ& Ah_oXñgod {h hmo{_ __ EX§ Ah_ñ` gå~ÝYr ^dm{_ __ gå~ÝYrX_ Ÿ& AÊU§ O§ naXìd§ - XohmXÝ`{ØÞ§ nwÌH$bm{X
`ËnaÐì`§ Ÿ& g{ƒVm{MÎm{_ñg§ dm - g{MÎmm{MÎm{_ l§ dm Ÿ& Vƒ J¥hñWmnoj`m g{ƒV§
ñÍ`m{X, A{MÎm§ gwdUm©{X, {_l§ gm^aUñÍ`m{X Ÿ& AWdm VnmoYZmnoj`m g{MV§ N>mÌm{X,
C{MV§ {nÀN>H$_ÊScwnwñVH$m{X, {_lJwnH$aU g{hV N>mÌm{X Ÿ& AWdm g{MÎm§ amJm{X,
A{MÎm§ Ðì`H$_m©{X, {_l§ Ðì`^mdH$_©Û`_² Ÿ& AWdm {df` H$fm`a{hV {Z{d©H$ën
g_m{YñW nwéfmnoj`m g{MÌ§ {gÕna_o{ð> ñdê$n_², A{MÎm§ nwX²Jcm{X nÄMÐì`ê$n§, {_l§
JwUñWmZOrdñWmZ _mJ©Um{X n[aUV g§gm[aOrd ñdê$n{_{V dV©mZ H$mcnoj`m JmWm JVm Ÿ&
AmgrË`m{X Ÿ& Am{g __ nwìd_oX§ AmgrV² __ nyd©oV²V Ÿ& Ah_oX§ Mm{d nwìdH$mc{h Ÿ Ah{_X§
M¡d nyd©H$mco Ÿ& hmo{h{X nwUmo{d _ÁP§ - ^{dî`{V nwZa{n __ Ÿ& Ah_oX§ Mm{d hmoñgm{_Ah{_X§ M¡d nwZ^©{dî`m{_ B{V Ÿ& ^yV^m{dH$mcnoj`m JmWm JVm Ÿ& EX{_Ë`m{X Ÿ& EX§-B_§ Vw
nwZ: Ÿ& Ag§yX§ -AgX²^yV H$mcÌ`naÐì` gå~pÝY{_Ï`mê$n§ Ÿ& AmX{d`ßn§AmË_{dH$ën_ewÕ {ZíM`Z`oZ Ordn[aUm_§ Ÿ& H$ao{X-H$amo{V Ÿ& g§yT>mogå`½_y‹T> AkmZr
~{hamË_m Ÿ& ^yXËW§-^yVmW© {ZíM`Z`§ Ÿ& OmU§Vmo - OmZZ² gZmU H$ao{X - Z H$amo{V Ÿ& Xw-nwZ:
H$mcÌ`naÐì`gå~pÝY{_Ï`m{dH$ën§ Ÿ& Ag§_y‹T>mo - Añ_y‹T>: gå`½Ñ{ï>aÝVamË_m kmZr ^oXm^oX
aËZÌ` ^mdZmaV: Ÿ&
‘What I am is what this is and what this is is what I am’. This statement is
full of egoism. ‘This is mine and I am his’. This statement shows the volition of mine
ness. Non selves apart from body are of three kinds: animates, inanimate and mixed.
In case of a house holder, urives etc. are animates, gold etc. are inanimate and
ornamented woman is mixed. In case of a saint pupils or disciples etc. are animates,
brush of peacock feathers, wooden jar and sacred books etc. are inanimate and
disciples with instruments are mixed. Or subjective karmas of attachments etc. are
animated, objective karmas are inanimate and the combinations of subjective and
objective karmas are mixed. Or the nature of the salvated soul is animate, matter and
four other substances are inanimate and the nature and form of mundane souls
converted in to states of virtues, classification of living beings (जीव समाज) and
category of disquisition doors are mixed ones in relation to the person absorbed in
self-union devoid of all sense subjects and passions.
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‘All these were mine and I was also theirs’ in respect of past. And ‘all those
shall be mine in future and I shall be theirs in future’ in respect of future’, complete
the story of the past and future. He who being in contact with nonexistent non selves
pertaining to all the three times – thinks false thoughts or has the feelings consequent
upon from the thoughts of impure real standpoint – is the deluded ignorant external
soul. And he who knows well the substantial real standpoint, does not indulge in
false thoughts as regards non selves taking place in all the three times – is undeluded
righteous wise internal soul. In other words he is engaged in the reflections of gems
trio by way of identity cum difference.
The mundane souls who are attached and deluded – deem quiet different or
separate non selves to be his own. He forgets that when his body – with which he is
related adhesively – is not his own, how can wealth and other similar material objects
– which are related with him just accidentally – can be his own and how will they
accompany him? None of the non selves causes forward and says to soul that they
are his and he is there’s. Inspite of that the mundane soul deems them to be his own
on account of the intoxication of the wine of delusion. Not let he only thinks them to
be so; but he also becomes pleased to have or acquire them. When these passions are
lost or leave him, he actually weeps. The mundane soul considers himself to be as
much superior and becomes to be the object and respect as much wealth does he
collect. But the fact of the matter is that this state exists only so long as the truth is
not revealed. Head wealth or property being the cause of happiness, why would
nonattached saints and Tirthankaras have renounced it? Were they not masters of all
sorts of wealth and property before they sought initiation as a muni? Yes, they have
come to realize that wealth and other material objects do generate thought
actions/volitions of pain alone. They had comprehensive knowledge of the nature of
soul. That is why they renounced all the wealth or passions just like the blades of
grass and completely devoted themselves to the reverence of soul. From the real
stand point wealth is not the cause of pleasure at all. It is said -

AW©ñ`monmO©Zo Xw:I_{O©Vñ` M ajUo Ÿ&
Am`o Xw:I§ ì``o Xw:I§ {YJW© Xw:I ^mOZ_² Ÿ&& (BîQ>monXoe Ÿ&&13Ÿ&& g§ñH¥$V Q>rH$m )
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Fie to wealth, which is the source of pain at the time of its acquisition, at
times of safe guarding and at times its loss? Acharya Poojyapad Swami in this Sloka
has advised his readers to minimize their sense of mine ness with non selves such as
wealth. Just as a simple childlike person, who suffers from fever, thinks he to be free
from fever by either taking ghee or applying the same on this body? Similarly
ignorant persons are pleased by acquiring wealth, woman and sons etc. All this is
painful or distressing from real standpoint.
At this stage the pupil questions, “When wealth etc. acquired with great
difficulties causes distress or pains in this life as well as in lives beyond, why is not
abandoned? ”
Acharya Bhagwan replies –
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Shloka 14

{dn{Îm_mË_Zmo _y‹T>: naofm{_d ZojVo Ÿ&
Xø_mZ _¥
_¥JmH$sU© dZmÝVa VéñWdV² Ÿ&& 14$&&
Meaning -

The mundane soul disregards / forgets the troubles likely to arrive –

in the same manner in which a man sitting on the branch of a tree in the dense forest
burning with the forest fire and killing the animals thereof e.g. Deer etc.
disregards/forgets the crises that are likely to soon over take him.
Self-perception is the true state of reality. That is the cause of the
manifestation of transcendental bliss. When the abstemious saint sits in a peaceful
lonely place and engages himself in self-introspection; then the whole universe
appears him to be false and deceitful. Whenever and wherever he happens to see, he
finds the fire of sorrow, disturbance, faults, envy, quarrels, and egoism and mine ness
burning thereat – in which innocent living beings are being reduced to ashes. No
proper guide is found by following whom the mundane souls would have saved
themselves from that fire. It is really strange, that people are gathering in large
number only on places when the fire is burning furiously. It is again very strange that
to the mundane soul is not getting pleased by seeing him to be burnt. ‘O’, Soul lo, the
great flames of the fire of lust have damaged/disfigured the walls of your inner most.
The inhabitants of this great palace named forgiveness, good and moral conduct etc.
have been very badly burnt by it. The master of soul himself is getting burnt with that
fire and even then he is not making any attempts to save himself. He is seeing the
burning of others and shouting. Lo, Ravan is burnt, Kans and Kamath are burnt, all
men, women and citizens of the city are getting burnt. He is showing sympathy to
others, who are burning; he is shouting “O, Brother, come out of fire, you will be
saved. Pour cold water, the fire will be extinguished. The water of restraint is the
required cold water. Your consciousness is burning in the fire of passions and sense
subjects. He is counseling to the effect that sense subjects and passions cause painful
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volitions. Any how he is not safeguarding himself from them. The main target of
saint is the vision of self-good.

""CÎm_m ñdmË_ qMVm ñ`mÝ_moh qMVm M _Ü`_m Ÿ&
AY_m H$m_ qMVm ñ`mV², na qMVm@Y_mY_m Ÿ&& परमानंद )तो3 &&
Taking care of self-good is best, taking care of delusion is intermediate,
taking care of sense enjoyments and lust is lowly. But taking care of others (non
selves) is worst of all (lowliest). Acharya Shri says that you have spent unending
number of lives by caring worldly affairs. But has any so far got rid of care to any
one or will anyone be ever able to do so? When we think over it from the viewpoint
of all the three times (permanence)? We come to conclusion that a mundane soul can
be instrumental for others, but the substance is his own. The mundane soul has got
the volitions in accordance with the destruction-cum-subsidence of its karmas. Hence
taking care of others is not at all worthy. One should preferably fix the target of selfgood alone. Acharya Shri Poojyapaad has very finely illustrated this fact: An
ignorant mundane soul sitting on the branch of a tree in a forest beholds and says “O,
Look here, such and such lion, bear, monkey, man have been burnt”. But he is not
thinking that the forest fire is burning that forest in which he himself is stationed. He
is not wise and prudent enough to foresee that the flames of fire are just to burn the
tree on which he is sitting and that he will also be burnt and succumbed to death. He
is unable to decide to immediately leave the forest in order to save his life.
The world is a dense forest, in which fire of passions e.g. anger exist, the
tree that of the family, on which has the mundane soul in question climbed. The
person sitting on this tree beholds the downfall and destruction of other persons due
to sense subjects and passions say “such and such person is lost” but ignores to take
care of himself. Hence endeavours for self-good are preferable.
These are certain tools that are pleased to see his neighbour in trouble, they
say “ look here what calamit is he involves in”. He is pleased to see the fire burning
his neighbour’s house due to envy. But he has forgotten that the fire burning the
house of his neighbour is spreading fast and is soon going to burn his house as well.
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In case a person starts thinking to do for himself that what he is doing for others, he
shall soon realize that his thoughts are not appropriate. Soul aspirants of salvation
reflect upon the good of self as well as that of others (non selves) and soon engage
him in the practices of self-good.
At this pupil asks again: please tell me reasons as to why do people in
general not see the calamities, which are approaching him? “Acharya Shri
answers- It is so, because of greed. O, Brother! Wealthy and prosperous persons
are so much attached with their riches or comforts that they forget to see the
calamity that is just over power them. Because:

Shloka 15

Am`wd¥©{Õ j`moËH$f© hoVw§, H$mcñ` {ZJ©_² Ÿ&
dmÄN>Vm§ Y{ZZm{_ï>
Y{ZZm{_ï>§, Or{dVmËgwVam§ YZ_² Ÿ&& 15 Ÿ&&
Meaning-

Passage of time and loss of age are causes of increase in wealth. A

greedy man (Avaricious man) thinks that – more the passage of time, more the
increase in interest. But he does not think that his age will be less and shortened there
by. He prefers wealth to life.

Summary – It is really pity able to see the plight of attached and greedy persons. A
greedy person is not so much short of wealth as is short of proper knowledge. The
fool forgets the meaning and purpose of life. That fool becomes forgetful of the fact
that all those other material objects will not accompany him after his death. All that,
which he possesses, will remain here. That fool is mis-spending the precious years of
his life in amassing wealth. Behold from the eye of discretion and realize that in this
transitory world, nothing is steady or stable. What will be the use of wealth so
amassed by one when the owner thereof is no more and the wealth has become
futile? If someone argues that all this is being done for the welfare of his successors
(sons and daughters etc.), than another question arises: Are you the doer of the
welfare of sons and daughters etc.? Have your sons and daughters etc. not the
destruction cum subsidence of karmas of their own? If his sons and daughters etc. are
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subjected to the fruitioning of gain obstructive and enjoyment obstructive karmas, the
wealth amassed by him, also be destroyed. Now one should think as to why is he
suffering the miseries invane ? Why does he not take shelter of the religion of self?
Which may deliver the marvelous property of the attributes of self? In what case the
additional advantage is that he will be the master of such wealth as will always
accompany him. The acquisition of wealth is not the consequence of just hard labor;
in fact it is the consequence of the fruitioning of one’s auspicious karmas. An
ignorant person forgets the path of righteousness because of his tendency to acquire
wealth. Swami Kartikeya writes in his famous book Kartikayanuprekahaa –

""U ` H$mo {d Xo{X cÀN>r, U H$mo {d Ordñg Hw$U[X Cd`ma§ Ÿ&
Cd`ma§ Ad`ma§ H$å_§ {n, gwhmgwh§ Hw$U{X Ÿ&&319Ÿ&&
The fact is: No one gives wealth to any; nor does anyone any good to him.
The good and bad of any one depend upon his own auspicious and inauspicious
karmas.
If somebody advocates that wealth or property can be procured by
worshiping by some peripatetic gods and goddesses or they gives pleasures etc.; it is
wrong. Such arguments are advanced only by person, whose knowledge or discretion
has been eaten by some tiger or tigress. O, Brother, concentrate on your own karmas.
One can be an instrument in connection with the good or bad of others, but he cannot
be the doer or creator thereof. The fruitioning of pleasures or pains does not depend
on instruments; all that takes place in the very substance or reality. Instrument is just
means. But it has got to be remembered that only such means are acceptable, which
are fully useful in the attainment of the end target. No other and such means are
important only when the end is being attained. The cause ceases to be the cause in
the absence of end. Real means are those and those means alone which are one with
the end. Swami Manikyanandi also says –

""gmÜ`m {~Zm ^m{dËdoZ {ZpíMVmo hoVw: narjm_wI &&11Ÿ&3Ÿ&&
The cause of the one ness of means and end is certain/definite. That which is
nonexistent (do not exist) without the end, is called means.
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Therefore soul aspiring for salvation should take decisions on the basis of
principles and arguments. He should not follow the follies of universe. For him
studies of scriptures are essential.

""^ÎmrE§ nw‚m_mUmo qdVa-Xodmo {d Xo{X O{X cÀN>r Ÿ&
Vmo qH$ Yå_o H$sa{X Ed§ qMVoB g{ÔÆ>r Ÿ Ÿ&& H$m. A.Ÿ320 &&
If others are held responsible for giving wealth etc., it will be futile/worthless
to follow the path of attachment; the doctrine of karma will lose its importance. It is
said: the righteous person thinks as to what is the good of the adopting good and
moral conduct, if the worshiping of peripatetic gods and goddesses can give wealth
and property.

""ì`ÝVa Xodmo@{n joÌnmc H$mcr MpÊS>H$m`jm{X cjU: ^ŠV`m {dZ`moËgdm{XZm
nyÁ`_mZ: A{M©V: gZ² cú_t gånXm§ XXm{V `{X MoV², Vmo V{h© Y_©: H$W§ {H«$`Vo {dYr`Vo Ÿ&''
VWm MmoŠV_² :
""VmdƒÝÐ~c§ VVmo J«h~c§ Vmam~c§ ^y-~c§ VmdpËgÜ`{V dmÄN>VmW©[a~c§ Vmd‚mZ:
g‚mZ: Ÿ& _wÐm_ÊS>c _ÝÌ VÝÌ _{h_m VmdËH¥$V§ nm¡éf§, `mdËnwÊ`{_X§ gXm {dO`Vo nwÊ`j`o
jr`Vo Ÿ&''
Why shall any one follow the path of non-attachment in case it is accepted
that the wealth or other material benefits can be obtained/procured by worshiping
peripatetic gods and goddesses, Kshetrapals, goddess Kali, Chandika and
Yakshas etc. ? Hence those who are thirsty/desirous of acquiring wealth and
affluence should realize that the fruitioning of auspicious karmas alone yields wealth
or affluence. One should zealously safe guard this jewel of righteousness ; which
gives all.
Common men are desirous of earning wealth. Any how they want to acquire
wealth. They are not mindful of the propriety and impropriety or justness and in
justness of the means they use and they rather want that gods and goddesses should
also be partners of their wrongful deeds. They just worship them, do make promises
and their only, religion is consists of worshiping some particular gods and goddesses.
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Their worshiping of such god and goddesses to this effect is comparable with the
bribery and corrupt practices of those, who try to please and gain favour from
officers and employers? The righteous person knows and firmly believes that no god
and goddesses is in any way or to any extent capable of giving anything to anyone or
snatching anything from him. He is also well acquainted with the transitoriness of
wealth. He is aware of the fact that the wealth may perish any moment, and the
wealth of any one does not accompany its owner or master after he or she dies.
Hence he does not get himself engaged in worshiping such gods and goddesses due
to the thirst of wealth. On the contrary, he is inspired by the end of self good, and
seeks refuge of the nonattached god. His ideal is Shri Arihant Deo and he follows the
path as preached by him. This constitutes real worshiping of Shri Arihant
Deo/Jinendra Deo. Some body has correctly said: The strength of moon exists, the
strength of planets, Earths and stars exist, all desired purposes are full filled, men are
good, rings, spells and mechanical devices are effective and valour is fruitful; so long
as virtues exist. All strength/prowess ends with the end of virtues.
Achaarya Devanandi has, in this regard compassionately written - O,
ignorant person, your mind is full of the thoughts of property or wealth. You think
that the wealth will be amassed or hoarded with the passing of time. But you fail to
think that the more the passing of time, the less the days of life. Does increase in
wealth cause increase in age? O, fool, age is diminishing every moment. Instantial
death is in process. Is house more precious / valuable than life? Knowingly you are
unable to give up the attachment with property.
Wealth / property will as a rule definitely leave you. Hence renounce the
volitions of attachments with property and be detached. This alone is worth
practicing. All external objects are knowable but worthless. The only worth having
object is pure consciousness / soul.
At this stage pupil asks “Why that wealth, which assists in the acquisition of
virtues, has been said to be condemnable? It is rather appreciable/praise worthy.
Therefore why should a person not earn wealth by hook and crook, distribute it in
charitable purposes and earn virtues for getting pleasures?”
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Achaarya Shri replies to his question and says –

Shloka 16

Ë`mJm` lo`go {dÎm_{dÎm: g§{MZmo{V `: Ÿ&
ñd eara§ g nL²>Ho$Z, ñZmñ`m_r{V {d{bån{V Ÿ&& 16 Ÿ&&
Meaning- Poor persons – who order and collect wealth in order to acquire/earn
virtues (Punya) by way of giving that wealth in charities can be well compared with a
man who embalms/applies mud on his body, thinking that he would wash it away at
the time of bathing.

Commentary – Jainism deals with nonviolence in great details and it is not available
elsewhere. Killing a living being due to carelessness constitutes objective violence.
And the volitions of killing a living being keeping in mind constitute subjective
violence. Thoughts or feelings of passions also amount to violence what so ever it is.
Every passion or thought of passion destroys or damages the purity of soul. The very
meaning of passion (Kashaya) is that which tightens or that which destroys.
It is said –

""gwh XwŠIgw ~hþgñg§ H$å_ŠIoÎm§ H$go{X Ordñg
g§gmaXya_oa§ VoU§ H$gmAmo{Îm U ~|{V Ÿ&& Jmo. Or. Ÿ&& 282Ÿ&&
It is called Kashaya (Passion) because it plough the field of karmas, which
limits are far-far away and which produces the grains of pleasures and pains to souls.
This is the interpretation of Kashaya (Passion) as regards it’s root ‘Krish’. Now we
give the interpretation of Kashaya from the new point of the root ‘Krish’ in its
relation with violence.
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""gå_ÎmXogg`cM[aÎmOhŠImX-MaU n[aUm_o Ÿ&
KmX§{V dmH$gm`m MCgmoc Ag§IcmoJ{_Xm Ÿ&& Jmo. Or.Ÿ&&283Ÿ&&
That which tightens, destroys and prevents from occurring righteousness,
partial vowful conduct and perfect conduct is called passion. It is of four kinds:
infinite, partial vow preventing, renunciation and mild. As the passion of anger,
pride, deceitfulness, greed are all of four kinds each, the total kinds of passions come
to be sixteen. Any how passions are of innumerable kinds in view of the places of
fruitioning of passions thereof. That passion which prevents or stops righteousness is
the infinite one; that which prevents/stops partial vowfulness is the partial vow
preventing, that which prevents full vowfulness is the renunciation and that which
prevents or stops perfect conduct is the mild one.
Four verses dealing with four passion of anger etc. in relation to their might.

""{gcnwT>{d ^oX Yycr Oc amB g_mUAmo hdo H$mohmo Ÿ&
Uma`{V[a`Uam_aJB©gw Cßnm`Amo H$_gmo Ÿ&& Jmo. Or. Ÿ&& 284Ÿ&&
Anger is of four kinds: first equal to a line on stone, second equal to a line
on earth, third equal to a line of sand and fourth equal to a line on water. These above
mentioned four kinds of anger are causes of carrying the mundane soul to hell, sub
human, human and celestial grades of life respectively.

""goc{Æ>H$Æ>doÎmo {U`^oEUUwha§VAmo _mUmo Ÿ&
Uma` [V[a`Uam_aJB©gw Cßnm`Amo H$_gmo Ÿ&& Jmo. Or. && 285Ÿ&&
Pride is also of four kinds: alike stone, alike bone, alike wood and alike cane.
These four kinds of pride also carrying mundane soul to hellish, sub human, human
and celestial grades of life respectively.
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""doUwd_ycmoaã^`qgJo JmowÎmE ` Imoaßno Ÿ&
g[agr _m`m Uma` {V[a`Uam_aJB©gw {Id{X {O`§ Ÿ&& Jmo. Or Ÿ&& 286Ÿ&&
Deceitfulness is also of four kinds : alike the roots of bamboo, alike horns of
a sheep, alike the urine of a cow and alike scrapper. These four kinds of deceitfulness
also carry mundane soul to hellish sub human, human and celestial grades of life
respectively.

""{H${_am`MŠH$VUwc h[aÔamEU g[agAmo cmohmo Ÿ&
Uma`{V[aŠIUm_wg Xodo gwßnm`Amo H$_gmo Ÿ&& Jmo. Or.Ÿ&&''287Ÿ&&
Greed is also of four kinds; alike the disease of worms, alike chakramal
(excreta), alike the excreta of human body and alike the colour of turmeric. These
four kinds of greed also carry mundane soul to hellish, sub human, human and
celestial grades of life respectively.
So for we have discussed the nature of four passions. Mainly, we should
understand the passion of greed. A greedy person indulges in all shorts of sins. But
sinful conduct does not yield wealth, if it is not adjoined with the fruitioning of
previous virtuous karmas. The destruction-cum-subsidence of gain obstructing karma
yields/gives the gain of material objects. When the passion of greed is high/intense,
the soul is subjected to excessive accumulation or collection. A greedy person does
not utilize its wealth/property irrespective of the fact that it may get destroyed, get
rotten, and be stolen by thieves, be seized ruler or be seized by family members
forcefully. The property or wealth of a miserly person is spent in vain after his death.
Such a person does not give a few drops of water compassionately even to a thirsty
person during his life time. The thought action of passions injures one’s own self.
How can he find for having nonviolence, where one’s self is injured/damaged? So it
is clear that the greedy persons commit violence (or is violent).
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Shri Amritchandraachaarya in his famous work Purushaartha Siddhiapaya’
says “Greed is a mode of violence. He who abandons / gives up greed; also gives up
violence. Nonviolence is concurrent with nongreed / avariciousness”.

""qhgm`m: n`m©`mo cmo^mo@Ì {Zañ`Vo `Vmo XmZo Ÿ&
Vñ_mX{V{W {dVaU§ qhgmì`wna_U_odoîQ>² Ÿ&& nwéfmW© {gÕ`wnm` Ÿ&& 172Ÿ&&
As here at greed – (another forms or kinds of violence) has been destroyed;
hence charity to guests has been said to be the abandonment of violence.
How can the person, who do not give charity of pure food to unknotted
saints in his utensil of folded hands, be said to be greedless? Such a person is full of
intense attachment. Soul aspirant of salvation does not give charities only for the
good of who accepts charity; he does so also for his own good. The utmost
benefit/gain derived therefrom in my opinion, is the loss of sense of attachment and
attainment the thought action of ungreediness. As amount of wealth abandoner /
renouncer so the amount of attachment reducer / lessened. As the amount of
attachment lessened / reducer; so the amount of care for it reducer.
Acharya Shri Umaswami has said in his writing ‘Tattwartha Sootra’

""AZwJ«hmWª ñdñ`m{VgJm} XmZ_²'' Ÿ&&38/7Ÿ&&
Charity means and includes abandonment of wealth for the good of self and
non-selves.

gm, X`m {H«$`m {deofm: H$W§ Xw:I_od qhgm X`m B{V Ÿ& ""ñdnamonH$mamo@ZwJ«h: ñdñ` nañ` MmonH$ma: AZwJ«h BË`m»`m`VoŸ & ñdmonH$ma: nwÊ` g§M`: namonH$ma:
gå`ŠkmZm{X d¥{Õ: Ÿ&& VÎdmW© dm{V©H$ 7/38Ÿ&&''
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AÌ MmoÚVo Xw:I_gÛoÚmoX` H¥$V: n[aVmn: qh AÌmoÀ`Vo : Xw:I_odo{V H$maUo
H$m`m}nMmamo@Ì ÌmUdV OJ`Wm AÞ§ d¡ àmUm: B[V ÌmU H$maUo AÞo àmUmonMma: VWm Xw:I
H$maUofw qhgm{Xfw Xw:I_od BË`wnMmamo do{XVì`: Ÿ&
Doing good to self and nonself constitutes compassion or kindness. The
donor accumulates virtuous (auspicious karmas) by giving charity to saints. This is
an example of self-good. Giving pure food to saint’s causes increase in their
knowledge and meditation. This is good to non self.
The word ‘Swa’ is synonymous to wealth. ‘Swa’ means self or soul, one’s
own class, wealth etc. Here at ‘Swa’ should be understood to signify wealth, charity
consists of abandoning or renouncing wealth in order to be kind or do good to self
and non selves.
But a poor man should not earn and collect wealth with the intent or purpose
of earning virtuous/auspicious karmas. Take example of a person, who thinks that
giving alms or charities yields virtues and auspicious karmas ; such charities can be
performed by means of earning wealth hence he should first earn wealth and then
give it in charities. Acharya Poojyapaad in this Sloka has dealt with the problem in a
very fine manner. He says ‘Can a man – who prior to take bath – says that he is going
to apply embalm/mud on his body, which he will wash away by water in course of
bathing, be said to be wise and prudent?’
Suppose that person thinking to this effect, thrusts his body in a drain full of
filth (urine and excreta etc.); did apply filth in his whole body? Will such person be
called to be a wise man? The answer is in negative. The person, who earns wealth for
the purpose of charity, should be also deemed to be similar to the above mentioned
person.
Achaarya Shri Guna bhadra in his famous work Aatmaanushashana says
‘wealth cannot be earned by pure means or ways. One has to behave deceitfully
sometimes fraudulently or wrongly – while earning wealth’. Such a person already
gets bound with karmas before giving charities. Moreover it is not certain that after
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earning wealth he will spend it in charities and charities alone. His mind may change.
Any way wealth acquired or earned as a result of the fruitioning of past accumulated
auspicious karmas, must be given in charities. It should be so done in order to get rid
of greed and attachment – not to earn virtues. A person aspirant for salvation does
not do virtuous deeds for attaining virtues; he rather does it for getting rid of
inauspicious meditation, inauspicious sense subjects and passions, which cause
inauspicious karmic bondage.
Accumulation of virtues is automatic. This can be very well explained by
means of a following illustration:
A farmer throws seed in his form in order to grow the grain but he gets chaff
along with the grain automatically without making efforts therefore. The same is the
case with the increase in virtues. Do virtuous deeds but do not nourish desire for
having the fruits thereof.
At this stage the pupil questions! “Although it is a fact that earning and
collection of wealth causes sins and are object of condemnation due to that being the
source of pains and sorrows yet it is also a fact that there can be no enjoyments and
reenjoyments without wealth. Hence wealth should be appreciated or praised.”
Acharya replies it in these words “The thought that wealth is praise worthy
by being the cause of virtues is not correct, one should not earn and store wealth
thinking to that effect. I have already cleared this misunderstanding. Your statement
to the effect that wealth is a means to enjoyments and reenjoyments is also not
correct. If you want to know why? The answer is as follows –

Shloka –17

Amaå^o VmnH$mZ² n«mámdV¥{á à{VnmXH$mZ² Ÿ&
AÝVo gwXwñË`OmZ² H$m_mZ² H$m_§ H$: godVo gwYr: Ÿ&&17$&&
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Meaning - What wise and prudent persons would enjoy the enjoyments and
reenjoyments being attached with them, which cause hurry and pangs at the
beginning ; which cause dissatisfaction (thirst) after their acquisition and which
cannot be ultimately abandoned/given up in spite of great efforts/labor.
The ignorant mundane soul imagines/thinks of securing
Explanation –
happiness by means of sense subjects. But such imagination or thought is worthless
imagination. The truth is: All pleasures resulting from sense subjects are really pains.
Why have they been called pains? It has been so said because means of sense
pleasures cannot be possibly had / acquire without committing five kinds of sins and
experiencing sense pleasures, in itself, is sinful. How can the volition of non-restraint
be the means of self-pleasure? Such volitions are wrongful or sinful. Having in new
the same Achaarya Umaaswaami in his Tatwarthasootra writes –

&& Xw:I_od dm Ÿ&&7/10Ÿ&&
The sins namely violence, falsehood, stealing, unchestity and possessions are
nothing but sorrows.

""{VUH$Æ>oU d A½Jr cdU g_wÔmo UXr ghñgoqh Ÿ&
UBJmo Ordmo gUmo {VßnoXw§ H$m_ ^moJoqh Ÿ&& (_ycmMma) 80Ÿ&&
Question – Sorrow are the results of the fruitioning of pain feeling karmas and
violence etc. are particular activities thereof. Hence why violence etc. is termed as
sorrows?
Answer – Violence etc. have been termed as sorrows by way of treating the effect in
the cause of sorrow similar to that of thinking of the existence of vitalities in the
grain. Because grain is the cause of vitality, therefore it is said that grain contains
vitalities. In other words grain is equated with vitalities. On the basis of this
argument five sins – violence etc. – are sorrows because they cause sorrows.
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Aachaarya Shri Kundkund Dev has also corroborated it “Sense pleasure is
pain. Selfpleasure alone is a real pleasure”.

gna§ ~mYmg{h`§ {dpÀN>ÊU§ ~§YH$maU§ {dg_§ Ÿ&
O§ B§{XE{h§ cÕ§ V§ gmoŠI§ XwŠI_od Vhm Ÿ&& àdMZgmaŸ - 76Ÿ&&
The worldly pleasure which is acquired or obtained with the help of five
senses is dependent as it is caused by material objects. On the contrary self-bliss does
not depend upon other or others; hence it is dependent upon soul that is it is
independent. Sense pleasures are assistants/co-operators of many diseases such as
intense hunger, thirst etc.; whereas self-bliss is free from all obstructions or
impediments and is therefore constant / perpetual. Sense pleasures are liable to be
destroyed by the fruitioning of pain feeling karmas, hence they are destructible and
obstructed; extra sensory pleasure is not subjected to or affected by the fruitioning of
pain feeling karmas and therefore constant/ceaseless. Sense pleasures starts from
desiring to have already seen, heard and experienced enjoyments; it is subordinate to
many inauspicious meditations; and it is the cause of the generation of miseries of
hell and that of inauspicious karmic bondage. On the contrary extra sensory pleasure
or eternal bliss is free from all inauspicious meditations and does not therefore cause
karmic bondage. Sense pleasures are devoid of the volition of calmness and quietude
and that of utmost subsidence; it is not satisfying / pacifying; it is not constant
because of ups and downs; it is uneven. On the contrary extra sensory pleasure is
most pacifying/satisfying and free from ups and downs. Hence sense pleasure
because of its five adjectives is sorrowful/painful. The essence is likewise.
The snakes of sense subjects are extremely poisonous. Their hissings
enamor mundane souls as they make them passionate and wishful. Even the
coolness of sandal wood, moon and moonlight start causing heat. The mundane
soul suffers/undergoes great distress useless and until he fulfills his desires or
satisfies sense subjects. Day in and day out the mundane soul is worried about one
and the same worry. He does not sleep in night. He becomes indifferent towards
his meals, proper devotion, adoration, veneration etc. He is unmindful of the
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ISBN NO.

distinction of good from bad. Sometimes he weeps, at other times he sings and
sometimes he smiles. He starts indulging in activities such as those of a mad man.
Sense of doable and undoable is lost. He is always busy with the fulfillment of his
carnal desires. The fool does not take note of family, clan, caste, religion and
status. The mundane soul burning with the fire of lust starts deeming his sisters
and mothers to be his wives. He becomes a beast. Just as the most ignorant beast
gets engaged in sexual indulgence with its mother; similarly lustful persons do
behave.
O, Lustful persons, fie to you. History gives a number of examples in
which persons did convert their daughters in to their wives having been over
powered by lust. Wisdom and prudence of lustful persons flee away. How can merits
or fine attributes co-exist with lust? The condition of sense subjects is unpredictable.
The Ignorant person thinks that enjoyments of sense subjects will give him peace and
he will be renunciated after ceaselessly enjoying them. All will be abandoned / left in
a natural normal manner. But this thought is absolutely wrong because enjoyments of
sense subjects do not satisfy one’s wants. It is said –

""{VUH$Æ>oU d A½Jr cdU g_wÔmo UXr ghñgoqh Ÿ&
U B_mo Ordmo g¸$mo {VßnoXw§ H$m_ ^moJoqh Ÿ&&Ÿ'' (_ycmMma)80 Ÿ&&
Fire cannot be quenched/extinguished by adding grass and wood to it;
thousands of rivers cannot/are unable satisfy the thirst of oceans; in the same way the
soul cannot be satisfied by lust and enjoyment of sense subjects.
It is said “it is not possible to satisfy a person from lust and sensual
enjoyments”.
Question – Can there be karmic bondage just by mere thinking.
Answer is –

""H$§[adX H$cw{gX^yXmo H$m_ ^moJo gwwpÀN> Xmo g§Vmo Ÿ&
A_w§O§Vmo{V ` ^moJo n[aUm_oU {UdÁPoÆ> Ÿ&& (_ycmMma) 81Ÿ&&
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Yes! The mundane soul gets bound with karmas just mere thinking. It is
immaterial weather the mundane soul does enjoy or not enjoy sense subjects. The
soul gets bound with karmas in case he is intoxicated by lust and sense subject
associated with desires and sinful thoughts. The mundane soul goes to inauspicious
grade of life due to mere reflections. Example – In the ocean named “SwayambhooRaman” their lives a huge fish named “Maha Mataasya”. In the ears of this huge fish,
their lives another small fishes named “Tandul”. They are as small as rice. But they
also have osseous structures of “Braushabh naarach Sanhanan”. Tandul fishes
happened to see innumerable fish and other innumerable oceanic creatures going in
and coming out of the mouth of “Maha Matsya”. They think that if they also had
their bodies as huge as that of Maha Matsya, they would also have been able to eat
all of them like Maha Matsya. But Tandul fishes cannot translate its thoughts to this
effect in to action. Inspite of that they go up to 7th hell by getting bound with highly
inauspicious karmas because of such thoughts or reflections. Hence an abstemious
saint should not think or reflect upon volitions different from or other than those as
mentioned in scriptures. That is why such sense subjects and lustful activities must
be immediately abandoned/renounced activities which cause miseries and crises in
their beginning, midst and end.
Aachaarya further states that the body for which every enjoyment and
reenjoyment is undergone is in itself much impure. As has been said –

Shloka 18

^dpÝV àmß` `Ëg§J_ewMr{Z ewMrÝ`{n Ÿ&
g H$m`: g§VVmnm`ñVXWª àmW©Zm d¥Wm Ÿ&& 18 Ÿ&&
Meaning-

The body which makes pure and attractive objects to be impure is

subjected to destructions, sufferings and troublesome. It is futile/worthless to fulfill
the desire of enjoyments and reenjoyments thereof.
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Explanation – O, How great is the importance/magnitude of delusion? The mundane
soul is highly attached with body which is absolutely different from the nature and
form of the soul. He fails to understand that body is destructible whereas soul is
indestructible. The natures of the two bodies and soul – are different from each other.
The nature of matter (body) consists of touch, test, smell and color. Whereas the
nature of soul or consciousness is knowledge and perception. The conscious never
becomes the unconscious and vice versa. Body and soul are not one and the same
substance; both the substances are different from each other. One substance is never
transformed in to another substance. Both the substances independent from each
other and their all the four attributes (chatustaya) are also different. The two never
give up/abandon their individual nature although they are intermixed with each other
by adhesive bond as well as and combination bond. It is said –

AÊUmoÊU§ n{dg§Vm qXVm AmoJmg - ^ÊU - _ÊUñg Ÿ&
_oc§Vm {d` {Uƒ§ g§J g^md§ U {dOh§{V Ÿ&& n§MmpñVH$m` àm^¥V Ÿ&& 7Ÿ&&
Although the substances of two different places happen to combine with
each other: yet they do not relinquish or give up their individual natures.
Hence, the nature of soul is different. The soul has never transformed itself
in to matter: nor has matter ever transformed in to soul. The mundane soul is bound
with body since beginning less time due to karmas and neo karmas. The two are
connected with adhesive bonds with each other, yet they do not lose their
individuality. An attached and deluded mundane soul existing in the body contains
the knowledge of self. Belief in the existence of consciousness or self in the form is a
wrong belief. Aachaarya Shri KundKund Swami has asserted in Pravachanasaar –

Oo n‚m`ogw {UaXm Ordm na g_BJ{Îm {U{XÆ>m Ÿ&
AmXghmdpå_ {R>Xm Vo g_ g_`m _wUoXìdm Ÿ&&94Ÿ&&
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The souls which are immersed in the forms (bodies) i.e. who know only
forms but not the commonality are said to be ‘Par Samaya’. Detail is, the volition
that I am a human being, sub human being, hellish being or celestial being, has been
termed to be pride/egoism. The volition that human body and sensual pleasure
arising out of the five senses there of constitutes my nature, has been called
‘mineness’. The souls who are ignorant of the functioning of the miracles of pure
consciousness ; and who are associated with egoism and mineness and who behave
under the influence of the volitions and egoism and mineness, have been termed to
be ‘PAR SAMAYA’ (mundane soul) because of their immersion or absorption in the
forms due to the fruitioning of karmas.
And the wise and prudent persons, who rest / stay in the nature of their souls
are ‘SWA SAMAYA’. Just as a jewel lamp remains in the form of jewel in spite of
the fact that it is carried to a number of houses, similarly myself remains the same
soul substance in spite of assuming various forms in various incarnations. Hence
persons, who rest / stay in their souls, the–persons who are free from the volition of
the human mode in spite of being human beings due to the fruitioning of karmas –
are Swa Samaya. In other words such persons do not involve themselves in
attachments and eversions. The thoughts of mode can disappear only when the
impure nature of mode in well understood. The sense of mode cannot end without
fully understanding the nature of elements. The saints should always have the impure
nature of body in his body. If the saint ignores/does not give due weightage to the
nature of soul in spite of abandoning/renouncing everything, than the saint will
consider nourishing of external objects (body) to be the true religion.
That is why the saint should give up the mode or modal stand point and give
due weightage to the substance/soul. Those aspiring salvation must get rid of the
mineness of his body. The saint should give up the attachment with detestable body;
whether the body be one’s own or that of other. Why should one be attached mass of
filth? Origin of body –

H$ccJX§ XgaÎm§ AÀN>{X H$cwgrH$X M XgaÎm§ Ÿ&
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{Wa_yX§ XgaÎm§ AÀN>{d Jã^på_ V§ ~r`§ Ÿ&&1013Ÿ&&
VÎmmo _mg§ ~wã~wX ^yX§ AÀN>{X nwUmo {d YU^yX§ Ÿ&
Om`{X _mgoU VXmo _§gßnogr ` _mgoU Ÿ&& _ycmamYZm (^JdVr AmamYZm) 1014Ÿ&&
_mgoU n§M nwcJm VÎmmo hþ§{V hþ nwUmo {d _mgoU Ÿ&
A§Jm{U Cd§Jm{U ` Uañg Omo`§{V Jã^på_ Ÿ&&1015Ÿ&&
_mgpå_ gÎm_o Vñ` hmo{X Må_Uh amo {UßnÎmr Ÿ&
\§$XU_Æ>_mgo Ud_o Xg_o ` {U½J_U§ Ÿ&&1016Ÿ&&
gìdmgw AdËWmgw {d H$ccmXr`m{U Vm{U gìdm{U Ÿ&
AgwB© {U A{_ÁPm{U, ` {dqh {g{U‚mm{U {Uƒ§{n Ÿ&&1017Ÿ&&
Meaning – when the sperm to zoa inters the womb of the mother, there is the stage
of filth up to ten days (instability). After that period stability comes. It means that the
state which becomes that of the conjunction of the sperm of the father and the
menstrual excretion of mother is just the same which becomes that of the conjunction
of the melted bronze and silver; this stage has been named as ‘Kalalawastha’. After
that it becomes black. These are three stages of foetus in the first month.
In the second month foetus comes in the stage of bubble (LABULE). In
third month foetus take the form of ‘GHATTA’. In the fourth month it gets the shape
of muscle.
In the fifth month the foetus in the shape of muscle develops five sprouts.
Of these five sprouts two lower sprouts develop in to two legs, two upper sprouts
develop in to two hands and the middle sprout develops in to head. The limbs that is
those of eyes, nose, ears etc. also start growing. In this manner a child in the womb
gets its limbs and organs.
In the seventh month these limbs and organs are covered by skin and pore;
nails of fingers of hands and feet grow. In the eighth month the child in the womb
starts being a little active. In the 9th and 10th month the child comes out of the womb.
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In this way it is quite evident that all those stages which the foetus crosses
from beginning to end are all impure. Hence this body is truly as detestable as human
excreta.
Description of the place of the conception –

Am_mg`på^ n¸$mg`ñg Cd[a¨ A^oÁP_ÁPpå_ Ÿ&
dpËWnS>mc nÀN>ÊUmo AÀN>B Jã^ hþ Ud_m§gm Ÿ&&1012Ÿ&&
The conceived child remains in between stomach (आमाशय) and the belly
(प6वाशय) like a net enveloped by flesh and blood for nine months. Belly means the
place where the food taken gets somewhat cooked. Both these places are impure. At
times child remains in the womb for ten months.
Acharya Shri Ugraditya also has mentioned in his work Kalyankarak the order of
the evolution of body –

AW XeamOV: H$ccmVm_wn`m{V {ZO ñd_mdVmo Ÿ&
Xe Xe{_{X©Z¡: H$cwfVm§ pñWaVm§ ~«OVrh H$_©Um Ÿ&
nwZa{n ~wÕþXËd KZVm ^d{V à{V_mg_mgV:
{n{eV {decVm M ~{hH¥$V g {h n§M _m§gVm Ÿ&&53Ÿ&&
Ad`dg§{d^mJ_{YJÀN>{V J^© JVmo{h _mgV: Ÿ&
nwZa{n M_©Um ZIm§ Jê$hmoX_ Ed _mgV: Ÿ&&
gew{fa _wÎm_m§J_wncä` _whþ: ñ\w$aU§ M _mgVmo Ÿ&
ZdXe _mg Vmo {ZO {ZO {d{ZJ©Z§ {dH¥$VrñVVmo@Ý`Wm Ÿ&&54Ÿ&&
The sperm to zoa and the menstrual excretion after entering the womb
remain in the stage of ‘KALAL’ for ten days. Again after ten days it becomes mass
of filth (गंदला). 10 days thereafter it becomes stabilize. In the 2nd month it becomes
like a bubble and in the 3rd month it becomes somewhat hard. In this way in
accordance with its karmas it continues to grow slowly in the 5th month, the muscle
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starts growing larger. In the 6th month developed its limbs and organs. In the 7th
month nails, skins and pores grow. In the 8th month head and holes comes in to
existence. In the 9th or 10th month as the case may be child in the womb comes out. In
case the child in the womb does not come out of it in 10th month then it should be
deemed there is some fault or defect there in. Aachaarya again says – The way of
nourishment of child –

~rO ê${MVm_n¸$ g_cme` _Ü`_ J^© g§pñWV: Ÿ&
gag Oam`wUm n[ad¥Vmo ~hþcmoJ«V_o Z Hw$§ {R>V: Ÿ&&
à{V{XZZ_§{~H$m Xe ZMudV ^ú` ^moÁ` nmMH$m Ý`wn[a {Za§Va§ {Z`{VVmÝ`{V {nÎm H$\$m{YH$mÝ`c_² Ÿ&&55Ÿ&&
{da gnwarf J§Y n[adm{gV dm§Va gmÝg_§ VV: Ÿ&
{nc{V {d{^Þ nmíd© KQ>dV² Hw$U`m| S>~w `wVmo KQ> pñWV: Ÿ&
A{^{hV gá _mgVañVZ§Va _wËnc Zmc g§{Z_§ Ÿ&
^d{V {h Zm{_gy __yZm VV CÎma_íZwVoagmZ Ÿ&&56Ÿ&&
B{V H${WV H«$_mX{Y ZrV d¥{Õ_ZoH$ {dhZV: Ÿ&
g_w{XV _mVwa§J n[anrS>Z ^wJ_wXra`ÝnwZ: Ÿ&
à^d{V dm H$W§ {MXWdm {_`Vo ñd`§{d H$m{n
dm _ZwO^do Vw OÝ_ gÑe§ Z M Xw: I_Vmo@pñV {ZewÕ_ Ÿ&&57Ÿ&& H$ë`mUH$maH$ Ÿ&&
The conceived child remains in the womb situated in between stomach,
belly and intestines covered by juice like placenta in deep darkness in a state of
plight. Every day it absorbs/drinks the juice made of bile and cough and tasteless
filth from all around formed by the food and drinks taken by the mother. The child in
the womb absorbs the liquid in the same way as the soil kept in an earthen pot filled
with water does absorb water from all around.
After seven months there grows a stalk from the nave of the child in womb
like that of a lotus. It is connected with the heart of the mother. Thereafter the child
gets its feeding of juices etc. through that stalk. In this manner child in the womb
develops facing very many obstructions and difficulties, causing the mother various
kinds of sufferings and pains. Inspite of this entire child in the womb at the appointed
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time is born easily. But at times it dies. There are cases when that child in the womb
causes the death of the mother. Therefore there is no greater agony than that of the
birth in this universe. This is absolutely certain and undisputed.
There are 300 bones in human body. These all are full of marrow. There are
300 joints, 700 veins and 500 muscles. There are four groups of veins. There are 16
long arteries (veins) full of blood. There are six bases (roots) of arteries. There are
two flesh roots towards the back and stomach. There are seven layers of skin. There
are seven parts of flesh (मांस खंड). The number of pores is 80 lac. There are 16
intestines in Amashya. There are seven places of foul smell. There are three sthunas
– humours of wind, vile and cough. There are 107 vital places and 9 drains of filth,
where from filth constantly comes out. There is one fore head, vitality (vigur) (ओज),
serum / marrow and sperm each equal to a two handfuls. The Bile (म: दा) and fat are,
three ‘two handfuls’ each. In Bhagawati Aaraadhanaa the measurement of Bile and
cough is given six ‘two handful’. The Blood 8 seers; urine 16 seers and Excreta 24
seers. The nails are 20 and the teethes are 32 in number. This body is filled with
worms and ringlets and Nigodia souls and is made of seven humors named Juice,
Blood, flesh, serum, bones, marrow and sperm. (Kartikeyanuprekshaa Tika 41).
Wise persons should not be attached with body which is liable to rot and
dissolve by nature. The saint should view and know things/objects just as they
naturally are quite dispassionately. He should not view or know them as a creator.
Aachaarya KundKund Swami also explains the state of body in the following words
–

Xw½J§Y§ ~r^ÀN>§ H${c_c^[aX§ AMo`U§ _wÎm§ Ÿ&
gS>UßnS>U ghmd§ Xoh§ B{X qMVE {Uƒ§ Ÿ&&44Ÿ&&
agé{ha_§g_oXÆ>r-_‚mg§H$w c§wÎmny`-{H${_~hþc§ Ÿ&
Xw½J§Y_gw{M Må__`_{Uƒ_Mo`U§nS>U§ Ÿ&&45ŸŸ&& ~mag AUwdoŠIm Ÿ&&
O, Soul, this unconscious body is foul smelling, fearful and detestable. It is
full of juice, blood, flesh, serum, bones, marrow, urine pus etc. It is covered by skin,
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foul smelling, unconscious, transitory and destructible. Rottening, dissolving and
dying constitute its nature. It is full of ringlets, worms etc. You should always reflect
upon this body which is highly impure.
Pure objects or articles become impure due to the touch of body. It is said –

gÆx> n{dÎm§ Xìd§ gag-gwJ§Y _Zmoha§ O§ {n Ÿ&
Xoh-{U{hÎm§ Om`{X {KUm~U§ gwÆx> Xw½J§Y§ Ÿ&& H$m.A.Ÿ&& 84Ÿ&&
Such objects or articles which are pure, full of unusual taste and smell and
are enamoring-even become highly detestable and foul smelling after coming in
contact with body. The saint should know such nature of body quite well reflect upon
the reflection of impurity of human body and go ahead with a view point of the in
corporeality (वदे ह <ि=ट). The soul which is perception and knowledge incorporate,
alone is only useful, one must give up which is full of filth. He who is an aspirant of
salvation should firmly believe that bliss lies in the absorption in the nature of pure
soul. This is not enough; he should be completely unattached with the bodies of
one’s own as well as those of others. It is also inevitable to make efforts for the
purification of body. Although it is a fact that which is impure, can never become
pure – yet caring for bodies purification from practical stand point is necessary.
At this stage the people ask, “O, God, as the body is destructible and object
of injuries; it is not benefited by wealth etc. But the soul is benefited by the penance
such as fasting etc. as well as by wealth and similar other objects.”
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Shloka 19

`‚mrdñ`monH$mam`, VÔohñ`mnH$maH$_² Ÿ&
`Ôohñ`monH$mam`, V‚mrdñ`mnH$maH$_² Ÿ&&19Ÿ&&
Meaning – That which benefits body does harm (causing injury) to soul; whereas
that which benefits the soul does harm (causing injuries) to body.
Purport – The following table explains the difference between an aspirant of
worldly pleasures and that of salvation. An aspirant of salvation looks upon/beholds
the soul, not the body, where as an aspirant of worldly pleasures looks upon the
body, not soul. Both are aspirants of peace and pleasure in their own ways. Whereas
both are opposed to each other. Is body which is a mass of diseases can ever be the
source of pleasure? The deluded and ignorant soul imagines body to be the source of
pleasure in spite of the fact that it is rottening and dissolving by nature. If the body is
the source of pleasure or bliss then why did Tirthankaras and kamdevs – beholding
and looking to whose beauty of body the mundane souls used to lose their sense of
discrimination of self and non self, By viewing whom, women used to constantly or
ceaselessly gaze at them as a result of which who used to put on the ornaments of
ears around their feet and vice versa and whose beauty was admired by the beauty of
celestial beings gave up their bodies and went, to Videha i.e. preferred salvation.
Aachaarya Kundkund Swami asserted 96 diseases in an angul of body –

EH$H¡$H$H§$Jw{c dmhr N>ÊU dXr hm|{V OmU_Uw`mU§ Ÿ&
Adgogo ` garao amo`m _U {H${Îm`m ^{U`m Ÿ&& ^mdnmhþS> Ÿ&& 37Ÿ&&
O, Soul, There are 96 diseases in one angul (fingers breadth / ¾ of an inch),
then how many diseases are there in the whole body. That is said –

n§MoU ` H$m¡{S>`mo Vh Mod AS>g{Q>R> cŠIm{U Ÿ&
UdU C{X M ghñgm n§Mg`mhm|{V Mwc gr Xr Ÿ&&Aï> nmhþS>Ÿ&&
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There are 5 crores, 68 lac, 99 thousand and five hundred eighty four
diseases in body (56899584). The question is can one be free from diseases by doing
well to body? How it is possible for one to think believed in becoming fully healthy,
when the body contains in itself such huge number of diseases? But the deluded soul
wastes his time and energy in nourishing the body. He becomes forgetful of the
omniscient and eternal soul and wastes his energy in the pursuit of the welfare of
body which is liable to destroy or be reduced to ashes; the body is not benefited in
spite of that being benefited. The soul will be definitely benefited if the person
concern is engaged in the practices of self-good with the help of body. The mundane
soul commits the basic mistake of not truly believing in the distinction of self and not
self. Though he expresses in words. If the person concern firmly believes in the
distinction of self with non self, than he will not serve non selves to such an extent.
As it is said –
A sensible person immediately renounces nonself. So long as he does not
properly know self. Till then he considers non selves to be self. For example a person
gives his blanket to a washer man to be washed, the washer man mistakenly returns
the blanket belonging the other to him. So long as that person did not know this
mistake, he was sleeping covering his body by blanket due to attachment. But the
moment the owner of those blankets comes to him and tells him that this blanket
belongs to me. That person immediately gives up that blanket to the true owner
thereof. Besides he realizes his mistake. Similar is the case of an ignorant person who
mistakenly accepts non selves as his self and sleeps soundly. He is so ignorant
because he does not give due consideration to the distinction of self and non selves.
The person so sleeping over powered by delusion wakes up only when an appropriate
preceptor cautious him by explaining him the way to distinguish self with non self
and enable him to experience self and also tell him, that the self is the embodiment of
knowledge and perception alone and body etc. are mere non selves, and presents the
authority of scriptures to him in its support. Learning this entire he determines that he
is the embodiment of knowledge or consciousness; the rest are non selves. The
person by so firmly believing in the nature of self. He instantaneously renounces all
non selves. In Samayasaar it is said –
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OhUm_ H$mo{d nw[agmo naXìd{_U§{V Om{UXw§ M`{X Ÿ&
Vh gìdo na^mdo UmXyU {d_w§MXo UmUr Ÿ&& g_`gma &&40Ÿ&&
A wise and prudent person renounces all the volitions relating to nonselves
by realizing the truth. In the same manner in which the worldly wise man renounces
or gives up the objects/articles, not belonging to him after knowing about the real
owner thereof. Aachaarya Devanandi (Poojya paada) has corroborated one should
give up the attachment with body in the same manner in which a worldly wise man
renounces/gives up the company of a person of evil habits knowing him to be so. He
prefers the company of saintly person of good and moral conduct after knowing the
merits of that personage; he reposes faith in him and seeks help thereof. Such wise
and prudent persons do reflect upon the natures of the two – self and non self. The
body is a mass of filthy materials. The soul is encased in the dirty mind of mundane
existence due to the attachment with his body. The nature of body and bad man is the
same. Just as a bad man can leave you in lurch any moment similarly body can also.
All the harms or injuries which can inflict by the company of our association with
wicked person, all those harms and injuries do also occur in consequence of the
company with body. On the contrary the pure soul which is devoid of touch, taste,
smell, color and words is alone beneficial, pure, stable, immobile and matchless. An
ignorant soul deems himself to be happy by keeping his material body happy and
delighted. Can insensibility produce and give flavor and taste of sensibility /
consciousness and vice versa. It is because of delusion alone that mundane soul
considers non selves/external objects to be the sources of pleasure but person who
have tested the bliss of eternal soul, considers all other pleasures to be sorrows. The
purport being: if one heeds or pays attention to and cares for body, does harm /
damage to the soul as a rule. The reason being: body withers away like tender flower.
The body remains beautiful; the senses remain awake to their sense subjects and
interested in the achievement of those subjects till it gets nourishing food, in the
same manner in which a flower plant fills the atmosphere with fragrance till it gets
suitable climate, manures and enough of water and the flowers wither away in the
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absence of such support. In case the mundane soul is engaged in the fulfillment of
sense subjects then the soul will be harmed or injured as a rule. Reason being
volitions are not attracted to the fulfillment of sense subjects without attachment.
And where there is attachment there is karmic bondage. The soul suffers heavily in
various ways due to the fruitioning of karmas. Hence it is quite apparent that
benefaction of soul and benefaction of body are opposed to each other, and both do
not go together. When a soul aspiring salvation is unattached with mundane
existence, body and sense enjoyments; than he starts practicing internal and external
austerities with the objects of destroying/eliminating continuance of mundane
existence. Fasting and similar other austerities cause point to the body; body
becomes weak and infirm. Hence it is certain that the benefactions of the two-body
and soul are opposed to each other. Those who prefer self-good should go ahead
having the benefaction of self in his mind.

"eara H$m`m§ _mÜ`_ Icw Y_© gmYZ_²'
Now we deal with the benefactions of the body. It is said – body is the main
instrument or means of religious practices. So when the body becomes sick or
diseased, efforts are made to cure them and it is not very difficult to do so. It can be
easily done by means of meditation. The author of ‘Tatvaaushaashan’ therefore says
–

`Xm{XH§$ \$c§ qH${MË\$c_m^w{OH§$M`V² Ÿ&
EVñ` {ÛV`ñ`m{n, Ü`mZ_oH$mJ«H$maU_² Ÿ&&217Ÿ&&
The fruits or gains concerning this universe and the fruits and gains concerning
lives beyond this life, are the consequences (are caused by) of meditation. The
purport being, no object is unavailable to meditation. All the purpose or objects can
be realized or obtained by meditation. Aachaarya Shri prohibits meditation to be
resorted to for the good of the body; his advices meditation to be utilized for
reflection and contemplation alone.
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ISBN NO.

Shloka 20

BVpíMÝVm_{U{X©ì` BV: {nÊ`mH$IÊS>H$_² Ÿ&
Ü`mZoZ MoXw^o cä`o ¹$m{Ð`ÝVm§ {ddo{H$Z: ŸŸ&&20&&
Meaning –

Meditation can yield divine jewel named ‘Chintamani’ and it can also

yield oil cake. The question is what for should the meditation be resorted by wise
and prudent person?

Purport – The last religious practice of a saint consists of meditation. The external
religious practices continue up to the stage of determination. In terms of ideology, all
external practices end up to the sixth state of virtue alone but meditation exists in
both the stages of determination as well as indetermination. The tradition of
shramanas or the religious observances of the shramanas from substantial point of
view consists of meditation. Other religious observances are done for the
accomplishment of meditation in a proper manner. The saint is engaged in external
religious practices with the objects of successfully concentrating his mind and heart,
as his main object is that of self-meditation. The destruction of karmas is not possible
without self-meditation. O, Path of salvation! What place can there be for external
religious practices in the observance of absorption/ immersion in knowledge
(consciousness). The beginning of self meditation is not possible without eliminating
the sense of duty. So long as the saint has got the liking for buildings, monastery,
temples, worshiping, name and fame, gains and the dignity of the status; till then he
cannot properly perform external religious observances. The accomplishment of
internal meditation is equal to growing a lotus forest in fire pit. The saint engaged in
the pomp and show of external religious practices cannot succeed in the observance
of desired less meditation; in the same way in which lotuses do not bloom in a fire
pit. Under such conditions how can a house holder fallen in the mud of sinfulness be
expected to succeed in observance of indeterminate meditation?
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The accomplishment of indeterminate meditation is possible only by a
Digambar Saint keeping away from pomp and show of external religious practices,
who is quite unattached and careful? This state of soul does not exist in the states of
virtues of carelessness. In those states of virtues attached and desired religious
observances alone take place, which are means of salvation in a traditional manner.

Doubt – You have used the term ‘BHAVABHINANDI’, what do you mean by it?
Ans – He who welcomes or praises modes or mundane existence is
‘BHAVABHINANDI’. The purport being: the aim and object of a saint should be the
destruction of mundane existence. It only to fulfill this end that the vows and
restraint etc. are adopted. ‘BHAVABHINANDI’ saint connotes the saint who does
not observe the vows in a proper manner in spite of taking them; who keeps himself
engaged in worldly conduct putting aside the conduct which is over and above
worldly conduct; who does not care for his ling and thought actions and who ignores
good of self as against the good of body.
Aachaarya Amitgati in Yogsaar Prabhrut has said: there are two main kinds
of meditation in the rule of Jin – Auspicious meditation and inauspicious meditation.
Inauspicious meditation is mainly of two kinds – painful meditation and wicked
meditation. The auspicious meditations are the causes of attainment of salvation;
whereas inauspicious meditations are the causes of mundane existence.

Yå_§ M Xwßn`ma§ gw¸§$ M MXwpìdY§ {H$cogha§ Ÿ&
g§gma Xw:I ^ramo XwpÊU {dÁPmU{U gmo ÁPm{X Ÿ&& ^JdVr AmamYZm Ÿ&&1708Ÿ&&
A saint afraid of the sufferings of mundane existence observes righteous
meditation and pure meditation of four kinds in order to destroy all sorrows.
Aachaarya Umaswami in his Tatwarthasootra defines meditation in these words –

CÎm_g§hZZñ`¡H$mJ«-{MÝVm-{ZamoYmo Ü`mZ_mÝV_w©hÿVm©V² Ÿ&&27/19Ÿ&&
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Concentration of mind (meditation) by a saint of having the best osseous
structure on one object constitutes meditation; which exists up to an Antar Muhurta
(48 minutes). The first three osseous structures (VRASHAB NAARAACHA,
BAJRA NAARAACHA AND NAARAACHA) are best. All the three are the means
of meditation. Means of salvation is otherwise. He who has got the above is called
the master of having fine osseous structure. The word ‘Agra’ denotes mouth. He who
has one mouth is called ‘Ekaagra’, when one takes the help of various objects; his
care grows. When care is taken back from the rest of mouths and is fixed on one
mouth (point), it is called ‘Ekaagra Chinta Nirodh’. By this, the nature of meditation
has been described. ‘Muhurta’ is a kind of period. That which happens with in a
Muhurta is called to happen an ‘Antar Muhurta’. It is very difficult to resort Ekagra
Chinta (concentration) of mind beyond a Muhurta.

Doubt – If meditation consists of the prohibition/prevention of care and if prevention
is negative in nature; than meditation will be count nonexistent (untrue) like the
horns of a donkey.
Ans. –This is not faulty, because it is said to be untrue in respect of other cares and it
is existent (true) in respect of its tendency to act in respect of its own object. Because
lack of absence gets converted in to the nature. Hence lack becomes the nature of an
object. This is proved by the organs of the causes ‘SAPAKSHA-SATSVA,
VIPAKCSHA-VYAVRTTI’ etc. or the word ‘NIRODHA’ is not instrument of
volition (BHAAWA - SAADHANA) as it is said ‘NIRODHANAM-NIRODHAH’.
Then what it is ? ‘NIRODHYATAH ITI NIRODHAH’ i.e. that which is
prevented/controlled is said to be ‘NIRODHA’. Hence activity is a means or
instrument. The control of care is care control. The purport being knowledge is
meditation like an immobile/unflinching flame of fire equal to the immobile sub
consciousness.

gdm©W© {g{Õ Ÿ&27/350Ÿ&
Aacharya Poojyapaad has talked about the jewel of Chintamani at one side
and the piece of oil cake on the other. Meditation can give both. We have to
understand at this juncture as to how both can be gained by means of meditation
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alone. The auspicious and inauspicious meditation both depend upon soul. In case
functional consciousness is utilized for auspicious meditation, then the saint would
attain the jewel named Chintamani (that which gives everything by mere askance) as
well as worldly gains and self-good. Whereas the inauspicious meditation will give
the oil cake in the shape of hellish and sub human grade of life and their sufferings.
Both the ways are open to be adopted. One way goes to transcendental bliss or
salvation and the other goes to mundane existence. The saint need himself thinks as
to what way the two is preferable or gainful. On one hand there is a piece of stool,
whereas on the other there is a pearl. What shall be preferable to a crow? And what
shall be preferable to a swan? A person who is attached, deluded and lustful and who
is absorbed in inauspicious meditation sits up on the filth of sense subjects like a
crow. Whereas the person – who is interested in self good, self restrain and
nonattachment he prefers the pearl like a swan.
Excessive wicked meditation is the cause of inauspicious and lower grade of
life.

""F$V§ Xw:I_² AX©Z_m{V©dm© VÌ ^d_mV©'² ' Ÿ&&28/9Ÿ&&
The word ‘Aart’ has originated either from the word ‘Rit’ or ‘Arti’. ‘Rit’
means pain and ‘Arti’ means causing distress.

""ê$Ð: H«$y ame`ñVñ` H$_© VÌ ^d§ dm am¡Ð_² Ÿ&&''
'Y_m}XZnoV§ Yå`©² Ÿ&&' Omo Y_© go `wŠV hmoVm h¡ dh "Yå`©' h¡ Ÿ&
"ew{M JwU`moJmÀNw>Šc_² Ÿ&&' {Og_| ew{M-JwU-gå~§Y h¡ dh "ewŠc' h¡ Ÿ&
Wicked means cruel. The activities relating to it are ‘Raudra’ (wicked or
cruel) ‘Dharmadanpetam Dharmyam’ means that which is combined with religion is
‘Dharmya’. That which is associated with purity is pure (white).
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VXo VƒVw{d©Y§ Ü`mZ§ Û¡{dÜ`_íZwVo Ÿ& Hw$V: ? àeñVmàeñV ^oXmV² Ÿ&
AàeñV_nwÊ`mòd H$maUËdmV² Ÿ& H$_© {ZX©hZ gm_Ï`m©ËàeñV_² Ÿ&
Painful feelings caused by the contact with undesirable objects such as
poisonous thorns, enemy and weapons constitute ‘Anista Sanyogaz Aart Dhyan’
(meditation which arises out of the association of soul with undesirable objects or
beings). Painful feelings/thought actions caused by the separation or disassociation
with the desirable objects constitute ‘Ista Viyogaz Aart Dhyan’. Painful feelings
caused by hunger, thirst, diseases etc. constitute ‘Vedana Janit Aart Dhyan’. Painful
feelings caused by the desires or longings for future enjoyments or lustfulness
constitute ‘Nidaan Aart Dhyan’.

VX{daV-Xoe{daV§-à_Îmg§`VmZm_² Ÿ&& VÎdmW© gyÌ 9/34 &&
This painful meditation is performed by the souls belonging to the states of
virtues named vowless, partially vowful and careless restrain. It is to be noted here
that souls belonging to the states of virtues named vowless and partially vowful
commit all the four kinds of painful meditation whereas the soul belonging to the
state of virtue named careless restraint, commits only three of them excluding
‘Nidaan Painful Meditation’. In the sixth state of virtues, painful meditation named
‘Nidaan’ is not found.
There are many instances of ‘Nidaan’ in mythological literature relating to
many munis. But those instances do not prove or justify that saints belonging to state
of virtue named careless restraint committed Nidaan Painful Meditation. Firstly real
ascetic (saint) is not at all desirous of future enjoyments; and whenever such desires
appear, the saint concerned ceases to be psychically/real saint. This is the correct
interpretation. The principle is: the real saint falls down during the period of Nidaan
Painful Meditation.
Wicked Meditation –
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qhgm@Z¥VñVo`-{df`g§ajUoä`mo am¡Ð_{dVa-Xoe {daV`mo…Ÿ& VÎdmW© gyÌ Ÿ&&35/9Ÿ&&
Wicked meditation means and includes thinking and reflecting upon
violence, untruth, theft (steeling) and preservation of sense subjects. This meditation
is resorted to by the souls which are in the state of virtue named vowless and partially
vowful.

Doubt – Wicked meditation may be resorted to by souls which are in the state of
virtue named vowless. But how can it be resorted to by the souls belonging to
partially vowful state of virtues?
Ans. – Saints belonging to partially vowful state of virtue are probably liable to
resort to wicked meditation when he becomes dependent of the excitement of
violence or of the volition of preservation or safeguarding finances. Be it noted that
such wicked meditation resorted to by saints belonging to the partially vowful state
of virtues does not yield hellish or sub human grade of life to him. It is so because
such saint is righteous. Any how it does not occur to the restraint saint because the
moment it commences, restraint is lost.
Kind of righteous meditation –

"Amkmnm`{dnmH$ - g§ñWmZ-{dM`m` Yå`©² && VÎdmW© gyÌ 9/36Ÿ&&
Righteous meditation means and includes concentration of mind for the
contemplation on ‘Aajngaa’ (dictates of the omniscient lord), Apaaya (cogitation),
Vipaaka (fruition of karmas) and Samsthaana (configuration).
The terms Vichaya, Viveka and Vicharna are synonymous terms.

${dM`Z§ {dM`mo {ddoH$mo {dMmaUoË`W©: && gdm©W©{g{Õ … 9/36&&
(1) Aajngaana Vichaya righteous meditation :
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Reposing full faith in the dictates of omniscient lord in their original forms
constitutes Aajngaana Vichaya righteous meditation. The saints think that the
omniscient lord cannot be wrong. As there is the absence of those who gave this
discourses, as the saint’s intellect is not up to the mark, as there is fruitioning of
karmas to that effect, as the elements and objects are very minute or fine, as there of
lack of cause and illustration in the support of element; the saint has got to resort to
Aajngaana Vichaya righteous meditation. This meditation means and includes which
manifests the dictates of omniscient lords and for which the saint knows well and
wants to explain it to others thinks/broods, over the logic, stands points and
evidence/knowledge (Pramaan) in support thereof.
(2) Apaaya Vichaya righteous meditation :
The wrong believers are opposed to the path as shown by the omniscient
lord like born blind person. As they are ignorant of right path, they keep themselves
far away from person’s aspirant of salvation. Thinking and contemplating upon
Apaaya of right faith is known as Aapaaya Vichaya righteous meditation or to
constantly think upon as to how such souls will be free from wrong faith, wrong
knowledge and wrong conduct constitutes Aapaaya Vichaya righteous meditation.
(3) Vipaaka Vichaya righteous meditation :
Fruitional righteous meditation means and includes the tendencies of
functional consciousness towards the experiences of instrumental fruitioning of
knowledge obscuring and all other karmas in relation to the substance, place, time,
volition and mode.
(4) Samsthana Vichaya righteous meditation :
Configurationally righteous meditation consists of contemplation upon the
nature and form of universe. The righteous meditation associated with 10 pities i.e.
forgiveness, humility etc. has been said to be of four kinds. This meditation happens
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to be to souls in the states of virtues named that of vowless, of partial vowfulness, of
careless restraint and of careful restraint.

- gdm©W© {g{Õ Ÿ&36Ÿ&890Ÿ&354Ÿ&
Scriptures mention four kinds of pure meditation.

n¥WH$Ëd¡H$Ëd {dVH©$ gyú_ {H«$`m à{Vnm{V ì`wnaV {H«$`m {ZdVu{Z && VÎdmW© gyÌ Ÿ&&39Ÿ&&
1. Pruthakatva Vitarka
2. Ekatva Vitarka
3. Sukshma Kriya Pratipati and
4. Vyuparata Kriyaa Nivruti
The detailed knowledge of these four kinds of pure meditation can be had
from scriptures. Here at only the names thereof are being given.

Doubt – Now the question arises whether there can one resort to pure meditation in
this fifth era because these days there are neither saints who are well versed in ten
poorvas or fourteen poorvas nor those who have first kind of osseous structure
(Samhanan)?
Answer – In this fifth era no one is capable to observe pure meditation. As Acharya
Shri KundKund Deo has verified it in his Mokshapaahuda –

^aho Xwñg_H$mco Yå_ÁPmU§ hdoB Um{Uñg Ÿ&
V§ Aßn ghmd{R>Xo U hþ _ÊUB gmo {d AÊUm{U Ÿ&&76Ÿ&&
A‚m {d {V`aU gwÕm Aßnm PmE{d chqh BÝXÎm§ Ÿ&
cmo`§{V` XodÎm§ VñW MwA {UìdwqX O§{V Ÿ&&79Ÿ&&
During this fifth era named Dukhama in Bharat kshetra, persons with right
knowledge can observe righteous meditation alone. It adorns to those who are the
knowers of the nature of self (soul). He who does not believe in it is ignorant. Now
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ISBN NO.

day’s saints who purify their minds, speeches and souls and then practice selfmeditation can achieve the status of the lord of celestial beings (Indra) or become
even a Laukaantika Dev. Such persons can attain salvation by coming back there
from.

AÌ `w{º$_mh ! `ÚÚH$mbo `Wm»`mV g§k§ {ZíM` Mm[aÌ§ ZmpñV V{h© gamJ Mm[aÌ
g§k_nñV g§`__mMa§Vw VnpñdZ:Ÿ& VWm Mmoº§$ "VÎdmZwemgZ' J«§Wo: - ""M[aVmamo Z gË`Ú
`Wm»`mVñ` g§à{V VpËH$_Ý`o `Wme{º$_mMa§Vw VnmoYZm: Ÿ&'' `ÀMmoº§$ gH$b lwV Ym[aUm§
Ü`mZ§ ^d{V VXwËgJ©dMZ§ AndmX ì`m»`mZo Vw n§M g{_{V {ÌJw{á à{VnmXH$lw{V n[akmZ
^mdoUoZ Ho$dbkmZ§ Om`Vo `Úod§ Z ^d{V V{h© ""Vwg_mg Kmog§Vmo {gd^yXr Ho$dbr OmXmo ''
BË`m{X dMZ H$W§ KQ>Vo Ÿ& VWm Mmoº§$ :- Mm[aÌgmam[X J«ÝWo nwbmH$m{X n§M {ZJ«©ÝW
ì`m»`mZH$mbo Ÿ& _whÿVm©XyÜd© `o Ho$dbkmZ _wËnmX`§{VVo {ZJ«©ÝWm ^Ê`§Vo jrU H$fm`
JwUñWmZd{V©ZñVofm_wËH¥$îQ>oZ lwV§ MVwX©e nydm©{U OKÝ`oZ nwZ: n§M g{_{V {ÌJwpßV g§km
AîQ>m¡ àdM_mVa:Ÿ& `Xß`wV§ dO«d¥f^ZmamMg§k àW_ g§hZoZ Ü`mZ§ ^d{V VXß`wËgJ© dMZ§
AndmX ì`m»`mZ§ nwZanydm©{X JwUñWmZ d{V©Zm Cne_jnH$ loÊ`mo`©ÀNw>Šb Ü`mZ§ VXnoj`m
g {Z`_: Anydm©XYñVZ JwUñWmZofw Y_©Ü`mZo {ZfoYH§$ Z ^d{V Ÿ& VXß`wº$ VÎdmZwemgZo …`ËnwZd©OH$m`ñ` Ü`mZ{_Ë`mJ_o Šd: Ÿ& loÊ`moÜ`m©Z§ àVrË`moº§$ VÝZmYñVmpÝZfoYH§$ Ÿ&& EH$
ñVmoH$ lwVoZm{n Ü`mZ§ ^dVr{V kmËdm {H$_{n ewÕmË_ à{VdmXH§$ g§da {ZO©am H$aU§
Oa_aUha§ gmamonXoe J¥hrËdm Ü`mZ§ H$V©ì`{_{V ^mdmW©: Ÿ&
Cº§$ M :A§Vmo UpËW gwB©U§ H$mbmo YmoAmo d`§ M Xwå_ohm Ÿ&
VÊUd[a {gpŠI`ìd§ O§ Oa_aU§ I`§ Hw$UB Ÿ&&
For that also there is a way out – should the saints not observe the
kidnapped restraint (AnöV

g§`_) of attached conduct, because one cannot have or

practise real conduct or perfect conduct in this era, this has been well defined in
Tatvanushashan –
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Should the saints not observe right conduct in accordance with their
capacities in the present era, if they are not capable of adopting perfect conduct? The
statement that pure meditation can be practiced only by those having full scriptural
knowledge, is a saber statement. In course of discussion of exceptions and medium
cases it has been said, that perfect knowledge can be attained by the scriptural
knowledge dealing with five carefulness and three disciplines. Had it been wrong,
how and why could have been so asserted? As it is said –

""Vwg² _mg§ Kmog§Vmo {gd^yXmo Ho$dbr OmXmo''
Just as the chaff is different from pulses; similarly nonself (body) is
different from self. So meditating Muni Shivbhooti attained perfect knowledge.
Similarly Charitrasaar and some other works make mention about the conduct of
‘Pulaak’ and four other kinds of unknotted saints. Nirgrantha saints (unknotted
saints) have been defined to be those who can attain perfect knowledge within a
Muhurta. Such saints attain the twelfth state of virtue named ‘Kshinakashaya’
(passionlessness). They are well-versed in all the fourteen poorvas as well as in the
Jaghanya (minimum) knowledge of five carefulnesses and three disciplines. In other
words, they know only eight Pravachan Matrikas (5 vows and 3 disciplines) and the
statement that meditation can be adopted by those who have 1st osseous type of
structure (Bajra Brashabha Naaraach Samhanan) is also a super statement.
According to the exceptional statement saint who has attained the state of virtue
named Apoorva Karan etc. and is in destruction ladder (jnH$

loUr

) are able to

observe pure meditation,. The rule of excellent osseous structure is related to it.
Righteous meditation has not been tabooed to saints belonging to states of virtue
lower than that of Apoorvakaran with other osseous structures. ‘Tatvanushansan also
corroborates it –
Here in the scriptures the meditation which has been said to be performed
by saints with osseous structure of thunderbolt is that of the muse meditation in
relation to ladder. There is no prohibition for practicing meditation by those who
belong to the states of virtues below destructional ladder. Hence meditation can be
performed by those having same knowledge of scriptures also. Knowing this it is
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quite appropriate to perform meditation which explains pure soul, causes of stoppage
and shedding off of karmas and eradicator or destroyer of birth, old age and death. It
is said – sacred books are endless in number. Life span is short, our intellect is very
much meagre, and therefore one should learn only that knowledge which destroys
birth, old age and death.
Practice of meditation in short is the chief amongst all other religious
practices. All the religious practices are meant to achieve one and the same end. The
saint should continue to engage himself in studies of scriptures until he becomes
capable to accomplish meditation, study of scriptures calms down inauspicious
endeavors ; mind and heart are purified and mind get pacified. All these yield
stability in meditation. Meditation cannot be performed without gaining control over
mind. At first the meditator should investigate/scrutinized the object of meditation,
and then should one resort to meditation. Meditation is not possible without object of
meditation.
The objects of meditation are mainly two-elements belonging to self and
elements belonging to nonself. Meditation of elements belonging to self consists of
self-meditation; whereas meditation of elements belonging to non self consists of
meditation of five supreme beings, universe etc. The saint can resort to both kinds of
meditation. When the saint gradually does exercise meditation, a time comes when
he is immersed/absorbed in desire less meditation. At that point of time differences
of meditator, meditation and object of meditation end. This is the natural state of pure
functional consciousness. It causes manifestation of pure and perfect soul. Be it noted
that attainment of pure and perfect soul is not possible without the necessary practice
of meditation as it is the cause of it. This is the casual connection or the cause and
effect of the volition of pure and perfect soul.
Aachaarya Shri Devasena dealing with the kinds of elements says –

EJ§ g_`§ VÀM§ AÊU§ Vh na_`§ nwUmo ^{U` Ÿ&
g_`§ {U`-AßnmU§ B`a§ n§Mm{d na_oÆ>r Ÿ&& VÎdgma 3Ÿ&&
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The first is element of self-belonging to self; another is the element of non
self. The element belonging to self is one’s soul; the other element belonging to non
self is five supreme beings.
Acharya Shri Jaysen in his commentary on ‘Pravachanasaara’ has described
it as dual devotion and singular (nondual) devotion. Singular devotion (Admaitya
Bhakti) consists of getting absorbed/immersed in the volition of pure nature of
everlasting, stainless pure soul. Whereas dual devotion (DwatyaBhakti) consist of the
veneration of the reverence of five supreme beings.
According to Shri Brahmadevsuri righteous meditation is of two kinds –
internal righteous meditation and external righteous meditation.

AÜ`mË_ ^mf`m nwZ: ghOewÕ na_M¡VÝ`em{b{Z {Z^©amZÝX_m{b{Z ^Jd{V
{ZOmË_Ý`wnmXo`ìdw{Õ H¥$Ëdm níMmXZÝV§-kmZmo@h_ZÝVgwImo@h{_Ë`m{X^mdZmê$n_§ä`ÝVa
Y_©Ü`mZ_wÀ`Vo Ÿ& nÄMna_opîR>^ŠË`m{X VXZwHy$b ew^mZwð>mZ§ nwZ~©{haL²>J Y_©Ü`mZ§ ^d{V Ÿ&
VW¡d ñd ewÕmË_{Z {Z{d©H$ëng_m{YbjUewŠbÜ`mZ{_{VŸ&& व.ृ . ४८ ट का &&
One’s own pure soul easily which is understandable by in terms of spiritual
language beautified by perfect pure consciousness and full of eternal bliss
considering it to be beneficent alone is acceptable or attainable. Reflecting upon the
soul thinking that he has infinite knowledge and that he contains infinite bliss etc. –
considering as mentioned above – constitutes internal righteous meditation. Where as
pure meditation consists of desire less meditation in one’s own pure soul
commencing from the devotion to five supreme beings and practicing
suitable/befitting auspicious religious practices.
According to another classification meditation is of many kinds including
Padastha, Pindastha, Roopastha and Roopaatita.

""nXñW§ _ÝÌ dmŠ`ñW§ {nÊS>ñW§ñdmË_ {MÝVZ_² Ÿ&
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ê$nñW§ gd© {MÐÿn§, ê$nmVrV§ {ZaÄOZ_² Ÿ&&''
Padastha meditation consists contemplation of incantations/spells.
Contemplation of one’s own pure soul constitutes Pindastha meditation. Roopastha
meditation connotes meditation of embodied pure and perfect soul and the
Roopacotita meditation is the meditation of bodiless pure and perfect soul. The saint
must know four things in an appropriate manner – meditation, meditator, object of
meditation and the fruit of meditation.

""JwßVopÝXJ_Zm Ü`mVm Ü`o`§ dñVw `WmpñWV_² Ÿ&
EH$mJ« {MÝVZ§ Ü`mZ§, \$b§ g§da {ZO©am¡ Ÿ&& VÎdmZwemgZ

३८Ÿ&&

Meditator is the controller of five senses and mind; object as it is, is the
object of meditation. Meditation consists of contemplating with concentrated mind.
Stoppage of, shedding off of karmas are the fruits of meditation.
It is very necessary for a meditator to know about the cause of meditation.
One cannot get any effect without its causes. If the cause is pure, its effect/fruit is
also pure. Hence purity of meditator and the cause of meditation should inevitably be
pure. The cause of the origination of the meditation is: renunciation of possessions,
elimination of passions, and adoption of vows and conquest of over all the senses.

VdgwXdXd§ MoXm, PmUah YwaY
§ amo hdo Oåhm Ÿ&
Våhm V{Îm`{UaXm, VëbÕrE gXm hmoB Ðì` g§J«h Ÿ&&57Ÿ&&
Because the soul, which is the upholder of austerities, scriptures and vows,
is the upholder of the axis of the chariot of meditation. So, Oh! Soul’s aspirants of
salvation are ready and engaged in austerities, scriptures and vows in order to
accomplish meditation.

Oñg U {dÁO{X amJmo Xmogmo _mohmo d OmoJ-n[aH$å_mo Ÿ&
Vñg gwhmgwh @hUmo PmU_Amo Om`E AJUr Ÿ&& n§MmpñVH$m` àm^¥V Ÿ&&146Ÿ&&
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The saint which is free from attachment, aversion and delusion and is also
devoid of the vibration of mind, speech and body ; is the subject of the burning of the
fire of meditation, that reduces auspicious and inauspicious volitions to ashes.

nUVrggmobN>ßnU, MXwXwJ_o§ M Odh PmEh Ÿ&
na_o{Q²>R> dmM`mU§, AÊU§ M Jwê$dEgoU d¥hX² Ðì` g§J«h Ÿ&&49Ÿ&&
Meditate upon and repeat again and again the spells consisting of 35, 16, 6,
5, 4, 2, and 1letters and which denote five supreme beings. Besides you should also
meditate upon and repeat other spells also in accordance of the preceptors.

U_mo A[ah§VmU§,
U_mo {gÕmU§,
U_mo Am`[a`mU§ Ÿ&
U_mo CdÁPm`mU§,
U_mo bmoE gìd gmhÿU§ Ÿ&&
Thirty five letters of Namokar Mantra are called ‘Sarva Pad’. Sixteen letters
of Arihanta, Siddha, Acharya, Upadhyayas and Sadhus are called ‘Naam Pad’ of five
supreme beings. Six letters of Arihant and Siddha are called ‘Two Nam Pad’ of two
supreme beings. Aa, Si, Aaa, U and Saa are five letters called ‘Aadi Pad’ of five
supreme beings. Four letters of Arihant are Naam Pad of the supreme being called
embodied pure and perfect soul. Two letters of Siddha are called ‘Naam Pad’ of
bodiless pure and perfect souls. The letter ‘Aa’ is the Aadi Pad of the supreme being
named embodied pure and perfect soul ‘Arihant’. Endly term ‘Om’ consists of letters
of the letters of beginning ‘Aadi Pad’ of all the five supreme beings. How does ‘Om’
combine ‘Adi Pad’ of five supreme being? the reply of this question is : First letter of
Arihant A + First letter of Ashariri (Siddha) Aa + the first letter of Acharya Aa +
The first letter of Upaddhyayas U + And the first letter of Muni M – constitute ‘Om’
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by joining together which is equal to all the five supreme beings. The word ‘Om’ is
formed in the following manner –

A + A + Aa = Aa ; A + U = O ; O + M = Om

""g_mZ: gdU} XrKu ^d{V naíM bmon_² Ÿ&&'' H$mV§Ì ì`mH$aU Ÿ&&
Hence by properly knowing the significance of these letters mentioned
above – letters which constitute the essence of the letters of all the Mantra – Shastra
(sacred books of spells) and which are the giver of desired fruits in this grade of life
as well as in future grades of life – undertake ‘Jaap’ (repetition of Mantras) after
pronouncing the words connoting infinite attributes (of supreme beings). Silently
repeat these letters by observing the disciplines of mind, speech and body embodying
auspicious functional consciousness.
In what manner should these letters be repeated?

Answer – The word Arihanta denotes the form, and Shri Jinendra Deva, who has
infinite attributes, is its meaning. The saint should try meditating after learning
twelve thousand slokas of great work ‘Panch Namaskar Mahatmya’ with the help or
due to the kindness of his preceptor’s master of three jewels. He should also be
conversant with ‘Laghu Siddha Chakra’, Brvhad Siddha Chakra etc. which contains
words or letters denoting five supreme beings in various manners.

(d¥hV² Ðì` g§J«h Ÿ&&49Ÿ&& JmWm Q>rH$m Ÿ&&)
The saint should repeat spells in very low voice – voice which should be
heard only by the meditating saint alone, not to others. After the accomplishment of
spells in this manner the saint should meditate upon by concentrating his mind on
parts of his body such as: forehead, in between eye brows, tip of the nose, middle of
neck, heart and nave etc. At the time of ‘Jaap’ in very slow voice the lips of the saint
do vibrate. But in course of meditation, the silent utterings of spells are done in the
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mind by the saint concerned. Jaap of spells yield immense virtues and the profuse
shedding off of inauspicious karmas.
Destruction of karmas is not at all possible without resorting to meditation.
Aachaarya Shri Devasen Swami has corroborated the same in ‘Tatvasaar’ in
following words.

MbU-a{hAmo _Uwñgmo Oh d§N>B _oé{g-ha_mé{hC§ Ÿ&
Vh PmUoU {dhrUmo BÀN>B H$å_ŠI`§ gmhÿ Ÿ&&13Ÿ&&
The saint who does not duly meditate but who aspires for the destruction of
karmas is like a lame man, who desires to ascend upon the summit of mt. Sumeru.
The ascetic succeeds I realizing self by means of meditation, the saint first
of all gives up the desires of his mind. Meditation cannot be performed without
concentration of mind.

WŠHo$ _Ug§H$ßno éÕo AŠImU {dg`dmdmao Ÿ&
n`S>B ~§^gê$d§ Aßnm PmUoU OmoB©U§ Ÿ&& VÎdgma Ÿ&&29Ÿ&&
After the prevention/control on desires of mind and the stoppage of the
activities of senses relating to sense subjects; the saints get their souls/selves realized
by means of meditation.

"AV' YmVw: gmVË`J_Zo@W}dV©Vo Ÿ& J_ZeãXoZmÌ kmZ ^Ê`Vo, ""gd}JË`mWm©
kmZmWm©'' B{V dMZmV² Ÿ& VoZ H$maUoZ `Wm g§^d kmZ gwIm{X JwUofw Amg_ÝVmV² AVrVo
dV©Vo
`:
g
AmË_m
^Ê`VoŸ&
AWdm
ew^mew^
_Zmo
dMZH$m`ì`mnma¡`©Wmgå^d§Vrd«ÝXm{Xê$noU Amg_ÝVmXV{V dV©Vo `: gh AmË_m Ÿ& AWdm
CËnmXì``Y«m¡ì`¡amg_ÝVmXV{V dV©Vo `: g AmË_m Ÿ& (d¥hX² Ðì` g§J«h, JmWm-57, Q>rH$m)
Now we define soul. The root ‘Ata’ is generally used to denote moving
constantly. It signifies all kinds of movements. Here ‘Gaman’ (moving) means
knowledge. Hence that which exists/dwells in attributes such as knowledge, bliss etc.
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is soul or that which does indulge in intensified and mild transections of mind,
speech and body, is soul, or that which generates, continues and exhausts is soul.
Therefore observing the meditation of/ meditating upon the object of pure
and perfect soul as done by God of gods Shri Arihant Dev yields salvation or
attainment of self which is the consequence of pure conduct of not attachment and
that of bodyless pure and perfect soul. One should eliminate/destroy painful
meditation and wicked meditation in order to gain the pleasures of body etc. This is
what the assertion of Aachaarya Shri Poojyapaadswami is.

The saint at this stage-when he is becoming a right believer by preachings;
again questions – what is that which you have said to be worthy of meditation? What
is the nature of that soul?
Then Acharya Shri says –
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ISBN NO.

Shloka 21

ñdg§doXZ gwì`ŠVñVZwmÌ {ZaË``: Ÿ&
AË`ÝÌ gm¡»`dmZmË_m, bmoH$mbmoH$ {dbmoH$Z: Ÿ&&21Ÿ&&
Meaning -

This soul is known or gets clearly manifested by way of self-

experiencing ; it is equal to body, indestructible, contains infinite eternal bliss and is
the viewer and knower of universe and no universe.

Purport – Acharya Shri has given in this Sloka the quintessence of the philosophy of
Jainism. He has mentioned the whole mystery in one formula. He has mentioned it in
the language of spiritualism, doctrines and logic at one place simultaneously.
It is true, when Acharyas writes, they have five things in their minds –
literal meaning, scriptural meaning, meaning of the stand point, meaning of the
opinion and the purport. Here the analysis of all these five things has been made.
The soul is knowledge and perception by nature. Knowledge and perception
are not different or other than soul. The soul is not devoid of perception and
knowledge. The soul is unknowable by the knowledge of others; it is knowable by
one’s own self-knowledge. There is no difference in the merits and the meritorious,
merits and the meritorious are one and the same. The soul is meritorious and
knowledge and perception are merits. There is also some difference but the
difference is not complete or comprehensive. Merits and meritorious are different
from the view point of cognizance, characteristics and intent (purpose). But from the
view point of nature there is oneness or sameness. It has been also said –

XìdoU {dUm U JwUm JwUoqh Xìd§ {dUm U g§^d{X Ÿ&
Aìd{X[aÎmmo ^mdmo Xìd-JwUmZm§ ^d{V ñ_mV² Ÿ&& n§MmpñVH$m` àm^¥V Ÿ&&13&&
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Substance is not without attributes and attributes are not without substance.
Hence both are not different.

nwX²Jbn¥W½^yV ñne©agJÝYdU©n¥W½^yV ñne©agJÝYdU©dX² ÐdoU {~Zm Z JwUm:
g§^dpÝV Ÿ& ñne©agJÝYdU© n¥W½^yV nwX²Jb JwU¡{~©Zm Ðì`§ Z g§^d{V Ÿ& VVmo
Ðì`JwUmZm_m`mXoedemV² H$W§ {MÐo Xo@ß`oH$mpñVËd {Z`VËdmXÝ`moÝ`mOhX d¥ÎmrZm§ dñVwËdoZm
^oXB {V && lr_X A_¥VM§Ð gy[a {da{MV g_`gma ì`m»`m Q>rH$m Ÿ&&13ŸŸ&&
Here at the indifference of substance and attributes have been propounded
substances are not without attributes, in just the same manner in which matter is not
without touch, taste, smell, colour etc. Although there is some difference in substance
and attributes according to the dictates of Jin, yet they do not become more or less as
their existence is fixed; hence the two are also indifferent because of the nature of
soul.

ddXogm, g§T>mUm g§Im {dgH$ `m hm|{V Vo ~hþUm Ÿ&
Vo Vo{g-_UUJÎmo AÊUÎmo Mm{d {dÁOVo Ÿ&& n§MmpñVH$m` 46 &&
Names, institutions, number and subjects are many. These names etc. may
be in the difference and indifference of substances and attributes.
Here the author has denied/negated the cause of difference of substance and
attributes by the one sidedness of names etc. for example the cow of Dev Dutta. Just
as in the difference/other ness there is the statement of sixth division ; in the same
way there is the statement of sixth division in the indifferent in the substance of
attributes like ‘the Branch of a tree’. Just as Devdutta plucks the fruit from the garden
for Dhun Dutta by means of an iron hook. There is ‘Kaarak Vyapadesh’ in the
difference here at; similarly the soil creates pot by itself, for itself and in itself. The
soul knows soul by soul, for soul, from soul and in soul. Such indifference also
constitutes ‘Kaarak Vyapadesh’. Just as there is the institution of otherness in the
example of high cow of high Devdutta. Similarly there is the institution of
indifference (oneness) in the example of huge branch of a huge tree. Just as there is
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number in otherness in the example of ‘Ten cows of Devdutta’; similarly there is
number in the indifference (oneness) of the examples of ‘ten branches of one tree’ or
‘infinite attributes of one substance’. Just as there is the base of subject in the
otherness in the example of ‘cows with in a compound’, similarly there is the base of
subjects in the indifference (oneness) of the example of ‘Branches of a tree’ and that
of attributes of a substance. Hence names etc. do not prove difference in substances
and attributes objectively.

&& g_` ì`m»`m &46&& n§MmpñVH$m`àmU Ÿ&&
Now, it has been made quite clear that there is complete difference in merits
and the meritorious; there is part difference and part indifference. From natural stand
point there is in difference (one ness). Difference in only from the stand point of
names characteristics and purpose. The soul or the self whose nature consists of selfexperiencing is known by itself from the view point of its nature. It does not require
any help or assistance of others. As the ascetic beholds / views himself as completely
separated from all non selves ; when he feels that he is nowhere in all non selves ;
that his conscious soul never accept the unconscious nature of matters like earthen
pitcher, clothes etc. ; nor does it ever to transform itself in to matter. Hence
consciousness alone knows the objects of substance. The soul does always dwell in
its inherent attributes and modes. Experiencing self by self-constitutes selfexperience. How can non self be called non self without self-knowledge and selfexperience?
Important thing to keep in mind is : the self-transformed / into its nature
when the wise and prudent persons knows and experiences his self but when the soul
knows and experiences non self, he considers other external substances/objects
exclusive of his soul to be material. The knowledge and experience of non
selves/other objects is that of different objects, He does not experience them to be
indifferent from the nature of a soul. The attribute of knowledge is characterized to
reflect non selves in his self like a mirror; but in such cases the self does not one with
them. The soul does not get transformed in to matter just by mere seeing or knowing
them, if the soul is transformed into non soul/self just by mere seeing or knowing
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them the whole order of universe shall collapse. Reason being: The omniscient allknowing lord in that case will have to assume the form of the universe. But the fact
is otherwise. The mirror reflects the forms of other objects; but it does not thereby
assume the forms of such objects. The mirror continues to have its natural attributes.
Just as a person does not lose his vision by just seeing or knowing a burning fire
similarly knowledge does not become the knowable object. The knowable is
manifested/does appear in knowledge. In the same way in which the face appears in
the pitcher full of water. The water pitcher there by does not assume the shape of face
and vice versa. It is because of the influence of purity of water, that it reflects face.
The same is the case with knowledge and the knowable. Substances, attributes and
modes are known by the purity of destruction subsidence of the attribute of
knowledge of soul. How it is possible that the attribute of knowledge, which enables
one know other objects, shall not be able to know his own self? Can one who is
beholding/viewing the objects ; which one kept as a distance of four yojanas – not
behold or view the ornaments clothes which he is wearing on his own body ? The
answer is yes: he can. So, it is evident that the knowledge which knows other objects,
also know itself. Important thing to note here is; when the knowledge is knowing and
experiencing his own self; it considers self to be different from and other than non
selves. It is only immersed / absorbed in knowing and experiencing its own self,
during conduct of non-attachment. At this time it views the external material objects
of universe and non-universe to be different from its self-experience. The volition /
thought action of complete immersion in soul experiences self in self alone. Because
functional consciousness as a rule discharges only one function at one time. As it is
said –

"ñdmoÝ_wIV`m à{V_mgZ§ ñdñW ì`dgm`: Ÿnarjm - _wI gyÌ Ÿ&&6Ÿ&&
To know his own self by facing it’s self-constitutes the business of soul.
How is that business transected? At the time of transecting this business the
experiencing of knowledge is directed (facing) towards self. in other words at that
time the vision or the eye sight of the knowledge remains directed towards itself, not
outside. This is supported by the following illustration –
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&& AW©ñ`od VXwÝ_wIV`mŸ&&'' (narjm_wI gyÌ 1/7)
Just as knowledge is busy in determination by facing itself towards it
(determination). Similarly knowledge transjects its business by facing or directing
itself towards self. The truth is: knowledge transects the business of determination as
well as the business of self. When the vision of knowledge is directed towards self,
then the result is business
self, and when it is directed towards the
exterior/outside the result is the business of
determination.

Philosophy of Saankhya – The philosophy of Saankhya deems knowledge to be
unconscious. This philosophy revolves around mainly two: Prakruti and Purusha. Of
these two Prakruti is unconscious and Purush (Brahma) is conscious. Knowledge
originates from prakrati. Knowledge is a mode / form of a Prakruti. Hence it is
unconscious. The nature of the Purush (Brahma) is consciousness. This philosophy
differentiates between knowledge and consciousness. They do not believe in the
knowledge being the nature of Purush, they rather consider knowledge to be the
nature of Prakruti. This is what is meant by the doctrine of unconsciousness of
knowledge (ACHETAN - GYANBAAD) of Saankhya. Sankhya affirms that
knowledge does not transect the business of self like an earthen pot because of its
attribute of unconsciousness.
This view of Saankhya is quite untenable. It is not proper to treat knowledge
to be a mode of Prakruti. As a matter of fact knowledge is a mode of soul and not
that of Prakrati. We can well assert that the soul is associated with the mode of
knowledge as it is a viewer/onlooker. That which is not associated with the mode of
knowledge, cannot be the viewer/onlooker like an earthen pitcher, hence the soul is a
substance whose mode is knowledge. If Prakruti is deemed to be knowing
(conscious) than the Prakruti (nature) will become viewer. Then the conception of
soul will become meaningless. As the soul experiences “I am conscious”, “I am
knower”, this type of experience proves that the soul is conscious
inherently/naturally. If we believe in soul to be a knower being in association with
knowledge, than we shall have to also believe soul to be conscious. The truth is that
consciousness, intellect, knowledge and mental efforts are synonymous terms.
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Knowledge is found in soul like consciousness in a natural way. Another defect of
the philosophy of Sankhya is: If knowledge is unconscious, it cannot be manager of
subject. Even if we accept that unconscious knowledge has got the attribute of
‘Vishayakart’ (assuming the form of sense subject), we cannot conclude that it can
manage sense subjects. Otherwise the mirror shall also be deemed to be conscious /
knower of the forms of material objects such as earthen pitcher etc. As the form of
subjects is informal, knowledge by being informal does not assume the form of
subject. The form of subjects is visible only in mirror etc. So thinking the doctrine of
Saankhya becomes wrong and meaningless.

(à_o`H$_c_mV©ÊS> n[aercZ 22Ÿ&9Ÿ&)
Like knowledge knower, knowledge and authentic knowledge are also
direct. This has been given in the formula ‘Ghat Mahmatmanabejhi

"KQ>h_mË_Zmdo{P (narjm_wI gyÌ &&8&&)
I know the pitcher by my knowledge. Here pitcher is the object of
knowledge. I is the knower. Knowledge is knowledge and the word knows is the
authentic knowledge. The purport being: knowledge does not alone tell about object
of knowledge alone; but also tells about the knower, knowledge and authentic
knowledge. That is why it is said ‘the state of creator, instrument and creation is like
that of transection/activity’. ‘Pitcher’ is the activity, ‘I’ is creator, ‘knowledge’ is
instrument and ‘know’ is creation.
The purport of this aphorism is that pitcher etc. alone. Here sense of
denoting pitcher etc. to be the activity is that pitcher is the subject of knowledge.
According to grammar, activity is placed in second division (वभि6त @वतीया).
Here pitcher is in the second division.

H$_©dV² H$Îm¥©H$aU {H«$`m àVrVo: (narjm_wI gyÌ Ÿ&&9&&)
In order to have a transaction ({H«$`m ) creator, activity and instrument are
required. For example Devdutta is cutting the wooden log by hatched. Here ‘cutting’
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is activity, ‘Dev Dutta’ is the creator, ‘hatched’ is the instrument and ‘wooden log’ is
karma. In the same manner ‘I know pitcher by knowledge’. Here in ‘I’ is the creator,
‘pitcher’ is transaction, ‘knowledge’ is instrument and ‘know’ is creation. Main
cause of creation is said to be the instrument. As the main cause of the creation of
‘know’ is hatched. Such main cause is called instrument.

The principle of knowledge by self-experiencing – Here the main question
to consider is. Just as knowledge is directed to pitcher, does it (knowledge) become
also directed to itself? Mimaansakas believe that knowledge does not become direct
to itself. According to them knowledge is indirect and it is self-experiencing/selfknowing. The Jain philosophy in this regard thinks otherwise. According to it,
knowledge knows pitcher etc., in the same way in which it knows itself.
Mimaansakas believe that knowledge knows determination/meaning (AW©) but does
not know to self. Jain philosophy on the contrary advocates that knowledge cannot
know determination if it is not able to know self. How can indirect knowledge be
direct to determination? How shall the person believing knowledge to be absolutely
indirect prove the existence of knowledge? Hence the conception of knowledge
according to Mimaansakas is such as is unable to prove the very existence of
knowledge. That is why knowledge should be understood to be dealing with
determination as well as dealing with self and the insistence on indirect one
sidedness of knowledge be given up. The sum and substance is: that creator (soul),
instrument (knowledge) and creation (authentic) are as directed as determination is
directed like an earthen lamp.

&& à_o` H$_c _mV©ÊS> n[aercZ Ÿ&& ""àXrndV²'' (narjm_wI gyÌ Ÿ&&12&&)
Just as an earthen lamp illumines self and nonselves both, similarly
knowledge – an attribute of soul – does also illumine self and non selves. It is not
possible for knowledge to illuminate non selves without illuminating itself. Here the
question is – does anybody enkindle another earthen lamp to search an already
enkindled earthen lamp. Knowledge which is an inherent attribute of soul; gives
knowledge / enlightens self and non selves both. It is a mere false imagination to
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uphold that knowledge does not enlighten self and some other knowledge apart from
that of soul is required to know soul. In order to go deep into the matter, readers are
advised to study sacred books of Jain logic. Here only a passing reference has been
made as ‘Istopadesh’ deals mainly with spiritualism.
The ascetic knows self by self with the help of nonattached knowledge of
nonattached conduct. In sacred books dealing with spiritualism where nonattached
faith / perception and knowledge have been discussed, much importance has been
given to nonattached conduct. Where there is nonattached conduct, there shall exist,
as a rule, nonattached perception and non-attached knowledge. Where there is nonattached faith and nonattached knowledge, there nonattached conduct has got to be
resorted. The saint belonging to the state of virtues of careful restraint has been
designated to be a nonattached saint. The state of self-experiencing sprouts/originates
here at. From the point of view of scriptures saints observing perfect conduct that
have been able to completely subside or destroy passions and delusion and who are
established in their pure functional consciousness have been designated to be
nonattached saints. The designation of the nonattached saint is given to saints
belonging to the 11th and 12th state of virtues i.e. those of Upshant Moha (subsided
delusion) and Kshin Moha (destroyed delusion). While discussing from stand point
of righteousness the designation of nonattached saints has also been given to saints to
destruction right believing soul in vowless stage. Who have completely destroyed
attachment related to falsehood from the point of view of the destruction of karmic
energies or perception deluding karmas, while discussing: any how this should not be
understood to connote pure functional consciousness. Here at only the infinite
passions are absent, purity relating to it has increased, and righteous conduct
appeared. Aachaarya Shri Akalankadeva in his famous writing Rajwartik has
mentioned likewise only in relation to the absence of the acquired, he has not said so
in relation to conduct. Here the vowless conduct is associated with lack of conduct.
At this stage the saint concern is neither observing sense restraint nor restraint of
violence to living beings. Such person merely right believes, who has abandoned
seven addictions etc. Acharya Shri KundKund Swami writes in his famous writing
Astapahud –
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Question – It is proper to praise/adore an object duly proved (by knowledge); and as
soul is not proved to be pure by knowledge or in any other way, therefore why
should it (soul) be praised by the adjectives given in the Sloka?
Ans. – The soul has been fully expressed by self-knowledge; it is well defined by
the knowledge of self-experiencing.

doYËd§ doXH$Ëd§ M `Ëñdñ`ñdoZ `mo{JZ: Ÿ&
VËñdg§doXZ§ àmhþamË_Zmo@Zw^d§ Ñe_ Ÿ&& VÎdmZwemgZ_² 96Ÿ&&
The ascetic knows self by self and it is what is meant by self-knowledge. In
other words it constitutes self-perception and self-experience, where at the soul is the
knower as well as the knowable. That state of self-knowledge is called the
knowledge of self-knowledge. The same is signified by self-experiencing and selfperception. The ascetics experience that soul clearly but partly – the soul which is of
the like nature, directed to self-knowledge and having all the aforementioned
attributes.

VZw_mÌ : Xoh_Îmmo {ZíM`oZ cmoH$_mÌmo@{n {d{eîQ>mdJmhn[aUm_ e{ŠV`wŠVdmÞm_H$_©{Zd¥©Îm_Uw _hÀM eara_{Y{Vð>Z² ì`dhmaoU Xoh_mÌ: Ÿ&& g_`ì`m»`m
JmWm Ÿ&&n§MmpñVH$m` 27&&
The soul is equal to the size of body small or large from practical stand
point where as from real or substantial stand point it is equal to the whole universe.
This is so because the soul is capable of assuming any specific shape or size.

gXoh_Îmmo {ZíM`oZ cmoH$mH$me à{_Vm g§»`o` àXoe à{_Vmo{n ì`dhmaoU earaZm_H$_m}X`
O{ZVUwhÀN>ara à_mUËdmËñdXoh_mVmo ^d{V Ÿ&& (g§ñH¥$V VmËn`©d¥[Îm,JmWmŸ&&27&&)
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At this stage the pupil asks! If there is a soul like this, how it should be
worshiped; he has enquired about ways and means of self-meditation and selfpractices. Acharya says –

Shloka 22

g§`å` H$aU J«m__oH$mJ«ËdoZ MoVg: Ÿ&
AmË_mZ_mË_dmZ² Ü`m`oXmË_ZodmË_{Z pñWV_² Ÿ&&22Ÿ&&
Meaning – Let the person – who has controlled his senses by controlling his mind;
who has annihilated/destroyed his arbitrariness – meditate his self-established in self
by self.
Purport – Meditation of self (element of soul) is best meditation. The mundane soul
due to ignorance has resorted to external meditation – yoga etc. – for purpose of
keeping good health many times but he did not become mindful of mundane soul
suffering from the diseases of birth, old age and death and tried to get rid of them. He
did not take note of the panacea of making the soul healthy i.e. the meditation of soul
by soul which yields unblemished pure and perfect soul knowledge in corporate. He
did not meditate upon himself thinking to the effect – I am alone in the universe and
am different from all nonselves ; I am different from all other material objects of
universe in spite of their existence therein ; I am different from all the persons or the
community thereof in which I also live. I am other than the body in which I dwell.
Unless and until the viewpoint of separateness from all other worldly objects, does
not originates and develops, it is impossible for anyone to properly accomplish the
meditation of pure, enlightened, unblemished, eternal soul. The soul concern must
inevitably believe in that consciousness alone is its own and it is quite different or
other than the rest of all worldly objects. Its nature of ‘is’ consists of its four
infinites; its nature of ‘is not’ is in the four infinites of others (souls). In other words
its conscious nature in exclusive of all other worldly objects in relation to substance,
time, volition and region from real/substantial stand point. A conscious substance can
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never transform into an unconscious substance. Every soul is independent. All the
mundane souls are common from the point of view of commonality. But they have
not parts and parcels of one great soul. Every soul has got an independent existence.
The souls never join together and become one; just as many earthen lamps placed in
a room, illuminate the room separately and individually. The same is the case with
the salvated soul of Siddhaalaya (abode of Siddhas) and also souls belonging to the
stage of Nigoda.
It is not at all possible for a mundane soul fully engaged in sense subject to
accomplish self meditation. Experience of sense pleasures and experience of self
cannot coexist as the two are opposed to each other. For an abstemious saint,
abandonment of sense pleasures is a must. The ascetics have binded up/liquidated
meeting with nonselves prior to meet (attain) their souls.
Two swords are not generally kept in one sheath. Similarly in the case with
a person given to sensual pleasures. Such a person does not aspire at all for selfmeditation. His mind is wavering. A person with an unsteady mind cannot pour the
thread in a needle. How can he be immersed in soul by resorting to self-meditation?
The tendency of mind is like that of water, which always flows downward; the
tendency of mind is also to prefer and be engaged in auspicious involvements. He,
who wants to be engaged in auspicious involvements, will have to make special
efforts or valour therefore. Saints consider the inflow of inauspicious karmas
resulting from the activities condemned by people at large to be wrong and
undesirable. The tendency of mind is to tend towards or be inclined to such mean
lowly activities which carry soul to lower grades of life, which brings disrepute and
which are not acceptable to one’s own brethrens. It needs valour to exercise control
over to tendencies of mind. Human mind completes the journey of whole universe
with in a moment. It goes to ocean at times and to pitcher just thereafter. Similarly it
goes to temple at times and to homes just thereafter. It is because of this flexible
tendency of mind, that it has been compared with a monkey.
It is mind, which makes one inclined toward sense subjects. If the mind is
under control, senses automatically become inactive and calmed down. Faults do not
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originate/glow in sense organs. They just get busy in the fulfillment of faults. Faults
originate firstly in mind. Although the mutual relationship or interconnection of
senses and sense subjects are not very close with each other, it is somewhat far away;
yet the desire thereof originates in mind. After the origin of desire, it gets repeated by
mind again and again. Hence desire has been said to be belonging to mind.

Doubt – The saint is keen to give up/renounce all faults, but he is unable to do so
why?
Answer – So long as the mind has got faults regarding sense subjects, till then faults
cannot be completely abandoned; the principal is ‘there is no effect without cause’.
The absence of or freedom from all faults is the ‘effect’ where as the absence of the
faults relating to sense subjects is the ‘cause’. So long as the ‘cause’ i.e. absence of
the faults relating to sense subjects does not occur, till then the ‘effect’ i.e. the
abandonment of all faults cannot occur (or be acquired). Hence the saint should
meditate upon pure and perfect soul after abandoning all the faults relating to sense
subjects and being free from attachments aversions etc.
A person who wants to meditate upon self without ending or keeping
himself away from sense subjects ; is attempting to see lotus flower in the fire.

B§{Ð` ~„oqh qO `m A_amgwaUadamU g§Km`m Ÿ&
gaU§ {dg`mU J`m VËW{d _ÊU§{V gwŠImB Ÿ&&56Ÿ&& &AmamYZm gmaŸ&137Ÿ&

Gods, Dharnendras (Lord of serpents) and high class persons seek shelter of
sense subjects after being defeated by senses and consider sense pleasure to be the
real pleasure.
Here sense organs have been compared with wrestlers, because they cause
mundane soul to fall in the pit of mundane existence, which is the dwelling place of
great miseries. The word ‘Amar’ indicates empyrean celestial. The word ‘Asur’
(inauspicious) indicates mansion dwellers, peripatetic and stellars celestial beings.
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The word ‘Nar-War’ indicates such respectable human beings who are well versed in
scriptures, bravery, prowess and science. Not individuals but multitudes of celestial
beings, demons and high class persons seek shelter of sense pleasures after being
defeated by their senses and deem enjoyment there in. It is the nature of ignorant
beings. Persons who are well versed in the knowledge of elements firmly believe the
sense subject cannot safe guard or protect the mundane soul who have sought their
shelter.

_rZm _¥Ë`w§ à`mVm agZde{_Vm hm{VZm ñne©éÕ ZÕñVo Ÿ&
dm[a_Ü`o ÁdcZ_wnZmVm: n{ÌUíMm{jXmofmV² _¥Jm§ JKmoÕVmem:
àc`_wnJVm JrVcmocm: Hw$a§JmH$mcì`mcoZ Xï>mñVX{nV ~w{Y`m {_pÝÐ`mW}fwamJ: Ÿ&&
&& AmamYZm gma ( Q>rH$m )Ÿ&&
Although persons with meagre intellect know that fishes die by being
dependent of the sense taste; elephants subordinated by the sense of touch are
caught/arrested; moth fell in the burning fire because of sense subject of eyes. Black
bees get themselves destroyed in the hope of getting intense fragrance and deer get
victimize by the lust for hearing melodious music are bitten by the cruel serpent of
time. Yet they are unable to give up the attachment with sense subjects.

gwI_m`{V Xw:I_jO§ ^OVo _§X_{VZ© ~w{Õ_mZ Ÿ&
_Yw {cá _wIm__§X Yra{gYmam§ Iwc H$mo {c{cj{V Ÿ&&
&& MÝÐà^ H$mì`o lr dra Z{ÝXZm {da{MVm Ÿ&&
It is not wise and prudent persons who are devoted to sense pleasures
which yield suffering in future, it is only persons of meagre intellect who do so. No
wise person does lick, the pointed top of the sword having honey.
Self-meditation is fruitless so long as the senses and the mind of the saint
are wavering. Self-meditation starts giving fruits, the moment vibration of senses and
mind stop. It is also said in Tatwasaar –
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Oh Oh _Ug§Mmam B§{Ð`{dg`m {O Cdg_§O§{V Ÿ&
Vh Vh n`S>B Aßnm AßnmU§ Oh Uho gyamo Ÿ&&30Ÿ&&
The soul starts manifesting in its pure natural form in the way in which
vibration of mind and the movement of sense organs gets subsided. The soul in the
course of such manifestation behaves like the Sun in the sky which illuminates
pitcher, clothes, columns etc. as well as to itself. Hence saints should reflect upon
pure and perfect soul with fine intellect by realizing the infinite prowess of soul and
after abandoning the sense subjects of all the five senses and false volitions of
attachment etc. which arise due to the fruitioning of karmas accumulated due to
ignorance.
‘Aaraadhanasaar’ asserts it is the mind which inspires the army of senses.

BpÝÐ`goUm ngaB _U Ua dB no[a`m U g§Xoh Ÿ&
VÝhm _aU g§O_U§ IdEU ` hd{X H$m`Ëd§ Ÿ&&AmamYZm gma 58Ÿ&&
It is undoubtedly true that army of senses being encouraged by king like
mind spreads. Hence the saint much controls over his mind. Just as king is the
commander of his army, similarly mind is the commander of senses. Just as army
marches and fights according to the order of the king, similarly senses work/behave
according to the instructions of mind. That is why mind has been compared with king
and senses with army men. Hence in the homes of wise persons well versed in
elements, the serpent of doubt and suspicion does not dare to enter.
The saint will have to control over his king like mind in order to check the
army of senses from marching ahead. Hence the saint should concentrate his mind on
natural enlightened and desireless pure and perfect soul by removing it from sense
subjects of touch, taste etc. The purport being: he who wants to control the senses, he
should first control his mind. Mind subordinates/subjugates the universe full of
emperors, celestial beings, Vidhyadharas and Chakraborties within a moment and
enjoys all the enjoyments of world in the same time; the pace of mind is much more
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than that of electric current. Competent warriors even are unable to face mind. It is
also said by Subhchandracharya.

[XH²$MH«$§ X¡Ë`{YîÊ`§ {ÌXen{V nwamÊ`å~wdmhm§Vamc§,
Ûrnm§^mo{KàH$m§S>§ IMa Za gwam hrÝÐdmg§ g_J«² Ÿ&
EVÌ¡cmoŠ`ZrS>§ ndZM` {MÎm§ MmncoZ jUmÕo,
Zmlm§V§ {MÎmX¡Ë`mo ^«{V VZwVm§ Xw{d©qMË` ^md: Ÿ&&kmZmU©d-34Ÿ&&
The demon like mind, whose influence is hardly known or found out by
living beings- continues to wonder in this nest of all the three universes enveloped by
air spheres, which contain the spheres of directions, dwellings of demons, cities of
Indras, centers of clouds, oceans as well as dwellings of Vidhyadharas, human
beings, celestial beings and Naagendras within half a moment.

_UUa dBUmo _aUo _a§{V goUmB§ B§{X`_`mB Ÿ&
VmU§ _aUoU nUmo _a§{V {UñgogH$å_mB Ÿ&&50Ÿ&&
Voqg _aUo _wŠImo _wŠIo nmdoB gmg`§ gwŠI§ Ÿ&
B§{X`{dg`{d_w¸$§, Våhm _U_maU§ Hw$UB Ÿ&& AmamYZm gma Ÿ&& 51Ÿ&&
Be it noted that armies of senses vanish after the death of King like Mind.
After the death of the two all karmas are liquidated/destroyed after the
death/elimination of karmas salvation in attained. Salvation yields perpetual,
everlasting and eternal bliss, hence kill mind. The death of mind means lack of
desires of mind. Because mind consists of hopes and desires alone.

g§H$ën {dH$ën ñdê$n§ {h _Z B{V {Zd©MZmV² Ÿ&& AmamYZm gma Ÿ&&
The death of senses means stoppage of senses in their respective subjects.
The speed of mind is much more than a horse. Horse unless it is controlled by rein, it
carries to wrong path and leaves the rider in dense forest, similar is the case of mind,
which tends to go to wrong path and runs faster. In order to carry mind on right path,
hard and difficult restraint has got to be taught. Hence in order control horse like
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mind, the help of the strong rein/rope of knowledge and renunciation should be
taken. Oh, it is highly wondrous that mind accomplishes/does such works and
reaches such places, which are beyond the imagination of anyone. A person
distressed by his mind, is unable to communicate it to others. If it is communicated
the person concern becomes the object of want of faith with in a moment. The sins
committed by the body are apparent whereas sins committed by the mind (internal)
are hidden in the interior. But all those sinks shall fruition as and when time comes.
At those times no sin- whether that of the body or that of mind will remain hidden.
There are times when I aspire to be most pious of all persons, that I should keep
myself far-far away from sinfulness. But a single desire at a moment of my wicked
mind annihilates all thoughts of piety (saintly ness).
There is no other way to control the vibrations of mind excepting that of
controlling mind by mind. The rout of mind should be twisted/turned, reason being
the function of mind is to think. Mind never becomes inactive. It needs subjects to
think over. Thoughts will be in conformity with the subject. For example, student of
maths applies his mind on exercises of maths and the student of chemistry pays
attention to chemical processes. At that time the student becomes to be one with the
subject. It depends upon the soul as to where functional consciousness has got to be
directed. Just as intoxicated elephant is controlled with the help of the iron hook;
similarly mind should be controlled by the hook of knowledge.
As Aachaarya Gunbhadra asserts –

AZoH$mÝVmË_mW© àgd \$c ^mam{V {d{ZVo,
dM: nUm©H$sU} {dnwc Z` emIm eV`wVo Ÿ&
g_wÎmw§Jo gå`H² n«VV_{V _yco n«{V{XZ§,
lwVñH§$YoYr_mZ² a_`VwZmoH©$Q> __w² ŸŸ&&AmË_mZwemgZŸŸ170 &&
The wise and prudent person should cause monkeylike mind to be
sporting/playing every day on the trunks of the tree of scriptures – which is much
bent down on account of the burden of fruits and flowers (objects having different
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nature) ; which is pervaded by the leafs of utterings, which has many branches of
stand points, which is very high and whose roots consist of sensory knowledge.

drVamJ gd©k dMZo {Z`wŠVmo OZmo `ñVwZmH$a_H§$ kmZ ^md Z`m Z {Zdma`{V
gdamH$aMVwa er{V eV ghó n[a_mUofw `mo{Zfwg§gma Xw:Im{Z ghVo Z g§Xoh: Ÿ& Ed§ kmËdm
ñd g§doXZ kmZmä`mg ~~oZ _Z:àga§ {ZéÜ` ewÕ na_mË_[Z ñWmnZr`{_{V ^mdmW©:
Ÿ&&52Ÿ&Ÿ& &Ÿ&AmamYZm gma Q>rH$m Ÿ&&
One should concentrate his mind upon pure and perfect soul after preventing
the extension of his mind with the help of knowledge of self-experience being
engaged in. in the studies of ‘JINAANI’ consisting of the utterings/preaching of the
omniscient ‘Jin’. Mind is like a camel and it makes the soul wander in 84 lac
breeding centers (yonis).
If the mind of a man indulges in various worldly enjoyments – may the
senses not be physically having those enjoyment – he binds with karmas excessively
and is carried to lower grade of life like the ‘Shalysikth Fish’.
Puranas tell a tale of the great fish 1000 yojanas long named ‘Raghav
Machha’ of the ocean of Swayambhooraman. One Tandul Machha (a small fish)
lived in an ear thereof. When Raghav Machha used to sleep, its mouth remained open
and large number of small fishes and insects (aquatic beings) used to go in and come
out of its mouth. Beholding all this Tandul Machha (named Shalisiktch) living upon
the fifth of the ear of Raghava Machha thinks as to why this great fool does not close
its mouth in order to have all those beings in its stomach and be eaten by it. Tandul
Machha impatiently thinks that had it been Raghav Machha, it would have devoured
all of them. So thinking it committed great sins so much so that it went to 7th hell in
its next life. One should have this story in mind and try to control his mind. Thoughts
of sinfulness alone – irrespective of the attendant enjoyments thereof – cause karmic
bondage. In order to escape from karmic bondage, giving up of the activities of mind
(or keeping mental activities at a distance) is a must. In this way sense control is
easily automatically attained. As it is said –
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UÆ>o _Udmdmao {dgEgwU O§{V B§{X`m gìdo Ÿ&
{N>ÊUo Vê$ñg _yco H$Îmmo nwU n„dm hþ§{V Ÿ&& AmamYZm gma - 69Ÿ&&
When the activities of mind stops/end, senses do not tend to subjects, it can
be compared with a tree, whose roots have been cut and as a result thereof, which
cannot regain green leafs. The soul which has succeeded in destroying the
arbitrariness of his senses and mind, should meditate upon self by self for self. Such
soul has got the knowledge of soul in itself. Such knowledge is not caused by any
other means.
Just as it is said –

ñdna k{á ê$nËdmV² Z Vñ` H$maUmÝVa_² Ÿ&
VVpíMÝVm§ n[aË`Á`, ñdg§{dÎm`¡d doYVm_² ŸŸ&& VÎdmZwemgZ 162Ÿ&&
Such soul reflects self and nonselves. Hence give up all cares and know it
by self-experience, which is established in itself. So it is essential to concentrate
mind and remove the contact of senses with their subjects.
The word ‘Ekaagra’ according to Pt. Aashaadharaji has got two
implications. One interpretation is like this – ‘Eka’ means one soul, or substance or
mode; and ‘Agra’ means dominant subject in mind. Another interpretation is ‘Eka’
means soul (substance of soul moving in past, present and future modes); ‘Agra’
equal to self-acceptability that is whose mind is likewise.
The purport is: Saint should experience his self by self-knowledge by means
of concentrating upon it, by contemplating upon self after controlling senses by the
reflecting mind so conditioned by studies of scriptures. Just as asserted in
Anagardharmaamrita –
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J{h`§ V§ gwAUmUm, nÀN>m gdo`doU ^m{d‚mm Ÿ&
Omo U hþ gw`_dc§~B, go gwÁPB Aßn gã^mdmo Ÿ&&
& AZJma Y_m©_¥V V¥Vr` AÜ`m` Ÿ&Ÿ& n¥ð> 17Ÿ&&
Know soul by studies of scriptures and experience it by self-knowledge. He
who does not rely upon the support of scriptural knowledge – does/may falter or go
astray. Such saint may also contemplate in the way suggested in Samaadhishatak’.

àmÀ`mì` {df`oä`mo@h§, _m§ _`¡d _{` pñWV_² Ÿ&
~moYmË_mZ§ ànÞmo@pñ_ na_mZ§X {Zd¥©Îm_² Ÿ&&32Ÿ&&
I have attained myself, which is self dwelling in self, is knowledge in
corporate and blissful by myself by separating and keeping me for far away from
sense subjects.
Question –
Pupil at this stage asked: ‘O, Lord’, what purpose or object would be
achieved by soul or by revering soul? As thoughtful and discreet persons tend to act
knowing the consequences thereof. At this Acharya Shri replies –
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Shloka 23

AkmZmonm{ñVakmZ§, kmZ§ km{Zg_ml`: Ÿ&
XXm{V `Îmw `ñ`mpñV, gwà{gÕ{_X§ dM: Ÿ&& 23 Ÿ&&
Meaning - The service of ignorant persons yield ignorance. On the contrary service
to learned persons yields wisdom. It is a matter of common sense that one gives that,
which he has got.

Purport – Contact is the medium of the exchange of merits and demerits.
Association with or the company of sandalwood gives fragrance and that of coal
gives blackness. Company makes one great, where as bad company makes great ones
lowly. A piece of thread fallen in the crystal of sugar becomes as valuable as sugar.
Bad persons become good in association with good persons. An ignorant person also
becomes respectable in the company of learned person. In a farm of grain, even the
grass gets manures and water. The saint should every time stay or live with persons
more meritorious than him. Association with the inferior persons makes the faith;
knowledge and conduct of one deteriorate.
Hence the saint should remain in the company of those, who have full faith
in true God, true scriptures and who have nonattachment, restraint and good and
moral conduct. So that fine qualities may be gained by him. An inferior person of
wrong conduct gives birth to loose conduct and faithlessness every moment. A saint
aspirant of salvation must give up the company of saints, who are arbitrary,
‘Bhragcharies’ and ‘Parswasthadi’ and those having no merits like fire. Otherwise he
would have to bind up self-meditation. Faithfulness is the best of all
qualities/attributes. The nearness of those which causes one to be far away from
faithfulness is of no vain. Therefore the seekers of soul must engrave/carve the
aphorism “Sangati Sarvadarye” in their minds and hearts, in order to get the company
of good and moral persons. If someone, enviously criticizes their religion, true
religionists and the path of true non attachment, then at first such person / persons
need be properly addressed. No one should become faithless to right path soon. As
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envy is the worst attributes of a person. It makes a saint to be unsaintly. An envious
person is neither himself happy nor does he make others happy.
Anyhow envy cannot adversely affect to virtuous persons. One should not
therefore renounce/abandon the path of Jin under the influence of piercing criticism
(arrows of word). It is also corroborated by Shri KundKund Dev in Niyamasaar –

B©gm^mdoU nwUmo Ho$B© {UX§{V gwÝXa§ _½J§ Ÿ&
Vo{g§ d`U§ gmoƒm@^qÎm _m Hw$Uh {OU_½Jo Ÿ&& {Z`_gmaŸ 186Ÿ&&
One should not lose his faith in/devotion to the rule of Jina by listening to
the condemnation of the truthful and pretty path of non-attachment done by envious
persons. On the contrary one should make addition to his associations with
meritorious personage, as it is said in Pravachanasaar –

Våhm g_§ JwUmXmo g_Umo g_U§ JwUoqh dm A{h`§ Ÿ&
A{YdgXw Vpåh {Uƒ§ BÀN>{X O{X XwŠI n[a_moŠI_² Ÿ&&270Ÿ&&
That is why, saints have been advised to live with or accompany more
meritorious and equally meritorious saints alone. If the saints want to be relieved of
sufferings, than they should discharge their duty of keeping themselves at a distance
from wrong, false, deceitful persons ; saints who have revolted against their
preceptors and persons, who destroy the rule of Namostu (Jin) ; what can one get by
the contact with or company of ignorant, wrong believing and false thinking persons
? It would result in the attainment of ignorance. (And service of wise and prudent
person shall result in the attainment of wisdom). It is true; one will give only that
which he possesses. When the saint deeply thinks about this formula from real and
substantial stand point, than he comes to know the deepest truth. The saint should
renounce all such harms or injuries which have been mentioned before and which are
caused by the association with worldly wide persons. As they divert the mind of saint
concern to worldly affairs and does not help him in marching ahead on the right path,
thinking or thoughtfulness of a man carves out his personality. As is the thinking so
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is the personality. Auspicious volitions yield auspicious grade of life and
inauspicious volitions yield inauspicious grade of life, hence one should resort to the
auspicious alone at beginning. But he should not be satisfied with that alone. Be it
noted that salvation comes out of the elimination of both kinds of volitions –
auspicious as well as inauspicious. Auspicious volitions may cause salvation
traditionally/conventionally. The auspicious volitions of a wrong believer may help
them in attaining celestial grade of life or celestial pleasures but they cannot give
salvation. The only cause of salvation is pure functional consciousness. The saint
should engage himself every moment constantly for its attainments.
Both – virtue and vice – are unconscious substance from real standpoint.
Body and sense organs are the causes of pleasures and pains. Is it at all possible to
obtain self pleasure from them? Auspicious functional consciousness causes the
inflow of auspicious karmas. The soul attains worldly pleasures including those of
celestial grade from it. Enjoyment of such pleasures again causes fresh karmic
bondages. It is not the cause of the destruction or elimination of karmas as it causes
the continuance of mundane existence. Hence auspicious/virtuous activities can be
resorted to in order to escape from passions and sense subjects. It should not be so
done in the hope of attaining celestial pleasures and the like. Pure functional
consciousness is the only cause of salvation. Hence aspirant for salvation must resort
to it. As it is said in Samayasaar –

H$å__gwh§ Hw$grc§ gwhH$å_§ Mm{d OmUh gwgrc§ Ÿ&
{H$h V§ hmo{X gwgrc§ O§ g§gma§ ndogo{X Ÿ&& g_`gmaŸ 152Ÿ&&
The whole universe is aware to the effect that inauspicious karmas yield sins
and auspicious karmas yield virtues. But those relying upon real stand point question,
as to why and how any karma what so ever can be deemed to be worthy, when all of
them cause continuance of mundane existence.

gm¡dpÊU`§ {n {U`c§ ~§Y{X H$mcm`g§ {n Oh nw[ag§ Ÿ&
~§Y{X Ed§ Ord§ gwh_gwh§ dm H$X§ H$å_§ Ÿ&& g_` nmhþS> Ÿ153Ÿ&&
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From the view point of bondage the two do not appear to be different just as
iron fetters and golden fetters are not different and both arrest a man. In the same
manner do inauspicious karmas and auspicious karmas both bind soul alike,

ew^_ew^§ M H$_m©{deofoU¡d nwéf§ ~ÜZm{V Ÿ&
~ÝYËdm {deofmV² H$m#mZH$mcm`g {ZJcdV² Ÿ&& AmË_»`m{V Q>rH$m && 146Ÿ&&
Auspicious karmas and inauspicious karmas positively bind the soul
because the two are alike. They are similar to golden fetters and iron fetters, which
equally bind and enslave the man.
That is why a saint, established in the nature of the soul should maintain an
attitude of indifference towards both. In the state of attachment virtuous deeds shall
have to be performed. It is true and concern should behave like this. But that should
not be considered to be the end of the path of truth as it would be a mistake of not
knowing the real nature of soul. The path of salvation is away from auspicious and
inauspicious deeds (virtues and vice); this fact should be easily and gladly accepted
by one and all. Anyhow the mundane souls should not abandon auspicious activities
by being indulging in sense subjects and enjoyments. What will be the state of an
ignorant person, who does not leave inauspicious karmas; who leaves auspicious
karmas and who does not enter into pure consciousness? What will be the fruit of
consequence thereof? So the knowledge of element/metaphysics should be discretely
understood having in view various stand points. Persons who are one sided and
believe in one real / substantial stand point become negligent as regards religious
practices (practical religion) consisting of auspicious activities. Similarly those who
consider religious performances / practices to be all in all, behaves like an enemy of
the real/substantial nature of soul. Persons – who do not at all relish discourses on the
path of salvation and are ignorant of the nature of soul; who does not like to listen to
such discourses or preaching relating to spiritualism; and who consider they to be
absolutely incapable to follow the path of non-attachment – are also followers of
practical religion. Both kinds of persons are fallen from the path of salvation. The
saint should keep themselves away from such persons. Their company may cause the
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saint to go astray or to lose faith in righteousness. Saints aspirants of salvation should
remain in the company of or be associated with persons who are well versed in
scriptures, faithful, respectful to those having good and moral conduct and known of
the knowledge of self.
In order to attain self-realization one should properly understood the theory
of karmic bondage and cause of transmigration of soul in various grades of life
dispassionately or in a detached manner. One who wants to be eliminated of or free
from all karmic bondage, he will have to play his role likewise. He shall have to
indifferent from towards both types of karmas (auspicious and inauspicious). He
every moment constantly thinks as to when will opportunity arrives, which would
enable him to dwell in the abode of his self by realizing self. He passes him time
being renunciated with both types of karmas. He does not renounce virtuous karmas
of his own accord, they rather are left automatically. Acharya Shri KundKund Dev
has given the Nomenclature of ‘Kusheel’ (false conduct) to both kinds of karmas and
he has directed saint aspiring salvation to keep them away from both (auspicious and
inauspicious).

Våhm Xw Hw$grco{h ` am`§ _m§ Hw$UÆ> _m d g§g½J§ Ÿ&
gmYrUmo {h {dUmgmo Hw$grc g§g½Jam`oU Ÿ&& g_` gma 154Ÿ&&
Hence do not be friend both false conducts (Kusheel). In other words they
should not be in contact with them, because such contacts cause destruction of the
independence of saint concern.

Hw$erc ew^mew^ H$_©ä`m§ gh amJ g§gJm} à{V{fÕm¡ ~ÝY hoVwËdmV² Ÿ&
Hw$erc _Zmoa_m _Zmoa_ H$aoUw Hw${Å>Zr amJ g§gJ©dV² Ÿ&& AmË_»`m{V Q>rH$m 147Ÿ&&
Here at contact/association with false conducts (Kusheel) i.e. auspicious and
inauspicious karmas have been totally prohibited. Because both cause karmic
bondage. Just as a male elephant loses its independence by contacting/associating
love mongering female elephant comparable with woman working like agents of
prostitutes. False conduct (Kusheel) attracts the mind and cause and loose of
independence of a saint. The following illustration has been given in support of the
prohibition of auspicious and inauspicious karmas both.
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Oh Um_ H$mo{d nw[agmo, Hw$pÀN>`grc§ OU§ {d`m{UÎmm Ÿ&
d‚mo{X VoU g_`§ g§g½J§ am`H$aU§ M Ÿ&&
E_od H$å_n`S>r grcghmd§ {h Hw$pÀN>X§ UmXw§ Ÿ&&
d‚m§{V n[aha§{V ` Vg§g½J§ ghmdaXm Ÿ&& g_` gma Ÿ155-156Ÿ&&
The wise and prudent person dissociate themselves from karmic energies,
knowing their nature to be condemnable in the same way in which a person
dissociates himself condemnable persons after knowing him to be likewise ;
thereafter such persons become absorbed in their own natural selves.
Just as a male elephant that becomes blind with lust by knowing about a
female elephant falls in a pit, so as to co-habit with her and thereby becomes enslave
forever. But clever male elephant behaves otherwise and do not get enamored with
that female elephant and are not blinded by lust. Similarly is the case of an ignorant
person who makes himself attached with karmic energies not knowing their evil
effect of their bondage. On the contrary wise and prudent persons behave otherwise
and do not get him attached with them. Hence an ascetic should give up association
with material karmas from mind, speech and body so as to attain the independence
and natural eternal bliss.

Doubt – What sort of wise men and women are those who abandon virtues and vice
both treating them as equals?
Answer – Such persons are those unknotted saints who are established in the state of
desire less union with self, who are characterized by three jewels with making any
distinction amongst the three, who renounce virtuous and vicious karmas both
treating them as equals.
All this discussion points out those virtuous deeds are not unworthy to
those, who are engaged in sense subjects, passions, attachments and aversions. For
them virtuous deeds are rather beneficial. Anyhow vicious karmas are futile to all at
all time. Hence wise persons and saints belonging to various states of virtues acts
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according to their state. It is not at all possible for persons, who are always engaged
in domestic affairs and the like, who earn innumerable inauspicious karmas by their
commissions and omissions and who are absolutely ignorant about the nature of self
bliss – to be absorbed in desire less union with selves. Such persons should attempt
to renounce inauspicious karmas, be engaged in auspicious /virtuous deeds with the
intent and purpose of attaining the pure functional consciousness. Persons should
continue to devote themselves internally as well as externally to five Supreme Being,
so long as they do not succeed in securing the initiation as a Jain saint – initiation
which assists in the attainment of absorption in the self by self. It is so because
devotion to five supreme beings is the traditional cause of salvation therefore soul’s
aspirants of salvation should always be engaged in such appropriate valour. In
conclusion it may be safely stated that worship of the pure soul which incorporates
knowledge and bliss is worth beneficial. From real standpoint this alone constitutes
the element of self and the rest are constitutes nonselves. Wise and prudent persons
mediate upon knowledge, by knowledge, for knowledge. As knowledge is the main
characteristic of soul, which enlightens about self and nonselves. The fruit of
knowledge is not enjoyment and lust. The fruit of knowledge/wisdom is the
attainment of omniscience, whose nature is that of divine flames, destructive,
indestructible and integrated. As it is said –

kmZ_od \$c§ kmZo, ZZw ícm¿`_Zída_² &
Ahmo _mohñ` _mhmËå`_Ý`Xß`Ì _¥½`Vo Ÿ&Ÿ& AmË_mZwemgZ_² 175Ÿ&
Be sure that the fruit/result of knowledge is the attainment of praise worthy
and indestructible knowledge. Oh! It is the influence of delusion alone that persons
seek of things other than knowledge. It is quite logical and in the fitness of things
that the soul which is an embodiment of knowledge yields knowledge. So, O, friend
only such soul is worshipable or adorable which has caused the manifestation of the
divine flame capable of distinguishing self from nonselves. At this stage the pupil
makes an enquiry, what are the gains which a spiritually wise person (an ascetic
established in his self) gets?
Acharya Shri replies –
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Shloka 24

narfhmÚ{dkmZmXmòdñ` {Zamo{YZr Ÿ&
Om`Vo@Ü`mË_`moJoZ, H$_©Um_mew {ZO©am Ÿ&&24Ÿ&&
Meaning – The spiritually wise person or the ascetic established in his self-achieves
great shedding off of that karmas and stops the inflow of karmas by not experiencing
hardships etc. due to self meditation.
Purport – The soul aspiring salvation experiences independence/liberty every time.
Bondage is the worst type of suffering. Such soul constantly thinks as to how it
should free from itself from bondage and consequently he abandons the causes of
bondage. He adopts such measures which enfeebles karmic bondage. Essential point
is: person bound with karmas should realize himself to be unhappy/displeased by
bondage, after that alone will such person make attempts to be relieved of that
unhappiness.

`Wm H$moS>ß`OrU©XmofoU _c g#m`o OmVo gË`mhma§ ì`ŠVdm {H$_m{n harVŠ`m{XH§$
_cnmMH$ _{¾Xrn§H$ Mm¡fY§ J¥hUm{VŸ& VoZ M _cnmHo$Z _mcmZm§ nmVZo JcZo {ZO©aoUo g{V
gwIr ^d{V Ÿ& VWm`§ ^ì` Ordmo@ß` OrU© OZH$mhma ñWmZr` {_Ï`mËd amJmYkmZ ^mdZo
H$_© \$c g#m`o g{V {_Ï`mËd amJm{XH§$ Ë`ŠËdm na_m¡fYñWmZr`§ Or{dV _aU cm^mcm^
gwI Xw:Im{X g_^mdZm à{VnmXH§$ H$_©^cnmMH§$ ewÜ`-Ü`mZm{dZ XrnH$§ {OZ dMZm¡fY§
godVo Ÿ& VoZ M H$_©cmZm§ JcZo {ZO©aUo g{V gwIr ^d{V Ÿ&
{H$#m `Wm H$mo@{n Yr_mZ OrU© H$mco `X² Xw:I§ OmV§ VX OrU} JVo@{n Z {dñ_a{V
VVíMmOuU OZ H$mhma§ n[aha{V VoZ M gd© X¡d gwIr ^d{V Ÿ& VWm {ddoH$s$ OZmo@{n
AmVm©Zam Y_©nam ^dpÝV B{V dMZmX² Xw:ImoË`{V H$mco `o Y_© n[aUm_m Om`ÝVo VmZ² Xw:Io
JVo@{n Z {dñ_a{V Ÿ& VVíM {ZO na_mË_mZw^y{V ~coZ {ZO©amWª Ñï>lwVmZw^yV
^moJmH$mL²>jm{X {d^mJ n[aË`mJ ê$n¡: g§doJ d¡am½` n[aUmood©V©V B{V Ÿ& g§doJ d¡am½` cjU§
H$Ï`Vo :
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Yå_o ` Yå_\$c{h_² X§gUo ` h[agmo ` hþ§{V g§doJmo Ÿ&
g§gma Xoh ^moJogw[daÝV ^mdmo ` d¡am½J§ Ÿ& (व.ृ B.सं.गा.३८ ट.)
Generally a person suffers from indigestion and constipation, he gives up
taking more food and takes ‘HARAD’ and similar other medicinal drugs which are
digestive and conductive to the fire of stomach. Such diseased person becomes
pleased as and when he gets rid of indigestion and the filth or the waste. Similarly
souls capable of attaining salvation take the medicine of the utterings or preaching of
Jina in order to get rid of the filth of karmas which are caused by falsehood,
attachment and ignorance. Such medicine causes the shedding off of the filth of
karmas by way of non-maturing dissociation (अवपाक नजरा), and which
enkindles/ignites the fire of pure self-meditation-fire which generates equanimity.
Such soul aspiring salvation becomes blissful when the filth of karmas is destroyed.
Just as the person sick of indigestion gives up taking such food as caused indigestion
and thus regains his health forever; similarly the wise person remembers the volitions
of righteousness which originates at the time of adversities or sufferings. After such
adversities ends as well. Such wise persons live on along with the volitions of
abandoning the unnatural thought actions due to the force of self-experiencing and
with the volitions of renunciation and desire for salvation. Here unnatural volitions
denote those relating to various enjoyments, fulfillment of desires etc. and whose
resultant karmic bondages have got to be shaded off. Now desire for salvation and
renunciation are defined – ‘Sambeg’ (desire for salvation) consists of delight in
religion, fruits of religion and perception (faith). Renunciation connotes the volition
of detachment with mundane existence body and enjoyments. Shedding off of
karmas means part destruction of karmas bound with the space points of soul.
Shedding is of two kinds – automatic fruitioning at proper time and non-maturing
fruitioning. Their alternative names are ‘Kushal Moola’ and ‘Akushal Moola’.
Aachaarya Nemichandra has divided shedding off into two –

OhH$mcoU VdoU `, ^wÎmag§ H$å_nw½Jc§ OoU Ÿ&
^mdoU gS>{X Uo`m, VñgS>U§ Mo{X {UÁOam Xw{dhm Ÿ&& Ðì`g§J«h Ÿ 36Ÿ&&
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1. Subjective shedding off (भाव नजरा)
2. Objecting shedding off (Bय नजरा)
The volitions of soul which causes the fruitioning of material karmic
bondage are called subjective shedding off. Objective shedding off means the
destruction of karmas due to austerities or penances relating to the time and nonmaturing. The commentator Shri Brahmaduttasuri in his commentary explains these
two kinds of shedding off.
What should be known? To subjective shedding off. What is it? It consists
of the volitions of satisfaction or pleasure which originates from experiencing
blissful, faultless (unblemished) pure consciousness. Here the term subjective has
been well defined. What are the consequences of the volitions of a soul? (Karmic
bondage) is enfeebled, fallen, dissolve or destroyed. How does strange become
substance or matter of karmas – that which is different from pure consciousness and
which destroys material karmas? Material karmic bondages at the time of fruitioning
and after giving the fruits of mundane pleasures and pains. What are the causes of
dissolvent of the karmas?
Karmas (it) dissolves like fruits of mangoes of a mango tree which ripen and
fall on the ground at due point of time in relation to shedding off of karmas after
being matured. Objective shedding off the karmas means and includes the dissolution
of material karmic bondages due to the time attainment, consequence of external
cause of the volitions of knowledge of one’s own pure soul ; due to non-maturing
shedding off comparable to the fruits of mangoes ripening before maturity ; due to
internal austerities stopping desiredness for all nonselves and due to all the twelve
kinds of external austerities such as fasting etc. controlling the knowledge of the
nature of soul.

Doubt – Why have you at first used the word ‘SADADI’ and thereafter the word
‘SADAN’ in the Sloka?
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Answer – The use of the word ‘SADADI’ has been done at first to denote the
volition of subjective shedding off consequent upon the acceptance/adoption of the
experiences of pure soul. This statement does not explain objective shedding off.
Another word ‘SADAN’ has been used to denote the dissolution of karmas in course
of objecting shedding off.
Here pupil asks: timely fruitioning of karmas happening to the ignorant
souls belonging to the grades of hell etc. Hence timely fruitioning of karmas happens
to righteous souls – is not the rule.
The answer of this query is: here only such shedding off of karmas has been
taken into consideration which takes place after the stoppage of the inflow of karmas
to soul, because that alone yields salvation.
The shedding off of karmas of ignorant beings is as worthless as bathing by
an elephant. It is so because the ignorant souls sheds of very little karma and is
bound with many more karmas. Hence the cause of timely fruitioning shedding off of
karmas has no bearing here at. The shedding off of karmas of attached righteous
persons destroys inauspicious karmas, shortens the duration of mundane existence,
reduces the transmigration in universe, becomes the cause of auspicious karmic
bondage relating to Tirthankar karmic energy etc. and becomes the cause of salvation
in a traditional manner. Aachaarya KundKund Swamiji also said –

O§ AÊUmUr H$å_§ IdoXr ^dg` ghñg H$moS>rqh Ÿ&
V§ UmUr {Vqh JwÎmmo Ido{X Cñgmg{_ÎmoU Ÿ&& àdMZ gma-38Ÿ&&
Means the wise and prudent person destroys as much karma in a breath due
to the preservations of a mind, speech and body, as are destroyed by an ignorant
person in a lac crore years.

Question – Why has the adjective ‘non-attached’ (Veetaraage) been used for a
righteous person?
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Answer – Because such person attains salvation by mere knowledge of science of
distinction to the effect ‘attachment’ etc. or worthless/futile; they are not mine.
Explanation – There is a man with an earthen lamp in his hand and there is another
man without any earthen lamp. The man with the earthen lamp in his hand sees and
knows the situation very well and is not liable to fall in the pit or go astray. This is
the case of a righteous person. The other man without any earthen lamp represents
ignorant persons, who are devoid of the light of knowledge and are therefore liable to
fall in pits etc. but if the man with an earthen lamp in his hand, happens to fall in the
pit or well his having earthen lamp in hand will become useless / fruitless. The
ignorant persons devoid of the knowledge of distinction of self with non selves get
bound with karmas as usual, but righteous persons – having the knowledge of
distinction of self with nonselves also gets bound with karmas to the extent to which
he is the object of attachment etc. Such attachment etc. is not the consequences of the
knowledge of distinction. Be it noted that if a person equipped with the knowledge of
distinction with self and nonselves abandon attachment aversion etc., he positively
reaps the fruits of his knowledge of distinction.
As it is said –

MŠIwñg X§gUñg ` gmamo gßnm{X Xmog n[ahmamo Ÿ&
MŠIy hmo {X {UaËW§ XÆz>U {dco nS>§Vñg Ÿ&& _y. Am.Ÿ&&
The utility of eyes lies in seeing the snake etc. creeping on the way and
avoiding their crushing. Hence if he, who has his vision intact, crushes the snake etc.
creeping on the way, becomes the victim of snake bite etc. His eyes are worthless.
The shedding off of karmas preceded by stoppage of karmas is fruitful in the
path of salvation, not others. Such shedding off is possible in such cases only, where
in influx of karmas is stopped. Acharya Shri Poojya Pad has nicely explained as to
how influx of karmas is stopped. Pure ascetics alone undertake such shedding off of
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karmas by means of spiritualism and by overcoming hardships equanimously.
Kartikeyanuprekshae discussing this point says –

Omo nwU {dg`-{daÎmmo AßnmU§ gì~Xmo {d g§daB Ÿ&
_Uha {dgE{h§Vmo Vñg \w$S>§ g§damo hmo{X Ÿ&Ÿ&101Ÿ&&
The saint or muni – who renounces and keeps himself for away from sense
subjects, of all five senses – which are much attractive and do capture minds – alone
succeeds in such stoppage of karmas.

~mag-{dhoU Vdgm, {U`mU-a{h`ñg {U‚mam hmo{X Ÿ&
doa½J-^mdUmXmo {Uah§H$mañg Um{Uñg Ÿ&& H$m. A.Ÿ 102 Ÿ&&
The pride less wise person full of the thoughts of renunciation shedds off his
karmas by adopting twelve kinds of austerities free from future desires.

Purport – Shedding off karmas means part shedding off of karmas from the space
points of soul. Every living being continues to shedd off his karmas every moment in
general. Because fruitioned karmas get separated from space point of soul as a rule.
Unlike this particular or special shedding off of karmas is achieved by means of
penance alone. Penance is of twelve kinds. Fasting, eating less then fill, restrictions
on begging rounds, abandonment of taste, sleeping on bare ground, and body
mortification are six external austerities. Expiation, reverence, service to elders,
study, disposing excreta in a place free from living beings and meditation are six
internal penances. Austerities of wise persons alone are the causes of shedding off of
karmas. Austerities by ignorant persons are causes of karmic bondages. According to
Acharya Shri Kundkund deva –
Austerities disregardful of the purpose of salvation constitute childish
austerities and childish vows.

na_Æ>på_` A{R>Xmo Omo Hw$U{X Vd§ dX§ M Yma`{X Ÿ&
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V§ gìd§ ~mcVd§ ~mcdX§ qd{V gìdÊhÿ Ÿ&& g_`gma 153 &&
The austerities and vows of the saint who does not dwell in pure soul have
been named by the omniscient lord ignorant austerities and ignorant vows. Those,
who are proud of their austerities and vows, are objects of karmic bondage. If anyone
adopts austerities and fulfills vows for the purpose of gaining name and fame and
respect in this universe and for that of securing the seat of the lord of celestial beings
etc. in next incarnation, his austerities and vows are worthless. Hence austerities and
vows of pride less wise persons alone are the real causes of the shedding off of
karmas. So austerities free from future desires are causes of shedding off of karmas.
Austerities by persons who are attached with mundane existence, enjoyments and
body cause karmic bondage to them. So also austerities observed along with the
thought of renunciation cause shedding off of karmas.
Acharya Kundkunddeva and Acharya Shiva Kati in their respective works
named ‘Baarsaanuprekchha’ and ‘Kartikeyanuprekchaa’ mentioned same two kinds
of shedding off of karmas.

gm nwU Xw{dhm Uo`m gH$mcn¸$m VdoU H$`_mUm Ÿ&
MXwJ{X`mU§ nT>m d`OwÎmmU§ hdo {d{X`m Ÿ&
One kind of shedding off of karmas is shedding off of karmas by the
fruitioning of karmas at due times (Swakaal Nirjara) and another kinds of shedding
off of karmas is that which is attained by means of austerities and before maturity
(Akaal Prapt Nirjara). First kind of shedding off of karma happens to the living
beings of all the four grades whereas the second kinds of shedding off of karmas
happen to only vowful persons. Swakaal Nirjara is synonymous with Savipak
Nirjara.
Shedding off of karmas increases in the same proportion to the same extent,
in which right perception, right knowledge and right conduct increase and purity of
volitions grows. Purity of volitions combined with austerities and renunciation is
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essential to get shedding off of karmas. The saints or vowful persons should very
well realize that form and dress alone is not the cause of shedding off of karmas. An
empty pitcher does not become cold; pitcher full of water alone becomes cool. Hence
internal purity combined with external austerities is essential. He who is practicing
external austerities but whose interior is full of passions, loses the happiness in this
universe as well as in another universe (next incarnation), as he has given up sensual
pleasures of his own accord at present ; there is no hope of getting them in future as
passions destroy one’s internal restraint. Non restraining soul attains lower grades of
life. Hence passionate beings cannot and do not attain the real transcendental bliss.
Such persons not only become the object of ridicule in public but he also causes the
rule of Jin to be the object of ridicule. Saints who are devoid of internal purity but
who are observing external austerities and whose religious practices are not directed
towards the object of salvation bringing bad name and fame to the rule of Jin.
Glorification of religion is one of the eight organs of righteousness. How and why
can a saint be called upholder of right conduct, when he is annihilating an organ of
righteousness. True saint is that alone by viewing or beholding whose form and facial
expression; even a faithless man starts becoming faithful. If people at large become
respectful by viewing a saint and start thinking that here lays the holy place of bliss
and start believing in the prospects of path of saints. Then and then alone can that
saint be called a true saint. That is why a saint should constantly to maintain or
preserve the purity of their thought actions and volitions. Such efforts by saints also
cause shedding off of their past accumulated karmas. As it is said –

Cdg_-^md-VdmU§, Oh Oh ~S²>Tr hdoB gmhÿU§ Ÿ&
Vh Vh {U‚ma dS²>T>r, {dgogXmo Yå_ gw¸$mXmo Ÿ&& H$m.A. 105Ÿ&&
The shedding off of karmas of a saint increases in the same manner in which
the volitions of subsidence and austerities increase. Shedding off of karmas of a saint
is effected much more by the adoption of righteous meditation and pure meditation.
In Panchaastikaaya Praabhrut it is said –
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g§da-OmoJoqh OwXmo Vdoqh Omo {MÆ>Xo ~hþ{dhoqh Ÿ&
H$å_mU§ {U‚maU§ ~hþUU§ Hw$U{X gmo {U`X§ Ÿ&&144Ÿ&&
When a saint equipped with stoppage of karmas and yoga (asceticism) lives
by practicing various kinds of austerities, he succeeds in shedding off of very much
karma as a rule.

ew^mew^ n[aUm_ {ZamoY: g§da, ewÕmon`moJmo `moJ: Ÿ& Vmä`m§
`wŠVñVnmo{^aZeZmd_m¡X`© d¥{Îm n[ag§»`mZ agn[aË`mJ {d{dŠVeæ`mgZ H$m`Šcoem{X
^oXmV² ~{haL²>J¡: àm`píMV{dZ` d¡`md¥Ë` ñdmÜ`m` ì`wËgJ© Ü`mZ ^oXmXÝVaL²>J¡íM
~hþ{ZY¡`© - íMoï>Vog Icw ~hþZm§ H$_©Um§ {ZO©aU§ H$amo{V Ÿ& VXÌ H$_© dr`©emVZ g_Wu
~{haL²>JñÝVa§J Vnmo{^d¥©{hV: ewÕmon`moJmo ^md {ZO©am, VXZw^d Zra - gr^yVm Zm_H$ Xoe g§j` : g_wnmÌ H$_© nwÒcmZm§ Ðì` {ZO©amo{V Ÿ144 && AmË_»`m{V Q>rH$m Ÿ&&
The saint, who follows right conduct by stopping the inflow of auspicious
and inauspicious volitions and dwells in yoga i.e. pure functional consciousness
along with external and internal austerities, does thereby shed off very much past
accumulated karma. Here subjective shedding off of karmas by staying in pure and
functional consciousness, which is capable of destroying the prowess of karmas and
which gets enhanced or enlarged by external and internal austerities has been defined
and the destruction of a part of past accumulated karmas which have been enfeebled /
weakened due to its influence, constitutes objective shedding off of karmas.
Of all the austerities, external as well as internal, meditation is the last one
austerity. When the saint reaches the extreme limit of austerities there at he becomes
engaged in desireful cum desire less meditation. Seventh state of virtues begins from
desire less – careful state. As meditation increases up - ward (i.e. as meditation gets
intensified), the saint succeeds in destroying his sinful karmic energies as well as
virtuous karmic energies. The moment his virtuous karmic energies are destroyed,
the soul attains the state of siddhas (bodiless pure and perfect soul) which is
knowledge and inherent volition incorporated. Therefore the soul never returns to
mundane existence.
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Excessive shedding off of karmas is caused by meditation alone. It is also
said by Aachaarya Shri Kundkund deva –

Omo g§daoU OwÎmmo AßnÆ>-ngmYJmo {h AßnmU§ Ÿ&
_w{UD$U Pm{X {U`X§ UmU§ gmo g§YwUmo{X H$å_a`§ Ÿ&& n§#mmpñVH$m` Ÿ14Ÿ5&&
The saint, who stops the inflow of karmas to soul, who dwells in the nature
of soul, who knows the nature of soul form real/substantial stand point and who
immovably/steadily meditates upon self consciousness – succeeds in getting rid of
the dust of karmas. Acharya Uma Swami has mention 10 places of shedding off of
karmas. Kartikeyanuprekshaa mentions “eleven places of shedding off of karmas.
Replying a quarry to the effect – do all mundane souls shed off their karmas equally”
the author of Sarwaarthasiddhi says –

AOmh gå`½ÑîQ`… qH$ gd} g_ {ZO©am AhmopñdËH$píMXpñV à{Veof BË`oOmoÀ`Vo :
gå`½Ñ{ï>-lmdH$-{daVmZÝV-{d`moOH$ Xe©Z_moh-jnH$mone_H$monemÝV-_moh jnH$jrU_moh {OZm: H«$_emo@g§»`o` JwU{ZO©am: Ÿ&& VÎdmW© gyÌ Ÿ&&9 /45Ÿ&&
g§ñH¥$V Q>rH$m : d EVo Xe gå`½ÑîQ²`mX`: H«$_emo@g§»`o`JwU{ZO©am: Ÿ& VÚWm -^ì`:
n#mopÝÐ` g§kr n`m©áH$: nydm}ŠV H$mccpãY`m{Xghm`: n[aUm_ {dewÕ²`m dY©mZ:
H«$_oUmnyd©H$aUm{X gmonmZnL²>dË`moËßcd_mZmo ~hþVaH$_© {ZO©am ^d{V Ÿ& g Ed nwZ: àW_
gå`ŠËd àm{á {Z{_Îm g§{ZYmZo g{V gå`½Ñ{ï>^©dÞ g§»`oJwU {ZO©amo ^d{V Ÿ& g Ed
nwZíMm[aÌ_moh H$_©{dH$ënm n«Ë`m»`mZmdaU j`mone_ {Z{_Îm n[aUm_ àm{á H$mco {dew{Õ
àH$f©`moJmV² lmdH$mo ^dZ² VVmo@g§»`o` JwU{ZO©amo ^d{V Ÿ& g Ed nwZ: àË`m»`mZmdaU
j`mone_H$maU n[aUm_ {dew{Õ`moJmX² {daVì`nXoe ^mH²$ gZ VVmo@g§»`o` JwU {ZO©amo
^d{V Ÿ& g Ed nwZaZÝVmZw~pÝY H«$moY _mZ _m`m cmo^mZm§ {d`moOZnamo ^d{V `Xm VXm
n[aUm_ {dew{Õ àH$f© `moJmÎmVmo@g§»`o` JwU {ZO©amo ^d{V Ÿ& g Ed nwZX©e©Z_moh
àH¥${VÌ`V¥U{ZM`§ {Z{X©YjZ² n[aUm_ {dewÕ`{Ve``moJm Ôe©Z_mohjnH$ì`nXoe^mH²$
nydm}ŠVmX g§»`o` JwU {ZO©amo ^d{V Ÿ& Ed§ g: jm{`H$gå`½Ñ{ï>^y©Ëdm loÊ`mamohUm{^
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_wIíMm[aÌ _mohmone_§ à{V ì`m{à`_mUmo {dew{ÕàH$f©`moJmXwne_H$ ì`nXoe_Zw^dZ²
nydm}ŠVmX g§»`o` JwU{ZO©amo ^d{V Ÿ& g Ed nwZaeofMm[aÌ_mohmone_{Z{_Îmg§{ZYmZo
n[aàmámonemñVH$fm` ì`nXoe: nydm}ŠVmXg§»`o`JwU {ZO©amo ^d{V Ÿ& g Ed nwZaeofMm[aÌ
_moh jnZ§àË`{^_wI: n[aUm_ {dewX²>Ü`m dÕ©_mZ: jnH$ì`nXoe_Zw^dÝnydm}ŠVmXg§»`o`JwU{ZO©amo ^d{VŸ& g `Xm {Z:eof Mm[aÌ _mohjnU H$maU n[aUm_m{^_wI: jrUH$fm`
ì`nXoe_mñH$ÝXZ² - nydm}ŠVmXg§»`o`JwU{ZO©amo ^d{VŸ& g Ed {ÛVr`ewŠc Ü`«mZmZc{ZX©½Y
Km{V H$_© {ZM`: gZ² {OZì`nXoe^mH²$ nydm}ŠVmXg§»`o`JwU {ZO©amo ^d{V Ÿ&& gdm©W© {g{Õ
Q>rH$m Ÿ&&45Ÿ&&
Right believing saints etc. (i.e. the ten kinds of saints) are those, who shed
off innumerable series of karmas in geometrical progression. For example a
completioned five sensed soul with mind capable of attaining salvation who has been
asserted by aforementioned time attainment and whose purity of volitions goes in
increasing continues to ascend on the states of virtues named e.g. Apoorvakarana etc.
is successful in profuse shedding off of karmas. Such soul firstly attain righteousness
by getting the instruments necessary therefore and thereafter succeeds in shedding
off of innumerable series of karmas in geometrical progression. Such mundane soul
then becomes a shravaka when the purity of his soul becomes much more at the time
of the destructive cum subsidential – instrumental volitions of obscuration of partial
renunciation karma: is capable from the above in shedding off of innumerable series
of karmas in geometrical progression. Again the same soul by becoming vowful by
gaining purity of the volitions of destructive cum subsidential – instrumental
volitions of renunciation obscuring karmas becomes capable to shedding off of
innumerable series of karmas in geometrical progression. Again that mundane soul –
when he dissociates or separates himself from infinite mild? Anger, pride, deceit and
greed, then due to the influence of the increased purity of his volitions, he becomes
capable to shedding off of innumerable series of karmas in geometrical progression.
Again the same soul when he burns the grass blades of perception deluding karmas
he becomes a ‘Darshanmoha Kshapaka’ (saint who had destroyed perception
deluding karma) due to excessive purity of volitions, becomes capable to shed off of
innumerable series of karmas in geometrical manner. The same soul becomes
Kshaayika Samyaka drusti (destructive right believer), facing towards the ascent on
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the ladder making efforts for subsiding conduct deluding karma, being cognizant of
the designation subsidence (Upasham) due to the influence of increased purity,
becomes capable to shedding off of innumerable series of Karmas in geometrical
manner. Again the same mundane soul after getting the instrumentality for the
complete subsidence of conduct deluding Karmas he reaches the state of virtues of
‘Upashaanta Kashaaya’ (State in which passions are subsided) becomes capable of
shedding off of innumerable series of Karmas.
Again the same soul, by experiencing a designation ‘Kshapaka’ (destroyer)
by facing towards the destruction of conduct deluding karma becomes much purified
and becomes capable of shedding off of innumerable series of Karmas. Again the
same soul as a result of the destruction of conduct deluding Karma due to the
increased purity of his volitions becomes ‘Ksina Kashaya’ (one who has destroyed
his passions) and capable of shedding off of innumerable series of karmas. Again the
same soul by destroying all the four fatal karmas because of the second pure
meditation attains the designation ‘Jin’ (conqueror of the karmas) and thereby
becomes capable of shedding off of innumerable series of karmas in geometrical
progression.
We have here mentioned ten places of the shedding off of series of karmas
(ladder of virtues). Shedding off of the ladder of virtues consists of the shedding off
of innumerable time’s series of karmas in relation to the preceding one. The shedding
off of the ladder of virtues does not take place at all times. It takes place at that time
all times alone when the volitions of subsidence and destruction of karmas appear.
The structure of the ladder of virtues is of two kinds.
One is ‘GALITA BISHES GUNA SHRAINY NIRJARA’ (shedding off
series of karmas or ladder of karmas by way of dissolution). Another is ‘AWASTHIT
GUNA SHRAINY NIRJARA’ (shedding off series of karmas by way of staying). On
this point ‘Labdhasaar’ and ‘Kshapanaasaar’ is an authority and curious scholars may
know the details thereby. Be it noted that the duration of these ten places of the series
of karmas goes on decreasing in every place by numerable times. It means that by
way of shedding off of series of karmas, a shravaka sheds of many such space points
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of karmas as are innumerable times more than those which a right believing person
sheds off. We should know everywhere likewise. Eleven places of Swami
Kartikeyanuprekchha.

{_ÀN>mXmo g{ÔÆ>r, Ag§I-JwU-H$å_-{U‚mam hmo{X Ÿ&
VÎmmo AUwd` - Ymar, VÎmmo ` _hìdB© UmUr Ÿ&&106Ÿ&&
nT> H$gm` MCÊh§, {dOmoOAmo Vh ` Id`-grcmo `Ÿ&
X§gU-_moh-{V`ñg `, VÎmmo Cdg_J-MÎmm[a Ÿ&&107Ÿ&&
IdJmo ` IrU-_mohmo, gOmoB-Umhmo Vhm AOmoB©`m Ÿ&
EXo Cd{a§ Cda Ag§IJwU H å_-{U‚ma`m Ÿ&&108Ÿ&&
The right believing person sheds off innumerable times more karmas than a
wrong believing person. A partially vowful person sheds off innumerable times more
karmas than a right believing. A wise and fully vowful person sheds off innumerable
times more karmas than a partially vowful person. A person who gets rid of infinite
passions sheds off innumerable times more karmas then a full vowful person. A saint
who destroys perception deluding karmas sheds off innumerable times more karmas
then the person who has succeeded in destroying infinite passions. The saint who
belongs to the ladder of subsidence that is those staying in 8th, 9th and 10th state of
virtues who succeeds in subsiding conduct deluding karma sheds off innumerable
times more karmas than him who has destroyed perception deluding karma. One
saint staying in 11th state of virtues sheds off innumerable times more karmas then
those belonging to 8th, 9th, and 10th state of virtues. The saint who belongs to the
ladder of destruction and who belongs to 8th, 9th, and 10th state of virtues, sheds off
innumerable times more karmas than the saint staying in the 11th state of virtues. The
saint belonging to 12th state of virtues sheds off innumerable times more karmas then
the previous one. The omniscient lord (vibration less) sheds innumerable times more
karmas than the saint staying in 12th state of virtues. In the above mentioned order,
shedding off of karmas goes on increasing innumerable times at every place.
Prior to the appearance of first – subsidence – righteousness an excessively
wrong believing persons undergoes three kinds of volitions named Adhah Karan,
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Apoorva Karan and Anivratti Karan low tending, unprecedented degree of purity (8th
state) and suppressing certain deluding karmas (9th state); when the soul concern
reaches the last limits of such volitions, his volitions become pure and he is quite
different from other wrong believers. Such soul sheds of- 7 karmas (excepting Age
Karma) by way of shedding off of series of karmas, in comparison to it an
unrestrained right believer sheds off innumerable times more karmas. Similarly souls
belonging to other places sheds off innumerable times more karmas than that of the
previous one. Be it clear that the soul stationed in the 11th place i.e. Ayog Kewali has
been divided into two parts –
1. SWA STHAN SAYOGA KEWALI and
2. SAMUDDHAT SAYOGA KEWALI.
Vibrating omniscient resting on its place and vibrating omniscient
(emanating) the author has left vibration less omniscient. These places are also
known as ladder/series of karmas. Because in these places shedding off of series of
karmas take place.
Omniscient victor ‘Kewal Jin’ word is used in Tattwartha Sootra. 9-45 and
Gommatasaar Gatha 67. The Commentators of Tatvarthasootra has interpreted it to
be ‘Kewala Jina’ alone. They have accepted only 10 places. But the Sanskrit
commentator ‘Jeeva Kand’ has interpreted the word ‘Jin’ to be ‘Swa Sthan Kewali’
and ‘Samuddhat Kewali’.
An aspirant of salvation is engaged in such activities alone, which cause
destruction of karmas. The ascetics absorbed in spiritual practices keep him at a
distance from the worries concerning non selves and drink the nectar/ambrosia of self
bliss. These ascetics behold hardships, harassments etc. from the view point of a
knower; they do not become revengeful in spite of the harassments by enemies and
nor they show any kind of inferiority complex. They control their thought actions
treating such events to be the fruits of karmic bondages. Jin Yogis/Jain Ascetics are
absorbed in their pure functional consciousness in spite of being cut by a large saw,
by being scratched by an age and even by being killed by sword. He, who is
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destroying unconscious body, is causing his own self to suffer. My substance of
consciousness is inseparable, indifferent and indivisible. It cannot be destroyed by
weapons, nor it gets burnt by fire, it neither gets wet by water nor can breeze dry it.
Such is the substance of my soul. If my material body associated with touch, taste,
smell, color and the nature of matter is not my nature/natural self, why should I be
sorrowful for its loss treating such loss to be the loss of my natural self ? Why that
should be preserved which is bound to destroy? And what is the sense in preserving
that which is indestructible by nature. Hence the only thing, which is worth
preserving by any Mata physicist, is the purity of a soul from the volitions of
passions and sense subjects. True saints are therefore always endeavoring attempting
for such valour which prevents the infirmities to creep in the places of purities. Such
ascetics treat their critics, to be their benefactors. They do not even think of opposing
them. They look upon such occurrences from the view point of a knower and
perceiver. They are not pleased at times of pleasure and nor are they displeased at
times of displeasure. Their ascetics succeed in shedding off their karmas by
meditating upon self by self and there by being ignorant of the experiences of
hardships etc.
No relationship is proved in oneness. The soul alone is the object of
meditation from real/substantial stand point. It is not interrelated with any other. Here
Acharya writes–
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Shloka 25

H$Q>ñ` H$Îmm©h{_{V, g§~§Y: ñ`mX² Û`moÛ©`mo: Ÿ&
Ü`mZ§ Ü`o`§ `XmË_¡d, g§~§Y: H$sÅ>eñVXm Ÿ&&25Ÿ&&
Meaning – I am the manufacturer of mat. In this way the interrelationship of two
different objects-creator and creation (product) – is established. On the contrary
where the soul alone is the meditator, meditation and the object of meditation, how
can there be an interrelationship of creator and creation in two different objects?
Purport – Acharya shri Poojyapaada in this Sloka has made a statement from the
view point of the dominance of meditation. The rule of Jin propounds two invisible
kinds of meditations: meditation from real stand point and meditation from practical
stand point. Their synonyms are indivisible meditation and divisible meditation;
singular meditation and dual meditation.

From real stand point soul alone is meditator, meditation and object of
meditation. From real stand point no interrelationship is established. The
interrelationship of creator and creation can be established in two different objects
alone, not in one object.
Hence sacred books on spiritualism mention the rule of six causes
(Shatkarak). They do not accept any casual connection. Any how the sense of
creatorship cannot be done away with in the indifferent or indivisible. The practical
point of view proves the sense of creatorship in the indifferent or indivisible. The
decision in metaphysics must be taken from the point of view of the situation
concern. Let him think of the thought of creatorship first. Then he should find out the
purpose or intent of aphorism (सू3). The soul is creator and non-creator both. As the
soul is helpful in the modifications of non selves hence it is the creator of non selves
from practical/modal stand point. As it is said in Samayasaara –
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ddhmaoU Xw AmXm H$ao{X KS>nS>aWm{U Xìdm{U Ÿ&
H$aUm{U ` H$å_m{U ` UmoH$å_mUrh {d{dhm{U Ÿ&&
So from practical point of view the soul is the creator of pitcher, cloth, and
chariot. It is also the creator of instruments e.g. sense organs etc. It is also the creator
of objective karmas and subjective karmas of knowledge obscuring karmas etc. and
passions like anger etc. and it is the creator of all the neo karmas of body etc. also.
As it is said –

nw½Jc H$å_mXrU§, H$Îmm ddhmaXmo Xw {UÀN>`Xmo Ÿ&
MoXUH$å_mUmXm, gwÕU`m gwÕ^mdmU§ Ÿ&& Ðì` g§J«h Ÿ8Ÿ&&
The soul is the creator of matter etc. from practical standpoint, from real
substantial standpoint, consciousness (soul) is the creator of karmas. And from pure
real standpoint the soul is the creator of pure volitions or thought actions.
From non-substantive formal standpoint the soul is the creator of objective
karmas such as knowledge obscuring etc.; of three kinds of bodies named physical,
electrical and assimilative and of neo karmas due to six completions and of external
material objects such as pitcher, clothes etc. But from real/substantial stand point the
soul is the creator of subjective karmas. Here the term subjective karmas are
inclusive of the volitions of attachment, aversion etc. The soul is the creator thereof
from impure real stand point. Impure real stand point is impure because it originates
from karmas. And it is real because the soul at that time is like the fire incorporated
in the ball of heated iron. When the soul is devoid of from the activities of mind,
speech and body, it is modified as pure, enlightened and one nature, it becomes the
creator from part pure real stand point of pure volitions of infinite knowledge,
infinite bliss etc. It takes place in the state of non-omniscience. And the soul is the
creator of infinite knowledge etc. in the state of omniscient lord with omniscient lord
with body from pure real/substantial stand point. Be it noted that the soul should be
deemed to be the creator of pure and impure volitions alone and not that of the
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activities or modifications of hands etc. The souls who are devoid of the thoughts of
the nature of selves alone are creators of karmas. But the total absence creatorship
also cannot be accepted; otherwise the conception of soul of Saankhyas will creep in.
Hence soul is the creator, no other power is there, and who creates mundane souls. If
nay one being is created by anyone else; then the doctrine of independence of soul
will be proved wrong. The soul shall become dependent in case any entity or power
other than soul is accepted as the creator of that soul. In those case auspicious and
inauspicious grades of life which a mundane soul belongs to, will be also the
activities / works of the other; the soul will have to accept all that which others wish
or like. The soul shall become valueless and misconduct will prevail and become
unlimited: the thought or reflections to the effect – ‘I am not doing anything, all that
is happening because of the kindness of god, I am a non-creator” – will not allow one
to follow good and moral conduct. Hence it should be made quite clear that the terms
god (Ishwar), Law giver, Brahm (creator) are all terms connoting karmas. The
purport of this being: things will take place, as ordained by god. As it is said –

ñd^md H$mc J¥h H$_© X¡d, {dYmV¥ nwÊ`oída ^m½` nmn_² Ÿ&
{d{Y: H¥$Vm§Vmo {Z`{V©`_íM, nwamH¥$Vñ`¡a{deof g§km Ÿ&&H$ë`mUH$maH$ Ÿ&&
The term nature, time, planet, karma, luck, creator, virtuous karmas, god,
sins, law of nature, Kritant, fate and yam denote karmas bound or accumulated in the
past life or lives.
The soul will reap the fruits of only such karmas as it has been bound in past
lives. He, who creates, does also enjoy. It is not correct to hold or maintain that one
creates and some other enjoys (reaps fruits). He who maintains that the enjoyer is
different from the creator then he states something wrong from objective point of
view. Such hypothesis is found only in Buddhist philosophy. ‘Kshanikavaadi’
believers of momentary / transistorizes Buddhist advocates that if the time of creation
is over, the enjoyer shall be a different soul not the same. Jainism does not agree with
them. According to the Jainism, he who creates does also enjoy. As it is said –
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ddhmam gwhXwŠI§, nw½JcH$å_ß\$c§ n^w§Oo{X Ÿ&
AmXm {UÀN>`U`Xmo, MoXU^md§ Iw AmXñg Ÿ&& Ðì` g§J«h 9Ÿ&&
The mundane soul enjoys the effects of material karmas in the form of
pleasures and pains from modal point of view. But from real stand point of view, the
soul enjoys its conscious nature.
From formal non substantive practical stand point the mundane soul enjoys
desirable and undesirable pleasures and pains arising out of subjects of five senses.
Similarly informal non substantive practical stand point; the mundane soul enjoys
that which is the originator of internal pleasures and pains. The same mundane soul
from impure real stand point the mundane soul enjoys pleasures and pains in the
form of volitions of delight and distress. And from pure/real stand point, the soul
enjoys the nectar of bliss which is indestructible and as only one characteristic of
bliss, arising out of right perception, right knowledge and right conduct of the nature
of pure and perfect soul. In this way we have, here at proved the contention of
Buddhist to the effect that the creator does not enjoy the fruits of karmas, to be
false/wrong.
In this way, the mundane souls themselves are transmigrating in different
grades of life as a result of their karmic bondages. Mundane souls are enjoying
to/suffering from karmic consciousness and consciousness of karmic enjoyment in
the modes of celestial beings, hellish beings and nigodia beings due to their
auspicious and inauspicious volitions. No, soul (god) does create with/by
actual/practical vitalities, nor does other mundane soul (different from it) enjoy it. It
is also said in Panchaastikaayapraabhrut

Ed§ H$Îmm ^moÎmm hmoÁP§ Aßnm gJoqh H$å_oqh Ÿ&
qhS>{V nma-_nma§ g§gma§ _moh - g§hg§YÊUmo Ÿ&&69Ÿ&&
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The mundane soul in this way being the creator and enjoyer as a result of its
auspicious and inauspicious volitions filled with delusion and wrong perception does
transmigrate in this vast universe.
The use of word ‘Paar’ here has been done in view of the mundane souls
capable of attaining salvation. A mundane soul capable of attaining salvation is
bound to be free from transmigration in universe as a rule. Here the use of word
‘Apaar’ has been done in view of mundane soul incapable of attaining salvation. The
existence of mundane soul incapable of attaining salvation is beginning less and
endless. They will never get rid of mundane existence. It is natural.
The soul is not the creator of volitions of the nature of others. It is the
creator of its own nature alone. From real stand point, the soul is neither the creator
nor the enjoyer of non selves. Objects e.g. pot etc. are all unconscious and material,
whereas soul is conscious being. The unconscious material cannot be produced by
spiritual conscious being. If any unconscious being is produced by a conscious being
(soul); it shall cease to be unconscious. Such a being will have to become conscious
by accepting consciousness. The ignorant and the deluded person has for gotten his
own nature because of his ego of being a creator. Such a person forgets to behold his
true nature and form. Here one may question: the effect or work is apparent/directly
visible, hence how and why is that not created by any creator? O, brother, look from
substantial view point. The statement that the potter has created the pot is a statement
from instrumental stand point. But we have to think: whether the potter has become
(reborn) a pot? Are the potter indifferent from/one and same as a pot?
It is said in Samaysaar –

O{X gmo naXìdm{U ` H$[a‚m {U`_oU Vå_Amo hmo‚m Ÿ&
Oåhm U Vå_Amo VoU gmo U Voqg hd{X H$Îmm Ÿ&&106Ÿ&&
The volition of creatorship may be correct from formal stand point, but it is
not so from real substantial stand point.
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If the soul creates other objects/non selves that soul will become absorb /
immersed in that other object or non selves, but the soul does not do likewise. Hence
it is not the creator/doer of non selves.

`{X Iëd`_mË_m na Ðì`mË_H§$ H$_© Hw$`m©V² VXm n[aUm_ n[aUm{_
^mdmÝ`WmZwnnÎmo{Z`_oZ VÝ_`: ñ`mV² Z M Ðì`mÝVa_`Ëdo Ðì`moÀN>oXm nÎmoñVÝ_`mo@pñVVm
VVmo ì`mß` ì`mnH$ ^mdoZ Z Vñ` H$Vm©pñV Ÿ&&99Ÿ&& &&AmË_»`m{V Q>rH$m Ÿ&&
If the soul is able to create non selves, than the two will join together and
become one as the volition of modification and modification both are same and
indivisible and cannot be had/obtained otherwise but in fact it is not so. Had it been
so? The absorption/immersion of two different substances, one of the two substances
would have destroyed. Hence the soul does not create that substance from the point
of view of the volition of pervasion and the pervador. If the soul happens to be the
creator of different substances other than soul, in that case different identities of all
substances shall end. This would give rise to a great fault. Hence to say or maintain
that one substance may create another substance is highly untamable and wrong.
From real / substantial standpoint the entity of soul is independent and the
entity of karma is also likewise. Although the soul is interrelated with karmas
instrumentally; yet the independent identities of the two remain intact. When the
ascetic is absorbed in meditation; he experiences his completely independent soul. At
that time his soul reflects the indivisible state of his self. No object other than himself
comes in his experiences. Only self experiencing soul experiences. He experiences in
a way apart from all the stand points and aspects of knowledge. Pure soul (Samay
Saar) consists of the state unconcern with karmic bondages and absence of karmic
bondage. As it is said –

H$å_§ ~Õ_~Õ§ Ordo Ed§ Vw OmU U`nŠI§ Ÿ&
U`nŠIm{V¸§$Vmo ^ÊU{X Omo gmo g_`gmamo Ÿ&& g_`gma 149Ÿ&&
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Standpoints know whether the soul is bound with karmas or not. And that,
which stands far away from stand points or aspects, constitutes Samay Saar, or pure
desire less soul. How can there exist desire less meditation in stand points and
aspects? An ascetic absorb in desire less meditation is absolutely unconcern with
stand points, as he is immersed in self delight. Acharya Shri Amrit Chandra Ji said –

` Ed _wŠËdm Z`njnmV§ ñdê$nJwám {ZdgpÝV {ZË`_² Ÿ&
{dH$ënOmcÀ`wV emÝV{MÎmmñV Ed gmjmX_¥V§ {ndpÝV Ÿ&&69Ÿ&&
Such ascetics – who are free from the insistence of stand points and who are
established in their natural selves and who are free from the network of desires – do
drink nectar directly. A wise man looks upon him to be different from karmas. The
creatorship is seen in two different objects from the point of view of the volition of
formal creatorship. Just as mat is one object and the maker of mat is another object.
Mat is karma and making man is action; maker of mat is creator. This is how the
interrelations of karma, action and creator are illustrated. This relationship is in
between two. The author at this point is making a statement regarding the
indifferent/oneness. Here in there is no difference there. From real/substantial stand
point the meditator, meditation and the object of meditation are all one indivisible
soul. As it is said –

Ü`m`Vo `oZ VÕ`mZ§, `mo Ü`m`{V g Ed dm Ÿ&
`Ì dm Ü`m`Vo `Ûm, Ü`m{V©`mo Ü`mZ{H$î`Vo Ÿ&& VÎdmZwemgZ 67 &&
That which is mediated upon in the object of meditation. When the soul and
pure soul become one and same and the soul becomes consciousness alone, than
what relationship does exist of soul with objective karmas? which causes expeditious
shedding off of karmas due to ‘Adhytma Yoga’ ? The sum and substance is :
shedding off of karmas from soul is shedding off. But how can there be any
separation of anything/object when the soul is in the state of excellent undivided
meditation? Hence the statement to the effect that vibration less omniscient lord or
salivated ascetic (सE योगी) or ‘Gata Yogi’ is subjected to shedding off of karmas is
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a statement only from modal/practical stand point, not from real/substantial stand
point.
At this stage the pupil enquires : it is said that bondage ceases to take place
in between the substance of soul and the substance of karmas due to ‘Adhyama
Yoga’(spiritual practices) ; under such circumstances how can the space points of the
two, (soul and karmas) get combined or united with each other ? As the bondage
takes place due to volitions? And how will salvation – the opposite of bondage and
which is aspired by ascetics, be attained by them?
Achrya Shri replies –

Shloka 26

~Ivo _wave Ord: g__mo {Z_©: H«$_mV² Ÿ&
Vñ_mËgd© à`ËZoZ, {Z_©Ëd§ {d
{d {MÝV`o
{MÝV`oV² Ÿ&&26Ÿ&&
Meaning – The soul filled with the volition of mine ness gets bound with karmas;
whereas the soul devoid of the volition of mine ness becomes liberated/salivated.
Hence one should, with all the force at his command, reflect upon equanimity (the
volition of mineness-less-ness).
Purport – Jain philosophy gives full details of the process of bondage of karmas.
The doctrine of karma is an independent doctrine, non-else pleases and displeases
soul. As the soul gets bound with karmas due to its own volitions; so does it enjoy or
suffer at the time of fruitioning of those karmas. The doctrine of process of karmic
bondage relieves one of the dependence of those who believe in god to be the creator
of universe. The space of universe is full of karmic variorum (karma vargana). They
are capable of being transformed in to karmas. But they are completely indifferent.
They do not get bound with soul or souls forcibly. If karmic bondage takes place Sue
motto (of its own accord), than the soul will never be able to get rid of karmic
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bondage. Karmic bondage does not take place due to mere inducement by other. The
karmic bondage is caused by the volitions by attachment etc. of soul. More about this
will be stated later on. Here at first it is essential to know as to what karmic bondage
is and how it is caused. It is the process which tells us about the excellent path of
liberty of soul. The soul can assume the mode it desires, by being bound with karmas
resulting from the volitions in consonance with it.

~§Y-cjU :Metz: H$_©UGu nana àXoemZw àdoeñd^mdmo ~ÝY: Ÿ& VÎdmW© d¥{Îm Ÿ& 6Ÿ&4Ÿ&
Karmic bondage means the bondage of incoming karmas with the space
point of soul.

Omo AÊUmoÊU-ndogmo, Ord - nEgmU H$å_-ad§YmU§ Ÿ&
gìd - ~§YmU {d cAmo, gmo ~§Ymo hmo{X Ordñg Ÿ&& H$m. A. 203 &&
The amalgamation/merger of the space point of soul with karmic molecules
constitutes karmic bondage. Such karmic bondage is inclusive of all bondages.

gH$fm`Ëdm‚mrdA H$_©Umo `mo½XmZ² nwX²JcmZmXÎmo g ~ÝY: Ÿ&&2Ÿ&&8Ÿ&& VÎdmW© gyÌ Ÿ&&
The mundane soul subjected to passions accepts material atoms capable of
transforming in to karmas; this is bondage.

nwX²JcmZm§ `XmXmZ§ `mo½`mZm§ gH$fm`V: Ÿ&
`moJVm g _Vmo ~ÝYmo OrdmñdmVÝÍ` - H$maU Ÿ&&1Ÿ&& `moJgma àm^¥V / ~§Ym{YH$maŸ&&
When the soul accepts the capable material atoms due to the tendencies of
passionate mind, speech and body, it constitutes karmic bondage. It is the cause of
the dependence (slavery) of soul.
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ISBN NO.

Here the use of word ‘capable’ shows that all kinds of material space points
are not worthy of bondage. Only those material space points (vary forms) which are
liable to transform in to karmic vary forms and be bound with soul. There after they
are deemed to be acceptable. Here the word ‘acceptable’ has not been used in the
sense of the inflow of karmas. It has been used to denote staying or resting. Such
staying is caused by passions and is the cause of the duration and intensity of karmas.
When the material space points of karmas come and partly occupy the space points
of mundane soul, it is called karmic bondage.

~ÁP{X H$å_§ OoU Xw MoXU^mdoU ^md ~§Ymo gmo Ÿ&
H$å_mX nXogmU§ AÊUmoÊUndogU§ BXamo Ÿ&&Ðì` g§J«h 32&&

Bondage is of two kinds –
1. Physical Bondage
2. Psychical Bondage
The volitions of consciousness which cause bondage constitute psychical
bondage. And the union of space points of karmas with those of the soul constitutes
physical bondage.

àH¥${Vü pñW{Vk}`: àXoem@Zw^d: na: Ÿ&
MVwWm© H$_©Umo ~ÝYmo Xw:ImoX` {Z~ÝYZ_² Ÿ&&`moJgma àm^¥VŸ2&&
Karmic bondage is of four kinds – natural, durational, spatial and intensity.
Karmic bondage is the cause of sufferings. The common characteristics of above four
bondages are:

{ZgJ©: àH¥${VñVÌ pñW{V: H$mcmdYmaUm_² Ÿ&
gwg§{Šc{á: (Šc¥{á:) àXoemo@pñV {dnmH$mo@Zw^dmXwZ: Ÿ&& `moJgma 3Ÿ&&
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The name of nature constitutes natural, limit of time constitutes durational,
union of space points of karmas with those of soul constitute spatial and the state of
ripening constitute intensity bondage. Aachaarya Shri Nemichandji Siddhaantadeva
has said –

n`{S>{Æ>{X AUw^mJßnXoe^oXm Xw MXw{dYmo ~§Ymo Ÿ&
OmoJm n`{S>nXogm, {R>{X AUw^mJm H$gm`Xmo hm|{V Ÿ&& Ðì` g§J«h 33/3 Ÿ&&
Karmic bondage is of four kinds – natural, durational, spatial and intensity.
Vibrations of mind, speech and body cause natural and spatial (spacepointal)
bondage and passions cause durational and intensity bondages –

AmÚmo kmZXe©ZmdaU - doXZr` - _mohZr`m`wZm©JmoÌmÝVam`m: Ÿ&& VÎdmW© gyÌ 4/8Ÿ&&
Natural bondage is of eight kinds – knowledge obscuring, perception
obscuring, feeling, deluding, age, body making, family and obstruction. All these
eight kinds of natural bondage have also been mentioned by Acharya Shri
Nemichandraji in Gommatasaara.

UmUñg X§gUñg ` AmdaU§ do`Ur`_moh{U`§ Ÿ&
AmCJUm_§ JmoX§Vam`{_{X n{T>X{_{X {gÕ§ Ÿ&& Jmo. (H$_©H$mÊS) 20&&
Now we describe the nature of these eight karmas –

nS> n{S>hma {g_‚mm h{c{MÎm Hw$cmc ^§S>`marU§ Ÿ&
Oh EXoqg ^mdm Vh{d ` H$å_m _wUo`ìdm && Jmo. (H$_©) 21&&
The natures of all these eight types of karmas are according to the volitions
of their working respectively: cloth (the clothing covering the face of deity), the
guard (guards man sitting on the door of the royal palace), sword (the age of a sword
stuck with honey), wine, wooden machine (khoda), painter, potter man and store
keeper. What is the nature of knowledge obscuring karma etc.? Knowledge
obscuring karma covers/envelopes knowledge in the same manner in which the
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clothing covers the face of the deity. Perception observing karma prevents perception
in the manner in which a guard man sitting on the door of a palace prevents persons
desirous of seeing the king from doing so. Feeling karma yields little (higher)
pleasure and more pains in the same manner in which the edge of a sword stuck with
honey gives little pleasure and much more pain to the person, who licks that honey.
As this karma gives pleasure as well as pain therefore it has been said to be two kinds
– pleasure feeling and pain feeling. The nature of deluding karma consists of the
absence of knowledge of discrimination in between unworthy and worthy knowledge
just like a drunken man. The nature of age of karma is to prevent soul from going to
another grade of life like wooden fetters. The nature of body making karma is to give
various kinds of shapes to body like a painter. The nature of family karma is to give
one higher family or lower family just as a potter makes small pots as well as big
ones. The nature of obstruction karma is to create obstruction in given charities etc.
like a store keeper.
The natural bondage consists of karmic material space points to be
transformed in to active knowledge obscuring karmas etc. just as the milk of cow,
goat, buffalo etc. remains sweet for 2 quarters of the day etc., so does karmas remain
united with space point of soul during prescribed time limits, this is what durational
bondage means. And intensity bondage gives intensity to karmic bondage just as
degree of sweetness in the milk of cow, goat, buffalo etc. gives them more or less
sweetness. The intensity bondage consists of the strength/capability of karmic
bondages to give pleasure or pain. The strength of karmic bondage named ‘GHATI’
(fatality) is of four kinds; like that of creeper, wood, bone and stone. The strength /
capability of non-fatal inauspicious karmas is of four kinds : like that of fruit of
Margosa tree, black cumin seed (काला जीरा), poison and extremely strong poison, and
the strength of auspicious non-fatal karmas is : like that of Gud, raw sugar, crystal
sugar and nectar. The infinite of infinite number of atoms – the holder of a part of the
infinite of the number of Siddhas and infinite times more, then the number of
Abhabyas – bind with the space point of every individual soul every moment. This is
the description of space pointed bondage.
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Causes of bondage – yogas cause natural and space pointal bondage
whereas durational and intensity bondage are caused by passions. Yoga is defined to
be the cause of vibration from practical stand point in the inactive space points of
pure soul from real stand point and the passions e.g. anger etc. – which present or
prohibit volitions of faultless pure soul – are named passions.

Doubt – The inflow of karmas and bondage of karmas are apparently alike, what is
the difference between the two ?
Answer – The coming in (arrival of) karmic molecules is the inflow of karmas and
the union of those karmic molecules with the spacepoints of soul thereafter is
bondage. This is the difference between the two.
Causes of bondage – No external transection is caused without an external /
instrumental cause. Hence, it is essential to understand the exact cause of bondage,
and one need abandon it and the cause which cause shedding off of karmas, should
be accepted / adopted by the aspirant of salvation.
Ignorant persons are afraid of karmic bondage and therefore say that they
are bound with karmas. Such persons are unable to know as to why and how they get
bound with karmas and how will they be freed from them? Salvation cannot be
attained by mere brooding over karmic bondage; it will be attained by the soul only
when it tries to understand the causes of bondage and tries to follow right path of
salvation as enunciation by shri Jinendra Dev. It is only the march on that path which
liberates soul from karmic bondage.

Oh ~§You qMV§Vmo ~§YU~Õmo U nmd{X {d_moŠI§ Ÿ&
Vh ~§Yo qMV§Vmo Ordmo{d U nmd{X {d_moŠI§ Ÿ&& g_`gma 311&&
A soul is not liberated of karmic bondage without making proper efforts for
the liberation there from in the same way in which a person bound with fetters thinks
only about those fetters and does not think of the ways and means to become free
there from.
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Doubt – If knowledge of the nature of karmic bondage and the reflection thereon do
not free or liberate a man from karmic bondage, than what else is the cause of
salvation.
Replying to it Acharya shri states –

Oh ~§Yo {N>ÎmyU` ~§YU~Õmo ` nmd{X {d_moŠI§ Ÿ&
Vh ~§Yo {N>ÎmyU` Ordmo g§nmd{X {d_moŠI§ Ÿ&& g_`gmaŸ312 &&
The soul attains salvation by breaking or tearing the fetters of karmic
bandage in the way in which a person bound with fetters, becomes free by breaking
of or tearing fetters.
Hence at first one must accept the factum of karmic bondage. Attainment of
salvation is not possible without first accepting and believing in the factum of karmic
bondage. He, who believes in salvation at all times, will become devoid of mundane
existence. And if a person thinks of in the absence of mundane existence, he will
have to perforce, believe in the absence of salvation. It is so because there can be no
salvation of soul without its mundane existence. Hence salvation is attained only by
breaking karmic bondages. The souls attain salvation only when the karmic
aggregate separates from beginning less and endless soul just as the seed of almond
is separated by breaking the hard skin there of or the fruit of castor oil seed separates
only when its skin broken. The mundane soul does not attain salvation and be
liberated prior to it.

Doubt – Why do scriptures mention every soul to be pure?
Answer – We should try to understand language of scriptures. Scriptures tell every
soul to be pure from the real/substantial standpoint i.e. from the point of view of
substance and strength. As it is said –
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_½JUJwUR>mUo{h `, MCXg{h hd§{V Vh AgwÕU`m Ÿ&
{dÊUo`m g§gmar, gìdo gwÕm hþ gwÕU`m Ÿ&& Ðì` g§J«h 13 &&
The mundane souls have been divided into fourteen categories from the
standpoint of fourteen marganas (disquition doors/investigation) and from the point
of view of fourteen states of virtues but from the pure real standpoint all souls are
pure.

H$_m}nm{Y {Zanoj: ewÕ Ðì`m{W©H$: `Wm g§gmar Ord: {gÕ gÑH²$ ewÕmË_m Ÿ&
&& Amcmn nÕ{V 47Ÿ&&
The subject of pure substantial standpoint is substance of soul devoid of all
karmic bondages. The mundane souls are substantially as pure as salvated ones. The
statement of scriptures is according to the system of standpoints. The system of
standpoints is resorted to in order to understand the nature of soul. Standpoint is not
the object. It is rather the system or method whereby a part the nature of object is
found out and stated. As it is said –

gH$cmXoe: à_mUmYrZ: {dH$cmXoemo Z`mYrZ: Ÿ&& gdm©W© {g{Õ…Ÿ&&
Knowledge makes the whole object its subject. Whereas a stand point
makes only a part of object to its subject. At one time only one part of the object is
stated from one stand point, and the rest of the object and stand points are made
secondary. Other stand points concern and the rest of the object to be expressed there
by do not become non-existence. Relative stand points alone are appropriate and
true; absolute stand points are in appropriate. As stated by Aachaarya Shri
Samantabhadraswami –

{_Ï`mg_yhmo {_Ï`mMoÞ {_Ï`¡H$mÝVVmpñV Z: Ÿ&
{Zanojm Z`m {_Ï`m gmnojm dñVw Vo@W©H$¥ V² Ÿ&& AmË__r_m§gm 108Ÿ&&
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According to some one sided / absolutist person says that the substance
which is an aggregate of all false attributes such as eternity etc. is false, but the
relativist do not believe in false one sidedness. It is so because absolute stand point
alone is false. O, lord, in your view various stand points are related to each other,
hence they are the object of the process of determination. Therefore an object should
be stated or investigated after clearly knowing the system of stand points in a proper
manner. It is very necessary to know the purpose of the preacher and the fact, he
wants to state. Here the mundane souls have been said to be pure souls from
real/substantial stand point, relatively and not from the rest of stand points. As –

ewÕñ`¡H$mÝVoZmË_Zmo Z H$_©c H$cL²>H$mdcon: gd©Wm {ZaÄOZËdmV² Ÿ&
&& Amcmn nÕ{V Ÿ146Ÿ&&
If we uphold soul to be pure from unrelated absolute stand point, the soul
will become unblemished/stainless forever. The soul by becoming unblemished; will
cease to be bound by karmic fetters.

gd©Wm@ewÕ¡H$mÝVo@{n VWm@Ë_Zmo Z H$Xm{n ewÕñd^md àgL²>J: ñ`mV²VÝ_`ËdmV²
&& Amcmn nÕ{V 147Ÿ&&
On the contrary, the soul will never attain salvation in case, it is considered
to be impure (bound with karmas) in a one sided manner. Hence we should get rid of
one sidedness or absolute stand points. Aachaarya Swami Kartikeya also said –

OB nwU© gwÕ ghmdm, gìdoOrdm AUmBH$mco {d Ÿ&
Vmo VdMaU {dhmU§, gìdoqg {Uß\$c§ hmo{X Ÿ&& H$m. A. Ÿ200 &&
If it is stated that all souls are pure from beginning less time, the adoption of
austerities or penance by all concern will become futile. Again it is said –
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Vm {H$h {JÊh{X Xoh§, UmUmH$å_m{U Vm H$h§ Hw$U{X Ÿ&
gw{hXm {d ` Xw{hXm {d `, UmUm - ê$dm H$h§ hmo{V Ÿ&& H$m. A. 201Ÿ&&
If the soul is always pure or completely pure, how and why does it occupy a
body ? Why and how does it commit various kinds of karmas? Why does it become
pleased or displeased? It is the view of ‘Shadashivas’ that the soul is absolutely pure
for all times irrespective of all. Which is something quite opposed to the rule of Jina.
This should be clearly known by aspirants of salvation, so that they may not fall in
the pit of false conceptions. The science of spirituality is the advocate of the true and
independent entity of soul. If a saint believes in the nature of soul to be unbound by
karmas from one sided view point, he will never be able to attain the firm, infallible
and pure salvated soul.
Scriptures preach that the attainment of salvation – the state of eternal flame
of consciousness, infallible, matchless pure and perfect soul – is possible only by
breaking the ties or fetters of karmas. As it is said –

gìdo H$å_ - {U~Õm, g§ga_mUm AUmB - H$mbpåhŸ&
nÀN>m Vmo{S>` ~§Y§, {gÕm gwÕm Ywd§ hm|{V Ÿ&& H$m. A. 202Ÿ&&
All souls are bound with karmas from beginning less times. That is why
they are transmigrating in four grades of life. They become pure when they break
those ties of karmas and are salvated. Aachaarya Shri Shubhachandra states –

AZmXr H$mbo gd} g§gm[aUmo Ordm : g§gaUm_mUm MVw{d©Y g§gmao nÍM àH$ma g§gmao
dm n[a^«^§V: MS²>H$_U© Hw$d©ÝV : H$_© {Z~Õm : kmZmdaUm{X H$_© {Z~ÝYZ¡e¥§Im{^ ~Õm :
~ÝYZ: Vmo{S>` ÌmoQ>{`Ëdm {dZmí` {gÕm ^dpÝV H$_© _b H$bS²>H$ a{hVm ñ`w…Ÿ& {H$Å>jm:
ewÕm: ewÕ~wX¡ H$ñdénm : nwZ:H$sÅ>jm : Yw«dm : {ZË`m : emûdVm : OÝ_ Oam _aU {dd{O©Vm
: AZÝVmVÝV H$mb ñWm{nZ : Ÿ&&202Ÿ&&----Ÿ&&
All mundane souls – which are of four kinds from the viewpoints of
substance, place, time and volitions ; of four kinds from the viewpoints of four
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grades of life and of five kinds from the viewpoints of substance, place, time,
volitions and mode – are bound with the fetters of knowledge obscuring karmas etc. ;
they get salvated/liberated after breaking the ties bondages of natural karmic bondage
of natural karmic bondage, space pointal karmic bondage, durational karmic bondage
and intensity karmic bondage. In that case they become pure and enlightened and
free from the shackles of birth, old age and death.
As it is said by Shri Amrutchandrasoori –

X½Yo ~rOo `WmË`ÝV§ àmXw^©d{V Zm§H$w a: Ÿ&
H$_© ~rOo VWm X½Yo, Z amoh{V ^dm§Hw$a … Ÿ&& 97 Ÿ&&
Acharya shri Kundkund deva has accepted only the four causes of bondage.
He has included carelessness in passions. Other Aachaaryas have annunciated five
causes of karmic bondage.

gm_mÊUnƒ`m Iwb MCamo ^ÊU§{V ~§Y H$Îmmamo Ÿ&
{_ÀN>Îm§ A{da_U§ H$fm`OmoJm ` ~moÕìdm Ÿ&& g_` gma 106Ÿ&&
False hood, vowlessness, passions and vibration of mind, speech and body
are the four causes of bondages according to Acharya Shri KundKund Dev.
Other Acharyas inclusive of Uma Swami have annunciated five causes of
bondage.

{_Ï`mXe©Zm@pŠa{V-à_mX-H$fm``moJm~ÝY-hoVd: Ÿ&& ÎmËdmW© gyÌ Ÿ8/1Ÿ&&
~§Yñ` hoVd: n§M ñ`w{_©Ï`mËd_g§`_:Ÿ& à_mXü H$fm`oe `moJoM¡{V {OZmo{XV: Ÿ&& VÎdmW©gma
2/26Ÿ&&
They are falsehood, vowlessness, carelessness, passions and vibrations of
mind, speech and body. Kinds of falsehood –
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EoH$mpÝVH§$ gm§e{`H$ {dnarV§ VW¡M M Ÿ& Amkm{ZH§$ M {_Ï`mËd§ VWm d¡Z{`H$ ^doV² Ÿ&&
VÎdmW©gma 3Ÿ&&
{_ÀN>moX`oU {_ÀN>Îm_gÔhU§ Vw Vƒ AÆ>mU§ Ÿ& E`§V§ {ddar`§ {dU`§ g§gBX_ÊUmU§ &&Ÿ
&& Jmo. Or. 15Ÿ&&
The falsehood – due to the fruitioning of perception deluding karmic energy
– is of five kinds – one sided, adverse, false humility, doubt and ignorance.
1. One sided falsehood means and includes the statements such as “the objects of
soul etc. is absolutely existent, or is absolutely nonexistent, is absolutely one
and is absolutely many etc.” such one sided statements constitute one sided
falsehood.
2. Adverse falsehood means and includes the propositions such as “the fruit of
non-violence truth etc. vows the attainments of the pleasures of heavens alone,
not salvation; to annunciate such fruit to be those of violence, yajna etc. to
deny/negate the well proved fundamental concept of salvation; to advocate the
salvation of soul from the mode of female etc.”
3. The falsehood of false humility forces one to believe that humility or worship
of the feet of the preceptor causes salvation and that salvation is not the
consequence or effect of right perception right knowledge and right conduct.
False humility propagates that all the gods, philosophies and sacred books are
the same and all do yield salvation.
4. The falsehood of doubtfulness denotes that it is possible to err in the
determination of elements already determined by the direct knowledge of the
omniscient due to the change of place and time and the pronouncement of the
trust worthy saints. Which are opposed to each other is also not authoritative.
Hence the time lies in this alone. As it is not possible to come to any final
conclusion as regards the fundamentals constitute the falsehood of
doubtfulness. It also includes doubts to the effect: weather Jainism is based on
non-violence or it also gives place to violence in some way etc.
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5. The falsehood of ignorance consists of the absence/want of knowledge of the
nature of soul. It means and includes of maintaining that one sensed mundane
soul etc. is polyist due to the fruitioning of knowledge obscuring karmas etc.
from the view point of the commonality or generality of the nature of soul and
maintaining that the characteristic of soul is functional consciousness from the
view point of particularity / specialty of the nature of soul. From the point of
view of minuteness falsehood can be divided in to innumerable kinds. But
their practices are not possible. The ideology- which is not based on the
distinction of good from bad and which preaches to adopt means and ways of
indulgence in harmful wrongs– constitutes ignorant falsehood.
Characteristics of vowlessness – One sensed immobile souls are of five
kinds: Earth bodied, Water bodied, Fire bodied, Air bodied and vegetative bodied.
Tras are also of six kinds – Two sensed, three sensed, four sensed, five sensed with
mind and Five sensed without mind. In this way the soul comes to be of six kinds:
five kinds of immobile souls + one tras soul. Not to protect the souls of six types of
bodies and not to renounce five kinds of sense subjects and mind constitute twelve
kinds of vowlessness.
Disregard of religious practices constitute carelessness.

ewÕ`mhQ>Ho$ VWm Y_}jm§Ë`m{X XebjUmo Ÿ&
`mo@ZwËgmh: g gd©k¡ : à_mX : n[aH$s{V©V : Ÿ&& VÎdmW©gma 10Ÿ&&
Not to be zeal for eight purities and ten pieties constitute carelessness. The
eight purities are: purification of volition, purity of body, purification of humility,
purity of walking, and purity of begging, purity of sleeping, purification of seat,
purification of putting and lifting and purity of speech.
Passion connotes that which destroys the pure conscious nature of soul.
Passions are of 25 kinds:
Infinite
– Anger, Pride, Deceit and Greed.
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Partial vow preventing
Renunciation obscuring
Mild
Nine neo passions

– Anger, Pride, Deceit and Greed.
– Anger, Pride, Deceit and Greed.
– Anger, Pride, Deceit and Greed.
– Laughter, Ennui, Dislike, Sorrow, Fear, Disgust, Male
Inclination, Female inclination and neuter gender.

nmo½Jb {ddmB XohmoXEU _Ud`UH$m`OwÎmñg
Ordñg Om hþ gÎmr H$å_mJ_ H$maU§ OmoJmo Ÿ&& Jmo.Or. 216 Ÿ&&
Physical vibration mean and include the cause – which enables the soul to
accept karmas which exists in mundane souls, which takes the support of body
variform, speech variform and mind variform, transformed into the complitioned due
to the fruitioning of body making karmas and material limbs and organs making
karmas. Material vibrations consist of the vibration in the space points of soul due to
the capability aforementioned. Karma (vibration of mind, speech and body) connotes
the modifications in the forms of neo karmas e.g. physical etc. of material aggregates
of neo karmas variforms and in the forms of karmic variforms of knowledge
obscuring karma etc. And the vibrations of mind, speech and body constitute yoga.
The sum and substance being : just as an iron rod gets the capacity to burn due to its
association with fire, similarly the space points of mundane soul gets the capacity to
accept karmas and neo karmas due to its association with material karmic variforms
i.e. mental variforms and speech variforms due to fruitioning of limbs and organs and
body-making-karma.

Kinds of yoga – There are four kinds of mental vibration, four kinds of speech
vibration and seven kinds of body vibrations. In this way yoga is of fifteen kinds –
Four kinds of Mental Vibration –
Truth, Untruth, Both and Not Both.
Four kinds of Speech Vibration – Truth, Untruth, Both and Not both.
Seven kinds of Body Vibration –
Physical, Physical mixed, Electrical,
electrical mixed, assimilative, mixed assimilative
and karmic aggregate.
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Truth mental vibration – That which deals with true determination is true mind.
Vibrations of true mind are mental vibrations of truth.
Untruth mental vibration – False mental vibrations mean special effort arising out of
psychic (mind) in the form of the capacity to know false determination.
Both mental vibration – The mental vibrations (both) mean special effort arising out
of the energy of psychic (mind) to produce the knowledge of true determination and
untrue (false) determination.
Not both mental vibration – The mind which is not associated with truth and untruth
is false mind. The vibrations arising from that false mind constitutes mental
vibrations named ‘Not both’ (Anubhaya).
True speech vibration – True speech denotes truthful speech. Vibrations of truthful
speech mean speech arising from subjective speech which comes out of the
completion of language with the help of language variforms due to the fruitioning of
tune making karma.
Untruth speech vibration – Special efforts or speech dealing with untrue
determination constitute false speech vibrations.
Both speech vibration (Ubhaya) – Speech vibrations (Both) consists of vibrations
dealing with truth and untruth and efforts relating to it like treating wooden pot
(kamandalu) like an earthen pot.
Not both speech vibration (Anubhaya) – It consists of such speech vibrations which
do not deal with either true speech or false speech. Such speech vibrations deal with
untrue determination.

Physical body vibrations – The words ‘Udar, Ural, Puru and Mahat’ are words
having the same meaning. Their meaning is gross (sthool). Physical body vibrations
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consists modifications of gross material molecules having the size of body arising
due to physical body making karma.
Physical mixed body vibrations – It consists of body remaining non complitioned
within Antar Muhutra (48 minutes). Mixed means joining together. When the
mundane soul abandons a body and moves on with irregular Tran’s migratory
motions to assume another body, than he has karmic body vibrations for 3 samay’s at
most. In this way the soul accepts karmic varforms. In this way physical varforms
and karmic varforms get mixed with each other. Under such circumstances physical
mixed body vibrations take place in the non complitioned state of mundane soul.
Scriptures maintain that non complitioned body as a mixed body.
Electrical body vibrations – The body of celestial beings and hellish beings have got
electrical bodies. Such bodies have got the attainments of ‘Anima’ (minifying) etc.
and attributes of auspicious and inauspicious kinds. Electrical body vibrations mean
the vibrations of space point of soul containing the capacity to attract the aggregates
of body varforms worthy of being transformed in to electrical bodies. Or electrical
body constitutes the electrical body vibrations if we treat effect inclusive of cause.
Electrical mixed body vibrations – Electrical body is not capable to generate
electrical body vibrations due to body completion not being complete up to a
Muhurta (48 minute) the period of incompletion. Till then it is electrical mixed body
vibrations like physical mixed body. Vibrations of space points of soul which have
got the capacity to accept karmas and neo karmas for the period of incompletioning
constitute electrical mixed body vibrations.
Assimilative body vibrations – As careless saint equipped with the attainment of
assimilation becomes doubtful as regards any matter relating to scriptures he
approaches the omniscient lord with the help of his attainment of assimilation and
clears his doubts there at; then he is said to take food (Aahar). The ‘Aahar’ and
assimilative body are the same. Hence vibrations of space points of soul due to the
capacity of accepting material molecules by assimilative varyforms – until the
completion of body completioning are called assimilative body vibrations.
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Assimilative mixed body vibrations – When assimilative body is incomplete during
the period of incompletioning for a Muhurta (48 minute) is called assimilative mixed
body vibrations. In other words, vibration of space points of soul joint with
incomplete energy due to those being united with physical body varyforms prior to it,
to unable transform the accepted material molecules in to the form of assimilative
body space points is called assimilative mixed body vibrations.
Karmic body vibrations – Aggregates of space points of eight kinds of karmas
constitute karmic body. It originates due to the fruitioning of karmic body making
karma. Vibrations of space points of soul capable to attract karmas along with karmic
aggregate constitute karmic body vibrations. Karmic bondage is caused by all the
five cause as mentioned above.
A soul aspirant for salvation exercises control over the vibrations of the
space point of his soul. The movement of vibrations obstructs the path of salvation.
The ascetics constantly exercise control over the vibration of the space points of their
soul. Besides they do not get attached with non selves. If any situation of being
attached arises than they prefer to be attached with auspicious attachments. They
avoid inauspicious attachment fully. When the ascetics fall from the state of pure
functional consciousness, then they should be engaged in auspicious attachment such
as devotion to five supreme beings, adoration, love for religion and religious persons.
The ascetics should keep themselves away from the fire of attachment, as both –
inauspicious and auspicious – are inauspicious in relation to salvation. The different
in between the two is: the inauspicious attachment carries soul to lower grades of life
such as hell; whereas auspicious attachment carries one to higher grades of life such
as celestial grade. Inauspicious attachment is absolutely worth abandoning. The role
of attachment in karmic bondage is basic or primary. In the absence of attachment all
the five causes of karmic bondage becomes infructious/ineffective. Hence the chief
master of bondage is attachment. As Aachaarya Shri KundKund Swami has asserted
in Samayasaar–

aÎmmo ~§Y{X H$å_§ _w§M{X Ordmo {damJ g§nÊUmo Ÿ&
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Egmo {OUmodXogmo Våhm H$å_ogw _m a‚m Ÿ&& 150 Ÿ&&
Shri Jinendra Dev has plainly and forcibly asserted that attached soul gets
bound with karmas, whereas the unattached soul gets liberated of karmas. So, ‘O’
souls aspiring salvation do not love and be affectionate towards karmic bondage and
do not become attached.
When we think from substantial standpoint we come to the conclusion that
it is attachment that causes one to be bound with mode. Had karmic bondage been
caused by nonselves, the soul could never become liberated or freed. As universe
consists of the place, where in souls and other objects do exists. There is no
substance out of the universe. Scriptures define universe to be the place where there
are six substances. The substance of soul and other five substances exist together. It
means that non selves are instrumental objects, how can the soul get rid of them? Can
substance be made non existents or removed? Where ever the saint aspiring salvation
moves, there all those objects are found. How then will he become unbound or free
from them? “Karmic bondage is caused due to association with non-salves” is not a
one sided statement. Aachaarya Shri Samantabhadra Swami has very well explained
the process of the bondage of virtuous and vicious karmas. We should understand it
likewise.

nmn § Yw«d§ nao Xw:ImV nwÊ`§ M gwIVmo `{X Ÿ&
AMoVZm H$fm`m¡ M ~Ü`o`mVm§ {Z{_ÎmÎm: Ÿ&& Amá _r_m§gm 92Ÿ&&
If causing pain or distress to others results in vicious karmic bondage and
causing pleasure or happiness to others results in virtuous karmic bondage, than the
unconscious objects and passionless soul should also be bound with karmas because
they are instrumental in causing pain and pleasure to others, here the fact that causing
pleasure results in virtuous karmic bondage and causing pains result in vicious
karmic bondage has been negated. If it is accepted that bondage is caused by causing
pains and pleasure, than the unconscious material objects will become, the object of
karmic bondage. Moreover the dispassionate and nonattached saints will also be the
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object of karmic bondage. As the use of material objects (such as milk sweet etc.)
give pleasure and the bricks of thorns etc. give pain to a person, hence the cause of
pleasure or pain is material object so the inference is, which causes pleasure causes
virtuous karmic bondage and that which causes pain causes vicious karmic bondage.
As hair plucking by hand by a saint causes pain to him; he should also be bound with
karmas due to this and similar other practices. In case we interpret the law of karmas
in this manner, the soul will never become free or liberated from karmic bondage.
The same situation will arrive in case we think the above mentioned causes alone to
be the causes of karmic bondage. In fact the causes of karmic bondage due to
association of soul with non selves have been affirmed only formally. The direct
cause of karmic bondage is attachment and the volition of mineness. Volition of
non-attachment and nonmineness are the causes of salvation.

Doubt – Then why is separation of soul with nonselves or other objects is preached
or advocated?
Answer – From real substantial standpoint, nonselves and other substances are
neither bondages nor causes of bondage. Anyhow nonselves are the causes of
origination of attachment. Collection of other substances causes generation of causes
attachment and aversion. That is why saints have been advised to keep themselves
away from the instruments of the origination of sense subjects etc. The direct cause
of salvation is volition of equanimity and nonattachment.
Aachaarya Samantabhadraswami has pronounced purity and grief to be the
causes of the inflow of virtuous and vicious karmas respectively. They are also the
causes of their bondage.

{dew{Õ g§Šboem§S²>J§ MoV² ñdnañW§ gwImgwI_² Ÿ&
nwÊ`nmnmòdmo `wº$mo Z MoX²ì`W©ñVdmh©V : && Amá_r_m§gm 95 Ÿ&&
When pleasure and pain on the part of purity in self and nonselves, they
cause inflow of virtuous karma; and when they form part of grief / sufferings, they
are the cause of inflow of vicious karmas. ‘O’ lord! If in your view pleasure and pain
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ISBN NO.

in self and non selves does not cause purity and grief, they are fruitless. Main cause
of bondage is mineness and egoism. Pdt. Aashaadharji has said in Sanskrit Version of
Istopadesh:

__oË`Ë``§ __oX{_ËWm{^{ZdoemW© ^ì``m Zm_ Zo H$mW©ËdmV² VoZ
g__mo`moX{_ËWm{_{Zdoem {dîQ>mo Ah_ñ`o{^{Zdoem {dï>íMmonbjUËdmV Ord:
H$_©{^~©Ü`Vo Ÿ&
VWm Mmoº$_²
Z H$_© ~hþb§ OJÞ MbZmË_H§$ H$_© dm
Z Z¡H$H$aUm{Z dm Z {MX {MÛYmo ~ÝYH¥$V² Ÿ&&
`X¡Š`_wn`moJ^y: g_wn`m{V amJZ¥©{X{^: Ÿ&&
g Ed {H$b Ho$db§ ^d{V ~ÝY hoVwZ¥©Um_² Ÿ&& 146 Ÿ&&
&& ZmQ>H$ g_`gma, H$be ~ÝYm{YH$ma Ÿ&&
`X¡Š` _wn`moJ_² g_wnam¡ A{VamJm{X{^ : g Ed {H$b Ho$db§ ^dpÝV ~ÝY hoVwZ¥©Um_²Ÿ&
VWm g Ed Ordmo {Z_©ñV{ÛnarVñV¡ _wÀ`V B{V `Wmg§»`oZ ^moOZmW©H$_m{XË`wnmÎmm_² Ÿ& Cº§$
M AqH$MZmo@h {_Ï`mËd, Ì¡bmoŠ`m{Yn{V^©do : Ÿ& `mo{JJå`§ V~ àmoº§$, ahñ`§ na_mË_Z: Ÿ&&
AmË_mZwemgZ_² 110 Ÿ&&
_Îm: H$m`mX`mo {^ÞmñVoä`mo@h_{n VÎdV: Ÿ& Zmh_ofm§{H$_ß`pñ___ma`oVo Z {H$§MZ Ÿ&&
BË`m{X lwVkmZ^mdZ`m _wwjw{d©eofoU ^md`oV²
Cº§$ M: {Zd¥qV ^md`oÚd§{Þd¥Ë`§ VX^mdV: Ÿ&
Z d¥{ÎmZ© {Zd¥{ÎmíM VXod nX_ì``§ Ÿ&& AmË_mZwemgZ_² 236 &&
Prefixes have got various meanings. Here the meaning of prefix ‘Mam’
means attachment. Therefore the soul with the volition “this is mine” gets bound with
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karma. Its corollary is: the soul with the volition “I belong to him” also gets bound
with karmas. Acharya Shri Amritchandracharya in his ‘Samayasaar Kalash’ says:
the cause of bondage is neither universe full of karmic molecules / aggregates; nor
the process of movements. The cause of bondage similarly is neither sense organs
nor the destruction of conscious beings and unconscious objects. Infect the functional
consciousness of soul united with attachment etc. i.e. the ground of functional
consciousness mingled with attachment etc. is the cause of bondage. The soul gets
rid of or is liberated from karmas if functional consciousness of soul becomes devoid
of attachment etc. It is well said ‘I am nothing; I have got nothing’. Contemplate
likewise and be the lord of all the three universes. Here we have disclosed the
mysteries of pure and perfect soul which is capable of being known/understood by
great ascetics. Further it has been said that the attached soul gets bound with karmas.
Souls freed from attachments etc. become salvated. This is in short the preaching of
Shri Jinendra Dev as regards bondage and salvation. As the truth lies in this, then the
saint should always think of want of mineness being cautious of the vibrations of
speech, mind and body and by engaging himself in fulfillment of in vows etc.
My body is different from or other than me; I am also different in substance.
Neither I in any way belong to them, nor are they in any way mine. Such and similar
other reflections need be repeated again and again with the intent of scriptural
knowledge by the aspirant of salvation. Aachaarya Shri Gunabhadraji in his famous
work ‘Aatmaanushaashana’ has affirmed “think of being away of non selves as long
as you do not attain salvation. When it disappears / vanishes, than inclination towards
it will also disappear. So know and realize only the indestructible.”
Here the pupil makes a query: how can one become minenessless? Replying
this query Acharya Poojayapaada says –
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Shloka 27 –

EH$mo@h§ {Z_©: ewÕmo, kmZr `moJrÝÐJmoMa: Ÿ&
~møm: g§`moJOm ^md, _Îm: gd}@{n gd©Wm Ÿ&& 27 Ÿ&&
Meaning – I am one, devoid of mineness, pure and wise worthy to be known by
lords of ascetics. All the associate objects i.e. body etc. are absolutely different from
me.
Purport: In this verse Acharya Shri is explaining a characteristic of soul i.e. oneness.
It incorporates infinite bliss. The moment the volition of oneness manifests, sources
of fine equanimity start functioning and supplying bliss. No, worldly object then
appears to be pacifying. In that state only the realization of self remains. The flame or
the light dependent upon others is destroyed. And self-dependence or independence
of self gets substituted. In that case all pleasures and pains cease / disappear. In that
state the ascetic having all his senses intact, experiences extra sensory bliss. ‘O’ the
black bee of soul/self-sitting in amongst the blossomed flowers of garden of soul
enjoys the taste of nectar of eternal bliss. My own nature is quite different from non
selves and other modes and is transparently pure, purified consciousness and blissful.
Soul’s aspirants of salvation must know the distinction of self with nonselves.
Treating self to are nonselves (or the nature of self as the nature of nonselves)
constitute falsehood. Natural is natural. How should the nature be regained and how
should the obscurities of the inherent attributes of soul be removed and purity
attained, must be known by an aspirant of salvation. When the saint realizes soul to
be different from objective karmas, subjective karmas and neokarmas; to know
different or other (from soul) to be different or other and to realize or experience
karmas to be separate from soul and abandons/renounces the sense of mineness – not
only in expression but in volitions also, not only in pronouncements but in practice as
well – then he will attain all that, which he desires. In that case the saint who is
enjoyer of his consciousness shall remain in his self. In the interior of such a saint the
only aphorism ‘I am one’ will repeatedly eco. This is the first point or aphorism
which need be remembered by a spiritual practitioner, I am separate from infinite
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material variforms of the universe. Karmic aggregates or neo karmic aggregates are
not mine and nor I in any way belong to them. They may be united with me from the
stand point of karmic bondage, but my nature is quite different. I am only one. I am
also different from my body in which I am dwelling at present. I do not belong to
family or family members, wife and sons etc. infect although from the standpoint of
formal nonexistent practical standpoint I may be said to belong to them. The ignorant
and deluded person wrongly considers them to belong to him. I am only one. Who
dies; who is born? ‘O’ brother all these are the modifications of various modes /
forms. All are reaping the fruits of their karmas. Why should I be unnecessarily
aggrieved or pained? I am only one. Are home, country and nation not your own?
From formal nonexistent practical standpoint home, country, nation etc. are mine, but
from real substantial standpoint I am only one. I alone am the enjoyer of death and
birth, pleasures and pains and gain and loss etc. No one accompanies me. The soul
aspiring salvation must inevitably invite the spirit of oneness in him.
When it is determined that the soul is different from all other conscious
beings and unconscious objects of universe; than the volitions of want of mineness
arise. Mineness is the enemy of equanimity. Mineness obstructs the manifestation of
equanimity. Mineness is the mother of lineage of mundane existence, whereas the
mother of renunciation is equanimity. ‘O’ my consciousness what mother of the two
you prefer to accept. The son of equanimity reaches and dwells at the top of the
universe; whereas the son of mineness remains and dwells in lower universe. I am
united with non selves from modal stand point. But an am devoid of mineness from
real / substantial stand point. I am devoid of attachment to the effect “It belongs to
me and I belong to it”. This means that the interrelations of universe are based on
selfishness. He, who called himself to be mine and in the absence of whom I did not
like to live even for a moment in the morning, becomes my fetal enemy in the
afternoon and becomes ready to kill me,. He, who was my staunch supporter and
praised me at one time, becomes at other times my worst critic and condemns me
utmost. The volition of mineness of a mother is also based on selfishness. The holy
bonds in between the teacher and the taught are weakening. Under such
circumstances it is worthless to discuss about other kinds of interrelation. Hence it is
quite clear that the path of peace lies in the volition of want of mineness
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(detachment). So abandon mineness and adopt detachment. Acharya Shri
Kundkundswami says –

Oñg {hX`oUwÎm§ dm naXìd{åh {d‚mXo amJmo Ÿ&
gmo U {dOmU{X g_`§ g§Jñg gìdmJ_Yamo {d Ÿ&& 167 Ÿ&&
He who is attached with non selves even in the least though he is conversant
with all scriptures cannot experience his self or his pure soul.
I am pure, I am devoid of objective karma and subjective karmas from real
stand point. Although the soul associated with body in the present form is mundane
and impure, yet the fact remains that body etc. are not mine. In relation to my nature,
I am pure; impurity is not in my nature.
The pure soul cannot be known by the ignorant, wrong believers and
unrestrained persons. The soul, embodiment of pure consciousness, is liable to be
known only by the unknotted self-knowing ascetics. I am such a soul as is liable to
be known by the omniscient lord in the form of pure functional consciousness. All
modes consisting of physical bodies, consequences of the fruitioning of objective
karmas, are quite different from me. Association and inherent nature are two
different things and can never become one and same. Associations come and go. As
it is said –

EH$mo _o gmgXmo Aßnm, UmUX§gU bŠIUmo Ÿ&
gogm _| ~m{ham ^mdm, gìdo g§OmoJbŠIUm Ÿ&& {Z`_gma Ÿ102 Ÿ&&
My soul is all alone, eternal and embodiment of knowledge and perception.
All subjective objects arising out of associations are separate from or other than me.
Hence the soul aspirant salvation must seek the assistance of the volition of
detachment. So bind up and get rid of the volition of mineness with non selves. An
ascetic should constantly think of and reflect upon like wise. As it is said –

__Îm n[ad‚mm{_, {Uå__{Îm_wd{Q²>RXmo !
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Amb§~U§ M _o AmXm, Adgog§ M dmogao Ÿ&& {Z`_gma Ÿ 99 Ÿ&&
I am giving up mineness and being established in the volition of
detachment. The soul alone is my support. I renounce rest of all.
In this manner the author has plainly and beautifully expressed the volition
of want of mineness/detachment.
The soul so reflecting upon again thinks as to what are the consequences of
the associations of soul with body etc.? After so questioning the pupil himself
replying than to says–

Shloka 28 –

Xw: I g§Xmoh ^m{JËd§, g§`moJm{Xh Xo{hZm_² Ÿ&
Ë`Omå`oZ§ VV: gdª, _Zmodm¸$m` H$_©{^: Ÿ&& 28 Ÿ&&
Meaning – The mundane souls due to such associations with non selves become
sorrowful and have to suffer various kinds of agonies. It has to suffer endlessly;
hence I renounce all such associations with non selves which are consequences of the
vibrations of mind, speech and body.

Purport – I stop / prevent the vibrating space point of soul due to their association
with mind, speech and body by my thought actions/volitions. The soul is different
from mind, speech and body. Such exercise yields salvation which is blissful and
one. On the contrary the soul is indifferent from mind, speech and body. If such
exercises are practiced, the soul elongates its mundane existence which is full of
sufferings and worries/pains. Aachaarya Shri Poojyapaad has said in
‘Samaadhishatak’ –
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ñd ~wÕ`m `mdX² J¥hUr`mËH$m`dm½MoVgm§ Ì`_² Ÿ&
§g§gmañVmdXoVofm§, VXmä`mgo Vw {Zd¥{V: Ÿ&& 62 Ÿ&&
So long as the soul treats mind, speech and body to be his own; the
mundane existence continues and when the soul starts firmly believing in the
distinction between the two, than the soul becomes liberated/salvated. If someone is
interested in the destruction of sorrows or sufferings; than he will have to understand
the volition of association. When the soul gets associated with non selves then it
must adopt the volition of indifference. It is fact that associations of soul with non
selves were there in the past, are here at present and shall be there in future and such
associations of self with non selves were separated in the past, are to be separated at
present and shall be separated in future. Just as the current or undercurrent of
associating self with non selves is endless, so does the current or undercurrent of
consequent pleasures and pains also flow constantly. The ignorant mundane souls are
subjected to such pleasures and pains and the vicious circle thereof goes on
becoming bigger and bigger. The mundane soul shall thereby never be able to attain
salvation. ‘Panchaastikaaya’ deals with such state of mundane existence –

Omo Ibw g§gmaËWmo Ordmo VÎmmo Xw hmo{X n[aUm_mo Ÿ&
n[aUm_mXmo H$å_§ H$å_mXmo hmo{X J{X gw JXmo Ÿ&& 128 Ÿ&&
J{X-_§{K JXñg Xohmo XohmXmo B§{X`m{U Om`§Vo Ÿ&
Voqh Xw {dg`½JhU§ VÎmmo amJmo d Xmogmo dm Ÿ&& 129 Ÿ&&
Om`{X Ordñgod§ ^mdmo g§gma - U¸$- dmbå_ Ÿ&
B{X {OUdaoqh ^{UXmo AUm{X - {UYUmo g{UYUmo dm Ÿ&& n§MmpñVH$m` àm^¥V 130 Ÿ&&
The impure mundane soul wandering in universe is full of impure volitions.
Impure volitions cause karmic bondage. Due to the fruitioning of those karmas, the
mundane soul concern gets one of the four grades of life. Such mundane soul has got
a physical body. The interrelations with body makes mundane soul concern accepts
sense subjects, which causes the mundane soul concern to be attached, averted or
deluded etc. Such vicious circles of mundane existence continue from beginning less
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to endless times in cases of souls not capable to attain salvation. On the other hand
such vicious circle of mundane existence is not endless – though it is beginning less
in cases of souls capable to attain salvation. The external soul is suffering from
agonies due to its sense of mineness of associations. This ignorant mundane soul is
destroying its peace of soul by treating the fruitioning of the karmas of his sons and
father as the fruitioning of his own karmas. At first the saint must give up the sense
of mineness with his body.
So long as the sense of mineness in body continues, the saint will be unable
to be non-attached in spite of all external/outer religious practices and self-realization
is not at all possible without giving up such attachments etc. The dwelling place of
all painful interrelations is body. As it is said –
The root cause of all sufferings of mundane soul is sense of mineness of
soul with body. Hence enter into your interior (soul) by giving up the false concept of
mineness in body and by stopping/checking the tendency of sense organs in external
sense subjects. The saint, who does not distinguish soul with body, cannot attain
salvation in spite of practicing of very hard and difficult austerities.
The external souls are falling in the deep pit of mundane existence by
nourishing the volition of mineness in body etc. On the other hand the internal soul
considers his soul which is entirely different from all others, conscious and
incorporating knowledge and perception alone to be his own, not to others.
As it is said –

Xoh {d^^ÊUC> UmU_C Omo na_ßnw {UEB Ÿ&
na_ g_m{h - n[aÇ>`C n§{S>C gmo {O hdoB Ÿ&& na_mË_ àH$me Ÿ14 &&
The internal soul knows pure soul to be different from body. Manifesting
omniscience/perfect knowledge is able to get him established in or united with soul.
Hence associations should be treated or deemed to be mere associations, not parts of
inherent nature of soul.
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The saint further thinks, the soul is associated with matter etc. according to
scriptures, and the soul is born, dies as well as becomes diseased etc. as a result of
such interrelations, so how can they be got rid of ? Then replying to it, the saint
concern himself states–

Sloka 29

Z _o _¥Ë`w : Hw$Vmo ^r{VZ© _o ì`m{Y:Hw$Vmo ì`Wm Ÿ&
Zmh§ ~mbmo Z ~wÕmoh§, Z `wd¡Vm{Z nwX²Jbo Ÿ&& 29 Ÿ&&
Meaning – “What to fear for, when I am not liable to die?” How can I undergo any
suffering, when I am not liable to fall sick? “I am neither child, or a young man, nor
an old man”. All these states are found in physical body alone.
Purport – The saint aspirant of salvation reflects upon the volition of equanimity or
equality which is ever blissful. Such a saint keeps himself away from the ocean of
material pleasures and pains of mundane existence thereby. The saint concern
beholds the might of pure and perfect soul dwelling in his body, which is similar to
the salvated pure and perfect soul free from all karmas. The attachment of body
obstructs the manifestation of bodiless pure and perfect soul dwelling in. The
mineness of body is the progenitor of intention and their alternatives. Intentions are
the enemy to self-union. He, who attempts self-union, must first firmly believe in the
immortality of soul. He must stops looking of his present mode, as the mode is
destructible and the breeding center of pleasures and pains. Which are the causes of
attachment and aversion? Attachment yields karmic bondage; and karmic bondage
yields extension of mundane existence. Hence a wise and prudent person should
attempt for self-experiencing by not at all being pleased or pained at times of
generation and destruction of physical body etc. Acharya Shri is saying likewise –
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“What fear far, when I am not liable to die”? Aachaarya Shri
Devasenaswami says –

Umh§ Xohmo U _Umo U VoU _o ApËW BËWXwŠImB§ Ÿ&
g_^mdUmB OwÎmmo {dghgw XwŠI§ Ahmo Id` Ÿ&& AmamYZmgma Ÿ109 Ÿ&&
I am not subjected to any physical ailment nor do I die as I am pure and
perfect from the view point of my inherent nature. As the ailments are in body or to
body and as death is of body, hence I am not at all distressed.
With reference to contest of disease or death the saint aspiring salvation
thinks that he is the immortal, stainless, unblemished soul. This is my true nature;
that he is devoid of attachment, aversion and delusion. That he is pure being free
from all physical ailments. Diseases and death occur to body and body is not mine.
So I do not suffer in any way. I am full of eternal indestructible bliss. As it is said –

é½Oam{X {dH¥${VZ© _|Ogm gm VZmoah{_V: gXm n¥WH²$ Ÿ&
_ocZo{n g{V Io {dH$m[aVm Om`Vo Z OcX¡{d©H$m[a{^:&& AmamYZm gma 102Ÿ- Q>rH$m &&
Deformities relating to diseases and old age are not mine. They are of the
body. I am always different from this body. Irrespective of my association with it, it
is quite true that the associations of clouds – causing defects to the sky – are unable
to change the nature of sky.
If we think from substantial stand point, the question that crops up is: does
soul die or get reborn? ‘O’ brother, they are modifications of the mode, such
modifications or changes are inevitable. The birth and death, of a mode from modal
stand point constitutes the change of mode. As the wise and prudent person very well
knows the nature of mode, he is not at all subjected to pleasure or pain. The ignorant
person becomes pleased on the attainment of a new mode and becomes aggrieved by
the loss of mode. But the wise and prudent person becomes indifferent to such
pleasure or pain deeming them to be the law of nature. The righteous person is not
over powered by sorrow at the time of death because he firmly believes that soul is
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immortal. The righteous person is therefore completely fearless. He is free from all
the seven kinds of fear and observes true righteousness. His path of salvation lies in
pure righteousness. Aachaarya shri Kundkunda swami has described a righteous soul
be free from all doubts and fears –

gå_m{ÔÆ>r Ordm {Uñg§H$m hm|{V {Uã^`m VoU Ÿ&
gÎm^`{dßn_wŠH$m OåhmVåhm Xw {Uñg§H$m Ÿ&& g_`nmhþS> Ÿ243 Ÿ&&
Righteous souls are free from doubts, hence they are fearless. They are free
from all doubts because they are free from seven fears.
1.

Fear of present and future universe – In the present form/mode person’s fear
as regards the hostile activities of others. This is the fear of present. The fear
of the unknown situations in future mode (incarnation) constitute the fear of
future. The wise and prudent person knows and believes that my universe
consists of only one, indivisible and functional consciousness and universe
other than this is external universe (unconcern) to him. My universe cannot
be destroyed or deformed by any. So thinking the wise and prudent person
remains always fearless.

2.

Fear of sufferings (experiencing) – Feeling means experiencing pleasure or
pain. According to him that suffering comes from outside or is caused by
others is not experiencing (suffering), hence he is free from the experiences
of sufferings caused by others. Hence the wise persons are always fearless.

3.

Fear of unsafely – the wise person knows that the substance is never
Destroyed. Wisdom consists of the nature of soul. Therefore
wisdom/knowledge is self-protected. The wise and prudent person therefore
is free from unsafely. He always experiences himself and self alone
remaining fearless.
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4.

Fear of Indiscipline or non-preservation – Discipline is the term denoting
the fully safe fort where in none can enter. The soul dwelling in such a fort
lives fearlessly. The place which is open and approachable by others is
called indiscipline/on preserved. By dwelling there at once becomes fear
struck. The wise and prudent person believes that the nature of soul is not
liable to be united or mingled with the nature of other substances; this is the
best discipline or preservation. The nature of soul consists of knowledge. No
one can enter in to it. Hence a wise man remains over and above all fears.

5.

Fear of death – Death means destruction of sense organs etc. The vitalities
of sense organs etc. are not parts of soul from real stand point. From real
stand point the vitality of soul is knowledge alone. Knowledge is
indestructible, hence the soul never dies. Therefore wise and prudent person
remains over and above the fear of death. By remaining fearless the wise
and prudent person continues to experience the nature of him.

6.

Fear of accidents – Accidental fear consists of fear caused by horrible /
dangerous beings or objects accidentally. The knowledge of soul is
indestructible, beginning less, endless, immobile and one. None else can
enter in to it. The wise and prudent person knows fully well that nothing
happens accidentally. Hence he remains over and above the fear of accident.

So by remaining fearless of all the seven fears the wise and prudent person
undoubtly constantly experiences his nature of soul which is knowledge incorporate.
Here is the question – here vowless righteous persons etc. has been said to be wise
and prudent ? The answer is – yes, a vowless righteous person is said to be wise and
prudent in view of his righteousness.
A vowful righteous person is liable to the fruitioning of the karmic energy
of fear from formal stand point, such a person may be subjected to fear, hence why
and how does wise and prudent person becomes fearless ? The answer is – the
suffering caused by the fruitioning of the karmic energies of fear are not felt or
experienced by such wise and prudent persons, because such sufferings are extremely
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weak and infirm due to the fruitioning of prowess obstruction karma. Hence it
removes such fear. The fear liable to be caused in such cases is not so powerful as
may pressurize the wise and prudent person to fall from his faith and knowledge of
the nature of soul. Hence the fear so caused is the effect of the fruitioning of karmic
energy of fear of deluded karma. The person concern under such circumstances does
not become its creator. It remains only a knower thereof. The wise and prudent
person in this way remains free from seven fears. He knows that consciousness is
inseparable. For someone who fears from the possibility of being killed by someone
or himself killing another. Acharya KundKund Dev gives advice to the effect – that
no one kill others; nor can any gives birth to others. As it is said –

AmCŠI`oU _aU§ OrdmU§ {OUdaoqh nÊUÎm§ Ÿ&
AmD§$ U ha§{V VwJ§ H$h Vo _aU§ H$X§ Voqg Ÿ&& g_`gma 249Ÿ&&
Shri Jinendra Dev has pronounced that the death of any mundane soul is
caused by the loss of his age karma. Hence it is mere ignorance to think that I kill
other living beings. This is so because you are not snatching the age karma of those
living beings. If this is true, than how can you be held responsible for their deaths ?
The death of living being is caused by the erosion of age karma. So, O, brother, if
you think and believe that others may kill you; then you are mistaken. Because other
living beings are unable to snatch your age karma; hence how can they be held
responsible for killing you? It is certain that the death of living beings is the
consequence of the erosion of their age karma. If age karma of any living being is not
eroded/destroyed, no one can be eligible to kill him. No one can snatch or take away
the age karma of others. Because age karma is destroyed only by its use. Hence none
can be killed by others. So the thought to the effect that I kill others and others kill
me – is certainly ignorance.
Ignorance consists of the activities contrary to the conception of soul. Once
death is not liable to be caused by others and one cannot cause the death of another.
But a person who believes likewise is an ignorant person. This statement has been
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made from real stand point. The generation and exhaustion of birth and death of
modes due to various instrumental volitions constitutes birth and death. To state that
someone killed another due to some instrumental cause is a statement from
formal/practical stand point. Be it noted that formal statements are always wrong.
The practical statement is made to remove the ignorance of a person, who is ignorant
of real stand point. After knowing both statements made from two different stand
points, one should know or find out the truth.
The author later on says –

Z _o ì`m{Y:, Hw$Vmo ì`Wm &
These faults of human body named Vaat, Pitta, and Cough have been
mentioned in the books dealing with Ayurveda. Unevenness thereof causes ailments
in body. These are diseases. Acharya Padma Prabhmal Dharry Dev has also said –

""dmV {nÎm ícof_Um§ d¡få` g§OmV H$coda {XnrS>¡d ê$Om''
Ÿ&& {Z`_gma ŸJmWm - 6Ÿ&&
The suffering caused by the unevenness of Vaat, Pitta, and Cough constitute
diseases. From real stand point Vaat, Pitta, and Cough are the qualities of human
body, not those of soul. The nature of soul consists of inherently inherent, complete
good healthy and equanimity. The nature of soul is complete knowledge. Human
body is a mass of diseases. The wise and prudent person thinks as to how many more
diseases could not be in his body, when every figure length of body has many as 96
diseases?

E¸o$¸§$Jw{c dmhr N>ÊUdXr hm§o{V OmU_Uw`mU§ Ÿ&
Adgogo ` garao amo`m ^U {H${Îm`m ^{U`m Ÿ&& ^mdnmhþS> Ÿ37Ÿ&&
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Diseases are the disturbances of body; not those of soul. When I am free
from all diseases, how can I suffer there from? In other words diseases are the
demerits/faults of body. The soul substantially is faultless. Body is procured due to
fruitioning of body making karma. The soul is the enjoyer of the sufferings of the
generation of body. But the wise and prudent person does not consider such
sufferings to be an attribute of soul. The volition of want of mineness causes increase
in the places of purity, which causes the shedding off of past accumulated karmas.

""Zmh§ dmcmo Z d¥Õmo@h§, Z`wd¡Vm{ZnwX²Jco''
These are formal states of modes of matter. On the other hand I am
informal, consciousness and knowledge – incorporated. Hence how can I be equated
with the formal states of the mode of matter? Childhood, old age, youth, male,
female and neuter are the modes of body. Where there is no body, there is no such
relationship. As the relationship so the volitions. As the number of volitions, so the
number of kinds of karmic bondages. These karmic bondages are causing
deterioration in soul. Hence wise and prudent person should concentrate upon the
element of soul, keeping himself away from the relationship of body. The states of
matter and the state of conscious soul are entirely two different things. The nature of
soul is consists of one indivisible substance of consciousness. Faults are of the body.
Then how the soul is ? Says –

gwŠI_Amo Ah_oH$mo gwÕßnm UmU X§gU g_½Jmo Ÿ&
AÊUo Oo na^mdm Vo gìdo H$å_Um O{U`m Ÿ&& AmamYZmgma Ÿ103Ÿ&&
I am one pure soul fulfilled with knowledge, perception and bliss. All
volitions other than this are caused by karmas. Again it is said –

Ah{_¸$mo Wick gwÕmo, X§gUUmU _BAmo gXmê$dr Ÿ&
U{d ApËW _ÁP qH${M{d, AÊU§ na_mUw{_Îm§{n Ÿ&& g_`gma 43Ÿ&&
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I am one, pure, informal and everlasting from real stand point, certainly
even an atom of other substances is not mine. It is certain. When we think about
universe from real stand point, all substances – even the body in which the soul
dwells – appear to be separate and different from each other. Body is not soul; it is a
mass of material aggregates. My true nature is the same as that of bodiless pure and
perfect soul free from birth, old age and death. As it is said –

`: na_mË_m g Edm@h§ `mo@h§ g na_ñVV: Ÿ&
Ah_od _`monmñ`mo ZmÝ`: H$píM{X{V pñW{V: Ÿ&&g_m{YeVH$ Ÿ31Ÿ&&
As bodiless pure and perfect soul is, so am I and vice-versa. The natural
corollary of this is: that I myself am the object of my worshipping, non-else. Hence
the relationship of body and soul is not the effect of the natures of the two. It is just
instrumental. The metaphysicist must determine likewise.
At this stage the thinker thinks that I may be freed from all fears by adopting
the above method, but the loss of body etc. which has been with me for very-very
long time – since my birth – may force me to think as to why have I given them up or
abandoned them? They may cause the feeling of repentance in me? The thinker then
himself concludes that this cannot occur. Because –
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Shloka 30

^wŠVmopÁPVm _whþm}hmÝ_`m gd}{n nwX²Jcm: Ÿ&
CpÀN>ï>opîdd VoîdÚ, _` {dkñ` H$m ñn¥hm Ÿ&&30Ÿ&&
Meaning – I have enjoyed and abandoned/given up all material atoms with a sense
of mineness time and again. Now how can a wise and prudent person like me wish or
desire to retake my leavings or refuse? In other words I do not at all wish or have
desire to that effect.
Purport – Oh, the influence of mineness/delusion is great. How strange it is that –
taken whose name makes one ashamed, and discussing about which in common
parlance cause fear – delusion shows such part of body to be nectarine. The mundane
soul is not fixing his eyes in the substance of soul in spite of undergoing various
kinds of sufferings or sorrows. It is really strange and the influence of delusion on a
mundane soul is so powerful that the mundane soul does not give up/renounce
interrelations with other objects/ nonselves although such interrelations make one
pocket great insults, and listen to undesirable and painful words.
The unconscious material objects of universe are not related to soul at all.
Inspite of it the mundane souls are moving round about the fire place of attachment
and delusion just as moths do move about a burning earthen lamp. These mundane
souls are not at all mindful of their self-good. This shows the high degree of
attachment. What is the cause/or the force due to which the waves of imaginations
are arising. The crocodiles and other dangerous living beings of passions are sitting
opening their mouths. Just as an ocean never gets completely filled up in spite of
much water being constantly supplied to it through various impure drains and rivers;
so the state of ocean of delusion is. Although extremely foul and dirty objects enter
in to it; yet it remains unsatisfied. There is no object in the universe, which king like
delusion has not enjoyed, yet he remains absolutely unsatisfied. The enjoyments
which I am undergoing; are causing intensification of my karmas and inflation of
hopes and desires. More the mundane soul enjoys sense objects; more does the
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love/liking for sense subjects increases. The mundane soul thinks that such
enjoyments will give me the desired satisfaction of wants; but the consequences are
opposed to it. The volition or thought actions of such mundane soul get inclined
towards sense subjects even at times of observance of auspicious/virtuous practices.
Under such circumstances the mundane soul cannot (does not) experience the
prowess of self even for a moment. He becomes disgustful as regards self. An
inferiority complex in respect of his conduct arises. Sometimes he repents, whereas
at other times he becomes faithless. Everything appears to him worthless. A time
comes when his very life/existence appears to be burdensome. Such persons commit
suicide due to the infirmity of their controlling capacity to self and cause infinite
elongation of their mundane existence.
Enjoyments of sense subjects are endless. While ignorant persons consider
enjoyments to be the means of pleasures; the wise and prudent persons consider them
to be suicidal. It is said –

{dg` gwhB± ~o {XdhS>m nwUw XwŠI h± n[adm{S> Ÿ&
^w„C Ord _ dm{h Vwhþ± AßnU I§{Y Hw$hm{S> Ÿ&& na_mË_ àH$me Ÿ& A. 2 Ÿ&& 138 &&
Pleasures or sense subjects are transitory; they later on assume the shape of
the linage of sorrows. So, O, innocent person, does not yourself inflict the injuries of
axe on your feets.
It is a fact that material sensual pleasures appear to be pleasant due to the
intensity of attachment, but they prove to be really fetal like the fruit of ‘Kimpak’ in
view of the nature of soul. The author in this Sloka has dealt with the minute nature
of soul. All objects of universe are modified in accordance with their mode, but from
the view point of their substance, they never change their nature or get modified.
Modes denote modification of a substance/modes change.

Doubt – Is the mode completely destroyed?
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Answer – The destruction of mode is not without logical continuance
(NIRANVAYA); as is the believe of Buddhists. The conception of destruction of
modes without logical continuance will obstruct the conception of origination of
modes. If, for example, the mode of ear ring of gold gets completely destroyed and
becomes quite unconnected with the generation of the mode of golden bangle, the
generation of golden bangle shall become impossible. Hence the conclusion is that
modes do not get completely destroyed. It is common knowledge that a mode
changes into another mode. Science also confirms that the number of material atoms
in universe remains the same, they neither increase nor decrease. The sum and
substance of all this that the substance of any object is never completely destroyed.
They remain stabilized in view of substance.
As Acharya Shri Kundkund dev affirmed –

^mdñg UpËW Umgmo UpËW A^mdñg Mod CßnmXmo Ÿ&
JwU n‚mo`ogw ^mdm CßnmX - dEnHw$ìd§{V Ÿ&& n§MmpñV H$m` àm^¥V Ÿ15 Ÿ&&
The substance which exists never destroys. On the contrary, a substance
which does not exists (is not existent) cannot be or is not generated. Material objects
get generated and exhausted in the modes of attributes, but do not get destroyed.
Having all this in view the ascetics contemplate: that my mundane soul, in the way of
ignorance has enjoyed the fruit of all material karmic bondages again and again and
ultimately gave them up by making them tasteless/powerless. Hence why should I
have any attachment for retaking my own leaving or refuse e.g. urine, cough, used
garland etc.? No, such attachment with such objects is most undesirable and unlike.

""gX²Ðì` bjU_²'' Ÿ&& 29/5Ÿ&& VÎdmW© gyÌ''&&
""CËnmXì``Y«m¡ì``wº$§ gV²'' Ÿ&& 30 /5Ÿ&& VÎdmW© gyÌ''&&
For an aspirant of salvation it is essential to think over the element of soul
according to the two formulae mentioned above. All the substances in universe have
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existence, they were never destroyed in past, are never destroyed in present and will
never be destroyed in future. Because existence constitutes the nature of substance.

Doubt – At this stage a question arises as to why some objects is worn and
depreciated and why it is new? How such distinction is made?
Answer – The statement of being born or depreciated or new is a statement from
practical standpoint. Modifications constantly taking places in a substance constitute
modes or forms thereof. The base of modes is substance. The states of generation,
continuance and exhaustion simultaneously take place in substance. For example
destruction of pot constitutes exhaustion, pieces of pot constitute continuance. All the
three functions take place simultaneously. Destruction of old mode, generation of
new mode and continuance of substance just the same, are three states of an object.
Although functions remain the same, yet time and object change that which comes
out is nothing else than change of mode due to modifications of substance.
I was an enjoyer of nonselves. I had been enjoying every time something
new. I was gladdened and cried. I was enjoying this for the first time. Then I thought
about such experiences from view point of metaphysics and came to conclusion that I
was wrong. Whatever was understood by me to be new was not at all new. My
thought to the effect that I never enjoyed likewise before was quite wrong. As a
matter of fact nothing new is ever created. Hence how can I say that I have enjoyed
something new? The material aggregates, which you are finding to have been
beautifully placed in a fine plate, are all those which you have already enjoyed in the
past. All such material aggregates, after having been eaten by you, turned in to
garbage / filth in your abdomen and came out through rectum. All those material
aggregates so thrown out, have again been transformed and have been placed in the
plate. O, how can the material aggregates which I saw in the form of excreta, be
worth eating by me. What wise person will retake the food already vomited by him?
Wise and prudent person do not think the effect that their material objects belong to
them and they alone are entitled to enjoy them; I have been able to get them because
of my auspicious karmas. They think that why should they like to retake their
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vomiting. In short the thoughts of want of mineness are alone worth thinking/useful
and such thoughts alone should be nourished or reflected upon.
At this stage the pupil asks, “Why and how those material aggregates of
karmas are bound with soul”.
Here Acharya Shri answers –

Shloka 31

H$_© H$_© {hVm~pÝY, Ordmo Ord {hVñn¥h : Ÿ&
ñdñd à^md ^y`ñËd§, ñdmWª H$mo dm Z dmÄN>{V Ÿ&& 31Ÿ&&
Meaning – Karmas bind there fellow karmas which are favourable to them. The soul
desires to do good to soul. What person does not desire to do goods to him when he
is competent/capable to do so?
Purport – This Sloka deals with the capacities of the soul and karmas. It is a rule of
nature that the state of any substance does not remain the same, and does change /
modify every moment. At times the change is in sovereignty (existence); at other
times it is in the servitude of the substance concern. Here at Acharya Shri has given a
very fine illustration dealing with the interrelation of karmas and soul. There are
times when karmas are dominant, in those moments the soul suffers much due to the
fruitioning of karmas. There are other times, when the real soul is dominant, karmas
become weak and infirm and have to give up their dominance and leave soul. At such
times karmas do not get any place what so ever in soul to stay. The soul attains its
capability to dwell in and experiences itself (soul). Both remain in search of
opportunities – both wait and watch the condition of its opponent or the other.
Doubt – When does the prowess of karmas attack soul?
Answer – The prowess/strength of soul is weakened / becomes informs, when it
renounces restraint and gets engaged in not restraint. It is the time, when karmas
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(enemies of soul) play mischief. The moment the volition of attachment overpowers
soul; the army of karmas entangles it in its network. The army of karmas is always
cautious and wakeful. The over lord of this army is delusion. This army
arrests/captivates soul immediately after it receives such orders from delusion. The
enemy here is most cruel and has no kindness whatsoever. Aachaarya Shri
Kundkunda deva has cautioned the soul to the effect that it should not get bound with
karmas by forgetting its own power / prowess and wealth / properties.

aÎmmo - ~§Y{X H$å_§ _w§M{X Ordmo {damJ g§nÊUmo Ÿ&
Eogmo {OUmodXoemo Våhm H$å_ogw _m a‚m Ÿ&& g_`gma 150Ÿ&&
The attached soul is subjected to / be subordinated by karmas. But
unattached/renunciated soul gets rid of the karmas. This is the preaching of Jina. So,
O, souls aspiring salvation, you should not be loving and be affectionate towards
karmas. You should give up all attachments as absence of attachment will result in
absence of/freedom from karmas. More the absence of attachment, more the absence
of karmas. But the endeavors/vailours are to be exercised by the soul, not by karmas.
It is essential that a saint should weaken his passions and make them powerless with
the help of restraint and prowess. It is the mind/mental vibrations which strengthen
karmic bondages. The soul aspiring salvation should reflect upon the volition of
knowledge and perception or the nature of soul. The volition of inherent nature of
soul is attained by means of natural self. As saint goes on becoming more and more
innate / natural, his passions go on becoming more and milder. The mildness of
passions causes good and moral conduct of the saint to increase. Increase in good and
moral conduct result in faster shedding off of karmas. The conquest of soul will be
secured by annihilating / crushing the army of passions and delusion. It is because of
this that the saint’s lives or pass their times by constantly fixing their eyes on the
nature of soul. They differentiate the natural from the unnatural and are always
engaged in safeguarding their souls. Karmic bondage has never been an attribute of
soul, nor will it ever be. When the past accumulated karmas are intense, the efforts of
soul are not effective. The soul gets bound with fresh karmas by the volitions of pain
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or sufferings at the time of fruitioning of karmas. Such process is not temporary, as
the relationship of karmas with soul is beginning less.
Acharya Shri Uma swami has said – The inflow of auspicious and
inauspicious karmas is caused by auspicious and inauspicious volitions and the
degree of purity and painfulness thereof. As it is said –

{dew{Õ g§Šboem§“§ MoV² ñdnañW§ gwImgwI_² Ÿ&
nwÊ` nmnmòmdmo `wº$mo Z MoX² ì`W©ñV d{hV : Ÿ&& Amá _r_m§gm 95 Ÿ&&
If pleasure or pain offering in self and non selves is part of the purity of
volitions then it yields inflow of virtuous karmas and if it is part of painfulness of
volitions, it yields inflow of inauspicious karmas. O, Lord! In your view if the
pleasure and pain of self and non selves are not the causes of purity or pains of
volitions, then there is no inflow of virtuous and vicious karmas. Purity of volition
consists of the stoppage/checking of painful and wicked thought actions. There are
times when the soul dominates; and there are times when karmas dominate. The soul
and karmas have been inimical to each other since beginning less times. Purport
being: The dominant objective karmas acquired in past do serve/do good to
themselves. In other words, the objective karmas generate fruitional thought actions;
accept/accumulate new objective karmas; and thereby elongate their progeny. As it is
said by Acharya Shri Amrit Chandracharya in Purusharthsiddhupaayi –

Ord H¥$V n[aUm_§ {Z{_Îm _mÌ§ ànÚ nwZaÝ`o Ÿ&
ñd`_od n[aU_§Vo@Ì nwX²Jbm: H$_© ^mdoZ Ÿ&& 18 Ÿ&&
The space points of the material space point different from soul by being
associated with the volitions of attachment and aversion of soul are modified in soul
and become karmas automatically. It means that material particle assumes the shape
of karmas. The unnatural thought actions of the soul are only instrumental in the
process of such modifications. Acharya Shri Amrit Chandracharya Ji in this Sloka
has made it clear that – although the interconnection of soul and karmas has been
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continuing since beginning less time, yet material karmas are not transformed in to
the space points of soul and nor the space points of soul are transformed in to the
space points of material karmas. Both are different from each other as well as
independent. Karmas have got the mode/form of material aggregates and the
unnatural volitions of soul have got the mode of space points of soul. The volitions of
soul are just instrumental in the mode of karmas. Material aggregates are
instrumental in the unnatural volitions of soul. Here this should be understood fully
well that the attributes of karmas are nor accepted by soul nor are the attributes of
soul accepted by karmas to some extent due to intense / extremely closed relationship
of soul with karmas - as the two are substantially different. One substance cannot be
changed in to another substance. How so ever fast or intense the relationship of both
may be. All substances change/modify in their own contents. Anyhow karmas are
merely instrumental in the changing or modifying the substance of soul. In this
statement the word merely has been used before the word instrument just to emphasis
up on the fact one substance does not change or modify another substance
substantially in any manner or to any extent what so ever. It just assists in changing
or modifying – maintaining its separate identity. Acharya Shri Kundakundswami in
Samayasaar corroborates the same –

AÊUX{dEg AÊUX{d`ñgU H$saXo JwU{dKmXmo Ÿ&
Våhm Xw gìd Xìdm Cßn‚m§Vo ghmdoU Ÿ&& g_`gma 379Ÿ&&
Generation of attributes of a substance cannot be possibly done/caused by
the attributes of another substance. Hence the underline principle is: that all
substances originate from their own separate natures / (inherent attributes).

Doubt – Is one substance seen doing well to other substance or substances?
Answer – Acharya Uma swami has accepted some good being done by one
substance to another. But he also has not said about the good being done by one
substance to another substantially. There is no difference of opinion as regards the
fact that one substance may be instrumental in doing well to other, but such
instruments never get transformed / changed in to the substance concern. Content of
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a substance are absolutely independent. Changes in the effects are caused by
association or contact with instruments. The author Aachaarya Shri Poojyapaada –
discussing the nature of the soul and karmas says and questions “Who does not want
to fulfill his interests when his influence or his might is at the top or much
enhanced”? The answer is “All want it”.
At this stage the pupil enquires; O, Lord! Please tell me as to whose good
should be performed first – the good of self or the good of non selves.
Aachaarya Shri replies –

Shloka 32

namonH¥${V_wËg¥Á`, ñdmonH$manamo^d Ÿ&
CnHw$d©Ýnañ`mk: Ñí`_mZñ` bmoH$dV² Ÿ&&32 Ÿ&&
Meaning – Be engaged in doing good to yourself as self after abandoning doing
good to non selves. The ignorant mundane soul appears doing good to non selves like
the visible/apparent like the universe.
Purport – Self knowing persons experience self as self and non selves as non selves.
So long as non selves remain unknown, till than the experience of self is not at all
possible. The attribute of existence and nonexistence simultaneously stay/exist in one
substance. When the experience of self is something that exists, than the experience
of non selves there at is not existent. Although both attributes exist at one time, yet
only one attribute is experienced at one time by a non-omniscient saint. Aachaarya
Samantabhadraswami has given a five illustrations order to so the relationship in
both attributes –

ApñVËd§ à{VfoÜ`oZm{dZm ^mì`oH$ Y{_©Ur Ÿ&
{deofU ËdmV² gmYå`© `Wm ^oX {ddj`m Ÿ&&7Ÿ&&
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‘Existence’ being an adjective is an indispensable concurrent attribute in a
substance/object. Existence and nonexistence are indispensable attributes of a
substance just as a natural attribute and unnatural attribute being adjective of a cause
are indispensable concurrent attribute thereof. There is no nonexistence without
existence. Indispensability denotes a kind of relationship. Such a relationship exists
in two such substances / objects, where in one object cannot exist without the other.
Smoke and fire are interrelated by an indispensable relationship. Where there is a
fire, there is smoke, but there is no smoke – where there is no fire. The ignorance is
similarly dependent. Ignorance is there, where there is the tendency to do good to
non selves by giving up doing good to self none can forget doing good to self without
being ignorant. He who is doing well to self, may also do well to others/non selves.
When the ascetic reflects upon auspicious thoughts; he does well to others: but good
cannot be done to self where one’s eyes are fixed on non selves. A wise man always
thinks of doing well to self. He behaves in a manner in which he cares to do well to
self – though he is unmindful of doing well to others, if it automatically happens. It
does not mean that a person aspiring salvation is opposed to doing well to others/non
selves. Such an aspirant is an ocean of compassion and kindness. Hence he will do
well to others as a rule; but he will not do so by giving up doing well to self.
From spiritual point of view all substances/objects – excepting one’s soul or
self – are non selves/other substances. Even one’s own body is non self. The
volitions of attachment aversion etc. are also non selves, as they get generated due to
their association with mode. All these unnatural volitions are being saved or given
regard because of ignorance and delusion. The ignorant person considers them to be
natural / religious or of his own because of the intensity of attachment. The ignorant
person forgets that such volitions are his staunch enemies as they elongate his
mundane existence. Body etc. are caused by excessive delusion. Service to a
poisonous snake increases the capacity to bite and inject more and more poison.
Similarly the service to (or worshiping of) the instruments of delusion results in
increasing the capacity of the snake of delusion to delude more and more. Wise and
prudent persons are duty bound to think of the evil effects of the company of wrong
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wicked persons. The volitions of attachment, aversion, delusion etc. destroy the
independence of soul and enslave it. As it is said –

Våhm Xw Hw$grco{h ` am`§ _m Hw$Uh _m d g§g½J§ Ÿ&
gmYrUmo {h {dUmgmo Hw$grc g§g½Jam`oU Ÿ&& g_`gma 147Ÿ&&
Both auspicious and inauspicious karmas are inferior in nature and wrong.
Hence do not be friend them or have any contact with them; because such
contacts/associations destroy the independence of your soul. The author questions:
can a soul be blessed/blissful after the destruction of its independence? The answer
is: never. There is no greater agony than the agony of dependence/slavery in
universe. Do common innocent men not know it? Body, karmas etc. are all non
selves. They are fully unconcern with consciousness. There are unconscious and
foreign, where as you are a conscious being. How can foreign elements be natural
elements? Why do you unnecessarily undergo sufferings? These foreign elements do
not acknowledge your debt. Even the body dissociates or leaves the company of soul
after completing his age. It does not there after remain with soul even for a moment.
Karmas are the sources of sufferings. Why should one do good to them, who are
ungrateful? Not only have this ungrateful karmas caused sufferings in return instead
of causing pleasures. Do you agree to roam about in the dense forest of mundane
existence and constantly suffer? If not, then you should get yourself engaged in doing
good self by abandoning the delusion, sense of creatorship/mineness towards wives,
sons, family members and friends etc. As you are busy in protecting and nourishing
your body etc. knowable by sense organs alone, you appear to be ignorant. The
mundane souls give up/abandon being busy with doing good to others and start doing
good to self, the moment they come to know the distinction between self and non
selves. You should also – in the same way – start doing well to self in order to purify
your soul and attain the perfection thereof by being a competent metaphysicist.
At this stage pupil enquires how – in what manner one can know the
distinction of self with non selves. And what are the benefits or gains of such
knowledge?
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Shloka 33

JwénXoemXä`mgmËg§{dÎmo:ñdnamÝV_² Ÿ&
OmZm{V `: g OmZm{V _moj gm¡»`§ {ZaÝVa_² Ÿ&&33Ÿ&&
Meaning

-

He who knows the distinction with self to non selves by his

endeavors/efforts done in accordance with the preaching of his preceptor; does attain
and experience the transcendental bliss of salvation/liberation.

Purport – Scriptures are full of respectability to the preceptor. It is preceptor alone
who enables some to know the implication of the god of gods, scriptures and soul.
The place of a preceptor/teacher is at the top according to Indian culture. There are
cases where the preceptor has been venerated/worshipped prior to god even. It is so
because the preceptor/teacher is closer/nearer to a disciple and he, who is nearer,
becomes more respected. When a teacher in general, who imports knowledge about
secular subjects, is given due respect by his taught; than it is all the more necessary
that a preceptor, who imports knowledge about the path of salvation, should be
highly respected by his disciples/pupils.
Because –

""Z {h H¥$V _wnH$ma§ gmYdmo {dñ_a§{V'' ŸŸ&& {Z`_gma Q>rH$m Ÿ&&
Saints are never ungrateful; they do not forget those, who do well to them.
He, who forgets him, who has done well to him – is a great sinner. The preceptors
are extremely helpful in removing the darkness of delusion and ignorance of his
disciples and in this way are great inspires. The saint succeeds in accomplishing
great feats and receives great attainments in an easy manner due to the kindness of
the preceptor.
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As it is said –

^ÎmrE {OUdamU§ Ir`{X O§ nwìdg§{M`§ H$å_§ Ÿ&
Am`[a`ngmEU ` {d‚mm _§Vm ` {gÁP§{V Ÿ&& _ycmMma 57Ÿ&&
Devotion to Shri Jinendra Dev causes shedding off of past accumulated
karmas and the fulfillment/accomplishment of Vidhya–Mantras is achieved by the
kindness of Acharyas. The disciple succeeds in breaking the fetters of karmas due to
the preaching of the preceptor. The disciple devoted to his preceptor, does positively
achieve his aims and objects. True dispassionate preceptor is the preacher of the path
of salvation, liberation from mundane existence, spokesman of the path of salvation
and guide to right path. Absorption of / immersion in soul by an aspirant can be
secured by contacting and associating with right preceptor having physical libido. It
is not possible to know the path of salvation by worshiping false and knotted saints.
A saint, who is curious to know the path of non-attachment, does revere / follow
nonattached saints. The proper shelter can be given only by true preceptors. Who is a
right preceptor? He alone is a right preceptor – who has overpowered lust and has
wedded with the nature of his soul. Who does not see or behold objects other than his
soul. The right preceptor views / beholds Shri Jindeva when he closes his eyes and as
well as at the times when he opens his eyes. When he discusses, he discusses only the
Jina or/and natural self. He keeps silence at the time of discussions relating to
nonselves. When he moves, he moves in his self. He contacts with people in general
only when it is necessary for the fulfillment of his purpose. He soon forgets
discussion with public at large who always remains affectionate for his coreligionists and religion. He behalves equally to his critics as well as his appreciators.
He loves and is highly affectionate towards those who have been sanctified by gems
trio. Who’s inner most is filled with transparent thoughts and reflections of
benevolence. Such true saints having physical libido engaged in following right
conduct of non-attachment alone, succeed in crossing the ocean of mundane
existence.

aËZÌ` {dewÕmgZ nmÌñZohr namW©H$¥ V Ÿ&
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n[anmpÎdV Y_m]{h ^dmãYo VmaH$mo "Jwé': Ÿ&&
Aachaarya Shri Samantabhadraswaami defined ‘preceptor’ in his famous
work ‘Ratnakarand’.

{df`memdemVrVmo {Zamaå^mo@n[aJ«h: &
kmZÜ`mZ VnmoaŠV:Vnñdr g: àeñ`Vo Ÿ&&10Ÿ&&
The saints who are free from the hopes and desires of sense subjects, away
from enterprises and possessions and absorbed in/devoted to study, meditation and
austerities are said to be true, unattached preceptors. Those who do not fulfill above
qualifications are not eligible to be a true preceptor. Only such preceptor – who has
the merits of right preceptor, can alone assist in the movement on the path of selfrealization of saints aspiring salvation. The relationship of a preceptor and a disciple
based on right faith is highly meaningful so much so that it makes a believer/faithful
to be an object of faithfulness. Unknotted preceptors are masters of self-experience
hence they inspire their disciples also to enjoy the same bliss. They are far away from
praises and condemnations. They consider / treat good reputation, gains and worship
to be inauspicious in relation to self-knowledge. Studies of scriptures and
contemplation of elements are treated by them to be their vitalities. Such preceptors
are duty bound to show right path to their disciples. A saint aspiring salvation must
engage him in exercises relating to sentences/statements generating the knowledge of
the distinction of self and non selves due to the inspirations of such preceptors and
the preaching of his own natural self. Such repeated exercises yield by an ascetic
enable him to succeed in attaining self-realization. Such an attachment is not possible
without the above mentioned exercise. Acharya Amuitachandraswami also says –

{da_ {H$_naoUm@H$m`© H$mocmhcoZ Ÿ&
ñd`_{n {Z^¥V: gZ² ní` fÊ_mg _oH$_² Ÿ&
öX` ga{g nw§g: JwXJcm{ØÞYmåZmo Ÿ&
ZZw{H$_ZwncpãY ^u{V qH$#mmoncpãY: Ÿ&&AÜ`mË_-A_¥V-H$ce 34&&
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O, aspirant of salvation ! How and in what way do you gain by creating
useless fuss? Give it up and meditate upon yourself for six month in a solitary place.
Behold being fully and really absorbed. By so doing you shall definitely attain
yourself which is different from matter and whose light is much more in the reservoir
of your heart. As a matter of fact the nature of self has always been there, but the
person concern has been so forgetful of it. In case one is awake and behold it, he
would find it nearby. Here the prescribed period of six months should not be treated
as final. In case that being understood with difficulty, the duration shall be six
months, it is because of the possibility of such accomplishment the disciple has been
advised not to create unpurposible fuss / up roar. The discourses relating to nature of
self and non selves are essential to attain the nature of self. Such discourses result in
generating the power of renunciation in one’s innermost. A discourse is true and
effective only when it succeeds in generating such power of renunciation in the
innermost of the taught and when it makes the listener indifferent from sense
pleasures. Discourses relating to self and non selves are progenitors of the science of
discrimination. The purpose of such discourses is to enable the soul wandering in the
dense forest of sense subjects to come to right path. Religious discourses are not
given for entertaining the audience; its object is to enable the self to dwelling in self.
Preaching’s reflecting in the mirror of self-destroy the faults of endless incarnations.
That is why the author discussed the importance of preaching. The objects of
preaching are self-good as well as good of non selves. As it is said –

H$W_{n {h c^ÝVo ^oX {dkmZ_ycm JM{cV _Zw^yqV `o ñdVmo dmÝ`Vmo dm !
à{V\$cZ {Z_¾mZÝV ^md¡: ñd^md¡ _w©Hw$adX {dH$mam gÝVV§ ñ`wñV Ed Ÿ&& Am. A_¥VH$ce 21Ÿ&&
Persons who succeed in attaining stable self-experience based on the science
of discrimination due to his own inspiration or the inspiration given by the preaching
of others do destroy the faults (karmas) of their past infinite incarnations. The soul of
such persons is like mirrors. Such pure and perfect souls are not tarnished with faults
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of attachment etc. in spite the knowledge in their souls having the reflections of all
knowable. Such souls treat self to be different from non selves due to their selfknowledge. My four infinites are separate from non selves. The souls which
constantly and unobstructed enjoy the eternal bliss of salvation do always deem such
bliss to be constant and unobstructed. Such eternal bliss is the property of the
salvated souls alone, as such souls are devoid of all karmic bondages, not by others.
As it is said in the sacred book named ‘Tatwaanushaashana’.

VXodmZw^d§íMm`_oH$mJ« na_¥ÀN>{V Ÿ&
VWmË_mYrZ_mZÝX_o[V dmMm_JmoMa_² Ÿ&&170Ÿ&&
The soul, meditating upon and experience such pure and perfect soul,
succeeds in attaining excellent concentration. And in this way, he attains the
independent eternal bliss, which is not knowable by mind and speech.
The pupil further asks: who is the right preceptor in the subject of
experiencing of the bliss of salvation?

Shloka 34

ñdpñ_Z² gXm{^cm{fËdmX ^rï> km`nH$ËdV: Ÿ&
ñd`§
ñd`§ {hV à`moŠV¥ËdmXmË_¡d JwéamË_Z: Ÿ&&34Ÿ&&
Meaning – The soul itself is the preceptor of soul when it aspires for the good of
self, when it knows his beloved object i.e. his soul and when it itself is engaged in
doing well to himself.
Purport – The preceptor makes his disciples super worldly in this very world. The
preceptor is essential in all spheres. The world has got many types of
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preceptors/teachers/masters. The progenitors i.e. parents have been asserted to be the
first masters. They provide their children with many refinements. The second
category of masters is the teachers who teach them and impart valuable knowledge.
A pupil learns there by to adopt a fine life style and satisfies his material needs. The
pupil thereby comes to know religious, secular, political, social, literature, math and
other subjects. Such teacher does not impart instructions about the path of liberation
of soul. But such teachers do enable their taught to have complete knowledge about
all matters of practical life. Such teachers, therefore, are teachers from worldly point
of view. Such teachers cannot be included in the category of spiritual teachers or
preceptors to initiate. In modern times it is necessary to know various categories of
teachers, otherwise persons who favour and advocate attachment, aversion, delusion
etc. will also be deemed to be preceptors who teach the path of non-attachment. In
case this distinction is not made clear, the mundane souls will not only continue but
also extend their mundane existence and suffer a lot. Hence the word ‘Guru’ used in
this Sloka must be understood with reference to contest.
The word ‘Guru’ means heavy or burdened i.e. one who is loaded with
material and spiritual merits and is therefore heavy / weighty. Those who are skilled /
experts in scriptures, arts and crafts etc. are preceptors having worldly merits.
Teachers – who teach grammar etc., religious sacred books dealing with spiritualism,
logic, philosophy but who is just a vow less righteous family holder, who does not
follow the conduct of restraint, are doubt not entitled to be called to be nonattached
true preceptors or one of the five supreme beings. Undoubtedly their knowledge cum
merits must be duly appreciated but there should be a limit to. In fact true unknotted
Digambar saints are alone entitled to be called preceptors. They are the real masters
of true religion. Such preceptors are also of many kinds e.g. initiating preceptor,
instructor preceptor, age preceptor, penance preceptor etc.
Acharya Paramesthi (Supreme Being who is head of orders of saints) who
initiate persons as Digambar saints and enable them to march on the path of gems
trio, are called initiating preceptors.
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And the heads of orders of saints, preceptors and saints, who give discourses
relating to spiritualism and the sacred books concerned are instructor preceptors.
Penance preceptors (Tap guru) are such saints, who are senior to saint in
respect the date and time of initiation and who on account of seniority are worth of
respect.
All these preceptors come in the category of true/real preceptor. Such
preceptors alone provide excellent shelter, not others. If any person or a shravaka
calls himself to be a real preceptor, saint etc., makes other do the same, and supports
those who do likewise, are guilty of adverse falsehood. Jain Philosophy mentions
only Digambar saints to be real preceptors. Excepting persons who are dressed and
are not unknotted as real preceptors constitute the folly of hypocrisy. Such is said by
Aachaarya Shri Samantabhadraswaami –

gJ«ÝWmaå^ - qhgmZm§ g§gmamdV©d{V©Zm_² Ÿ&
nmfpÊS>Zm§ nwañH$mamo ko`§ nmfpÊS> _mohZ_² Ÿ&& aËZH$aÊS> lmdH$mMma Ÿ&&24Ÿ&&
Similarly the other persons wearing different kinds of uniforms, who have
possessions and indulge in various enterprises and violence and who are always busy
with activities which elongate their wanderings in mundane existence, also commit
the folly of hypocrisy. All other forms/marks excepting the form/mark of Jin are false
forms/marks. Jin Ling/the forms of Jin not only include the physical forms of a
Digambar saint, but it also includes its psychical libido. As it is said –

Yå_oU hmoB qcJ§ U qcJ_ÎmoU Yå_ g§nÎmr Ÿ&
OmUo{h ^mdYå_§ qH$ Vo qcJoU H$m`ìdmo Ÿ&& {c“ nmhþS> Ÿ&&2Ÿ&&
Form/mark is symbolic of the religion. But adoption of physical form does
not make one adopt the path of salvation. Therefore it is psychical libido or mental
and spiritual activities which constitute real adoption of the path of salvation.
Psychical form unassociated with the correspondent psychical libido does not serve
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any purpose. The form of body is or should be correlated with true religion. He, who
adopts only psychical form of a Digambar saint, does not succeed in attaining
salvation. Hence volitions constitute real sainthood. Be it noted that the psychical
libido of a Digambar saint follows his psychical form. Otherwise the attached and
deluded mundane souls are liable to indulge in performance / conduct opposed to
spiritual instructions. There are persons who do not exercise any control or restraint
but who declare them to be observing psychical restraint, where there is psychical
libido positively there is psychical form but not vice versa. Hence psychical libido
along with psychical form is alone worshipable. It is said –

Omo g§O_ogw g{h`mo Ama§^ n[a½Jho gw {daAmo {d Ÿ&
gmo hmoB d§XUrAmo g gwamgwa_mUwgo cmoE ŸŸ&& gyÌ nmhþ‹S> 11Ÿ&&
Saints who are dully restrained and are devoid of enterprise and possessions
are alone worshipable by the whole universe inhabited by celestial beings and human
beings.

Oo ~mdrg nargh gh§{V gÎmrgEqh g§OwÎmm Ÿ&
Vo hm|{V d§XUr`m H$å_ŠI` {U‚mam gmhÿ Ÿ&& gy. nm. 12Ÿ&&
Saints who equanimously undergo all the twenty two hardships, who are
equipped with very many attainments, and who are skilled/expert in destroying and
shedding off of karmas – are worshipable. Digambar (Supreme beings) saints who
adopt the posture of Jin – alone have been proclaimed to be worshipable in the reign
of Namostu. The word ‘Namostu’ is used only in regard to five supreme beings. The
rest may be only duly respected. As it is said –

Adgogm Oo qcJr X§gUUmUoU gå_ g§OwÎmm Ÿ&
MocoU ` n[aJ{h`m Vo ^{U`m BÀN>{U‚mm ` Ÿ&& gyÌ nmhþS> Ÿ13Ÿ&&
There are ‘Kshullakas’ who wear clothes but who uphold right faith and
right knowledge deserve to be respected by the word ‘Ikchchhami’. Aryikas,
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Kshullikas, celibates etc. deserve to be honoured by the word ‘Vandaami’. In the
light of above discussion how can a vowless person be treated a true preceptor? He
deserves to be respected by the word ‘Jai Jinendra’. If the vowless right believing
person concern is free from falsehood, he can be placed in the category of ‘Desh Jin’
(partial Jin). Therefore he deserve respect duly to a limited extend; such a person
should not be treated with disrespect. One should keep the system prescribed in
scriptures in mind on such occasions. If someone treats an attached person as a true
preceptor, he becomes guilty of adverse falsehood. And if such person keeps silence
on such occasion, he is guilty of acquired falsehood. A wise and prudent person
should himself prudently decide about his preceptor. One should be the devotee of a
true preceptor; or that of five supreme beings. But he should not be the devotee of
others. Oh, the jewel of righteousness cannot be secured by exchanging in
consideration all the properties of world. Saints aspiring salvation must take care of
their righteousness at all times. A saint devoid of righteousness cannot be a
preceptor, even if such a person would have adopted Jin ling/physical mark. He is
eligible to be the object of faith. In the path of salvation two things are important –
Jin ling and righteousness. Acharya Kund Kund Swami says–

gå_Îma`U a{hXmo AnÎm{_{X g§n[aŠIo‚mmo Ÿ&& dmagmUwnoŠIm 18Ÿ&&
A preceptor cannot be one who is not adorned with the jewel of
righteousness. One should give charities and respects to only such persons who
deserve therefore. To accept any one as a preceptor – without making investigations
as regards his aptitude therefore constitutes support to falsehood.

Doubt – At this stage the pupil asks ‘how can a person be known to be righteousness
or otherwise?’ Can one know the thoughts and feelings of another person’s? What I
can see and know is the physical form/mark alone?
Answer – It is true that we cannot come to know about the thoughts and volitions of
another person with the help of our spiritual knowledge. It can be known only either
by an omniscient or by a saint equipped with clairvoyance knowledge from the view
point of Karanaanuyoga; any how the investigations about righteousness can be done
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by a person from the view point of Charanaanuyoga; as it is visible from eyes. First
of all, see whether the person under investigation has got the physical form of a Jinas
mentioned in scriptures. More oversee and find out whether such person
observes/upholds essential qualifications of a saint and is free from acquired
falsehood. See also, whether he venerates or not attached gods and goddesses in any
manner; whether he venerates and worships (or does not do so) only five supreme
beings; whether he is free from external pomp and show; how much faithful he is
towards his conduct of restraint. Whether he is interested in false tails or not etc. If
any saint succeeds in all such tests alone, he then alone deserves to be venerated and
worshipped by one and all irrespective of his Gana and Gachha. The conduct of a
saint as described in Jainology is quite transparent, neat and clean. There is no place
for any pomp and show in it. A saint can practice faultless conduct of restraint even
at present. There is no obstruction in the way in case the house holders perform their
duties and saints perform their duties faultlessly. If the preceptors practice their
conduct truthfully, they can in the long run be also helpful in enabling others practice
right conduct from real stand point. The wise and prudent persons must seek/search
true preceptors and go ahead by fully and faithfully venerating and worshiping him.
Preceptors are the real guides of the path of salvation. Devotion to a preceptor assists
in the attainment of salvation. Achary Shri Poojyapaad has proclaimed self / soul to
be the preceptor of soul from the view point of salvation. No Acharya can perforce
initiate a man as a saint, if the latter is devoid of self-knowledge and does not have
essential competence in him. If any Aachaarya initiates such a man as a saint, it will
prove to be futile. It is so because Karanaanuyoga treats only such saint to be saint,
who has adopted sainthood of his own accord. The giver of physical mark of Jin
cannot give the states of virtues be fitting a saint. States of virtues comprise various
steps of yoga. As and when delusion weakens, vibrations of mind, speech and body
become less and less; and rise in the ladder of states of virtues will become more and
more. All this is dependent upon the values of a saint.
In the absence of required contest of self, a preceptor becomes helpless. On
the contrary when a saint has got necessary contents, as required for self-realization,
than the preaching of the same preceptor become helpful in attaining salvation; when
the soul aspires salvation. When the soul starts indicating about the measures of the
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attainment of eternal bliss, than it also causes itself to be engaged in adopting such
measures. O, soul! You have not so far, engaged yourself in the ways and means of
attaining the eternal bliss of salvation. The soul is its own preceptor because it
aspires self good, it tells / suggests ways and means of attaining eternal bliss, and it
makes itself to be engaged in such ways and means.
The soul itself is its preceptor from the viewpoint of soul being an
indivisible creator. The soul has aspires the soul to adopt the conduct of restraint for
the purpose of its emancipation by soul. The conduct of restraint is not possible to be
practiced in the absence of the volitions / thought actions of the saint concern, to that
effect. It is soul and soul alone, where it originates arises the volitions of useful and
useless, wisdom and prudence, education and initiation, adoption and observance. So
the soul is the preceptor of soul from real/substantial standpoint.
At this stage the pupil questions : why should anyone do service to others,
when the soul has been declared to be its own preceptor, than the souls aspiring
salvation should not be required to adore, worship and serve his preceptor, Acharyas
etc.
In reply to this, preceptor says that it is not time and one should not make
such a statement, because if we accept it, it will be considered to be a law or
principle. When it is really not so. Acharya again says –

Shloka 35

Zmkmo {dkËd_m`m{V, {dkmo ZmkËd_¥ÀN>{V Ÿ&
{Z{_Îm_mÌ_Ý`ñVw, JVoY©m©pñVH$m`dV² Ÿ&&35Ÿ&&
Meaning – A soul incapable of attaining salvation and acquiring the knowledge of
metaphysics cannot and does not acquire the knowledge of metaphysics in spite of
being properly addressed by a competent preceptor. On the contrary, a soul well
versed in metaphysics cannot give up knowledge of metaphysics and become
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ignorant thereof. It is so because the assistance extended by a preceptor does assist or
help like the element of rest.

Purport – Aachaarya Shri in this Sloka has explained the inherent natural attributes
of the soul. Nothing can be accomplished in the absence of the capability of self –
how so ever favorable instrumental or mighty valours there may exist. Ignorant
mundane souls are giving undue importance to their endeavors / valours and other
instrumental / causes and thereby inflowing their egos. The valours and instrumental
causes prove to be effective when external and internal competence both exist. Every
object is undergoing modification every moment in its object mode or indistinct
mode. The substance of time is helpful in those modifications. But modifications are
automatic in an indifferent manner. Knowledge of such modifications is acquired
broadly by means of practical time. The volition of the creatorship of universe is
greatest falsehood.
Acharya Shri Kundkunda swami has affirmed in Samayasaara that he is
neither the creator of others nor do others cause any pleasures and pain to him,
similarly no one removes/snatches my pain or pleasure. The soul is alone the doer of
pleasures and pains. All objects which apparently seem to be pleasant and painful are
all mere causes. If anyone contents that sugar candy makes the mouth sweet; then a
person devoid with the knowledge of metaphysics will agree with him and say yes.
But a person well versed in metaphysics in reply to this contention say that sugar
candy also will not make the mouth sweet, in case there is some shortage in the
destruction-cum-subsidence of the sense organs of taste or there is some defect/fault
in the mouth concern. In such cases sugar candy increases the bitterness. In
conclusion we can say the taste of non selves is different from soul/self. The
taste/nature of soul does not be in the volitions of others. As it is said in Samaysaar –

O§ ^md§ gwh_gwh§ H$ao{X AmXm g VñgIcw H$Îmm Ÿ&
V§ Vñg hmo{X H$å_§ gmo Vñg Xw doXJmo Aßnm Ÿ&& 109 &&
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The soul undoubtedly is the creator of his auspicious and inauspicious
volitions. Such volitions are the creations (karmic) of such soul. The same soul is the
enjoyer of his karmas i.e. his volitions.
The ignorant mundane soul mistakenly considers him to be the creators of
others. Volitions of ignorance are a modification of one’s natural volitions. It is not
the volition of other. Volitions of others can never become the volitions of one’s
own. The mundane soul fails to understand the laws of metaphysics due to delusion.
The mundane soul consumes / burns the whole mode on the altar of creatorship.
Some Acharyas have pointedly asserted that the soul due to ignorance
determines that the self and non-selves are one and there by creates/generates
auspicious and inauspicious volitions in two forms of the material substance
(karmas) i.e. intensified and mild. Such a soul is the creator of the volition because of
pervasion of that volition – from which it is associated with. Such volition is the
karma (creation) of that soul because of the pervasion of that volition in soul. The
same soul is the enjoyer of that volition because of the pervasion of that volition in
soul at that time. Such volition is an object of experience because of that volition
being able to be reflected upon on account of the pervasion of that volition in that
soul at that time.
Hence the ignorant mundane soul, in fact, is not the creator of the volition
of others. It is really surprising that learned persons, who are ever engaged in
studying scriptures, and who study the volition of non-creatorship of soul, thereby –
are considering themselves to be the creators of others. They do not get tired of
complaining to the effect that their pupils are not at all obliged to them, though the
credit of all their knowledge goes to them (learned persons). O, brother! Have you
forgotten all the laws of Metaphysics ?
Knowledge is not an attribute which can be passed on from one to another.
Knowledge is an attribute of soul – soul which never vacates soul. It ever exists. It is
enveloped by karmas. Knowledge goes on increasing in the proportion in which the
destruction-cum-subsidence of knowledge obscuring karma increases. The teacher,
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books etc. are all instrumental in increasing knowledge. Real internal cause is the
fruitioning of prudence discretion. Souls incapable of attaining salvation, incapable
of gaining the knowledge of Metaphysics are not able to acquire such knowledge in
spite of innumerable discourses by great ascetics. It is true. Can a born blind person
see the reflections of a mirror? As it is said –
)वाभावक Gह न=पतो, $%या गण
ु मपेKयते
न यापारशतेनप शक
ु वपाLMते वकः

Ÿ&

&&

Any attempt needs some inherent attribute in order to produce some
work/activity. A duck cannot be taught like a parrot in spite of hundreds of
attempts.
Samayasaara emphatically proclaims that, one cannot be made capable,
who does not have the inherent capacity therefore. The content is capable; that is
why it is modified as an activity. For example - a mundane soul incapable of
attaining salvation.

U _w`{X n`{S> ^ìdmo gwQ²>R>w {d AÁPmBXyU gËWm{U Ÿ&
JwS²>XwÕ§{n {n~§Vm U nÊU`m {Upìdgm hm|{V Ÿ&& g_`gma Ÿ&& 340 Ÿ&&
A mundane soul incapable of attaining salvation does not leave its inherent

nature at the time of fruitioning of karmas inspite of deeply studying the scriptures.
In other words he does not change his nature, in the same manner in which the
snakes do not give up their poison inspite of drinking sweet milk.
Just as the pulses devoid of the capability of being cooked do not get cooked
in spite of strong heating, similarly any attempt does not become fruitful/effective in
the absence of the necessary inherent attribute - in spite of the availability of all
necessary instruments. Hence one should not be unnecessary vainful or proud. The
claim of any teacher to the effect that he has taught and trained a large number of
scholars and that all these scholars have been benefited due to him - is false from real
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and substantial stand point. Similarly the claim of the pupils to the effect that all their
knowledge is due to the efforts of their teachers and they are extremely obliged to
them are also false from real stand point. Such thinking of the teachers and the taught
may be correct from modal / practical point of view and is just and proper to some
extent yet from real / substantial stand point such thinking is mere ignorance. Now a
days blind devotion to preceptors has increased so much so that it is over shadowing
devotion to supreme beings there of. Such blind devotion towards preceptors
subordinates / dominates auspicious functional consciousness. Such blind devotees
take the name or remember God once; they on other hand take the name or remember
their preceptors hundreds of times. At times blind devotion towards the preceptor
adversely effects and distorts the image of the preceptor concern. Is it devotion
towards the preceptor? If the tendencies of the disciple result in the preceptor being
ignored and disrespected and in spite of it the preceptor remains dumb, it is
something which is understandable. Scriptures confirms that true devotion to
preceptor implies adoption of faultiness restraint, remembering the benefactions of
the preceptor gratefully and compliance of the instructions of the preceptor as
ordained in scriptures from practical stand point. All this should not be done at the
cost of devotion to supreme beings. The saints must exhibit express their devotion to
their preceptors but they should not be uncurious and disrespectful to the heads of
orders and saints of other Ganas. They should accept the aphorism ‘Dosh Vaade Cha
Maunam’/’not to be guilty in expressions as well as silence’, in letter and spirit.
Jainology alone creates right type of preceptors. Of sixteen causes –
reflections, three reflections named reflections of the trance of saint, accessive
devotion to scriptures and devotion to the head of the saintly order are related to the
devotion to preceptor. Sixteen causes of reflections Bhaavanaa cause the bondage of
auspicious Tirthankar body making karma. Scriptures do not maintain that devotion
to some particular saint, preceptor, or the head of order of saints belonging to any
particular Gana causes the bondage of Tirthankar body making karmic energy. But
certain Ganas and Gachhas seem to ignore this fact now days. Does treating himself
to be excellent or topper, not represent/indicate one’s egoism?
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O, brother, all those preceptors who have got all the essential
merits/attributes of preceptors as described in scriptures - are appropriate objects of
our devotion. All of us must always remember the phrase ‘NAMO LOE SABBA
SAHUNAM’ (we pay our obeisance to all the saints of universe). In case we
disregard/ignore this phrase, not only the path of liberation of soul be mutilated but
the practical system of universe shall also be disturbed.
At first, the great order of Shramanas was divided into two: Swetambaras
and Digambaras. Thereafter those two were sub-divided into many groups. Jain
community in consequence thereof, was divided into Bispanthi, Terah Panthi,
Taaranatarana, Sonagari etc. Now days a new division is taking place and it is
division based on different orders of saints?
There is craze of declaring one’s own saintly order to be excellent/best. Any
how it is not just and proper. Our aim is to practice faultless conduct with pure
volitions. The various orders of saints must mutually give due respect and be
affectionate each other and there by enhance the influence of the rule of the
nonattached. Otherwise all concern should keep them engaged in practices of selfgood. The path of salvation demands it.
Aachaarya Shri Poojyapaada is pointedly directing all of us to renounce our
ego. No one can transform an ignorant being in to a learned one and vice versa. Only
the destruction cum subsidence of one’s own soul is effective. In case destruction
cum subsidence is not cleaned, No preceptor or sacred book - how so ever fine it be cannot be effective/fruitful.
External practices are mere instruments. One’s own capacity is what need
be attained. Support of non selves may be only instrumental in the manifestation of
the capacity of soul. They are instrumental in the same way as medium of motion is
instrumental in relation to soul and matter. Medium of motion neither moves itself
nor does it cause others to move. It just helps the soul and matter in moving
passively.
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The place of preceptor is similar to that of medium of motion. Instruction is
given by a preceptor may be fruitful/effective only when the disciple has got
necessary competence therefore. If it is preceptor who gives knowledge, than a mad
man should also be taught or educated. From all this discussion we can safely infer
that the cause of the knowledge of a disciple is infected the capacity of the disciple
concerned. Here the importance of the preceptor is not being totally unaccepted. As it
is true that knowledge is not acquired without the help of preceptor.
Acharya Shri Poojyapaada in this Sloka has not minimized or negated the
benefactions of the preceptor; he has here given expression to the true existence of
substances and their interrelations. Moolachar of Acharya Shri Batta Keri (alias
Kund Kund Swami) mentions “the accomplishment of knowledge or incantations
becomes easy due to the kindness of preceptor”. From practical stand point, we can
say that the preceptor should not impart education to his taught unless and until the
taught attains the capabilities of his soul.
The kindness of preceptor is the destroyer of the darkness of ignorance.
From real stand point one’s own soul is his true preceptor. That will accompany in all
incarnations. Be it fully understood that self knowledge alone is most fruitful in the
path of salvation. So the saint should seek the shelter of his own soul. Then and then
alone will shall he be able to attain salvation.
The pupil asks – how and in what manner such practices are observed
exercised?
Exercised means and implies practicing a vows etc. repeatedly. Instructions
as regards the place and the rules concerned are given in this connection so also other
necessary informations –
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Shloka 36

A^d{ƒÎm {djon, EH$mÝVo VÎdg§pñWV : Ÿ&
Aä`ñ`oX {^`moJoZ, `moJr VÎd§ {ZOmË_Z : Ÿ&& 36 Ÿ&&
Meaning – May an ascetic – whose mind is not disturbed/agitated and whose
intellect instead in thinking about elements – engage in exercises of the
contemplation of the nature of the soul in a solitary place.
Purport – Our Acharya supreme being has very well explained as to what is the rule
of Jin, what is spiritualism and what is meant by absorption of soul in soul. Had our
Acharyas not preserved our scriptures by giving precious time from their
observances in the store rooms of their knowledge, the rule of Jin would not have
continued by now. Those great Acharyas upholders of gems trio must be highly
venerated.
I hereby pay my obeisance to all the great Aachaaryas and Munies, born and
flourished under the rule of Lord Mahaaver with all my might of all the incarnations
and with all my infinite volitions of respects and regards. Here at this stage it is
proper to know the means and ways for attaining the purity and perfection of soul.
At first, it should be well understood as to what does the soul aspire for and
how does his innermost acts or reacts?
It is not possible to determine and take decisions about elements without
knowing the real and internal volitions. Sometimes the intent/motive of a person is
different from his statement and conduct; such persons can never attain his purified
natural self.
Only such ascetics – as are equanimous and transparently clean by nature
and who are well adorned with the pieties of supreme humility and supreme straight
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forwardness – can know and realize the supreme beings of his soul. Acharya
Devanandi explains – As to how should one exercise of knowing the nature of self?
According to him first of all, one should renounce the volitions of delusion
and agitation. A saint must part with delusion and falsehood. Falsehood causes
obstructions in the way of attainment of salvation. It also causes soul to transmigrate
in the endless mundane existence. The mundane soul by taking the poison named
‘Kal Koot’ has annihilated his righteousness and good conduct. The soul aspiring
salvation must renounce three types of falsehood – acquired, unacquired and both –
should practice pure righteousness devoid of all the twenty five faults and have the
distinction of self with non selves always in his mind.
The perception deluding karmas is the real enemy of soul; it is this karma
which over powers and destroys the fort of soul. Acharya Yogindradeva in his work
Parmaatmaprakash has told the perception deluding karma to be utmost powerful of
all the eight karmas.
Acharya Nag Sen has said delusion to be falsehood.

AÝ`WmdpñWVoßdÝ`W¡d é{MZ¥©Um_² Ÿ&
Ñ{ï> _mohmoX`mÝ_mohmo {_Ï`mXe©Z_wÀ`Vo Ÿ&& VdmZwemgZ Ÿ&&9 &&
Delusion is called false perception when the faith of individual in various
objects becomes perverse due to the fruitioning of perception deluding karma.
How can one know righteousness, so long as mind is agitated? The person
devoid of righteousness is absolutely ignorant of the nature of soul. Why and how
will he engaged himself in the practice of attaining his natural self? First 0f all
destruction of unnatural volitions is necessary. Right conduct follows the volition of
righteousness. Conduct of righteousness gives rise to the conduct of restraint and
conduct of restraint gives rise to self-absorption conduct. This is the way in which
natural self is attained, scriptures say so. Exercises of self-absorption conduct cannot
be done in the absence of right conduct. The person – who observes practical conduct
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– later on, engages himself in the exercises of self experience. Unrestraint person
must first engage himself in exercises of restraint. After being restraint, he should
study scriptures. Concentrated thought actions in scriptural knowledge, constitute
self-meditation. It can be achieved only by constant practice thereof. The conduct
which causes manifestation of natural self has been aptly described by Aachaarya
Kundkundaswami in his Pravachansaara – he maintains there in “Right conduct
consists of equanimity of soul”.

Mm[aÎm§ IbwYå_mo, Yå_mo Omo gmo g_mo{Îm {U{ÔÆ>mo Ÿ&
_mohŠImoh {dhrUmo n[aUm_mo AßnUmo hþ g_mo Ÿ&& 7 Ÿ&&
Infact right conduct constitutes true religion. Religion consists of
equanimity. Such statements have been made by Shri Jinendra Deva. Equanimity of
soul is a volition of the soul devoid of delusion and agitation. Acharya Jay Sen
Swami has interpreted delusion to be falsehood and agitation to be delusion of
conduct.

ewÕmË_mlÕmZê$n gå`ŠËdñ` {dZmeoH$m Xe©Z _mohm{^YmZmo _moh BË`wƒVoŸ&
{Z{d©H$ma {ZíMc {MÎm d¥[Îm ê$n Mm[aÎmñ` {dZmeH$íMm[aÎm _mohm{^YmZm jmo^ BÀ`wÀ`Vo &
V`mo {d©Üd§gH$ËdmËg Ed§ e_mo _moh jmo^ {dhrZ: ewÕmË_ n[aUm_mo ^Ê`V² BË`m{^àm`:
&& Q>rH$m àdMZgmaŸ&& 6Ÿ&&
Delusion means perception deluding karma which destroys the attribute of
right faith of soul, and agitation means conduct deluding karma which destroys the
vibrations of immobile and faultless soul.
The soul is unable to adopt right conduct due to the fruitioning of conduct
deluding karma. How can there be the experience of the nature of self, where
vibration of mind, speech and body are inauspicious?
Therefore it should be firmly believed that the volition of non-restraint full
of hopes and desires does not yield attainment of the inherent nature of soul. Just as
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pearls are not visible in disturbed water, similarly natural self is not visible in/by
unsteady mind. Pearls become visible when water becomes still.

Yoga-g{cco {Wa ^yE XrgB© {Uê${Ud{S>`§{nOh a`U§ Ÿ&
_U-g{cco {Wa ^yE XrgB© Aßnm Vhm {d_co Ÿ&& VÎdgmaŸ 41Ÿ&&
Just as a jewel becomes visible in the water of a reservoir when it is
stabilized; similarly the soul / self becomes visible in the water of mind when it is
immobile / stabilized and when the thought actions of mind are transparently clean.
Such a person, whose mind has become immobile/steady, desire less,
careful, established in self, should practice self experiencing in solitude. This is what
the author points out.
Place or places, where mind becomes disturbed or agitated, are not fit for
meditation. So one should not sit there. Places which are noiseless i.e. uninhabited
mountains, caves, forests etc. are suitable for meditation. Saint should sit and
meditate in places, which are not generally visited by people at large, such places
must be those where ladies, men, boys and sub human beings do not come and sit
and gossip. Saints should not sit in abodes of prostitutes, bars, dining hall, places of
exercise, dwelling of acrobat and shelters of cows. Saints should meditate upon
themselves by sitting in solitary places by giving up carelessness.
The pupil at this stage enquires O, Lord, how can the saint come to know
that his knowledge is increasing and he is making progress in right direction? Here at
Acharya replying it and addressing people says–

Shloka 37

`Wm - `Wm g_m`m{V, g§{dÎmmo VÎd_wÎm__² Ÿ&
VWm VWm Z amoMÝVo, {df`m : gwb^m A{n Ÿ&& 37 Ÿ&&
Meaning – As and when knowledge of self increases, sense pleasures become
distasteful/tasteless to the saint concerned.
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Purport – The thoughts and feelings of a person influence his behavior and conduct.
The conduct of a saint whose thoughts are internally consecrated becomes likewise.
Thoughtful persons are not fond of use of high sounding words and phrases. They
look in to the innermost and try to know how kind or compassionate he is. Such
sensitive persons have got compassion, kindness, volition of faith in god, humility,
courtesy etc. as well as fear of sinfulness, absence of delusion and crookedness etc.
Such a person feels the pleasures and pains of others to be his own. Sensitive persons
feel the agonies or sufferings of others to be his own and are sorrowful therefore.
When the same person enters in to the field of spiritualism, he finds and experiences
himself to be calmed and free from restlessness. Those who starts enjoying self bliss;
he becomes indifferent to all worldly pleasures and treats them to be perishable. The
saint should in the very beginning be disregardful of those objects, whose association
causes inauspicious volitions in his soul. Thereafter only he should practice self
meditation. Desire less souls alone succeed in attaining self-consciousness. Only
heroic souls succeed in distinguishing self with non selves.
Listening and explaining the nature of soul may be done by any and every
one. But superior ascetics or saints alone succeed in absorbing themselves in self
experiencing firmly and equanimously, remaining indifferent/unattached from body
in the phase of great hardships. Unless and until the saint does not realize the
loneness of soul; she cannot meet the God i.e. his soul.
Acharya Shri Amrutachandra Swami has described the state of such a selfexperiencing ascetic in these words – the unknotted ascetics – who are in
transcendental state, who observe the path of Gems Trio faithfully, who are
completely devoid of all sinfulness and succeed in self experiencing. As it is said –

AZwgaVm§ nX_oVV² H$apå~VmMma{ZË`{Za{^_wIm Ÿ&
EH$mÝV {da{V ê$nm ^d{V _wZrZm_ bm¡{H$H$s d¥{ËV : Ÿ&& nwê$fmW© {gÕ`wnm` Ÿ16 Ÿ&&
The tendencies of great saints are inclusive of the practices of Gems Trio,
full of indifference and different from those of common man – somewhat
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uncommon/extra ordinary. They are free from sins/wrongs and absolutely unattached
with non selves.
The tendencies of a Digambar Saints are such as uncommon and difficult to
common folk and which cannot be acquired by attached saints. Easily available
attractive sense pleasures are unable to originate a desire for enjoyment in the minds
of saints who are unknotted austere and observers of uncommon court of conduct; in
times when they are absorbed in self experiencing.
The gist of all this is: Pleasure derived from self experiencing is billion
times more than that derived from sense pleasures. Persons with meager intellect are
losing constant eternal bliss for little transient sense pleasures. This is no
exaggeration. Real pleasure does not lie in sense enjoyments but it lies in
renunciation. An equanimous self experiencing ascetic derives as much delight in
one moment as is derived by lord of celestial beings by way of simultaneously
sporting with millions of celestial damsels. Therefore all the objects of enjoyments,
which are minor attractive, worthy to be enjoyed by senses and which increase lust,
do not and are not able to divert the attention of such saints. Such ascetics are
absorbed in the vibrations of their souls being totally indifferent from sense subjects.
They spent their time and energy in destroying their karmas by being equanimous
and treating friends and foes alike. They always keep the power of indifference
always with them. Such ascetics treat all external objects to be opposed to them.
They are devoted to the meditation of self which is lonely and distinct. Sensual
pleasures are not able to influence them even in the least and this is something quite
natural also. It is common knowledge that persons who succeed in attaining great
pleasures start forgetting little pleasures. It is also said -

e_gwIer{bV_Z gm_eZ_{n Ûof_o{V{H$_wH$m_m: Ÿ&
ñWb_{n Xh{V PfmUm§ {H$_“nwZ“mam…Ÿ&&
Great saints, whose mind are full of calm and quietude or peace; do not
prefer eating food even. What is to say of other enjoyments?
O, friend, look: when land alone is able to burn the organs of a fish, what is
the necessity of fire being used therefore? Undoubtedly fire will burn them. That is
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why distaste for sense subjects is the real cause of the manifestation of selfknowledge of ascetics.
Acharya Shri elucidating the above statement further asserts -

Shloka 38

`Wm `Wm Z amoMÝVo, {df`m: gwb^m A{n Ÿ&
VWm VWm g_m`m{V, g§{dÎmm¡ VÎd_wÎm__² Ÿ&& 38 Ÿ&&
Meaning – Means of enjoyments are available due to the fruitioning of auspicious
karmas. The person concern in spite of the availability of such objects is not bound to
enjoy them. There is no hard and fast rule like this. The mundane soul gets bound
with fresh karmas, in case he enjoys them. On the contrary if such a person
renounces their enjoyments, he succeeds in shedding off of his karmas and enabling
himself to be absorbed in self-knowledge. The ascetic attains increased self
experience through self-knowledge in the proportion in which his indifference
towards sense subjects increases.
Purport – One cannot know both states simultaneously. A person, who does not
intend to renounce sense pleasure, who does not want to give up attachment; who
does not want to reduce and minimize his keenness in sense subjects; who wants to
be fully attached with his body, who desires to earn name and fame; who thinks of or
is desirous of having enough of goods; etc. can never succeed in attaining selfknowledge. O, wise man, there should exist suitable/favorable causes in order to
achieve the goal. Superior or excellent ends (goal) can be achieved by superior and
excellent means and ends alone. Here the goal is self-experience and the mean is
faultless restraint. And if faultless restraint is the end, the flawless righteousness,
right knowledge and purity of mind are the means. If anyone maintains that an effect
has got one cause alone, he is an ignorant person. In order to get an effect, many
appropriate causes are needed. That is why ‘Nyaayadeepika’ affirms the producer of
an object is not only one cause similarly the producer/progenerator of self-knowledge
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is not the study of scriptures alone. In order to have it, many other instruments are
needed. Such is the saying of author –
If self-experience is the effect/substantial essence of soul, then practice of
Gems Trio is the instrument/instrumental essence of soul. Pure natural volitions
cannot be attained by a saint, so long as he is over powered by volitions of nonrestraint. In order to verify this statement, one can very well be subjected to passions
like anger etc. and himself known the state of his volitions. Vibrations of mind,
speech and body are really very powerful. When a person stands in front of Shri
Jinendra Dev, he is unable to see/behold the image of Shri Jinendra Dev, in case the
devotee is over powered by passions, he beholds the material objects to fulfill his
desires. The question is, is the substance of soul able to reflect upon the mirror of
soul under such circumstances? The answer is big no. So at first the saint has to
control his unnatural volitions. For that the saint will have to be indifferent towards
sense subjects. He will have to avoid the company of youthful persons. A saint
should keep himself in company of old persons. Sense desires of the old are
loosened; capabilities of committing faults become less. Their bodies start radiating
vary forms of piece.
The bodies of young men and women have got a smell which generates
faults and attract one another the agony of lust increases due to sense of smell. In
consequence volitions of non-restraint appear and those of restraint disappear.
Persons concern loose sense of discrimination and common sense. All the envelop of
delusion makes such persons forget all auspicious volitions. If such persons do not
exercise control over themselves, they destroy their good and moral conduct. The
whole sainthood is emptied only physical form remains. The edifies of volitions falls
down. Hence a saint should always engage himself in study and contemplation
inauspicious safeguarding himself from inauspicious external instrumental causes/so
as to fulfill his aim and object. His vision must be faultless. His eyes should be
directed towards either ground or sky. He should not keep looking any object or
person continuously for a long duration. Because eyes alone cause the entry of
auspicious and inauspicious vary forms by attracting them. Eyes are door like where
from good and bad picture passes in the mind. The mind inspires volitions and sense
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organs accordingly. Sleeping thoughts suddenly becomes awake. The jewel of
restraint is lost. Hence a saint aspiring for self-realization should first develop in
himself distaste and disregard for sense enjoyments. He should be constantly vigilant
as regards the safety of his restraint (objective and subjective both).
It is common knowledge that the parents of a girl are mentally disturbed;
they cannot take their meals and sleep on their beds calmly. One desire snatches their
sense of enjoyments. Then how can self-experience be saved in spite of various
desires. More and more distaste and disregard for sense subjects, more and more
absorption of soul in soul will increase. This is a rule. Therefore a saint should give
up sense subjects which he has easily got. He should also keep himself for away from
the sources of faults. A faultless saint is fully vigilant/wakeful in course of his own
going march on the path of salvation. He is aware of the theory of karmic bondage
and therefore engages in such activities alone, which are conducive to shedding off
of karmas. He saves himself from the instruments impure volitions by attaining pure
volitions. He keeps himself unassociated and separate from external nets. He
considers them to be the cause of karmic bondage. He becomes pure soul by utilizing
his time and energy in the study and reflection of scriptures. Acharya Shri
Amrutachandraswami has also said in Adhyaatma Amrutkalash –

{da_ {H$_naoU H$m`© H$mobmhboZ ñd`_{n {Z^¥V: gZ² ní` fÊ_mg_oH$_² Ÿ&
öX` ga{g nw§g: nwX²Jbm{ØÞYmåZmo, ZZw {H$_ZwnbpãY^m©{V {H$ÝMmonbpãY Ÿ&&
&& AÜ`mË_ A_¥VH$be Ÿ&&
O, soul, capable of attaining salvation – how do you gain by making
purposeless noises? Give it up, concentrate upon your own consciousness in solitude
for six months continuously. Be completely absorbed in it. By doing so, you shall
positively see the lotus of your soul to have been grown in the water reservoir of your
heart. The shining of the lotus of soul is different from that of a material lotus.
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Achrya Shri, explaining further, states: O, pupil, listen to me, I shall now
tell you, what are the modifications and consequences of the extension of selfknowledge.

Shloka 39

{Zem_`{V {Zíeof{_ÝÐ Ombmon_§ OJV² Ÿ&
ñn¥øË`mË_bm^m`, JËdmÝ`ÌmZwVß`Vo Ÿ&& 39 Ÿ&&

Meaning - The whole world appears to be false like magic, in such moments one

aspires to attain his natural self. The mind becomes restless in case it wanders
elsewhere.

Purport – Saints absorbed in the vibration of their soul experience their own natural
selves by contemplating upon the nature of their selves, after separating themselves
from outer world, being desire less, and by utilizing their prudence in the
determination of elements. There is no more beautiful objects other than the volitions
of the lone and equanimity. Saint, who has fully understood this, always keeps his
power of knowledge and renunciation awake by reflecting upon the nature and form
of universe. The power of knowledge and renunciation alone causes the generation,
continuity, extension and fruits of the attribute of right conduct to such saints.
Adoption of right conduct without renunciation is comparable with the adornments
by a widow. Both these powers should be deemed to be the vitalities of religious
practices of a saint.
Fruits of the power of knowledge – The rule of Jin proclaim right
knowledge to be ‘PRAMAANA’. Knowledge of an object known by Pramaan
(Instrument of valid cognition) is the true knowledge of that object.
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Acharya Shri Manikyanandi in the fifth chapter of his work on logic named
‘Parikshaamukhasutra’ has dealt with the fruit of the instrument valid cognition. The
result of the knowledge is released from ignorance, Haan, Upaadaan and Upekshaa.
When the instrument of valid cognition starts operates as regards the
determination of some object; it causes the removal of ignorance about that object.
For example take a man who has known of earthen pot with the help of instrument of
valid cognition, the result is the removal of the ignorance of that man about the pot.
This is called removal of ignorance. It is the fruit of instrument of valid cognition.
Abandoning objects are of three kinds: worth, worth having and worthy to
be ignored. If someone comes to know that the object concern is a snake, he will not
go near the snake, because it is worth abandoning. Here thinking of a snake to be
worth abandoning is the fruit of instrument of valid cognition. Similarly if a man
knows that some object is gold, he will acquire it. Here thinking of gold to be worthy
is the result of instrument of valid cognition. If a man walking on a lane happens to
crush a blade of grass, he ignores it, because the blade of grass is neither worth
abandoning, nor worthy. But it is worth ignoring. Thinking of the blade of grass to be
worth ignoring is the fruit of instrument of valid cognition. This is how one gets the
sense of abandoning in worth abandoning objects, sense of having in worth having
objects and sense of ignoring in worth ignoring objects. Instruments of valid
cognition first enable a man to know an object; thereafter he knows as to whether the
object is worth abandoning or worth having or worth ignoring. Hence removal of
ignorance is the direct fruit (result) of instrument of valid cognition and sense of
worth abandoning etc. is the conventional fruit.
Power of renunciation – Power of knowledge and renunciation always accompanies
the innermost of a right believing saint every moment.
Power of knowledge acquaints him with that which is worth abandoning and
that which is worth having power of renunciation makes him neutral. The saint does
not get averted in regard to objects worth having. He maintains an attitude of a mere
perceiver and knower thereof. Power of renunciation destroys the sense of mineness
of a saint in his mundane existence, body and enjoyments. The routine conduct and
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religious practices of the saint is proportionate to the degree of the purity of the
volition of his renunciation. Right conduct devoid of renunciation is like of flower
without fragrance. Power of renunciation enables a saint to be absorbed in his natural
self. Hence a soul aspiring salvation must first try to attain and develop his power of
renunciation. I want to very respectfully suggest to aspirants of salvation that they
should not be initiated as unknotted Digambar saint, so long as they do not acquire
power of renunciation. If anyone ignores this, he will find the path of salvation to be
burden sum. Such a saint will not be able to observe faultless practices of restraint.
Because his attachment shall be awake.
He will find it difficult to exercise control over his mind and sense organs.
Such a saint will either deceitfully continue his sainthood or will make the rule of Jin
tarnish. It is so because want of renunciation does not allow a saint to cause his
passions to be mild. Saints should generally be equanimous though equanimity is a
very rare attribute. It can be attained only with the help of renunciation. Power of
renunciation is the best associate and friend of saints. Saint Hood cannot flourish
without it. Hence enhancement of the power of renunciation in a saint is essentially
rather indispensable. The attributes indifference and desire less are the characteristics
of a true saint.
An ascetic – empowered by the power of knowledge and renunciation
remains pleased in his self-knowledge. Such a fine restrained saint gives
up/dissociate him with all external material objects and treats them to be fault like the
objects of magic. Such a saint aspires for the attainment of his pure and perfect soul,
full of eternal bliss. In case such a saint due to any cause entangled with any external
material object with his mind, speech and body, he himself abandons it and keeps
himself for away therefrom; not only this he respects for his failings. Such a saint
firmly believes that all worldly goods and affaires are unreal; the only real object is
his own self.
Acharya Shri explaining the states and conditions of a self-experiencing
saint asserts.
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Shloka 40

BÀN>Ë`oH$mÝVg§dmg§, {ZO©Z§ O{ZVmXa: Ÿ&
{ZOH$m`©dempËH${#mXwŠËdm, {dñ_a{V ÐþV_² Ÿ&&40Ÿ&&
Meaning -

A saint who has got the vision of the element of self-arisen, fixes his

target of attainment of the experiencing his own self ; he is always engaged in
thinking or reflecting upon the nature of elements ; such a saint has no time and place
for discussions other than soul.
The universe of his soul is the universe of location of pure, perfect and
blissful soul as well (supportive three world). The soul is self-installed. It is in the
space of universe from modal/practical standpoint. Saints live in their selves all
alone. They are totally unconcern with outer universe. So long as the soul stays and
wanders in outer universe, he cannot enjoy the transcendental bliss of the universe of
his soul. The saint, in order to drink the nectar of the bliss of his soul, stays in a
region inhabited by none.
Our ancient saints have attained infinite knowledge by sitting in solitary
places. The knowledge of elements is not liable to be manifested in noisy
atmosphere. Living in a solitary place enables a saint to conversant with his self.
Solitary places have been the places of origin of divine powers; they have also been
the sources of the peace of soul. A solitary place may enable a person to reach the
highest limit of progress; it may also cause the downfall of a person in the deepest
pit. If a person happens to indulge in inauspicious thinking in a solitary place, he
definitely falls down; persons finding solitude get drowned in sense subject and a
series of fresh unbecoming activities. Hence a saint under such circumstances should
leave that place and, come and sit in amongst fine unblemished saints and wise
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persons. He should start discussion the nature of elements. So that he may get rid of
inauspicious thoughts. Such a saint should again go in a solitary place. Saints, who
keep themselves surrounded by people at large, remain ignorant of the nature of their
souls. One will have to keep oneself for away from the introduction of worldly wise
persons in case one wants to know one self. General contacts are the enemies of the
religious practices of right conduct of a saint. It is also said in Samadhishatak –

OZoä`mo dmH²$ VV: ñnÝXmo _ZgpíMÎm {d^«m: Ÿ&
^dpÝV Vñ_mËg§gJ©, OZ¡`m}Jr VVñË`OoV² Ÿ&&72Ÿ&&
Public contacts make a man vocal and it agitates the mind of a saint.
Therefore saints must abandon public contact.
Mind is influenced by contacts/associations and conduct is influenced by
mind. As the mind, so the conduct, contact with iron rods forces the fire to be beaten.
Similarly inauspicious contact causes the downfall of good and moral persons. Hence
the safety of a saint lies in keeping away from public contacts and worldly affairs.
Contact with general public and indulgence in worldly affairs destroys the religious
practices of saints and forces them to enter in to Jaws of the God of death (Yam).
Unknotted saints, who are afraid of sinning and extension of mundane
existences must be cautious of people at large. They should dwell in solitary places,
performs the exercise of self meditation and ecquisition of the knowledge of
Metaphysics regularly. Acharya Shri Naagasena in his work ‘Tattvanushashana’
counseled saints to live in solitary places and maditate there at.

eyÝ`mJmao Jwhm`m§ ~m {Xdm dm `{X dm {Z{e Ÿ&
ór new Ord OrdmZm§ jwÐmUm_ß`JmoMao Ÿ&&90Ÿ&&
AÝ`Ì d ¹${MÔoeo ÌeñVo ÌmgwH$o g_o Ÿ&
MoVZm-MoVZm eof Ü`mZ {d¿Z {dd{O©Vo Ÿ&&91Ÿ&&
^yVco dm {ecm nÅ>o gwImgrZ: pñWVmo@`dm Ÿ&
g_ ^ÁdmOV§ JmÌ§ {Z: H§$nmd`d§ XYV² Ÿ&&92Ÿ&&
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Zm gmJ«ÝWñV {Zîn§X cmoMZ§ _wX§ _wÀN>ngZ² Ÿ&
Û§[Ìe Ômof {Z_w©ŠV H$m`moËgJ© ì`d{ñWV: Ÿ&&93Ÿ&Ÿ&
àË`mX²Ë`mj cw§Vm H$m§ñVXW}ä`: à`Ë`ZV: Ÿ&&
qMVm MmH¥$î` gd}ä`mo {ZéÜ` Ü`o` dñVw{Z Ÿ&&94Ÿ&&
{ZañV {ZÐm {Z_u{V{Z©amcñ`mo {ZaÝVa§ Ÿ&
ñdê$n§ na ê$n§ dm Ü`mX Xo XÝVm{d©ewÕ`o Ÿ&&95Ÿ&&
The saint should undertake body mortification in an uninhabited house or in
a cave, by day as well as by night, in places in approachable by ladies, animals,
persons of common gender/and small insects, in leveled up good and clean ground,
on land or rock free from all the obstacles liable to be created by sentient beings and
insentient objects, either in sitting or standing posture making the limbs and organs
of his body steady/established, fixing his eyes on tip of his nose, breathing slowly
and devoid of thirty two faults. The saint should meditate upon his own self or the
self to other so as to purify his internal soul by safe guarding sense organs from the
thieves of sense subjects, by making himself carefree, by concentrating his mind on
the object of meditation, by remaining awake and by being free from fear and
idleness.
Acharya Shri Devanandiswami addressing the thinker says, O, wise persons,
people are attached or averted. Every mundane soul is selfish. He is not concerned
with saints or sainthood. He rather wants to fulfill his own interests. He aspects
worldly gains from the saints. As a matter of fact, such persons should help in the
enhancement/growth of right conduct of saints. A shravaka/householder thoughtful
of the nature of the elements thinks that he himself is entangled in the network of
attachment, aversion and delusion, but why should I make saints – trying to attain
their natural salves – worried by narrating the tails of my own worldly problems.
When a shravaka enters in to discussion with saints, he does so in respects of
religious practices and observances. A shravaka requests a saint “you are engaged in
the practices of gems trio; you please inform me if I can be of any use to you in your
religious practices”. This is all what a house holders should request to a saint. Saints
– in case ask for any help or assistance to a sharavaka – they forget it just after the
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completion of that work. True saints reside / stay in un inhabit ate house, cave or
mountains etc. in the company of their preceptor because they want to avoid all
contacts with persons interested in magic, spells, astrology medicines etc. Saints do
not get attached with and influenced by the miracles of various kinds of attainments;
though they themselves attain/achieve in course of their meditation – without making
any efforts therefore. Tattvanushashana affirms –

gå`½Jwê$nXoeoZ g_å`ñnÞZmaV_² Ÿ&
YmaUm gm¡ð>dmhþ`mZ§ àË``mZ{n ní`{V Ÿ&&87Ÿ&&
A saint engaged in religious practices in accordance with the instructions of
preceptors comes to know the implications of meditation and its causes because of
his skill, refinement and sudden attainments.
Such pure saints aspiring salvation in cases of dire necessity, discuss matters and
gives instructions to house holders, but they soon forget it. They are ever absorbed in
studies of the nature of elements and self-meditation. The saint talks in few/limited
words and soon closes.
The state of a saint absorbed in the nature of his soul is unusual. Acharya
Shri explaining it says –

Shloka 41

~«wdÞ{n {h Z ~«yVo, JÀN>Þ{n Z JÀN>{V &
pñWarH¥$VmË_VÎdñVw, ní`Þ{n Z ní`{V
ní`{V Ÿ&&41Ÿ&&
Meaning – An ascetic who is firmly and steadily established in himself, speaks
without speaking, walks without walking and looks without looking.
Purport – The state of unknotted saint immersed in his soul, enjoying only self-bliss,
one who is unexperiencing all sense subjects and enjoyments and who knows his
soul alone – is unprecedented. All the material objects appear him to be meaningless
when such saint unites with his soul. Objects which were sources of great delusion
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and attachment, have now become worthless and causes of renunciation. The causes
of renunciation are not external, they exist in the interior. A person becomes the
knower of the nature of elements, as soon as he reflects upon the nature of objects
and knows the reality, all hopes and desires cease to exit. The causes of ill sufferings
are desires. Desires/wants are never completely satisfied. An attached person
elongates the chain of his mundane existence by increasing his desires. This is the
way of the unwise / imprudent not wise.
The soul, an aspirant of salvation utilizes his wisdom and prudence
constantly every moment. He does not make any beautiful damsel – which enflowers
and fruition the creeper of mundane existence and which is the mistress of a body
filled with foul flesh, excreta, urine etc. – to be the object of this meditation. He
forgives her treating her to be poisonous. He treats his soul alone belonging to him,
soul which is infinitely blissful by nature. Aachaarya Devanandi has described the
details of the internal journey of such a saint in this Sloka. Here one may ask as what
is self-knowledge? The definition of self-knowledge has been given by the author of
Tattvanushaashan –

d¡ÚËd§ doXH$Ëd§ M `Ëñdñ` ñdoZ `mo{JZ : Ÿ&
VËñdg§doXZ àmhþamË_Zmo@Zw^d§ Ñe_² Ÿ& 151 Ÿ&
Selfknowledge means and includes, the knowledge of one is soul by saint
and that of the knower. In other words, it means knowledge of self for self by self.
Righteous self-experiencing constitutes self-knowledge. The soul becomes somewhat
strange when it is absorbed in self experience. The pleasure of all the six tastes is
dried up; sense subjects do not please. Mind does not dwell in seminars, story
listening, means of entertainments, and surprising objects. The bird of mind stops
flying. The nectar of knowledge and bliss rains, it rains so much so – the pot of the
soul becomes over flowing and the soul enjoys unparalleled extra sensory
transcendental bliss.
Such a saint dwelling in his natural self and who is firmly established in
right faith (his self) preaches as regards religious practices etc. for the good of others
without really preaching. It is so because such a saint is disinterested in/unattached
with preaching. As it is said in ‘Samaaddhishataka’ –
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AmË_kmZmËna§ H$m`© ~wÕm¡ Yma`{Ma_² Ÿ&
Hw$`m©XW© d empËH¨$ {MÛmŠH$m`mä`m_ VËna : Ÿ&& 50 Ÿ&&
A saint should not stay in activities other than self-meditation for long. If
something needs be done indispensable, he should do it with speech and body
remaining absolutely unattached or disinterested.
Ascetic established in his self exists/lives in the outer world without (really)
living or dwelling it. Worldly persons alone see and find such saint in amongst them;
but the saint different from this sees and finds him in amongst salvated souls.
Worldly persons are pleased to have a saint in amongst themselves having his body
etc. in views, whereas the saint concern beholds himself to be bodiless.
Oh, certain persons treat such saints as their preceptors, while others treat
them as their disciples but such saints without being mindful of their difference in
behavior, remain absorb in themselves. Common men deem their property alone to
be their belonging, but great saints treating it not to be their own, become indifferent
from it.
Oh, the state of the unknotted saints is really uncommon. Things/objects
which are desired by common folk, are such as undesired by saints ; and objects
which appear to be pains giving to common men, saints treat them desirable/worth
having. Common folk are pleased in being talkative, whereas saints are pleased to
observe silence. There is a Sloka which draws/paints the picture of woman, who is
returning from the well having pots filled with water on her head. On the way she
happens to meet one of her girlfriends. The two start conversations, the pot on the
head of the lady does not move at all, because her eyes and mind are fixed on the pot
concern – although she has been standing on the spot for a long time, is moving her
hands, and sometimes later she starts walking and goes on looking persons here and
there.
The same is the state of an ascetic, who does not speak in spite of speaking,
does not walk in spite of walking and does not see in spite of seeing. It is so because
his eyes and mind are fixed on a pot of his soul. Other objects are immaterial to him.
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His both eyes are fixed on the flame of his soul. Such a saint who is adorned with
conduct of flawless restraint – views the god of his soul and attains pure inherent
disposition of fifth grads of life. This inherent disposition is ever lasting. Souls
aspires of salvation should devote all their time and energy for the attainment of that
pure inherent disposition of soul.
An ascetic dwelling in his self-beholds himself soul alone. He does not look
elsewhere. Acharya Shri Poojya Paad has beautifully reiterated it in the following
Sloka –

Shloka 42

{H${_X§ H$sÑe§ H$ñ`, H$ñ_mËŠdoË` {deof`Z² Ÿ&
ñdXoh_{n Zmd¡{V, `moJr `moJnam`U : Ÿ&& 42 Ÿ&&
Meaning – Self meditating ascetic is not cognigent of his body even ; he does not
think/know as to what it is, how it is, whose it is, why it is and where it is.
Purport – In this Sloka Acharya Shri has described the static state of the ascetic. The
nature of soul cannot be attained without such stativity. Only that saint is able to
experience the swan of his soul, who gets rid of all external movements, and enters in
to the great arena. The conduct of the attainment of soul consists of purity. There is
no place for desires what so ever in it. A saint attains as much purity as carries him
over and above karmas and neo karmas. He is not at all mind full of the faults and
kinds of inclinations as he contemplates upon the element, substance and object of
soul. He knows the nature of all substances as a mere perceiver and knower.
Acharya Nemicehandra has said in Dravyasamgrag “O, soul, aspiring
salvation, do not be attached with or averted against the desirable and undesirable
objects”.

_m _wÁPh _m aÁPh, _m Xygh BÆ>{UÆ>AÆ>ogw Ÿ&
{Wa {_ÀN>h OB {MÎm§, {d{MÎm PmUßn{gÕrE Ÿ&& 48 Ÿ&&
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O, souls, capable of attaining salvation, you should not be attached, averted
and deluded by desirable and undesirable sense subjects, in case you intend to steady
or stabilize your mind necessary for desire less self-meditation. Generally people are
attached with objects dear to them and are averted with objects not dreadful. The soul
becomes great only when he becomes neutral and impartial. He is not associated with
others/non selves. Associations with non selves make a soul unimportant. The role of
a saint is great from practical as well as real viewpoints. A saint gives as much
importance to make additions in the attributes of his soul, as he does give to the
welfare of other mundane souls. Static and deceit less mind and heart alone can touch
the depth of elements. One cannot enjoy nectar of scriptures merely by listening it by
ears; it is possible only by making it enter in to the inner most.
Hence those desirous of self-good should try to touch the depth of the
element of a soul; you should not waste your valuable time in shallow discussion on
elements. True ‘Samaya Saar’ (quint essence of soul) consists of the substance of
soul. Persons interested in knowing elements should know it. The saint should ever
attempt to always have his volitions, thought actions of passions, places of purity and
the dynamicity/vibrations of his mind – in mind. The saint must know his thought
actions of every moment indispensably. Although a saint has got the physical form of
a Digambar saint. But the question is : whether he is successful in knowing gross
feelings or thought actions ? There are times when saints falls and are forgetful of
his internal vibrations.
Is laughter not a neopassion? Is satisfaction from getting a desirable object
not the fulfillment of hopes and desires? Does the hope of getting an object not
constitute the future hope of sense subjects? Does mutual improper dialogue not
come in the category of passions? Does distrust in a man and ill feelings towards him
not constitute attachment and aversions? Can a person attached and averted be
treated as a restraint person? If a saint seeks the answer of these questions himself, he
will become a self-seeker. Village, cities, section, caste, fraction etc. – all cause the
downfall of a saint from the path of restraint.
O, saint, have you forgotten the day when you yourself adopted the path of
restraint? Just remember how pure and deep your thought action intents were that
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day. Had you not determined that day to adopt the conduct of restraint, try to attain
the nature of yourself constantly and to enlarge / enhance the influence of the rule of
Jin? O would be god! Why are you being disregardful of your pure target determined
on that day? You have adopted the conduct of restraint with a view protect and be
friend all the mundane souls having bodies of all the six kinds. You have taken the
vow of not being inimical. The saint takes the vow of keeping himself at a distance
from social and political affairs which at present are considered to be the means of
publicity of religion. Saints should remain unconcern with four types of false stories.
There is no place for the fulfillment of desires in the lives of ascetics. One, who
marches on the path of salvation, has got no time for matters related to other than
right conduct. Think of those saints, who did equanimously suffer the banks of the
bits of she Jackal; such equanimous saints are really unmindful of their bodies and
the pleasures and pains thereof. Such are the miracles of right conduct. Such
conducts of saints is considered unusual/extra ordinary and whole world views it
wonder struck. Birth, death, gain and loss etc. cannot make such saints more away or
fall from their conduct. Such saints are constantly ever vigilant and watchful of their
religious observances. Saints are ever watchful of their volitions and save them from
being inauspicious in the same manner in which a soldier protects / guards the
borders of his country. Such excellent saint – absorbed in his natural self remains
unmindful of his body and does not know what it is, how it is, who it is, why it is and
where it is etc. He is desire less, a flame of soul incorporate diving in his
consciousness. As it is said in ‘Tatvaanushashana’ –

VXm M na_¡H$mJ«`mX ~{haW} Ÿ&
AË`ÝV {H$ÄMZm ^m{V ñd_odmË_m{Zní`V: Ÿ&& "VÎdmZw emgZ' Ÿ&&
A saint purely meditating and viewing himself in his own self does not see
anything outside him in spite of the presence of many external artifacts.
The people at this stage intervene and ask, “I am wonderstruck to know
about such extraordinary state of the saint and cannot understand as to how it is
caused”.
Replying to it Acharya Shri says – O, wise man, listen to me attentively.
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Shloka 43

`mo `Ì {ZdgÞmñVo, g VÌ Hw$éVo a{V_² Ÿ&
`mo `Ì a_Vo Vñ_mXÝ`Ì
Vñ_mXÝ`Ì g Z JÀN>{V Ÿ&& 43 Ÿ&&
Meaning – One who lives at a place starts liking it; and he does not leave the place
which he likes.
Purport – Oh, the functioning of the attachment is strange. The mundane soul is not
able to give up attachment in spite of great sufferings. Those, whom one proclaims to
be his own, do not think him to be thieves. The ignorant soul deems them to be his
own due to delusion. In this way he continues to sink in the mud of sins. He can be
compared with a week thirsty hawk. An elephant enters in to mud with the intent of
quenching his thirst. But he soon sinks in to the mud. In consequence he neither
succeeds in being relieved of thirst, nor is he able to save his life. He goes on sinking
in the mud in spite of all his efforts to come out of it. It is so because of his heavy
weight. O, brother such an elephant cannot come out of mud on his own account; he
needs the help of some other elephant. In the same manner, the knowledge which
makes a man bound with karmas can also make him liberated of karmas. The
formation of mud is caused by water; and it is also gets cleaned by water, the
condition of mud of sins is likewise. Mind causes vices as well as virtues.
The fruits of virtues and vices cause pleasure and pains. The mundane soul
remains engaged in the enjoyments of his sense subjects – although sense subjects
cause wonderings in mundane existence or transmigrates in various grade of life. Oh,
aspirant of sense subjects, you have influenced many wise and prudent saints. You
have burnt the garden of blossomed flowers of restraint by the fire of hopes and
desires of sense subjects with in no time.
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The wonder is: the soul knows that it is not matter; it has a functional
consciousness full of perception and knowledge; it is capable to be omniscient.
Inspite of this knowledge the mundane soul is living in the village of sense subjects
which cause attachment and aversion and karmic bondage in the end. The mundane
soul does not think even of leaving the village of sense subjects. He does not at all
intend to leave such village and start living in the habitat of his soul. The habitat
(village) of soul has got the water reservoirs of non-attachment, in which the lotuses
of right conduct have blossomed; where in black bees of saints are roaming and
murmuring; where creepers of restraint are ascending on the trees of right knowledge
and right faith; where upon the flowers of self-experiences are growing. And where
upon fruits of salvations are ripening. Virtuous aspirants of salvation dwell in such
village alone.
Saints in the village of soul remain in different from/unconcern with the
village of sense organs. They do not even think of moving elsewhere. The souls
absorbed in his self, does not go anywhere else. It is true that one who lives where at
likes therefore. He does not want to leave that place.
Again the pupil asks, O, lord, tell me what happens after the saint does not
leave such place. Acharya Shri replies –

Shloka 44

AJÀN>§ñV {Û eofmUm_Z{^kíM Om`Vo Ÿ&
AkmVV{ÛeofñVw, ~Ü`Vo Z {d_w
{d_wÀ`Vo Ÿ&&

Meaning – A saint not moving elsewhere and avoiding in his soul alone, remains
unmindful of beautification of body etc. And as he does not think of all such
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particulars, he does not get bound with karmas. On the other hand he succeeds in
shading off of his karmas.

Purport – Such a saint – who is eternally blissful; the master of mistress liberty,
moving ahead towards the nature of his soul consisting of knowledge and bliss,
desire less and stabilized in himself – does not find any substance/object other than
his soul to be more beautiful. In universe no object is beautiful or ugly. With whom
so ever is one attached that appears him to be beautiful; with who so ever is one
averted, that appears to him to be ugly. There are persons who are deeply attached
with impure, disgustful, detestable objects and activities which cause great shame
and who induced in objectionable activities. Fie to the faulty volition; which destroys
the happiness of the whole mode / life?
Our Aachaaryas have after giving full consideration tried to inspire the
aspirants of salvation to reflect upon the basic tenets of elements – considering it to
be most beneficial. Lust, anger, greed and deceit are unnatural volitions of soul; they
are the causes of the impurity of mind. Human mind can never be and remain
faultless in association with them. Purity of volitions is caused by the purity of mind.
A person will become as unknown of the knowledge of himself as he
becomes known of external material objects, because looking to substances/objects
other than self, augments / inflates attachment. Attachment is the enemy of selfknowledge. It is a highly intoxicated product, which fascinates a person. When
person concern is so fascinating thereby, attachment makes him do what it wants.
Such a person loses his independence. He does not use his common sense; he carries
out the dictates of his master alone. This is how attachment functions. The person
who is enslaved by attachment forgets his own valour or capacity. He becomes
unconscious of his capabilities. He forgets that he is the doer of superior works and
the enjoyer of superior pleasures. Attachment is competent to consume/burn anything
in a moment, broadcaster/publicize of bad name and the pit of sins. A number of
saints have fallen down from their conduct of restraint due to attachment. History
witnesses that Shri Ram Chandra Ji wandered in forest due to his attachment with
Sita Ji for long; and king Rawan also went to hell after annihilating the downfall of
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Lanka due to attachment. Attachment is the direct cause of karmic bondage. Hence
attachment should be renounced by those who want to live in peace. The nature of
soul does not contain attachment, aversion, touch, taste, smell and color. Acharya
Shri Amrat Chandra Ji has discussed the nature of soul as follows –

ApñV nwéf[íMXmË_m {dd{O©V: ñne© JÝY ag dU}: Ÿ&
JwUn`©`g_doV: g_m{hV: g_wX`ì``Y«m¡ì`}: Ÿ&& nwéfmW© {gÕ`wnm` 9&&
The soul consists of consciousness. It has got attributes and mode and
associated with generation, exhaustion and continuance; it is devoid of touch, taste,
smell and color etc. Acharya Shri says that one will not attain the volition of
oneness/individuality of soul so long as he looks his body. Because the activities of
body are many. One who is attentive of manyness is unable to see and know oneness.
All souls appear to be pure and perfect soul – as those of Tirthankaras – in case they
are tried to be known from real / substantial standpoint. In that case the desire of
beautification of body etc. disappears and the volitions relating to it stops. Stoppage
of such volition stops the inflow of karmas concern. Prohibition/stoppage of the
influx of karmas yields stoppage and shedding off of karmas. The path of salvation is
cleared. A great saint tries to be completely faultless; he does not think of
commission of faults even in dreams. He always keeps himself engaged in union
with his pure self. Great ascetics do not think of knowing any particular material
object, hence they are not bound with any karmas in relation to them; they rather
excessively succeeds in shedding off their karmas thereby –
The pupil at this stage further enquires, O, lord! Are non-self’s objects of
pleasure any times? Shall they ever be pleasant or means of pleasure sometimes in
future? Replying to this query Acharya Shri says –

Sloka 45
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na:nañVVmo Xw:I_mË_¡dmË_m VV: gwI_² Ÿ&
AVEd _hmË_mZñV{Þ{_Îm§ H¥$VmoÚ_m: Ÿ&& 45 Ÿ&&
Meaning – The others / non selves are others / non selves, hence it (non selves)
causes suffering. On the other hand self (soul) is self hence it yields pleasure. That is
why great saints have endeavored for the attainment of self only.
Purport – O, how deep is the ignorance of the ignorant. He misconceives ignorant to
be wisdom. He treats himself to be superior and more intelligent than other. An
ignorant person thinks wise persons to be inferior and unimportant. His mind remains
concentrated upon the enjoyment of sense subjects and on procuring material
objects therefore. He considers himself to be wise as he finds himself to be skilled in
collecting the articles of enjoyments by hook and crook. Persons who are ever busy
in their occupations and have more possession are bound with the age karmas of hell.
Such ignorant persons are extending their mundane existence by being bound with
innumerable karmas. Such persons are collecting wealth for the good of their wife,
sons etc. None of them accompanies the soul after the present mode. All will parish
some day or other, it is absolutely certain.
Acharya Shri maintains that non selves – body, family members etc. are
after all non selves not one’s own. They cannot be treated as selves, nor can they be
transformed in to selves. He, who treats them as self, suffers. Because non selves
alone cause pains. On the contrary self is self and it causes pleasure alone.
‘Pravachanasaara’ of Aachaarya Shri Kundkunddeo corroborating it says
‘nonselves such as body etc. are not selves and never become so’ –

Umh§ Xohmo U _Umo U Mod dmUr U H$maU§ Vo{g Ÿ&
H$Îmm U U H$ma{`Xm AUw^§Vm Zod H$ÎmrU§ Ÿ&&160&&
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It means that the soul is neither body, nor mind, nor speech; nor the causes
thereof. The soul is neither creator, nor maker of others create, nor the supporter
thereof. The soul conceives/understands body, speech and mind to be others. Hence
it (soul) is not at all interested in them. The soul is quite indifferent towards/neutral
to them.
The soul is not the unconscious basic substance of the formation of body,
speech and mind. These things and substances are independent from or other than
soul. Hence the soul gives up the partially for body, speech and mind. The soul is not
the substantial cause that is unconscious substance of body speech and mind. They
really function in spite of any help from soul. So not treating them to be the cause of
functioning of soul, the soul is neutral. The soul is not the substantial creator that is
unconscious substance of body, speech and mind. Inspite of the soul being the
creator thereof, they get created. Hence the soul remains neutral by renouncing the
sense of partiality to them. The soul is not the sponsor of the substantial creator i.e.
unconscious substance of body, speech and mind. They are created irrespective of the
sponsoring by soul. Hence they are created in spite of the soul neither being the
creator nor being the maker of creator and nor being the sponsored thereof. Hence the
soul remains fully neutral.
The following Sloka asserts that body, speech and mind are objects different
from and other than soul.

Xohmo ` _Umo dmUr nmo½Jb XìdßnJ {Îm{U{ÔÆ>m Ÿ&
nmo½JbXìd§ {h nwUmo qnS>mo na_mUw XìdmU§ Ÿ&& àdMZgma 161 Ÿ&&
Mind, speech and body are material objects and consists of aggregates of
material particles.
Body, speech and mind are all non selves because they have got the
characteristics of matter and have got the nature and form thereof. These material
objects are the modes of aggregates of material particles. Because such particles due
to their oilyness and dryness are bound with soul. Hence they appear to be similar to
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the space points of soul although such particles of karmas do not give up their natural
characteristics thereat.
The purport being : the soul is not material and the matter is not soul. The
nature of matter is quite different from the nature of soul. The nature of soul consists
of consciousness and the nature of matter is unconscious. How can an unconscious
object be a conscious being. The relationship of body and soul is not the relationship
of natures and it is not invariable. This relationship is associative and adhesive –
which as a rule is and shall remain separated. Although they appear to be one like the
mixture of the milk and water, yet the natures of the two are different. Saints
therefore are fully occupied with the conduct of attaining their pure and perfect souls
which are different from non selves and are constituted by consciousness. One
cannot attain ones pure and perfect soul without meditating upon their pure
functional consciousness. Hence saints aspiring salvation, must constantly meditate
upon their pure souls. As Acharya shri Kundkundswami says.

Umh§ hmo{_ naoqg U _o nao g§{V UmU_h_o¸$mo Ÿ&
B{X Omo Pm`{X PmUo gmo AßnmU§ hd{X PmXm Ÿ&& àdMZgma -Ÿ191 Ÿ&&
Means the soul which meditates to the effect “I do not belong to any non
self, non selves are not mine; I (my soul) consist of knowledge” – become a
meditator in course of meditation.
I am an omniscient. I have already destroyed the relationship of ownership
of all sentient beings and insentient objects by mind, speech and body and by
commission, caused commission and support to commission by means of real
support substantial stand point. I am one and one alone and am devoid of all
objective karmas, subjective karmas and neo karmas. He, who is established in his
pure self, becomes a meditator of pure blissful lone soul. Such meditation of pure
soul enables the meditator to attain his pure soul; it is so because an effect is always
in consonance with its substantial cause. All this proves that self-meditation from
pure real/substantial stand point yields causes the attainment of pure and perfect soul.
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Here at pupil further asks ‘what are the faults that are caused by the
attachment with non selves?’
Acharya Shri answers –

Shloka 46

A{dÛmZ nwX²Jb Ðì`§, `mo@{^ZÝX{V Vñ`VV² Ÿ&
Z OmVw OÝVmo
OÝVmo: gm_rß`§, MVwJ©{Vfw _wÄM{V Ÿ&& 46 Ÿ&&
Meaning – An ignorant soul, who is attached with and gives importance to his body
and other material objects, never becomes free/separated from them in all the four
grades of life.
Purport – The ignorant persons discusses and talks about the liberation of soul from
mundane existence; but he does not make any attempt therefore. How can a person
attain anything without making necessary efforts therefore?
Firstly a person aspiring salvation must renounce the volition of falsehood.
No one can succeed in doing self-good without giving up falsehood. Even a minute
falsehood may cause endless elongation of one’s mundane existence. A person may
worship true scriptures and true preceptors, he may acquire deep knowledge of
element and may follow the necessary conduct, but instead of allowing salvation, he
will be bound with virtuous karmas on account of them – in case he does not get rid
of and be free from the volition of his external soul different from it. If the person
concern, performs these very religious practices with the volition of internal soul;
they will help him in stopping of the inflow of karmas and in shedding off of karmas.
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Volition of external soul means and includes the thought of the destruction
of soul with body as well as all the causes which destroy or obscure righteousness.
Ignorant persons – in spite of acquiring sainthood get their righteousness destroyed.
Saints who are devoid of self-knowledge, who misunderstands external conduct or
religious practices to be the real path of salvation; and who are engaged in sinful
activities – are devoid of righteousness. ‘Rayanasaara’ does explicitly make mention
of such saints –

Oo nmdma§^aXm, H$fm`OwÎmm n[a½JhmgÎmm Ÿ&
bmo` ddhma nCam, Vo gmhy gå`Cå_wH$m Ÿ&& 104 Ÿ&&
Such Saints, who are engaged in sin and occupation, who are passionate, who are
attached with passions and who are immersed in sunken in public relations – are
devoid of righteousness.

U gh§{V BXaXßn§, Wwd§{V AßnmU_ßn_mhßn§ Ÿ&
{Oˆ{U{_Îm§ Hw$U§V, H$‚m§ Vo gmhw gå_Cå_wŠH$m Ÿ&& 105 Ÿ&&
Saints who are in tolerant of the greatness of other, who indulge in self
praise and who work for the good of their tongue are devoid of righteousness.
Acharya Shri defining the external soul says –

Xoh H$bÎm§ nwÎm§, {_Îmm{X {dhmd MoXUmê$d§ Ÿ&
Aßngê$d§ ^md{X, gmo Mod hdo{X ~{haßnm Ÿ&& a`Ugma 128Ÿ&&
He who considers body, woman, sons, friend etc. and unnatural volitions
such as attachment, aversion etc. to be himself – is an external soul.
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Acharya Shri Yogendu Deo in his ‘Paramaatmaprakaasha’ has discussed
three kinds of soul –

Aßnm {V-{dhþ _wUmo{d bhþ, _y‹T>C _o„m{h ^mC Ÿ&
_w{U gÊUmU| UmU_C Omo na_ßn ghmC Ÿ&& 12 Ÿ&&
O, Prabhakar Bhatt, you please renounce/abandon the volition of external
soul considering soul to be of three kinds. You be the internal soul and know the
nature of pure and perfect soul by means of self-knowledge. The nature of pure and
perfect soul is filled with omniscient/perfect knowledge.

_wTw> {d`ŠIUw d§^w nê$ Aßnm {V{dhþ hdoB &
Xohþ {O Aßnm Omo _wUC gmo OUw _wTw> hdoB© Ÿ&& 13 Ÿ&&
The external, soul is associated with falsehood, attachment, and aversion
etc.; pure and perfect soul is dispassionate/unattached, pure and enlightened soul has
got infinite knowledge etc. by nature. Thus the soul is of three kinds – external soul,
internal soul and pure soul – of those three external souls is that who treats his body
to be his soul.

Xoh-{d{^ÊUC UmU_C Omo na_ßnw {UEB Ÿ&
na_-g_m{h-n[aR²>R>C n§{S>C gmo {O hdoB Ÿ&& 14 Ÿ&&
Internal soul is that who treats his soul to be different from his body. And who is
related in the volition of self-union.

na_mË_m Aßnm bÕC UmU_C H$å_-{d_w¸$ OoU Ÿ&
_o{„{d g`bw {d Xìdw né gmo nU{h _wUoU Ÿ&& 15 Ÿ&&
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Pure and perfect soul is that soul, which has destroyed knowledge obscuring
and other karmas, which has renounced all non selves inclusive of body and which is
manifested with omniscience.
In Kaartikeyanuprekshaa, there are three types of souls.

Ordm hd§{V {V{dhm ~{haßnm Vh ` A§Vaßnm ` Ÿ&
na_ßnm {d` Xw{dhm, Aah§Vm Vh ` {gÕm` && 192 Ÿ&&
The souls are of three kinds – external souls, internal souls and pure souls.
Pure souls are of two kinds – Arihantas (Pure soul with body) and siddhas (Bodiless
pure souls). These are also known as Nikal and Sakal Parmatma.

{_ÀN>Îm n[aUXßnm, {Vìd H$gmEU gÆx> Am{dÆ>mo Ÿ&
Ord§ Xoho E¸§$, _ÊU§Vmo hmo{X ~{haßnm Ÿ&& 193 Ÿ&&
The external soul is that souls, who is modified by the fruitioning of the
Karma of falsehood, who is completely filled with intensified passions such as
infinite anger etc. who treats body and soul to be one and same.

Oo qOU d`Uo Hw$ebmo, ^o`§ OmU§{V Ord XohmU§ Ÿ&
{U{‚m` XwÆ>Æ>, A§VaAßnm ` Vo {V{dhm Ÿ&Ÿ& 194 Ÿ&&
Internal souls are those, who are well versed in the preaching of Jina, who
know the distinction of self with non selves and who have conquered eight wicked
intoxications. Internal souls are of three kinds –

n§M_hìd`wY OwÎmm, Yå_o gwŠHo$ {d g§{R>Xm {Uƒ§ &
{U{‚m` g`b n_m`m, C{¸$Q²>R>m A§Vam hm|{V Ÿ&& 195 Ÿ&&
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The superior most internal souls are those who have adopted five full vows,
who are always established in righteous meditation and pure meditation and who
have conquered all carelessness.
Saints who are adorned with five full vows namely truth, nonviolence, nonstealing, celibacy and non-possession, who perform four kinds of righteous
meditation (Aagyavichaya, Apayavichaya, Vipakvichaya and Samsthanvichaya) and
two pure meditations (Pruthakatwa-Vitarkavichar and Ekatvavitarkvichaar) and who
have overpowered / conquered 15 or 80 or 37500 types of carelessness and saints
belonging to the states of virtues from that of carefully bowlful up to that of
possessionlessness are excellent internal souls.

gmd`JwUoqh OwÎmm, n_Îm - {daXm ` _{ÁP_m hm|{V Ÿ&
{OUd`Uo AUwaÎmm, Cdg_-grcm _hmgÎmm Ÿ&&196Ÿ&&
House holders who have adopted the vows of a shravak and saint belonging
to the state of virtue named careless vowfulness are intermediate internal souls.
These persons love the preaching of Shri Jinendra Dev ; they are calm, quiet and
brave.

A{da` gå_m{XÆ>r, hm|{V OhÊUm {OU§Xn`^Îmm Ÿ&
AßnmU§ qUX§Vm, JwUJhUo gwÆx> AUwaÎmm Ÿ&&190Ÿ&Ÿ&
Persons who are vow less right believer are low internal souls. Such persons
are the devotees of the lotus feet of Shri Jinendra Dev; they are engaged in selfcriticism and are keen to acquire virtues.
The nature of soul as mentioned in Samadhishatak –

~{ha§V: naíMo{V, {ÌYm@@Ë_m gd© Xo{hfw Ÿ&
Cno`mÝVÌ na_§ _Ü`monm`mX² ~{hñË`OoV² Ÿ&&4Ÿ&&
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All souls with body are of three kinds – External Soul, Internal Soul and
Pure Soul. Aspirant of salvation should attain pure self by means of internal soul and
should renounce external soul.

~{hamË_m earamXm¡ OmVmË_ ^«mpÝVaÝVa: Ÿ&
{MÎmXmofmË_ {d^«m{ÝV: na_mË_m@{V {Z_©c: Ÿ&& 5Ÿ &&
External soul misconceives the nature of soul and understands his body,
wife, sons etc. be his own different from it The internal soul clearly knows the true
nature of soul as well as the nature of attachment, aversion and similar other
unnatural volitions. Pure soul is free from all karmic filth.
Having these three kinds of souls in mind one should determine about his
own category and place. He should think to the effect that he did nourish falsehood
because beginning less ignorance. He has been wandering in mundane existence up
till now because he did treat non selves to be his self. Such a person should think of
all this and reflect upon it with a concentrated mind. Be an internal soul after giving
up external soul. Adopt suitable (right) conduct so as to attain the status of pure soul.
The external soul which praises matter or the mode cannot be relieved of
transmigration in four grades of life.
The pupil at this stage enquires: what happens to persons (saints), who are
ever absorbed in their natural selves?
Acharya Shri replies –

Shloka 47

AmË_mZwð>mZ {Zð>ñ`, ì`dhma ~{h: pñWVo: Ÿ&
Om`Vo na_mZ§X:, H$píMÚmoJoZ `mo{JZ: Ÿ&&47Ÿ&&
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Meaning – There arises/originates sum unparalleled and incomparable delight in the
souls of those who are absorbed in self meditation and who are not engaged in
external religious practices.
Purport – Simple common men are destroying their time and energy in various
kinds of religious performances remaining subordinate to falsehood. Some of them
worship attached and averted gods and goddess; and some of them try to please
administrative gods and goddesses (yakshas and yakshanis attendants of Tirthankar).
Oh, how can yakshas and yakshanis who attend and serve their lords i.e.
Tirthankaras, think of being they worshiped? Such gods and goddesses are not
pleased with their worshiping. In fact they create marvels / miracles by being pleased
with the flawless conduct and restraint and the worship of Shri Arihant Dev of the
devotees. Selfish persons of world have considered their own worship to be the path
of salvation and means of propagation and publicity of the rule of Jina. Oh, what
short of ignorance is this? A righteous person honors and gives respect to righteous
gods and goddesses but he does not treat them to be Arihantas or the like.
Nonattached saints do not treat attached gods and goddesses to be worship able;
irrespective of the fact weather they are righteous or unrighteous. These gods and
goddesses want the blessings of saints and worship them.
Can unrestrained individual aspire for the veneration and reverence by the
restraint saints? If he does so, he is highly wrong believer. The attempts of such a
person to this effect are fully unjust and improper. So it is quite evident that a
celestial being does not aspire for to be worshiped by faultless restrained persons. On
the contrary these celestial beings relieve them of harassments and worship them. For
example Dharnendra did safeguard the restrained saint. Persons, who are engaged in
the religious performances in relation to such gods and goddesses, are different from
those who are engaged in religious performances for selves.
Oh! How can be restrained persons, who are engaged in worshiping
themselves – can divert their attention and be engaged in worshiping non selves?
Such saints consider the worship of five supreme beings to be inconsistence and
others - though such worship is a means to their end of attaining salvation. Such
saints firmly believe that the attainment of salvation is accomplished by selfVisit us at http://www.vishuddhasagar.com
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meditation alone. They believe that all other religious practices are the means of
attaining salvation only from traditional view point. So how can a bowlful
rennunciated persons can agree and indulge in the worship of unrestrained,
unattached mansion dwelling celestial beings? Such saints do not disregard their coreligionists. Saints keep themselves untouched and equanimous with the praise or
condemnation done to them. Why shall then such saints be pleased or displeased by
the praise or condemnation of others?
O, brother! Religious observances of self-seeking saint commences after his
external religious practices.
Worshiping is done so as to purify volitions/thought actions. There are
persons who according to their system of worship offer flowers to the deity and
purify their volitions, there are others, who do not offer flowers instead they offer
yellow rice according to their system of worship and purify their volitions. In the
world of today there prevail different kinds of systems of worshiping. Shravakas are
right so far as they follow the instructions of scriptures and behave accordingly. A
shravaka Worships five supreme beings in order to keep him away from being
engaged in inauspicious volitions.
A house holder having many wants to satisfy is not able to perform religious
duties calmly and quietly inclusive of worshiping. He offers pure and superior
material goods on the feet of the lord according to his capacity in order to renounce
greed. Those who have got jewels do pray god with the lamp of jewel where as those
who have earthen lamp, pray god with an enkindle earthen lamp. A house holder in
this way venerates and worships his deity by greedless offering his best articles so as
to purifying his volitions. He duly pays respects to scriptures. The duties of the house
holders include religious performances in addition to Worshiping and giving
charities. Saints should not be considered with all this unnecessarily. Unknotted form
is not adopted for taking part in the discussion of religious performance and
Worshiping. This form is adopted by a person only to dwell in soul. Scriptures
mention that practices other than self-experiencing are secondary to a saint. When a
saint falls down from his endeavors / roles of absorption in functional consciousness,
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he delivers discourses on worshiping eulogizing etc. It is also said by Shri
Kundkundaswami in Pravachanasaara –

X§gUUmUwdXogmo {gñg½JhU§ M nmogU§ Voqg Ÿ&
M[a`m {h gamJmU§ {OqUX nyOmodXogmo ` Ÿ&& àdMZgma 248 Ÿ&&
Preaching of on right faith and right knowledge, initiation of disciples,
teaching and nourishing as well as instructions relating to the Worship of Shri
Jinendra Dev are parts of the conduct of attached persons. All these activities are
performed by persons with auspicious functional consciousness, not by those having
pure functional consciousness. Aachaarya Shri Amrutachandraji clearly states –

AZw{lK«jmnyd©H$ Xe©ZkmZmonXoe àd¥{Îm: Ÿ&
{eî` g§J«hU àd¥{ÎmñVËnmofU àd¥{Îm{O©ZoÝÐ nyOmonXoe Ÿ&
àd¥{ÎmíM ew^mon`mo{JZ½_od ^dpÝV Z ewÕmon`mo{JZm_² Ÿ&& AmË_ »`m{V Q>rH$m 248Ÿ&&
Undoubtedly persons having auspicious functional consciousness become
persons with pure functional consciousness. Shawakas are persons having auspicious
functional consciousness. In practicing equanimity etc. there is, no doubts the intend
and purpose of gaining pure functional consciousness, but it is really auspicious
functional consciousness. Acharya Jayasena assists like wise.
A saint aspiring salvation protects his soul every moment from the volition
of non selves such as body etc. He tries to be detached from them. Who have been
termed as wrong believer and worldly in scriptures?

U M`{X Omo Xw __qÎm Ah§ __o{V XohX{dUogw Ÿ&
gmo gm_ÊU§ MÎmm n{S>dÊUmo hmo{X Cå_½J§ Ÿ&& àdMZgma 190Ÿ&&
He, who does not abandon attachment and sense of mineness in body, riches
etc. – marches on wrong path leaving his sainthood –

{U½J§W§ nìdBXmo dÅ>{X O{X E{hJoqh H$å_oqh Ÿ&
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gmo cmo{JJmo {Îm ^{UXmo g§O_Vdg§nOwÎmmo{d Ÿ&& àdMZgmaŸ269&&
A saint is a worldly saint, who indulges in worldly affaires in spite of his
initiation as unknotted saints, irrespective of the fact that he follows the conduct of
restraint and austerities. A saint who has been initiated as a Digambar muni – thinks
of thoughts that destroy real and practical gems trio is designated as a worldly saint
in spite of his practices of objective restraint and objective austerities.
Self-welling saints are always engaged in the conduct of attaining salvation;
they remain absolutely unconscious with external activities. Their eyes are fixed on
the element of soul. Ascetics – who are equanimous and treat alike life and death,
gain and loss, pleasure and pains and friends and foes – are established in their
selves. They are seated in pure substance devoid of external practices. The very
thought of such ascetics yields unprecedented pleasure. That is what Shri Aachaarya
Poojyapaada means and intents –
The pupil further asks O, lord! You have given the definition of excellent
eternal bliss, but you have not so far told me, as to what gains flow from it. Please
tell me what does eternal bliss give?
Acharya Shri replies –

Shloka 48

AmZ§Xmo {ZX©hË`wÕ§, H$_}ÝYZ_ZmaV_² Ÿ&
Z Mmgm¡ {IÚVo `moJr, ~{hXw©:IoîdMoVZ: Ÿ&&48Ÿ&&
Meaning – The bliss of self-meditation constantly burns / consumes the fuel of
karmas; such a saint remains unknown of external hardships and is not subjected to
sufferings and regrets.
Purport – Ignorant worldly persons considering self-meditation to be a different task
have entangled themselves in volitions, external religious performances and treated
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such performances to be most important. In fact appropriate external religious
performance should lead to (be the cause of) self-meditation. Violence can never be
good or beneficial. True religion consists of nonviolence. Which is natural volition of
soul? Jain saints take the full vow of non-violence and practice to that effect. How
can a saint burn fire; thrust wooden log in it? But Acharya Shri maintains that saints
do burn. Here the question arises: what do them burn from what do they do so? The
replies to this question will satisfy our curiosity. Just as fire burns fuel, similarly the
eternal bliss originates in soul burns karmas to a great extent. O, the importance of
meditation is unthinkable. There have been and are such renounced saints, who have
considered ‘Panchaagni Tapa’ (austerity of living in amongst five fires) and causing
distress to body to be the real path of salvation; such saints da not differentiate
between fire caused by burning wood and fire caused by burning karmas by way of
meditation.
The doubts and suspensions of a mundane soul are really surprising. Simple
persons thinking in wrong directions do forget that fire is one thing and fuel another
thing. How the soul which is different from two other different objects over can
powered by sins; acquire and collect virtues and destroy sins? O, brother, if violent
deeds commence purification of soul, then what shall be the fat of nonviolence.
Austerities based on violence result in more and more karmic bondage
instead of destruction of karmas. O, soul! Thoughts and reflections of material
objects cannot help a man in attaining his natural self. Self-meditation of self which
is knowledge incorporate consciousness is the main cause of shading off of karmas.
And from practical point of view meditation of five supreme beings is the cause of
salvation from practical stand point. Saints destroy the chains of karmic bondages
with the help of self-bliss.
Destroyed karmic bondages do not originate again. A soul liberated of all
karmas attains the mode of Siddha (bodiless pure and perfect soul), which has a
beginning but which has no end (which everlasting). The soul becomes relieved of all
kinds of sufferings forever. Salvated soul is not reborn in mundane existence. As it is
said by Acharya Shri Samantabhadraswamiji in Ratnakarand shraavakaachaar.
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H$mcoH$ëneVo@{n M JVo {edmZm§ Z {d{H«$`mcú`m Ÿ&
CËnmVmo@{n `{X ñ`mV² {ÌcmoH$gå^«mpÝVH$aU nQw>: Ÿ&& aËZH$a§S> lmdH$mMma &&
Body less pure and perfect souls (Siddhas) are not agitated at any time in
any manner what so ever in spite of any disaster causing agitation/disturbance in all
the three universes after the passage of hundreds of Kalpa Kalas.
Such unparralled static state of soul is attend by great Jin ascetics by means
of self meditation. There is no other way out of attaining of such a state. Such
meditation is completely devoid of all desires.
Jin ascetics burn and reduce the heaps of karmas to ashes by means of self
meditation with in no time. O, friend! Just think of that pure state, where the
difference between meditation and meditator ends. Absorption in the mass of
consciousness alone remains. Self-knower is different from the knower of non selves.
Various harassments and hardships do not succeed in disturbing, faultless / flawless
immobile ascetics.
Behold the indivisible immersion of soul in soul or union with self of great
saints like Sukumal, Sukaushal, Gajkumar, Kartikeya etc., who underwent great
harassments and hardships by remaining absorbed in pure self-meditation. The body
of Muniraj Shri Gurudutta had been burnt by the flames of fire which was being
extinguished by him with the cold water of pure volitions of equanimity. In course of
this exercise Muni Shri Gurudutta attained salvation. In short persons aspiring
salvation must constantly keep themselves engaged in practicing self-meditation –
which is the bestowed of eternal bliss. As it is said –

aËZÌ`_wnmXm` Ë`ŠËdm ~§Y {Zd§YZ_² Ÿ&
Ü`mZ_ä`ñ`Vm§ {ZË`§ `{X `mo{JZ _wwj{_ Ÿ&& VÎdmZwemgZ 129Ÿ&&
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O, saint! If you are really on attaining salvation you should renounce causes
of karmic bondage, adopt the path of gems trio and should always practice selfmeditation. If such meditator is ultimate bodied, he succeeds in attaining salvation
different from it if such meditator is not ultimate bodied he gets celestial grade of life
and becomes a celestial being equipped with great attainments.
So great saints equipped with gems trio are constantly engaged in their
endeavors of constant shading off of karmas. The unknotted saints who endeavor for
destroying their mundane existence in spite of living in the midst of worldly persons
are ever worshiping able.
In reply to the queries of saints – what should aspirants of salvation should
asks about, what should they aspire for, and what should they try to experience?
Acharya Shri says –

Shloka 49 –

A{dÚm{^Xwa§ Á`mo{V: na§ kmZ_`§ _hV² Ÿ&
VËn«ï>ì`§ VXoîQ>ì`§ VX²ÐîQ>ì`§ _w
_w_wjw{^: Ÿ&&49Ÿ&&
Meaning – The excellent/superior most flame of knowledge incorporating soul
destroys the darkness of ignorance/falsehood. Aspirants of salvation should ask about
it, should try to attain it and should look/behold it.
Purport – Aachaarya Shri Poojayapaadaswami has dealt with the excellent flame of
knowledge which destroys ignorance/falsehood and is quite beneficial. Acharya Shri
Amrutachandraswami has paid has obeisance to the same flame. This excellent flame
of knowledge reflects universe as well as non-universe.
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V‚m`{V na§ Á`mo{V: g_§ g_ñV¡aZÝV n`m©`¡: Ÿ&
Xn©U Vc Bd gH$cm à{V\$c{V nXmW© _m{cH$m `Ì Ÿ&& nwéfmW© {gÕ`wnm` Ÿ&&
It is like a mirror which reflects all objects of universe with their infinite
past, present and future modes; may that excellent flames consisting of pure and
perfect consciousness be ever victorious. The light of pure consciousness is such as
does reflect all objects associated with their substances, attributes and modes. The
past, present and future modes of those substances do also reflect in that soul; just as
a mirror reflects objects like pots, clothes etc. This excellent flame is not an attached
thing; it is nonattached. This flame is manifested only when the saint will reach the
state of non-attachment. When a person is in the stage of an attached one, he makes
only efforts to attain this attached flame. The flame of right faith and right
knowledge appears in fourth state of virtues. But not attached self-experiencing
flame (omniscient) appears in the thirteenth state of virtues of the omniscient with
body.
Up to the twelveth state of virtues, the objects of meditation of a saint are
his deity. Excellent flame/god, Shiva (salvated), stainless, unblotted/unblemished,
indestructible, inexhaustible, pure, enlightened, matchless, indivisible, unbreakable,
supreme being, bodiless pure and perfect soul (Siddha), real/true soul, blissful,
omniscient, non-attached, Arihant, Jin, Apta, Bhagwan, Samaya Saar etc. are all
synonyms of that very excellent/supreme flame of pure soul.
May that supreme flame which incorporates pure and perfect soul – be ever
victorious. The element of soul is substantially pure and perfect. The state of pure
and perfect soul is free from all sorrows and sufferings. Elucidating upon such pure
and perfect soul Acharya Shri Padmaprabhmaldharideo states in
Niyamasaarakalasha –

O`{V g_`gma: gd©VÎd¡H$ gma: Ÿ&
gH$c {dc`Xya: àmñV Xwìd[a_ma: Ÿ&&
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Xw[aV VV Hw$R>ma: ewÕ~moYmdVma: Ÿ&
gwI Oc {Z{Y nya: Šcoedmam{enma: Ÿ&&54Ÿ&&
Pure and perfect soul – real substance of soul is alone most
material/important in all elements – is far away from all destructible volitions, which
has annihilated hardly vendible lust, which is an axe to cut the tree of sins, which is
the embodiment of pure knowledge, which is the ocean/treasure of bliss and which is
the end of the ocean of sufferings. This pure and perfect soul is ever victorious.
The ascetics convert/transform capable pure soul of his own in to
enlightened/own soul by means of meditating upon pure soul. In other words the
capable pure soul which is dwelling in the temple of body becomes pure enlightened
soul due to manifestation of perfect knowledge.
The mundane soul is wandering in universe due to beginning less ignorance.
He is forgetting full of immense power of his own soul. The influence of ignorance is
great. Person concern requires constant religious practices to be practiced in order to
get rid of it. This ignorance cannot be destroyed without the equisition of selfknowledge. The darkness of ignorance cannot be removed without necessary effort
therefore.
To quote Samaadhishataka of Aachaarya Poojyapaada –

A{dÚmä`mgg§ñH$ma¡ade§ {jß`Vo _Z: Ÿ&
VXod kmZg§ñH$ma¡: ñdVñVÎdo@d{Vð>Vo Ÿ&&37Ÿ&&
The mind loses its independence and becomes mad/disturbed by the
consequences of the exercise of ignorance. And the same mind, on the other hand,
becomes self-established due to the influence of the science of discrimination in
between body and soul.
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Aspirants of salvation must guard themselves from the causes which
increase/enlarge ignorance; otherwise he will find concentration of mind to be
difficult. Ignorance cannot be removed unless and until mind becomes clear and
concentrated. The soul overpowered by ignorance undergoes various kinds of
sufferings, because it gets entangled in the fulfillment of many desires and thereby
accumulating large number of karmas. These sufferings cause the soul concerned to
be drowned in the ocean of mundane existence by adding fresh karmas. Wise and
prudent persons should realize such sufferings of theirs and do away with those
tendencies and start marching on different direction. This should be so done in order
to let the non-attached, worship able supreme flame manifest in the innermost of
every aspirant of salvation. The supreme flame is the real destroyer of
ignorance/delusion.
The knowers of element should therefore talk about that supreme flame,
should enquire about the same, should aspire/long for the same and should
experience the same.
Acharya Devnandiji is of the opinion that wise and prudent persons should
realize their great riches / affluences.
Here after in conclusion we shall briefly mention the quiet essence of
scriptures, in order to remove all doubts and suspicions of the pupil. Acharya Shri
states – O, fine intellectual! What is the use of speaking more? Wise and prudent
person can be acquired with the worthy and worthless elements/factors in brief.

Shloka 50

Ordmo@Ý`: nwX²JcíMmÝ` BË`gm¡ VÎd g§J«h … Ÿ&
`XÝ`XwÀ`Vo {H${ÄMV²gmo@ñVw Vñ`¡d {dñVa: Ÿ&&50Ÿ&&
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Meaning – The quiet essence of metaphysics is: the soul is different from matter.
Whatever is said more than this is the explanation and elucidation thereof.
Purport – The entire knowledge of all scriptures is not effective in the absence of
the science of discrimination in self and non selves. Such knowledge is the beauty of
the words and phrases alone. Knowledge without conduct is comparable to a lame
person. It is not the cause of one’s repute. A saint studies scriptures in order to purify
his conduct in respect of self-realization. The object of study, reflection and
meditation is not to live the life of a worldly Wiseman; the object is to live/follow
right conduct and live the life of a self-seeker. One’s knowledge of elements may be
meager, but if his conduct is right, pure and undeluded ; he can succeed in attaining
salvation.
Aachaarya Kaartikeyaswami has enumerated the causes of study –

na VÎmr{UadoŠImo, XwÆ> {d`ßnmU UmgUg_ËWmo Ÿ&
Vƒ {d{UÀN>`hoXw, gÁPmAmoÁPmU {g{Õ`amo Ÿ&& H$m. A. 459 &&
The austerity of self-study is unconcern with condemnation of others; is
competent to destroy crooked/wicked designs; is the cause in determining elements
and helps in the accomplishment of meditation.
In reply to the question as to what studies are done for? Acharya replies –

àkm{Ve` àemÝVmÜ`dgm`mÚW©: ñdmÜ`m`: Ÿ&
àkm{Ve` àeñVmÜ`dgm`: àdMZ pñW{V: ŸŸ&&
g§e`moÀN>oX: nadm{X e‘>m ^md: na_ g§doJm: Ÿ&
Vnmod¥{Õa{VMma {dew{Õ [aË`od _mÚW©: ñdmÜ``mo@Zwï>o`: Ÿ&&
VÎdmW©dm{V©H$ - 9-25-61
Self-study should be resorted to / undertaken for development of wisdom,
purification of volitions/thought actions, acquisition, capability to preach, eradication
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of doubts and suspicions, meeting the arguments of other religionist, desire for
salvation, increase in austerities and clearance of faults (attainment of pure conduct).
Knowledge of elements is the medium of purification of soul. Studies done
with a view of sporting in intellectual exercises or with a view to gain popularity
cannot be the cause of the knowledge of the science of discrimination. True wisdom
lies not in vanity; it lies in self-good. Those who trade in scriptural knowledge are
earning and accumulating their knowledge obscuring karmas.
Oh, how surprising is it to know that scholars of scriptures are utilizing the
knowledge of self-realization in acquiring physical and sense pleasures and creating
themselves, without any hitch? They do not think as to what is eatable and what is
uneatable although such persons discuss and preach about self-bliss. Their discourses
may give the delight of fine words and phrases not the delight of auspicious
volitions. The discourses of such worldly wise persons make mention of the volitions
of inherent disposition or attributes of natural self just in words and phrases but such
preachers have got inauspicious functional consciousness and false conduct.
Oh, what is self-knowledge? The fruits of knowledge of elements are the
volition of restraint. A right knowing person becomes highly faithful towards right
conduct souls who do not have sense of respect or are regardful of restraint and the
restrained cannot be a pure soul, and incorrect knower of scriptures. A right
believing person has got great respect for restraint; irrespective of the fact weather he
succeeds or does not succeed in adopting restraint.
Study of sacred books generates intense desire for knowing the element of
self. And it separates him from the volition of non self. The study of scriptures of
persons devoid of self-knowledge is not the cause of the attainment of salvation. Just
the conduct of a saint devoid of equanimity is not the cause of salvation.
As it is said –

gËW nT>§Vh Vo {d OS> Aßnm Oo U _wU§{V Ÿ&
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Vqh H$ma{U E Ord \w$Sw> U hþ {UìdmUw ch§{V Ÿ&&53Ÿ&Ÿ& `moJgma Ÿ&&
Persons who read and learn scriptures, but who do not know or recognize
their souls are in fact ignorant and such persons certainly do not and cannot attain
salvation.
The idea that salvation can be attained by those alone who are masters of
scriptural knowledge is not correct. It is not indispensable to know/learn all the
scripture in order to attain self-good. But it is certainly indispensable to have faith in
scriptural knowledge therefore.
Sheer ignorance is not the cause of karmic bondage; similarly mere
knowledge is not the cause of salvation. Here ignorance indicates want of scriptural
knowledge and knowledge indicates knowledge of scriptures. In fact karmic bondage
and emancipation of karmas are the consequences of internal knowledge. Want of
internal knowledge constitute ignorance. As it is said –

AkmZmÝ_mo{hZmo ~§Ymo Zm kmZmX² drV _mohV: Ÿ&
kmZñVmoH$mƒ _moj: ñ`mX _mohmÝ_mo{hZmo@Ý`Wm Ÿ&& Amá_r_m§gm Ÿ&&98Ÿ&&
Karmic bondage is caused by the ignorance associated with delusion. And
ignorance without delusion does not cause karmic bondage. Meager scriptural
knowledge without delusion can cause salvation but complete knowledge of
scriptures with delusion does not cause salvation.
Volitions associated with delusion and passions cause karmic bondage. A
saint absorbed in the knowledge of scriptures – earns/gains the great most valuable
treasure of pure soul keeping him far away from the volitions of passion and
delusion. The great valours of great souls capable and aspirants of salvation is really
so fine and great.
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Acharya Shri now telling the direct and conventional (indirect) fruits of the
study of scriptures.

Shloka 51

Bï>monXoe {_{V gå`JYrV²` Yr_mZ²,
_mZmn_mZ g_Vm§ ñd_Vm{ÛVÝ` Ÿ&
_wÎH$mJ«hmo {d{ZdgZ² gOZo dZo dm,
_w{ŠV{l`§ {Zê$n_m_wn`m{V ^ì`: Ÿ&&51Ÿ&&
Meaning – Wise and prudent soul capable of attaining salvation by reading
Istopadesh weds the matchless goddess of salvation. Such wise and prudent readers
should adopt equanimity, give up all pertinacity and prejudices live either in hamlets
or forests in order to achieve their end.
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Purport – Acharya Shri giving his concluding remarks in this last Sloka gives
blessing to his readers. There has been an old tradition of praying in the beginning,
midst and end of any composition. The author has followed the same tradition and
given his blessings. The authenticity of the work, the greatness of the author and the
old tradition of Acharyas are known from the compassion of the author for all living
beings which he expresses in the end. Whatever I have stated in this composition is
in accordance with the preaching of my predecessors Acharyas. Be it noted that
ignorance of divine sound and utterings of the omniscient lord is neither the cause of
karmic bondages not that of salvation. The real cause of karmic bondages is
perception deluding and conducts deluding karmas. Falsehood, vowlessness,
carelessness, passions and volitions of mind, speech and body are direct cause of
bondage. Knowledge becomes ignorance due to falsehood and knowledge together
with righteousness becomes recognition. Knowledge consequent upon the study of
scriptures and ignorance consequent upon the want of study of scriptures are not the
causes of bondage and salvation; they may be so called from formal point of view.
Karmic bondage and freedom from karmas depends upon the volitions of passion or
the absence thereof. It is because of this that the author summarizing his works
asserts that the quiet essence of the entire knowledge of elements is the clear
understanding or conception of the distinction between soul and matter. This
aphorism is pointing out the importance of science of discrimination and
subjective/internal knowledge. It is pointing out the secondary statues of external
knowledge. Acharya Kund Kund has illustrated this preposition by the events of the
life of great saint Shivahhootiji.

Vwg_mg§ Kmog§Vmo ^md {dgwÕmo _hmUw^mdmo ` Ÿ&
Um_oU ` {gd^yB© Ho$dcUmUr \w$S>§ OmAmo Ÿ&53Ÿ& ^md nmhþS>Ÿ&
It is quite well known that Muni Shri Shivabhootiji attained omniscience
just by repeating again and again ‘Tush Mass Sabda Bhinnam’ because of the purity
of his volitions. The knowledge of Muni Shri Shivabhootiji was limited and he knew
only the six letters ‘Tush Mass Bhinna’. His knowledge was undeluded and
associated with belief in scriptures. That great saint full of strong feeling for selfrealization attends omniscience with in half moment because he was absolutely
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equanimous and his volitions were pure. This is what Acharya Poojya Paad also
asserts.
The soul is different from / other than body. This is the gist of truth. The
purport is final determination of the element of soul. An aspirant of salvation can
succeed in wedding the goddess of salvation in case the river of pure science of
discrimination starts flowing in his inner most. In order to fix the mind and heart of a
saint the knowledge of elements has been compiled in four Anuyogas, so that he may
study them. But for the disciples who are keenly interested in aphorisms, the
aphorism ‘the soul is different from matter like the skin of pulse’ is enough desired
knowledge. One endeavors only for that which he desires. What we desire/aspire for
is salvation and the discourses relating to its constituting ‘Istopadesh’. The work,
which contains the discourses on the desired objects, is ‘Istopadesh’. This work
needs be carefully and laboriously studied as it contains the knowledge of becoming
bodiless pure and perfect soul and is the bestowed of self-attainment. Such works
based on the preaching of the non-attached must be studied quit, respectfully and
with purity of body and intellect. The word ‘Samayakdhytya’ in the Sloka pointedly
asserts that the study of the preaching of Jina must be done carefully, zealously and
with the purity of objects etc. As it is said in Moolaachaar –

n{S>co{hD$U gå_§ Xìd§ IoÎm§ M H$mc ^mdo ` Ÿ&
{dU` Cd`ma OwÎmoU ÁPoXìd§ n`ÎmoU Ÿ&&170Ÿ&&
i.e. one should study ‘Jinwani’ by keeping in mind the purity of substance,
place, time and volitions, being respectful and regardful and laboriously.
Here purity of substance means the purity of body. The purity of place
means that the place should not have skin, bone, urine, excreta etc. within a radius of
hundred hands. The purity of time means the time of study is exclusive of evening,
period of the roaring of clouds and that of lightening. The purity of volitions here
signifies that the scholar should be free from the volitions of anger, greed, pride and
deceit.
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Doubt – Here the question arises as to what shall be the consequences in case purity
of substance, place, time and volitions are not adopted.
Answer – The Gatha Sootra asserts that very serious consequences happen, in case
these purities are not practiced.

XÄdm{Xd{X¸$_U§ H$ao{X gwÎmñW {gŠIcmohoU Ÿ&
Ag_m{h_gÁPm`§ H$ch§ dmqh {d`moJ§ M Ÿ&&111Ÿ&& _ycmMma Ÿ&&
If the scholar/reader violates the rules of purities concerning substance,
time, place, volitions etc. for reason of satisfying his greed of learning the meanings
and intent of aphorism, he reaps the consequences thereof i.e. loss of self-union, loss
of self-studies, quarrels, diseases and separation.
If any saint reads any aphorism disregarding for the purity of substance,
place, time and volition avariciously, he does not attain self-union consequent upon
the obstructions of his righteousness. In consequence of such impurity there arise
some differences leading to quarrel in between the teacher and the taught. Such saints
sometimes become the victim of Fever, Asthma, Cough, Fistula and other similar
diseases. Some times as a consequence there of the pupil and the teacher get
separated from each other.
Therefore the saint should study scriptures carefully with due respect and
regards. The wise and prudent person – who is skillful in distinguish worthy from
worthless, elements from non-elements, worship able from non-worship able,
religion from atheism, scriptures from non-scriptures, preceptors from teacher etc.,
who is self-knowing, who is aspirant of self-good, who is expert in determining the
nature of self-studies this sacred book ‘Istopadesh’ ; he becomes equanimous and
remains equal in honour and dishonour etc. equanimity is the friend and companion
of salvation for aspirants of salvation.
Equanimity is meditation. In the absence of equanimity all the religious
practices of a saint are merely objective. Saints with physical signs and apparent
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shramanas (saints) and who are unequanimous cannot attain salvation. Such is said in
scriptures –

qH$ H$mh{X dUdmgmo, H$m`{H$cogmo {d{MÎmCddmgmo Ÿ&
AÁP`U_m¡UnhþXr, g_Xm a{h`ñg g_Uñg Ÿ&& {Z`_gma Ÿ&&124Ÿ&&
Dwelling in forest, body mortification, many kinds of fasting, study and
observance of silence etc. cannot help a saint without equanimity in any manner what
so ever.
Acharya Padma Prabh Mal Dhary Dev also asserts –

AZeZm{X VníMaU¡: \$c§, g_V`m a{hVñ` `VoZ©{h Ÿ&
VV BX§ {ZOVÎd_ZmHw$c§, ^O _wZo g_Vm Hw$c_§{Xa_² Ÿ&&
An unequanimous saint adopts austerities, fasting etc. – in vain. Hence O,
saint, you do contemplate upon the elements of soul free from all restlessness
equanimously.
If anyone thinks to adopt the path of restraint when all the difficulties seize
to exist, he is mistaken. It is so because the mundane existence is full of difficulties
and obstacles. Overcoming the obstacles constitute the real valour. Three great Jin
ascetics resort to equanimity in times of great difficulties, harassment and hardships.
They realize that there are various kinds of mundane souls in universe and all of
them cannot be made favorable. Hence the proper way is to make one self-favorable
to his self.
Persons, who adopt themselves according to the wishes of others, suffer
from inferiority complex, on the other hand those who want to make others favorable
to themselves, they become egoists and the prey of sense of creatorship wise men do
not treat themselves to be the creators of others nor they treat themselves to have
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been created by others. They view all equally know them as equals and always make
proper attempts to maintain their equanimity.
To quote Acharya Devnandi equanimity can be had by those alone who are
free from pertinence. A pertinent person suffers himself as well as makes others
suffer. Such a person wants all works to be done according to his wishes, but this is
something impossible. Hence one should learn to be normal and natural before he
seeks initiation as a saint simplicity, normalcy and softness are worshiped
everywhere.
Truly restrained person does not much care for the alternatives of village or
forest. If he spends all his valuable time in deciding such matter, how will he get
enough time for self-meditation and right thinking. As it is said in
‘Samaadhishatak’–

J«m_mo@aÊ`{_{V ÛoYm, {Zdmgmo@ZmË_ X{e©Zm_² Ÿ&
ÑîQ>mË_mZm§ {ZdmgñVw, {d{dŠVmË_¡d {ZíMc: Ÿ&&73Ÿ&&
Those who know non selves alone think of two types of dwellings that in a
village and that in a forest on the contrary self-knowing saints think of dwelling in
self alone.
True saints live healthy minds and do not attach much importance to a type of
dwelling.
Such great saints alone succeed in wedding the goddess of salvation. How
the pure soul has become transcendental, it has become absolutely free from all the
sufferings of birth, old age and death, has become accomplished. It has attained
salvation and come to the end/terminus of the great journey. The soul will is and will
ever remain immersed in infinite knowledge and eternal bliss and will continue to
modify in this very mode (of salvated soul) forever. Now all the unnatural volitions
have ended. Now only one mode of pure and perfect soul will ceaselessly continue to
exist. I hereby endlessly infinite times pay my obeisance to the infinite salvated
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bodiless pure and perfect soul - souls behaving beginning infinite, permanent and
indivisible (integrated) mode of Siddhas. I earnestly pray that myself be adorned this
mode always end.

na_mË_na_mË_-Á`mo[V àmßV hmo, na_mË_nX H$mo {ZV Z_y± Ÿ&
na_mË_nX H$mo àmá H$a, AmZ§X-A_¥V-ag Yê±$ Ÿ&
nyÁ`nmX F$fre H$m d§XZ H$ê±$ eV dma _| Ÿ&
nyÁ`nmX F$fre {Vð>mo A~ h_mao Ü`mZ _| Ÿ&$
nyÁ`nmX F$fre __ OrdZ Voao AmXoe _| Ÿ&
nyÁ`nmX AJa Mco _oQy>± OZ_ Aê$ _aU _| Ÿ&
Bï>-nX H$s àm{á hmo, ho dra à^w Vw_H$mo Z_Z Ÿ&
Bï>-nX Ho$ hoVw ho, Jwê$Xod {damJ Vwåh| Z_Z Ÿ&
BîQ>-nX lr {dewÕgmJa MaU _| {ZVà{V Z_Z Ÿ&
Bï>-nX M§Ðoe hmo do Ad{Z Aï> _| J_Z Ÿ&
I pay my obeisance to the supreme status of bodiless pure and perfect soul. I
may attain the eternal flame of pure and perfect soul.
After attaining the supreme status, I may become full of nectarine bliss.
I praise and pay my obeisance to Acharya Shri Poojya Paad hundreds of
times, I pray that Acharya Shri Poojya Paad may dwell in my inner most.
May I live my life in accordance with the instructions/dictates of this great
Acharya Shri Poojya Pad. I shall succeed in ending the vicious circle of my birth and
death.
O, lord Mahavir, I pay my obeisance to you and aspire to attain the desired
supreme status. I also pay my obeisance to my Acharya Shri Virag Sagar in order to
attain that supreme status.
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I pay my obeisance to lord Mahavir the last Tirthankar thrice a day. I also
pay my obeisance to all the Ganadharas of all the twenty four Tirthankaras and in the
feet of all the non-attached unknotted austere saints. I also pay my obeisance to 20
Tirthankaras existing at present in Videh region. May mother Goddess Bharati and
the rule of Jin be ever victorious. May my soul attain the supreme status of a salvated
soul which is most auspicious shelter?
May Aachaarya Shri Kundakundadeva (an excellent preacher of the science
of spiritualism and an excellent knower and inspires of logic, argumentation and
praman), Aachaarya Shri Samantabhadradeva, Aachaarya Shri Akalankadeva and the
author of Istopadesha Aachaarya Shri Poojyapaada ever bless me. And my initiator –
preceptor Aachaarya Shri Viragssagarji be always victorious. I gained the path of
restraint and the knowledge of spiritualism, logic etc. by his blessings.
A person with meagre knowledge like me is not competent to go deep into
and investigate the ocean of Istopadesh. After venerating and worshiping Lord
Parswanath, Abhinandananath and other Tirthankaras of the temples and of the holy
place Kshetrapal in the city of Lalitpur and after listening to the submission of Pdt.
Nihaalachandraji (who did read the sacred book Aatmabodh) for writing something
on Istopadesh and in view of the kindness of goddess Saraswati and reflecting upon
the preaching of Lord Mahavir, I started this work on 20/07/2003 during my Varsha
Yoga of Lalitpur. This commentary on Istopadesh is being completed today, on the
seven the day of the next half of the month of Shraavana (24/08/2004) in the temple
of Lord Shantinaath situated in the holy place of Vidisha – where three Kalyankas of
the tenth Tirthankar Lord Sheetalanath were celebrated.
This sacred discourse of Lord Jinendra Dev may be victorious on the earth
so long as the Sun Shines.
My contribution in this work is nil. I have prepared this commentary in
accordance/consonance with the scriptural knowledge which Ex. Great ancient
Aachaaryas said. I request the learned saints and readers to correct errors, if any,
which might have crept in this, work due to lack of my knowledge.
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In the end I again pay my obeisance to five supreme beings and goddess
Saraswati billions of times. I pray that my endeavors, perception and conduct may
strengthen and I may attain union with myself at last.
Iti Alam Subham Bhooyaat Varsha Yoga 24.08.2004

Muni Shri Visuddhasagar Vidisha ( M.P.)
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